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ROBOTS INHERIT VISION FROM INSPECTION SYSTEMS/89
Plasma panels at last rival CRTs for text display/125
Plastic carriers chip away at board costs/141
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More than alow-cost DMM...
It's the arrival of
low-cost bench automation.
HP's new 3468A is not just another
high-performance 51
2 digit DMM.
/
It's the first instrument with HP-IL
(Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop)...
alow-cost interface that lets you
program the 3468A with the popular
HP 41 hand-held calculator. Now,
you can make voltage, current or resistance measurements automatically.
And the HP 41 can process results for
statistical analysis or direct readout in
engineering units. For extra capability, you can add aprinter for hard
copy output and atape drive for fast
program loading or data storage.

capability. An optional battery pack is
also available. In addition to all this,
you get the new HP-IL capability at
no extra cost.
Cost of ownership is low too. Rapid
electronic calibration does away with
potentiometers, reducing calibration
expense. And in terms of reliability,
the 3468A ranks with the best DMMs
HP has ever produced. That's because
high reliability was adesign goal from
the beginning. And that dictated low
power and aminimum of components.

HP-IL —an interface for
bench-top or portable systems.
HP-IL, the Hewlett-Packard Interface
Loop, is aflexible, expandable serial
interface for small, low-cost, batteryoperable systems. Its simple closedloop structure makes system setup fast
and easy, while Auto Address Assignment and Device Identification speed
programming. A new dimension in
HP instrumentation is possible with
HP-IL, which brings the convenience
of automation to lab and field at
low cost.

If you own an HP 41, you're
on the way.

Costs less to buy, costs less
to own.

You can build an inexpensive automated bench-top system around your
HP 41 in short order. All it takes is
the HP-IL interface module plus the
DMM and you're ready to start. For
more information on the HP 3468A
DMM and HP-IL, write: HewlettPackard, 1820 Embarcadero Road,
Palo Alto, CA 94303.

The new HP 3468A makes other
DMMs in its class look overpriced.
For just $695*, you get aselectable
51
/ to 31
2
/ digit DMM that spans
2
0.3 Vdc to 300 Vdc full scale with
1
pV sensitivity. It includes true rms
ac volts, dc and true rrns ac current to
3A, and two- or four-wire resistance

*Domestic U.S.A. price.
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SURPRISE!

HP offers acomplete fiber optic solution for only $17.*
That's our new low price for a
complete 5-metre fiber optic link in
quantities of 10K. Available off the
shelf, this reliable HP link gives you
everything you need to make the fiber
optic connection: transmitter, receiver, connectors, and cable.
Each component is designed and
tested to assure performance in high
volume applications. The transmitterreceiver modules provide logic
compatibility and dual in-line pack•1'. S. Domesitt Pr Kt. ()ill,

01202

aging to simplify designing the link
into your system. And the snap-in
connectors, combined with rugged
plastic cable, assure you of repeatable
optical performance and ease of installation. The assembled link is specified
to perform at data transmission rates
from dc to 5Mbaud for cable lengths
up to 5metres, and dc to 1Mbaud
for lengths up to 18 metres.
Try this exciting new technology
with our designer's kit, HFBR-0500.

Priced at only $27.50* each, the kit
contains 5metres of connectored cable,
transmitter, receiver, 2spare connectors, and technical literature. To order,
or to get information on HP's full
line of fiber optic products, call any
HP Components Distributor. In the
U.S., contact Hall-Mark, Hamilton/
Avnet, Pioneer Standard, Schweber,
or the Wyle Distribution Group.
In Canada, call Hamilton/Avnet or
Zentronics, Ltd.
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The Cover Story
Special report: Field-service automation takes
burden off the technician, 110
Intelligent computer-based tools with self- and remotediagnosis, along with decentralized repair depots and new
techniques, increase the service technician's productivity.

Major New Developments
Cover Photographed by Art Director Fred Sklenar.
Equipment courtesy of U.S. Instrument Rentals.

Robotics
A new generation of sophisticated computerized vision systems
for robots can go beyond simple inspection tasks to perform
more complex jobs such as materials handling, 89

Local networks
IBM provides guidelines to IEEE 802 standards committee,
positioning that giant amidst throngs of contenders, 37
A microcomputer-based local network adapts atmilitary
standard for arugged, noise-immune physical link with collision
protection, 147

Packaging
The leaded plastic chip-carrier is the latest weapon in the battle
for more efficient use of printed-circuit-board space, 141

New products
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Washington, 57
International, 63
Engineer's, 154
Products, 239

A stand-alone data-acquisition system supports a throughput of
50,000 samples per second at up to 15-bit resolution, 163
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News update, 10
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People, 14
Electronics and the law, 24
Meetings, 27
Washington commentary, 58
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Employment opportunities, 247
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Electronics Review
COMMUNICATIONS
IBM pinpoints baseband, tokenpassing ring for local networks, 37
INDUSTRIAL
Factories netting still more
networks, 38
Touch screen adds custom
graphics, 38
TESTING
Electron beam replaces mechanical
test, 39
MEMORY
Revised process yields RAM with
15-ns access time, 40
PRODUCTION
X-ray lithography gets new
nonrotating source, 42
COMMUNICATIONS
Bell switch calls on internal fiber
optics, 44
BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Japanese company relies on U. S.
design, 44
Software compatibility extends
throughout the product line, 47
INSTRUMENTS
Work station unites design, service
aspects, 47
LEGISLATION
Congress pushes to help
electronics industries, 48
Electronics International
GREAT BRITAIN
LCD replaces cathode-ray tube in
digital scope, 73
Licking the LCD's multiplexing
limit, 73
THE NETHERLANDS
Filter can improve audio d-a
conversion economically, 74
JAPAN
Watch takes wearer's pulse rate by
copying ECG, 76
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WEST GERMANY
Nixdorf's PBX aims at domestic
market first, 78
Probing the News
ROBOTICS
Vision systems gain the smarts to
perform more complex jobs, 89
INSTRUMENTATION
Industry told that it's about to pull
out of doldrums, 93
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Government wants to spend $4.5
billion to rewire Britain, 96
COMPANIES
As U. S. IC figures show a6% drop,
Motorola posts an 8% rise, 102

Technical Articles
TEST & MEASUREMENT: A
SPECIAL REPORT
Automation promises to lighten the
field-service load, 110
DISPLAYS
Plasma panels challenge tubes in
alphanumeric display, 125
Plasma panel taps ac and dc cells
to thin driver ranks, 126
High-voltage ICs supply the drive
for plasma panels, 130

ENGINEER'S NOTEBOOK
Tracing program bugs for Z80A
processor, 150
External transistor boosts load
current of voltage regulator, 151
Wide-range capacitance meter
employs universal counter, 153
New Products
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Analog data-acquisition system
is complete, 163
S-100 board set supports Ada,
CP/M software, 170
COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS
CAD work stations have two
68000s to share chores, 176
Data-base engine searches
at 2megabytes/s, 176
INSTRUMENTS
Packages allow test system
to check op amps, codecs, 190
SOFTWARE
Silicon operating system
supports 68000, 201
8086 runs Unix-compatible
operating system, 201
MICROSYSTEMS
PROM programmer has
IEEE-488-bus interface, 208
16000 and peripheral chips
get evaluation board, 208

SOLID STATE
Low-voltage-inverter logic: a better
bipolar option for VLSI, 133

INDUSTRIAL
Digital thermocouple meter
puts out ASCII code, 214

PACKAGING & PRODUCTION
Printed circuits get anew boarder:
the plastic leaded chip-carrier, 141

COMPONENTS
Matrix LCD has 32 rows
of 80 columns each, 224

COMMUNICATIONS &
MICROWAVE
Rugged local network follows
military aircraft standard, 147
DESIGNER'S CASEBOOK
Parallel power MOS FETs increase
circuit current capacity, 136
5-V converter powers EE-PROMs,
RS-232-C drivers, 137
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Catch the Bus for
Completely Automatic
Distortion Measurement
Designers and ATE people requested it — a
NEW distortion analyzer with IEEE-488 bus
compatibility. Now Krohn-Hite responds with
the first totally automatic instrument for measuring low distortion, voltage, and frequency.
Here's What "Completely Automatic"
Means. The 6880 self-tunes to the frequency
of an external signal over the entire range of
1Hz to 110 kHz, so manual frequency tuning
is unnecessary. Distortion, AC voltage, and
frequency measurements can be made with
input levels from 0.1- 130 V RMS. And by
eliminating operator functions, the 6880 cuts
time and costs.
The 6880 Is Versatile. It measures total
harmonic distortion in percent or dB down to
-90 dB (0.003%), with 0.1 dB resolution for

any input level. As an AC voltmeter, the 6880
measures RMS volts or deviation in percent or
dB. As afrequency counter, it displays the
fundamental input frequency from 1.000 Hz
to 999 kHz. Built-in features include switchselectable high and low pass filters, distortion
output, analog output, and ultra-low distortion
1kHz (0.003%) sinewave output.
Catch the IEEE-488 bus compatible,
completely automatic 6880 distortion analyzer
today at Krohn-Hite. Make Krohn-Hite your
stop for afamily of bus compatible instruments. Call for further information and look up
our complete product listings in EEM and
Gold Book.
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Krohn-Hite...Benchmark of Quality in Programmable Instruments
AL, Huntsville (205) 534-9771, AZ, Phoenix (602) 246-6477; CA, Inglewood (213) 674-6850, San Jose (408) 292-3220, CO, Englewood (303) 773-1218; FL, Ft. Lauderdale
(305) 791-8405. Orlando. (305) 859-7450, Tampa (813) 886-0720; GA, Roswell (404) 998-2828; IL, Chicago (312) 283-0713; IN, Carmel (317) 844-0114; KS, Overland Park
(913) 649-6996; LA, Gretna (504) 367-3975; MD, Baltimore (301) 321-1411; MI, Detroit (313) 961-3042; MN, Minneapolis (612) 546-2021; MO, Maryland Heights (314) 878-5042;
NEW England, Waltham, MA (617) 890-0233; NJ, Cherry Hill (609) 482-0059, Englewood Cliffs (201) 871-3916; NM, Alburquerque (505) 255-2330; NY, E. Syracuse (315) 437-6666,
Rochester (7161 473-5720, Saratoga Springs (518) 377a604; NC, Burlington (919) 227-3639; OH, Chesterland (216) 729-2222, Dayton (513) 294-2476; OK, Jenks (918) 299-2636:
OR, Portland (503) 297-2248; PA, Pittsburgh (412) 261-2604; SC, Greenville (803) 271-8543; TN, Rockford (615) 977-0282; TX, Addison (Dallas) (214) 661-0400, Houston
(713) 466-1465: UT, Salt Lake City (801) 466-8729; VAIDC, Fairfax (703) 385-0600; WA, Bellevue (206) 454-3400; WI, Milwaukee (414) 454-8400; CANADA, Mississauga, Ont.
(416) 625-0600, Ottawa. Ont. (613) 725-1931. Montreal. Ouebec (514) 744-5829. Burnaby. B.C. (604) 434-2611, St. Albert, Alberta (403) 458-4669.
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Circle 5 on reader service card

Fancy
Shmancy
Elaborate microprocessor development systems cost alot of money, and
they can close off your engineering
options by locking you into just one or
two kinds of chips. Sound familiar?
Well, read on-we've got a better idea.
Use your desktop computer; anything
that will run CP/M• is fine. With our
microprocessor cross-assemblers you
can produce software for eleven of the
most popular chip families, and more
are on the way.
In two years on the market, our crossassemblers have gained a reputation
for quality, performance, and reliability. Hundreds of industrial R&D labs
and several major semiconductor
houses have found these products a
fast, cost-effective way to develop
their microprocessor software. We invite you to join them.
CPIM CROSS-ASSEMBLERS
Extremely fast absolute assemblers,
running under CP/M. Generate object
file (Intel hex or Motorola S-record format) and listing from standard assembly language for the target processors
listed. Features include comprehensive syntax checking, listing control,
nested conditional assembly, and insertion of external source files. All versions listed have been thoroughly
field-tested and are available now.

NEW!
NEW!

XASMO5
XASMO9
XASM18
XASM48
XASM51
XASM85
XASM88
XASM75
XASMF8
XASMZ8
XASM400

8805
8809
1802
8048/41
8051
8502
8800/01
NEC 7500
F8/3870
Z8
COP400

Assemblers
except XASM75
visa and Mastercard accepted

$200.00 each
$500.00
We ship on El"

single-density and Softcard + 5.28" diskettes Ask
us about other formats OEM INQUIRIES INVITED
•Trademark of Digital Research

Publisher's letter
t oday's industrial robots bear a
much closer resemblance to factory machine tools than to the adorable R2-D2 and C-3P0 robots of Star
Wars movie fame. However, given
technology's relentless advances,
those Hollywood fantasies could
come closer to reality in this decade
than many of us think.
For example, our lead story in the
Probing the news section (p. 89)
reports on the emergence of robot
vision systems for factory use. The
story's author, Wes Iversen of the
Chicago bureau, says that intelligent
factory robots that can see and feel
objects may eventually spawn successors for the nonindustrial world.
"Joe Engelberger, the president of
robot-maker Unimation, is already
talking about sensor-equipped robot
arms for jobs ranging from loading
garbage trucks to operating fastfood restaurants," Wes says. With
the addition of mobility— which is
already being tested by Unimation —
plus voice recognition and synthesis,
who knows? The "household robot"
may not be far behind. "It may
sound far out," says Wes, "but
Engelberger, for one, believes it will
happen before I990."
Wes, too, manages to stay abreast
of the relentless advance of technology. He was a contributor to a story
on biotechnology that was nominated for this year's Deadline Club
prize for science writing from Sigma
Delta Chi, the national journalism
honor society.

T he performance of hardware that

However, designs that seem superb in the factory sometimes lose
their luster fast. "In the U. S. and
Europe," says Richard W. Comerford, who covers the sector of test,
measurement, and control for us,
"systems users on the average have
to spend about 15% of the original
cost every year for field service."
The comparable figure in Japan is
only 6%, he adds.
The task of keeping equipment
running is further exacerbated by a
shortage of service engineers and
technicians. "Designers tend to think
of field-service people as gorillas';
actually they're the first line of contact with the customers," he says.
"Field testing is not the jumble
many people think it is," Rick
insists. "Patterns are emerging." He
first spotted their evolving shapes
last October at the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers'
Cherry Hill International Test Conference (held in Philadelphia). "For
the first time at Cherry Hill, there
was a whole session devoted to field
testing," Rick explains. That consecration of field testing touched off a
series of interviews with test-equipment makers throughout the U. S.
(additional reporting was done by
Charlie Cohen in Tokyo and John
Gosch in Frankfurt).
For an in-depth view of the new
field service and the hardware they
are creating, read our special report,
"Automation promises to lighten the
field service load" (p. 110). "Sharp
design isn't the only thing that sells
equipment," says Rick.

is on the leading edge of technology is impressive -indeed, sometimes
it is truly spectacular. As a result,
there's a tendency to forget that the
true test of a design doesn't start
until the buyer of the hardware puts
it to work.

Trademark of Microsoft

Time to order your Electronics editorial index
The index of all editorial material that ran in 1981 (Vol. 54) is now available.
To get your copy, simply circle No. 370 on the reader service card inside the
back cover. If the card is missing, order by letter from Kathleen Morgan,
Electronics, 1221 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020. The 1981
index is free; indexes for previous years can be purchased from our reprint

804 S. STATE ST.. DEPT. EL42
DOVER, DEL. 19901
302-734-0151
6
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department for $4.00 each.
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How to turn your HP-41
into ahandheld
corn uter.

Introducing the
Hewlett-Packard
Interface Loop.
Starting today, your HP-41C or HP41CV can be more than just agreat
little calculator. It's agreat little computer, capable of controlling aquicklyexpanding family of peripherals.
The new Hewlett-Packard Interface
Loop (HP-IL) makes it all possible. HP-IL
is an easy-to-use, low-cost interfacing
system, specifically designed for batteryoperable devices.
The Interface Module and
Peripherals.
At the heart of the system is the
Interface Module, which plugs into
any one of four HP-41 ports. You
can control up to 30 peripherals,
using only one port in your
HP-41 calculator.
One of the key HP-IL peripherals is the new Digital Cassette
Drive. This batteryoperable device
•
provides an

incredible 131,000 bytes of
mass memory
Another work-saving HP-IL
peripheral is the new, batteryoperable Thermal Printer/
Plotter with enhanced
formating options and graphics.
This is just the beginning.
There are many more HP-IL
products on the way. And they're all
designed to provide the versatility
and adaptability you expect from HP
You see, Hewlett-Packard is committed
to avery big idea: small devices talking
to each other, giving you big system
capabilities —at small system prices!
For details and the address of your
nearest dealer, CALL TOLL FREE: 800
547-3400, Dept. 214W ,except Hawaii/
Alaska. In Oregon, call 758-1010, or write
Hewlett-Packard, Corvallis, OR 97330,
Dept. 214W .Try users (503) 758-5566.
392/04
When performance must be measured by results.
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Readers' comments
On speaking with authority

Presenting
IEE's Family of FLIPTM
Fluorescent Displays!
• The reliable and readable flat
panel alphanumeric displays
• Broad selection of line lengths and
character heights
• Single and multi-line models
• Complete family of microprocessorbased 14-segment and dot matrix
display modules
• Competitively priced
• Operates on +5VDC

iEE

Intluslreal Prod.'s Duns.on
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS INC
7740 lemons Ave

Von Nuys CA 91405

1210 7117 0311 • TWO 910495 4516 1E7 IPEI VAN
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C Band
Satellite
U link
Sation
Complete Uplink Electronics
-System with Varian dtlal TWT

400 W power amplifier and solid
state driver. Frequency
range 5.925 to 6.425 GHz.
Includes Up"Down converter. Demod/Demux
units and receiver.*11
equipment mounted in
19" racks..Meets all
ICSespecificatiohs.
Manufacturer: California Microwave.

Radio-Research
Instrument Co., Inc.

2Lalte,Avenue Extension
anbury, CT 06810
.203-792-6666
444 Radar Dury
8
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To the Editor: I agree with the
essence of your editorial in the Jan.
13 issue ["The social responsibility
of technologists," p. 11: that there
exists a responsibility toward the
American worker displaced by automation and technology. An enlightened and affluent society represented by labor, management, and
academia can and will make the
transition to apost-industrial America as free of distress as possible. I
must, however, take exception to two
of your statements.
You stated that "an automated
industrial base will create even fewer
jobs than there are now." This statement is patently wrong. Today, it is
not acase of comparing an automated with a nonautomated industrial
base to see which creates most new
jobs, but of finding the means in a
competitive market system to stem
the tide of lost jobs. Automation, by
making insufficiently productive industries like the auto industry more
productive and thereby more competitive, will ultimately create expanding markets and new jobs in the
economy in general. In addition, the
change will result in a new, vibrant
growth industry that will spawn the
many benefits to society that previous technologically innovative industries have done.
Your statement is disconcerting in
that it comes from the editorial
pages of a magazine whose name is
synonymous with innovation, technology, rapid growth, competitiveness, and job creation. The danger
here, coming from a representative
of one of this nation's most productive and innovative industries, is that
those with no long-term vision will
use such fallacious pronouncements
as proof that technological advancement must be hindered.
Secondly, government, by its past
record, has shown itself to be the
epitome of inefficiency and poor
results. Government intervention
cannot possibly accomplish anything
but further aggravation of the problem. It is only now being realized to
any great extent just how ineffective
government can be, and it seems
inadvisable to request government

assistance at atime when that power
is being returned to local levels.
Let us demonstrate effective concern for all who experience misfortune. Let us not, however, unwittingly impede one of the most potent
forces for progress with ill-advised
assumptions and suggestions.
James E. Quinn, Jr.
(address omitted)
PALs and PROMs
To the Editor: Idisagree with Sorin
Zarnescu's substitution of programmable read-only memory for comparators in decoding input/output
port addresses, as suggested in the
Engineer's Newsletter of Feb. 24
("Port select is PROM's job," p. 146).
At Cycon, we use programmable
logic arrays such as Monolithic
Memories' PAL 14L4 or PAL 10L8,
instead of PRoms. This lets us
decode more addresses and select
more I/O ports.
David Tolub
Cycon Ltd.
Tel Aviv, Israel
Separation of powers
To the Editor: Regarding your editorial on the antitrust settlements for
International Business Machines
Corp. and American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. ("Antitrust settlements are a boost for innovation,"
Jan. 27, p. 12), Ifully concur with
your observations. Nonetheless, it
included one incorrect statement.
You said that Japan's fifth-generation computer project will address
issues with ablend of hardware, software, and communications. The
scope of the project, as currently
defined by the Ministry for International Trade and Industry, however,
does not include communications
issues—those are left in the hands of
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Co.
Fumio Taku
Digital Equipment Corp.
Marlboro, Mass.
Correction
In "Digital filter flattens hi-fi audio
response" (Feb. 24, p. 45), the unit
flattens the response within 2 decibels
up to 14,000 hertz.
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Interested in
higher performance
software?
The Mark Williams Company announces COHERENT astate of the art.
third generation operating system
COHERENT is a totally independent development of The Mark Williams Company. COHERENT contains a number of
software innovations not available elsewhere, while maintaining compatibility
with UNIX*. The primary goal of
COHERENT is to provide a friendly environment for program development. The
intent is to provide the user with a wide
range of software building blocks from
which he can select programs and utilities
to solve his problems in the most straightforward manner.
COHERENT and all of its associated
software are written totally in the highlevel programming language C. Using C
as the primary implementation language
yields a high degree of reliability, portability, and ease of modification with no
noticeable performance penalty.

Features
COHERENT provides C language
source compatibility with programs written to run under Seventh Edition UNIX.
enabling the large base of software
written to run under UNIX (from numerous sources) to be available to the
COHERENT user. The system design is
based on a number of fundamental concepts. Central to this design is the unified
structure of i/o with respect to ordinary
files, external devices, and interprocess
communication (pipes). At the same time,
a great deal of attention has been paid
to system performance so that the
machine's resources are used in the most
efficient way. The major features of
COHERENT include:
• multiuser and multi-tasking facilities,
• running processes in foreground and
background,
• compatible mechanisms for file, device,
and interprocess i/o facilities,
• the shell command interpreter—modifiable for particular applications,
• distributed file system with tree-structured, hierarchical design,
• pipes and multiplexed channels for
interprocess communication,
• asynchronous software interrupts,
• generalized segmentation (shared data,
writeable instruction spaces).
• ability to lock processes in memory for
real-time applications.
• fast swapping with swap storage cache,
• minimal interrupt lockout time for real'UNIX is atrademark of Bell Labs
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time applications,
• reliable power failure recovery
facilities,
• fast disc accesses through disc buffer
cache.
• loadable device drivers.
• process timing, profiling and debugging trace features.

Software Tools
In addition to the standard commands
for manipulating processes, files, and the
like, in its initial release COHERENT will
include the following major software components: SHELL, the command interpreter; STDIO, a portable. standard i/o
library plus run-time support routines;
AS, an assembler for the host machine;
CROSS, a number of cross-assemblers
for other machines with compatible
object format with 'AS' above; DB, a
symbolic debugger for C, Pascal, Fortran,
and assembler; ED, a context-oriented
text editor with regular expression patterns; SED, a stream editor (used in filters) fashioned after 'ED'; GREP, apattern
matching filter; AWK, a pattern scanning
and processing language; LEX, a lexical
analyzer generator; YACC, an advanced
parser generator language; NROFF, an
Nroff-compatible text formatter; LEARN,
computer-aided instruction about computers; DC, a desk calculator; QUOTA,
a package of accounting programs to
control filespace and processor use; and
MAIL, an electronic personal message
system.
Of course. COHERENT will have an
ever-expanding number of programming
and language tools and basic commands
in future releases.

Language Support
The realm of language support is one of
the major strengths of COHERENT. The
following language processors will be
supported initially:
•C
a portable compiler for the
language C, including
stricter type enforcement
in the manner of LINT.
• FORTRAN portable compiler supporting the full ANS Fortran 77
standard.
• PASCAL
portable implementation of
the complete ISO standard
Pascal.

• XY BASIC

astate of the art Basic compiler with the interactive
features of an interpreter.
The unified design philosophy underlying the implementation of these languages has contributed significantly to
the ease of their portability. In particular.
the existence of ageneralized code generator is such that with a minimal effort
(about one man-month) all of the above
language processors can be made to run
on a new machine. The net result is that
the compilers running underCOHERENT
produce extremely tight code very
closely rivaling that produced by an experienced assembler programmer. Finally.
the unified coder and conformable calling
sequences permit the intermixture of
these languages in asingle program.

Operating SYstem
In part because of the language portability discussed above. and in part because of a substantial effort in achieving
a greater degree of machine-independence in the design and implementation
of the COHERENT operating system,
only a small effort need be invested to
port the whole system to a new machine
Because of this. an investment in
COHERENT software is not tied to a
single processor. Applications can move
with the entire system to anew processor
with about two man months of effort.
The initial version of COHERENT is
available for the Digital Equipment Corporation POP-11 computers with memorymapping, such as the PDP 11/34
Machines which will be supported in the
coming months are the Intel 8086, Zilog
Z8000. and Motorola 68000. Machines
for which ports are being considered are
the DEC VAX 11/780 and the IBM 370,
among others.
Because COHERENT has been developed independently, the pricing is exceptionally attractive. Of course COHERENT
is completely supported by its developer. To get more information about
COHERENT contact us today.

Mark
Williams
Company
1430 W Wrightwood Ave .Chicago IL 60614
TEL: 312-472-6659 TWX: 910-221-1182
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News update

CMOS Gate Array
and
Bipolar Master
Slice Technology
SIC Microtechnology offers rapid
product development cycles, simplified
design methods and competitive
pricing structures for semi-custom LSI
CMOS Gate Array
Advanced silicon gate two-levelmetal technology
300-block Er 960-block
configurations
Totally automatic placement and
routing
Bipolar Master Slice
- 'Macro Cell' design approach (Op
Amp, VCO, Comp Macros
available)
High-speed technology
Easy-to-use design layout sheets
Take advantage of Microtechnology's
total in-house capability---from design
through final testing---for fast
engineering turn-around time.
For more information,
STC Microtechnology:
She can help you put
or bipolar master slice

call Lori Hiatt at
(303) 673-4307.
CMOS gate array
in your products.

glE
MICROTECHNOLOGY
A Subsidiary of Storage Technology Corporation
2270 South 88th Street
Mail Drop G1
Louisville Colorado 80027

II Plans to pick up a malfunctioning
satellite, coupled with an attempt to
repair it while still in orbit, were
announced shortly before the latest
space shuttle was launched on
March 22. But it will not be until
sometime in 1983—on the 11th
shuttle flight—that this dual space
first can be fitted into the busy
schédule of shuttle chores.
The sick bird is the 21
/
2-ton Solar
Maximum Mission spacecraft, now
orbiting at some 270 kilometers over
the earth. It was launched in 1980 to
watch for radio-interference—producing solar flares during the peak
years of a sunspot cycle [Oct. 23,
1980, p. 210] and six months after
its launch developed an in-place
wobble.
The satellite is still transmitting
data and, in fact, ground controllers
can exercise some control over its
positioning. However, they do not
have as much control as they would
like over where its gamma-ray,
ultraviolet, and X-ray spectrometer
sensors are pointing.
With some tenderness, it is hoped,
the ailing craft will be retrieved by
the space shuttle's remote manipulator arm and tucked into the shuttle's
cargo bay. According to the man
who was in charge of the solar spacecraft's development, Peter Townsend
Burr, the entire attitude-control
module will be replaced by the resident astronaut-doctors. Once this
operation is completed, the craft will
be put back into orbit, perhaps at a
higher altitude than before so that
its orbit will decay more slowly.
The satellite was originally meant
to be recovered in 1984 and reused;
there is a handle on its outside for
the shuttle's arm to grab. Also, the
spacecraft's major subsystems, like
power and command, control, and
data handling, as well as attitude
control, are contained in separate
modules. But if the in-orbit fix does
not work, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration is also
considering carrying the craft back
to earth.
Perhaps more important than getting this ill bird going again is showing just how useful the shuttle can
be.
-Harvey J. Hindin
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Microcomputer Emerges From Logic Analysis.

The NPC-764.
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floppy disc, and aCP/M
Operating System.
For the first time,
you can have multiple
analysis functions—plus
general-purpose computing capabilities—in asingle package. All analysis functions are ROM-based and ready to go
when power is turned on.
Use a48-channel, 1000-word Logic State Analyzer to trace
your software. Dedicated probes and disassembled
mnemonics make microprocessor analysis asnap.
Call up an independent 16-channel Logic Timing Analyzer
to debug your hardware. Sampling rates to 100 MHz and a
5ns glitch memory give you the analysis power you need
for debugging high-speed logic.
Capture and display your system's analog signals with a
50 MHzVVaveform Analyzer. Digital oscilloscope functions
have never been so cost-effective and easy to use.
Receive, transmit, and edit RS-232 data with aSerial
Analyzer. Now you'll lcnow whether an I/O problem is in
your computer or penpheral.
Use a100 MHz Counter-Timer to measure hardware and
software execution times. Abuilt-in Signature Analyzer

Leading The Way In
Analysis Technology
For additional
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NJ• the NPC-764, you'll never
need another GPM
NPC-1611
instrument controller.
Apply these features independently
link them together,
automate them. They're
always at your fingertips through easy-to-use, self-prompting
menus.
And when the testing is all done, don't put your NPC-764
away Since the CP/M Operating System makes it adesktop
computer, you can generate engineering documents using
TEXT EDITOR or program it in BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN
and other popular languages; or choose from among
numerous, commercially-available programs to suit your
application.
Never before has asingle test instrument been so all
encompassing, so productive, so reasonably priced.
Experience this new concept in test and measurement.
'lb get additional information, prompt applications assistance,
or ademonstration, contact one of our technical specialists
at: Nicolet Paratronics Corporation, 2140 Bering Drive, San
Jose, CA 95131. (800) 538-9713 (Outside California), (408)
263-2252 (California), TVVX: 910-338-0201.
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Editorial

Legislation cannot substitute for policy

C

alifornians have long prided themselves
on their ability to innovate in almost any
imaginable area, from surfing to semiconductors. Now the Golden State's delegation of
Democrats in the House has come up with a
novel package of legislative proposals that
aims merely to save the semiconductor industry in its own state and in the rest of the
nation from the Japanese threat; exclude multicorporate research and development ventures
from the threat of civil antitrust actions; provide Federal funds to states for training technicians in the electronics and computer
sciences; extend tax breaks on R&D to new
small businesses; broaden tax write-offs on
corporate gifts of equipment to schools; and
save the jobs of the staffs of Pasadena's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory and Berkeley's Lawrence Berkeley Lab, who are threatened by the
Reagan fiscal 1983 budget cuts.
That makes for alot of threats to eliminate
in the few months the Congress has left to pass
some kind of Federal budget in both chambers
and then adjourn early enough to hit the
campaign trail in this election year. With the
Congress and the White House bogged down
in trench warfare over the budget, it seems
clear that all this other legislation will have a
tough time wending its way through the maze
of hearing, debate, and passage in the House,
then the Republican-controlled Senate, to
final resolution in ajoint conference committee before being signed into law by the President —if he so chooses.
Support for the bills is hardly unanimous.
The affected industries as represented by the
Semiconductor Industry Association and the
Electronic Industries Association understandably like the legislation —they helped write
some of it [Electronics, March 10, p. 66].
12

Some of the other bills are being promoted by
the universities, secondary schools, and federally supported laboratories that would gain
from those proposals.
However, the opposition is at least as purposeful, consisting of importers and other corporations— multinationals among them —anxious to maintain the image of free trade. Then
there are the fiscal conservatives who see
backbreaking Federal deficits growing even
bigger if special electronics interests get afew
more tax breaks. There is other opposition,
too, and none of these groups can be expected
to roll over for the California Democratic
delegation. Some cynics even suspect that
some of the bills were designed less for quick
and easy passage than for campaign cannon
fodder for use by the sponsors in November's
congressional race.

T

his analysis is not to argue whether the
glass is half empty or half full; such arguments can be pointless and unending. It says,
in sum, that the California Democratic delegation's goal of preventing the unraveling of
the fabric of U. S. leadership in electronics is
both desirable and needed.
Still, it is regrettable, to say the least, that
this latest collection of bills has come so late in
the game. In some cases, they seem hastily
drafted and directed at serving anarrow interest. The U. S., it seems, responds only to
issues after they have become crises, and the
response is seldom well thought out.
In view of the absence of a coordinated
national policy for science and technology—an
absence not of recent origin —action in the
face of catastrophe may be the only response
possible. Nevertheless, the people of this country deserve better.
Electronics/April 7, 1982

You don't need a lot of lettuce
to get aCherry

16 character display system for the OEM
The Cherry W416-1050 16 alphanumeric gas discharge
display system is alot more than "bare bones" even
though it's priced at just $96 in lots of 5,000. It is
equipped with microprocessor controlled circuitry including drivers, character generator, refresh memory
and provides 19 control functions at a price so low
it's ideal for OEM product applications.
Easy-to-read half inch high 14 segment characters,
7-bit ASCII input, adjustable brightness, fully addressable cursor, and flashing display are but a few
of many outstanding features found in this display

system. Comes complete with metal mounting
bracket to facilitate installation. Works indoors or
out from 0° C to 55 ° C. Best of all this bright new
display system is available off-the-shelf.
FREE! Yours for the asking:
Complete information on the full line
of Cherry 16, 20 and 24 character
alphanumeric displays and display
systems.

® GAS DISCHARGE
CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. 3608

DISPLAYS

Sunset Avenue. Waukegan. IL 60085-312/689-7700

Worldwide affiliates and phone numbers: Cherry Semiconductor Corp, East Greenwich, RI. U.S.A., 401-885-3600 •Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Auerbach, Germany, 09 843 181 •Cherry Electrical
Products ltd Harpenden Herts1 England, 1058271 63100 •Cherco Brasil Industria E. Comercio Ltda.. Sào Paulo. Brazil. 55 10111 246 4343 •Hirose Cherry Precision Co., Ltd., Kawasaki. Japan. 044 933 3511
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NOW YOU CAN
SUBSTITUTE
CAPACITANCE
AT THE FLICK
OF ASWITCH

Phipps & Bird's new capacitance s.ustitution unit is no bigger than your hand,
yet has a5- decade capacitance range
A special discharge feature makes it safe
for use with sensitive circuits, astrong
metal case makes it sturdy for all applications
Don't guess switch to certainty By
Phipps & Bird.

1111[7PC C11:301;11:).Jme.
Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments
P.O. Box 27324 Richmond. Virginia 23281
(804) 284-7590
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Seminar
Catalogue

For
Managers &
Professionals:

Free

Seminar
Catalogue

Dollar-oriented, intensive, practical
programs developed specifically for
the industry.
This catalogue is acomplete reference guide
to our seminar programs It contains detailed
outlines of each seminar abiography of each
instructor. and alisting of the dales and
locations where each seminar will be held Use
this catalogue to select the program that will
best help you to improve your professional
skills And to improve your company's
profitability
Send for your free copy NOW But hurry—
supplies are limited
Send coupon below or call Mary Andrews at
McGraw-Hill Seminar Center (212) 687-0243
Mary Andrews
McGraw-Hill Seminar Center
Room 3112 305 Madison Ave
New York NY 10017
Name
Company
Street
City
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Agin is ahousehold word
in world of vision systems
At the Robots VI show last month in
Detroit, a software company official
at one booth was explaining his robot
vision system to several visitors when
a smallish, full-mustachioed man
strolled up. Spotting the man's
nametag, the exhibitor paused, did a
double take, then cut off in midsentence to enthusiastically introduce
himself and pump the hand of the
new visitor.
Gerald J. Agin no doubt still
needs his American Express card to
be known at most places. But at this
exhibitor's booth, his name alone
was enough. The 40-year-old Carnegie-Mellon University researcher is
credited with perfecting the binary
image-processing algorithms that
are the basis for algorithms employed in new commercial vision systems shown by at least a half-dozen
Robots VI exhibitors (see p. 89).
The work was done while Agin
was with SRI International in Menlo
Park, Calif., from 1973 until 1979.
He was part of the team headed by
Charles Rosen that many credit with

being the first to demonstrate a
capable yet cost-effective vision
module for factory robots. Though
many contributors had a hand in the
much-emulated module, "the most
important work was done by Gerry
Agin," Rosen confirms.
With a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from Lehigh University, a master's degree in the
same field from Syracuse University,
and a doctorate from Stanford University, Agin today is tackling more
complex three-dimensional vision
problems in Pittsburgh at CarnegieMellon's Robotics Institute. As for
the wide commercial application of
his earlier work, Agin says it was
"partly amatter of being in the right
place at the right time."
Since the SRI work was Government-funded, Agin says he has not
profited financially from it. However, he does own astake in Machine
Intelligence Corp., the Sunnyvale,
Calif., firm formed by Rosen to
exploit the SRI technology. Moreover, seeing the fruits of his efforts
applied throughout the commercial
world "does help tide me through
when Ifeel I'm hitting a dry spell,"
he allows.

IXO's Rochlis sees link
from games to telecomputing
At first glance, knowing that the
founders of ow Inc. had cut their
management teeth on electronic
games, the onlooker might raise an
eyebrow at their new market. But
Jeffrey A. Rochlis, president and
chief executive officer of the new
Culver City, Calif., maker of portable telecomputing equipment, soon
dispels the surprise.
The link between the businesses is
human engineering, or the way people interface with machines. Explains Rochlis, "No better proving
ground exists than electronic games,
where complex technology products
not only get the toughest kind of
workout, but must be both easy to
use and reliable."
ixo's kick-off product is a portable, self-contained communications

Input

from

everywhere.

Jeffrey

Rochlis

hopes to have businessmen communicating
with a host

computer by telephone from

anywhere using this terminal.

terminal that can remotely access
and talk to host computers via plain
English prompts and responses-

ZIP
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ACOMPUTER DISTRIBUTOR
THAT'S ELIMINATED THE BUGS.
We're First Computeand
we've taken the problems out of
buying mini/micro computer
systems, peripherals and components. Because we not only
offer you the finest in computer
equipment. Like DEC, Control
Data, Emulex, Cipher Data
Products and Computer Products.
We also offer you the finest in
service and customer support.

WE'VE ELIMINATED THE
SLOW DELIVERY BUG.
Often you have to wait
months to get the computer products you need. But we warehouse
ahuge inventory of high quality
factory-fresh products. So when
you need computer equipment fast,
you just have to call us. Or TWX
us your order.
And we'll
pick,

test, pack and ship it within three
days. Or the very same day for a
small expediting fee. And we can

ship complete computer systems
within thirty
days.

WE'VE ELIMINATED
THE NO ANSWER BUG.
When you need information
about aproduct, you want an
answer. And you want it fast. But
many distributors can't give you
technical information. At First
Computer, we're experts on the
products we sell. And we can
tell you exactly how they
function. We not only
test the individual products.
We configure and test your
complete system as well.
So you can be sure everything you buy from us
operates properly And
we continuously examine the viability of new
computer products in
relation to your needs.
So we can help you select
products that best meet your
application requirements.

WE'VE ELIMINATED
THE HIGH-PRICE BUG.
Usually there sonly one
way to get agood price on computer products. Place alarge
order. But not when you buy
from First Computer. Because
we pass along our substantial savings to you. Our
prices are some of the most
competitive around. And our
technical expertise helps you
avoid costly errors. First
- Computer is in business to
increase your
efficiency

Reduce your inventory Give you
peace of mind. And, best of all,
save you money.
Call First Computer today And
shake the bugs out of your system.
Were humans that function
with computer-like efficiency
;computer
1 corporation

Get the bugs out. Call First now at 312-920-1050 (Chicago) or 713-496-5050 (Houston).

Headquarters: 645 Blackhawk Drive •
Westmont, Illinois 60559 •
TWX Number 910-651-1916 •Regional Offices: Houston and Chicago.
Cl9S2 Isy First Computer i:orporation. FCC 8.1-1
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ZENDEX

ZX-907
BUS TRACER
Monitors Multibus* Operation

The ZX-907 represents a major advancement in Multibus development
tools. This processor-based board, in conjunction with an external CRT,
interprets Multibus events by monitoring address, data and control lines. The
on-board memory will store up to 1024 bus events. The interpreted results
are displayed on the CRT in the form of action, memory or I0 location,
and data.
•40 bit wide trace
•1024 Bus Cycle Storage in
on-board RAM
•On-board 8085A-2
Processor

•TM INTEL Corp.

United Kingdom-Giltspur Microprocessor Systems
Tel. (0635)45406; Telex 848507
France-Tekelec Airtronic
Tel. (1)534-7535; Telex 204552F
West Germany-Allmos Electronik
Tel. (089)857-2086; Telex 5215111

•Menu driven software trace
control
•Breakpoint can be preset
on Address
.
<. >
•8or 16 Bit Processor
Compatibility

•

Zende,x®

6644 Sierra Lane, Dublin, California 94566
Tel.: 14151 828-3000

TWX 910 389 4009
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1981 Electronics Buyers'
Guide
Yes, please send me

copies of 1981 EBG.

D I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or
Canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

D

I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere.
Address: EBG, Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead,
Berkshire S16, 201 England.
Name

Company
Street
City
State

Zip

Country

People
"which is exactly the same thing we
used in the electronic-game arena,"
says Rochlis.
Rochlis was founding president of
Mattel Inc.'s Electronics division
before leaving to organize 1xo along
with Robert O. and Holly Thomis
Doyle. A husband and wife team
with doctoral degrees in astrophysics
from Harvard University, in Cambridge, Mass., they invented all
Parker Brothers' electronic games
between 1977 and 1978. Rochlis
himself, who has abachelor's degree
from Bard College in Annandale-onHudson, N. Y., has also been an
executive at two New York advertising agencies.
For purposes of addressing new
markets, the game business also
offers sound background in designing the hardware, continues
Rochlis. "You have to find out what
the consumer wants and needs, build
upward, and put the burden on technology for the solution," points out
Rochlis.
Keep goal in sight. The boneyard
is full of products that went the other direction from companies that
were,mesmerized by their own brilliance and pushed technology as an
end in itself, not a means. Rochlis
cites as examples the $200 language
translator and some personal computers that require 125 pages of
instruction.
At ixo, the emphasis is on showing the prime businessman customer
the benefits of communicating with
ahost computer from anywhere. The
terminal is "as easy to use as atelephone," Rochlis claims. The $300
volume price, about the same as a
modem, also is acome-on.
1xo raised its investment stake
from venture capitalists, who ask
two fundamental questions these
days, according to the founder:
"Where's your patent, and what
about the Japanese?" In ixO's case,
the answers were easy, but took 10
meetings to explain. Patents are
pending, and the telecomputer is
really just a front-end box. Says
Rochlis, "The trick is in extensive
software for access and security that
would present a tough problem for
the Japanese to copy."
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ACHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
The Mil-R-55342 chip resistor has evolved horn these

other Mepco/Electra products. Take a look!

*Rai
The Mil-R-55182 established reliability
resistors — priced at a dime That's
competitive' And we're the only manufacturer
to offer conformal coated, molded or
glass hermetic sealed encapsulations

Our cannel trimmers are approved to MIIR-39035 characteristic "F and "H" and
Failure Rate "M" and "P". You get maximum performance at a minimum price!
à
a
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And resistor flat pack networks to
Mit-R-83401 that feature a very
low profile and rugged ceramic
sandwich oonstruction. These are
the best in applications where

Mepcoll Electra's New Mil-R-55342 Chip Resistor!

With Mepco/Electra as the source, you can be sure it's not just
another chip resistor. This "chip off the old block" boasts the
same quality and reliability that Mepco/Electra has proven with
over 24 years of established reliability resistor product manufacturing experience. Check our specs! Resistance Range
100 ohms to 1meg ohm. Tolerance ±-1%, •5%
and
10%. Temperature Coefficient -±100 PPM/°C
and
300 PPM/ C. Power Ratings of 25 mW,
50 mW, 100 mW and 150 mW. And four package
sizes from .050" x .050" to .050" x .150". Mepco/
Electra — the detail people who helped launch
the Columbia Spacecraft into orbit; you can
depend on us! With over 2 billion component
hours of testing, our resistors are your answer when resistor reliability is paramount.
That's Mepco/Electra, for high reliability
resistors with time tested excellence.
Want to know more? Call our Morristown office for all your established
reliability resistor needs. For trimmers, call our San Diego office
at (714) 453-0332.

e
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extreme environmental stresses
are encountered and maximum
circuit density is required.
AIM« ins

TITIIIII
MII-R-83401M S.I.P. resistor
networks with resistance
ranges from 47 ohms to 1M
ohms in 6 and 8 pin pull
up/pull down and line
terminator circuits The
obvious choice for
low cost, high density
resistor circuits

, 1981 Mepco,Electra Inc
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Your resistor/capacitor company with tomorrow's technology today.
Corporate Headquarters
Columbia Road, Morristown, NJ 07960 (201) 539-2000 TWX: 710/986/7437
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WE KNOW
PROGRAMMERS WHO
TO WORK FOR YOU
There are about 37,000 microsystem software
engineers in the world today.
80% of them are developing programs
based on our 16-bit architecture.
So far, they've written nearly abillion lines
of code for us— and for you.
Our software is one of the biggest reasons
why. Because at Intel, we give you alot more
support than anybody else in the industry.
Like our completely modular set of software
building blocks. Which includes development
tools. Utilities. Operating systems. High level
languages. Complete documentation. And
workshops.
We've even created awhole third-party
software operation. To take the best work of
those 30,000 programmers and make it
available to you.
As aresult, we can give you more operating
systems and languages than any other
microprocessor manufacturer. Five 8-bit
languages. Five 16-bit languages: FORTRAN,
Pascal, BASIC, PL/M, and. COBOL. With
JOVIAL and Ada on the way.
And we give you three operating systems to
choose from: our own iRMX 86 and iRMX 88,
plus CP/M 1
.` Compare that to our closest
competitor who can't even give you half the
choices we do.
Impressive as all that sheer volume may be,
we think it's even more important to give
you real quality. So we've made sure that all
the pieces work together, through well-defined
standard interfaces. We even give you adirect
connection to the future. Because all your
applications in high-level languages are fully

30,000
BE PERFECTLY GLAD
OR AGAINST YOU.
portable to our next-generation iAPX 186 and
iAPX 286 as well.
You'll see real quality in our field support,
too. With our worldwide network of software
support engineers, you can look for the best
advice in the industry And real help whenever
you need it.
Finally, we'd like to remind you of another
big reason why all those programmers started
writing for the iAPX 86 in the first place.
Performance.
According to our latest benchmarks, when
you combine an iAPX 86 CPU with one of
our operating systems, one of our high-level
languages, and an applications program, the
result is atotal solution that runs circles around
any other microsystem combination of
hardware and software.
We'd like to send you anew brochure
that's full of detailed information about our
software. About the quantity The quality.
And the performance.
Because we want you to see exactly how
much help you get when you design with an
Intel CPU.
And how much help your competition gets
when you don't.
Just get in touch with your distributor.
Or write: Intel Corporation, Attn. Literature
Dept., 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara,
CA 95051. (408) 987-8080.

in

"delivers
solutions

United States and Canadian Distributor, Alliance, Almac/Stroutn. Arrow Electronics. Aviset Electronics.
Component Specialties Inc .
Hamilton/Avises. Hamilton Electro Sales. Harvey Industrial Components Inc
LA Varah. Measurement Technology Inc Mesa, Pioneer, Wyk Distribution Group, Zentrunics CP/M is a
registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc
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TEK DAS 9100

DIGITAL
ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Tektronix introduces 132
state of the art logic analyzers, in one.
A new concept in logic analysis.
Now you can have asingle logic
analysis system that is both configurable
and upgradable. All with unprecedented
performance and flexibility.
It's the DAS 9100. A single mainframu
that houses up to six card modules. With
acquisition speeds up to 660 MHz, timing
resolution down to an unprecedented 1.5
ns, data widths up to 104 channels and
synchronous or asynchronous operations.
And for the first time, you can combine pattern generation with data acquisition. Pattern generation provides stimulus
data widths up to 80 channels and speeds
up to 25 MHz.
Need I/O capability? There's an option that adds RS-232, GPIB and hard copy
interface. And another for abuilt-in magnetic tape drive system.
Select your own width and speed
combination, for data acquisition.
DAS 9100 gives you four different
data acquisition modules to use as building
blocks. Each has its own data width and
maximum speed: 32 channels at 25 MHz;
8channels at 100 MHz with glitch memory;
4channels at 330 MHz or two channels at
660 MHz. Modules can be combined to
give you the performance you need.
Need high speed performance? One
module can track your system clock (synchronously) at speeds up to 330 MHz or
provide asynchronous sampling to 660
MHz. The eight channel module provides
both synchronous and asynchronous
sampling at 100 MHz. And the 32 channel
module can be used to arm the trigger on
those with higher acquisition rates.
To obtain the data width and speed
your application calls for, simply select the
appropriate combination of modules and
add on later as your needs change.
To back it all up, there's powerful
triggering, programmable reference memory and multiple clocks. Plus glitch triggering, with aseparate glitch memory for

unambiguous glitch detection and our
unique, new "arms mode" allows timing
correlation between synchronous and
asynchronous data.
DAS 9100 integrates the power
of pattern generation with
data acquisition.
At last, you can have atool that covers your digital system debugging needs.
By combining pattern generation and data
acquisition modules, you can stimulate
your prototype while simultaneously
analyzing its operation. Allowing you to
enter awhole new dimension of design
analysis and verification.
Pattern generation capability is built
around a 16 channel, 25 MHz module.
Through additional expansion modules,
you can raise the total to 80 channels while
maintaining full system speed. The pattern
generator allows interaction with the prototype through data strobe outputs and external control inputs, including an interrupt
line. The generated pattern can even be
changed based on the data acquired by
the logic analyzer.
The DAS 9100 lets you start debug-

ging hardware even before your software is
available. Pattern generation makes it all
possible.
With plenty of room for mainframe
options to fit your application.
A powerful I0 option adds RS-232,
GPIB and hard copy interface for full remote programmability. A built-in magnetic
tape drive using DC-100 cartridges is also
available, so you can save whole or partial
instrument setups for recall. Pattern generation routines and reference memory data
also can be stored.
DAS 9100 easy-to-use keyboard
and menus tie it all together.
Operation of your DAS 9100 is simple
and straightforward. Selectable menus
help you set up trigger conditions, select
data formats, and define voltage
thresholds. You can even define your own
mnemonics to fit the data under test.
How does it all go together?
In whatever combination your application calls for, or choose one of these
pre-configured packages from Tektronix:
The DAS 9101. 16-channels of data
acquisition at 100 MHz.
The DAS 9102. 32-channel of data
acquisition at 25 MHz plus 16-channels of
pattern generation.
The DAS 9103. 32-channels of data
acquisition at 25 MHz plus 8more channels at 100 MHz. And 16-channels of pattern generation.
The DAS 9104. 80-channels of data
acquisition, with 64-channels at 25 MHz
and 16-channels at 100 MHz. Plus a 16channel pattern generator with abuilt-in
DC-100 magnetic tape drive.
Backed by Tektronix support.
You get aworld-wide service organization, extensive documentation and applications assistance.
Contact your Tek Sales Engineer for
more information. Or call us toll-free.
1-800-547-1512, in the U.S. In Oregon,
1-800-452-1877
For further information, contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc PO Box 4828, Portland. OR 97208. Phone
800 547-1512, Oregon only 800 452-1877. Telex 910-467-8708.
Cable TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa, Middle East Tektronix International. Inc .
European Marketing Centre, Postbox 827. 1180 AV Amstelveen.
The Netherlands, Telex 18312
Canada, Tektronix Canada Inc .PO Box 6500. Barrie. Ontario
L4M 4V3, Phone 705 737-2700

Copyright C) 1981. Tektronix, Inc All rights reserved
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FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
FOR A FUTURE OF CHANGE

The One. Digital Analysis System.

TàktronDc
.
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Our new Am29500
Family lets you do digital
signal processing ten times
faster, for one-tenth the cost,
and with alot fewer chips.
What's the secret?

IBM
IMOX' is our very
advanced, ion-implanted,
oxide isolated process. It
gives us smaller, faster,
more complex devices.
IMOX shrinks the space

between transistors, cuts
capacitance, decreases die
size and makes your job
easier, faster, and cheaper.
And, together with ECL
internal structures and
TTL I/O, IMOX gives you
unbelievable speed with
no interface problems.
None. Zilch.

TAKE A LOOK AT THE
AM29516 AND AM29517.
The Am29516 is a16x16
parallel multiplier with the
same pin-out as the MPY16HJ. At 65ns worst case,
it's twice as fast as
the old industry standard.
It even has optional I/O to
improve its performance

WE'RE CHANGING
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES.
in apipelined system.
The Am29517 is the
65ns 16x16 we designed
especially for microprogrammable systems. We
gave it asingle clock and
clock-enabled registers so
it fits like aglove into
2900 designs.
And if you like those,
just wait until you meet

the rest of the family.
There's aparallel
pipelined signal processor.
A programmable FFT
address-sequencer that
handles up to 64K points.
Not to mention multilevel
pipeline registers that
give the highest throughput with the fewest chips.
But wait. There's even

The International Standard of Quality guarantees these
electrical AQLs on all parameters over the operating temperature range: 0.1% on MOS RAMs & ROMs; 0.2% on Bipolar
Logic & Interfab- •0.3% on Linean LSI Logic & other memories.

-

more. A CPU family. A
controller family. And complete memory and BUS
interface families.
All compatible. All
made with IMOX. All with
aquality guarantee you
can't get from anyone else.
If you've got aDSP
dilemma or any high performance problem, call or
write for AMD's new book
on Digital Signal Processing. We'll shed some light
on the subject.

Advanced Micro Devices CI
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 •(408) 732-2400
IMOX is atrademark of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.C)I982 AMD
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Electronics and the law

Who owns employees' inventions?
by Nla re E. Brom,n, patent attorney practicing in Los Angeles

A

company generally has no rights in an
invention merely because it was created
by an employee. This general rule,
however, is subject to the following
three exceptions:
Use of company time, facilities, or funds.
When an invention has been developed on company time or with the use of its facilities or
funds, a "shop right" usually can be asserted
over it by the company. This right allows the
company to make use of the invention without
the inventor's consent and without having to pay
any compensation. However, this right to free
use cannot be sold by the company to another
company or individual. Moreover, it does not
include the right to prohibit others (including
the inventor) from using the invention. That
right is preserved for the inventor, who may still
patent his invention. In law, the interest conveyed by the shop right is referred to as a
"nonexclusive" and "nonassignable" license.
Although a shop right cannot be asserted
unless company time, facilities, or funds were
used, the mere use of one or more of these
company assets will not always guarantee the
creation of a shop right. Other factors often
considered are: whether the invention is closely
related to the company's business, whether the
company knowingly assisted in its development
or protection (for example, paid for apatent on
it), and whether the inventor permitted the company to use it without charge or objection. No
single factor is decisive. In each case, the court
will examine whether the company's connection
with the invention is sufficient to justify its
assertion of ashop right.
Employees in special positions. If the inventor
was employed specifically for the purpose of
creating the invention, for example, aconsultant
hired to develop a flip-flop circuit with a very
high input impedance, the company can claim
all the assertable rights in the invention. This
claim can include the right to sell it or to
preclude all others from making use of it—even
the inventor. (However, as suggested in previous
columns, these rights will not generally be
enforceable unless the invention is patented or
maintained in secrecy.) Moreover, unlike the
shop right, these full ownership rights will exist
even if the invention has been created at home
without company equipment or funds.
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A few older cases have held that inventions of
engineers are not normally subject to full ownership rights because engineers are merely
employed to "design," which is different from to
"invent." It is uncertain whether these cases
would be followed today. Of course, the possibility that ashop right can be successfully asserted
is not precluded, as long as the necessary connections with the company, as discussed above,
are present.
Full ownership rights may also be obtained
over inventions made by high-ranking company
officials (like directors, officers, and partners),
regardless of their assigned duties, if a shop
right would otherwise have existed. The differential treatment often afforded to high-ranking
company officials is aconsequence of the higher
degree of loyalty required of them by law.
Rights by contract. The results discussed
above can be altered by written agreement
between the company and the employee (oral
agreements are also usually effective, but difficult to prove). However, if the agreement is
grossly unfair to the employee, the courts may
refuse to enforce it.
For example, an agreement granting a company all rights over all inventions made by its
employees following termination of employment
probably would be held void. However, if limited in time and to only those inventions closely
related to the company's business, the agreement might be upheld.
Employee suggestion plans are another source
from which companies can obtain invention
rights by agreement. Moreover, rights may be
obtained through such plans, although the plan
does not give the employee a fair share of the
profits made from the company's use of the
invention. Some compensation to the employee
is usually required before the court will enforce
the plan.
One final point: claims of ownership over
employee inventions should be made promptly.
If the company or employee remains silent until
after the invention becames a commercial success, all rights may be lost.
This column sets forth basic principles of law and is
not intended as a substitute for personal legal
advice. Questions and comments are invited and
should be sent to Mr. Brown in care of Electronics.
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TEK

IEEE-488 COMPATIB
TM 5000

e
hree

programmable
power supplies in acompact
package. Price plus
ormance in aDMM.
Tektronix brings you
the world's first and
only triple programmable power supply.
The PS5010, $2500,* offers exceptional accuracy and programmi
ease, in systems or
stand-alone
applications.
You get the most
commonly used volt-:
ages: 0to ±-32 Vdual
floating supply, to 1.6 A
(0.75 A above 15 V) and
+4.5 Vto +5.5 Vlogic
supply, to 3A.
Each supply can be
programmed independently for voltage and
current limits with auto
crossover. Digital displays indicate regulated
values automatically.
Total voltage accuracy
of 0.5% eliminates the
need for monitoring
devices.
Unlike listener-only
power supplies, used in
most IEEE-488 systems,
the PS5010 constantly
monitors itself and communicates changes in
status, over the bus and
front panel. Other features include source
on/off and powerful
GPIB status reporting
commands.
The DM5010 has all
the right answers, at
just the right price.
This highly versatile fully
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Programmable Digital
Multimeter, $1995,* gives
you calculating power,
priced-right performance, plus programming
ease and measurement
speed.
The DM5010 measures DC volts, resistance
and true RMS (AC and
AC + DC volts). Built-in
math functions include
averaging, nulling,
offset, scaling, db and
comparison to limits
activated with either front
panel controls or the
IEEE-488 bus.
You get 41/2 digits of
readout resolution, accurate to within 0.015% dc.
Or up to 26 readings per

second with 31/2 digit
resolution, accurate to
within 0.1%.
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Part of the family:
TM5000 Programmables. The PS 5010
and DM5010 share the
configurability of TM500,
plus Common Codes
and Formats that fit all
Tek GPIB instruments.
The Tek GPIB approach
is the simplest, most
comprehensive implementation of the
IEEE-488 standard ever
developed.
For additional information or the address and
phone number of the
Tektronix Sales Office
nearest you, contact:

U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central
&South America, Japan.
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only: 800/452-1877
Telex: 910-467-8708
Cable: TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex: 18312
Canada
Tektronix Canada, Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700

*U.S. Domestic Price, only.
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GRAYHILL KEYBOARDS:
DIFFERENT STROKES
FOR DIFFERENT FOLKS
SERIES 88 A short stroke sealed keyboard

with excellent audible and tactile feedback.
Colorful standard or custom-made graphics
integrates this keyboard into your front
panel. Coded outputs and low bounce characteristics easily mate with logic circuitry.

SERIES 83-84-86 Short stroke standard
3x4 and 4x4 keyboard configurations. Choice
of V2 inch or 3/4 inch button centers and post or
flange mounting. Standard coded outputs—
easily interfaces with logic circuitry. Excellent
audible and tactile feedback.

SERIES 82

Long stroke high profile, wiping
contacts. 1, 2, 3and 6button modules can be
arranged for your specific needs SPST to
4PST circuitry under each button, also available with coded outputs.

SYSTEM 87 Short stroke low profile, snap
dome contact system provides tactile and
audible feedback Modular units-1 thru 6
buttons and 3x4 and 4x4 pads can provide
any conceivable button arrangement

Your product is distinctive, and
thus your keyboard needs are also
likely to be unique. That's why
Grayhill offers you four different
keyboard families, with ahost of
options in each. We'll help you arrive at the keyboard solution that's
most practical, attractive, and cost
effective. Two of our four families—
Series 83-84-86 and Series 88—
are built around the popular 3x4
and 4x4keyboard configuration;
the other two—Series 82 and
System 87—are modular, allowing
you to create any unique keyboard
arrangements.
Other features and options
include:
• up to 3,000,000
operations per button
• standard or special
coded outputs
• sealed or unsealed
• high or low profile
• short stroke or long
stroke—dome or
wiping contacts
• excellent audible and tactile
feedback in dome contacts
• post, flange or PC mount
• 1/2-,11/16,, or 3
/
4"button centers
• wide choice of
legending modes
• color choices
For detailed information on
Grayhill Keyboards, consult EEM,
ask your local distributor, send
for acopy of the Grayhill Keyboard
Catalog or call us with your
questions at (312) 354-1040.

driyhiff
the Dillerence Between Excellent and Adequate

561 Hillgrove Avenue •LaGrange, IL 60525 U.S.A.
Phone: 312/354-1040 •TWX: 910-683-1850
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GRAYHILL Switches
are distributed by
ALABAMA
Huntsville
Powell Electronics
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Kachina Electronic Oistr
Tempe
Fisher Brownell
Richey Electronics
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
Carlton-Bates
CAUFORNIA
Alhambra
Fisher Brownell
Anaheim
Glendale
R V Weatherford
Los Angeles
Electric Switches
Riverside
Electronic Supply
San Diego
Fisher Brownell
Richey Electronics
Santa Clara
Fisher Brownell
Sunnyvale
Powell Electronics
R V Weatherford
Sun Valley
Richey Electronics
COLORADO
Denver
Electronic Parts
CSIO
Newark Eleetronics
CONNECTICUT
Bethel
Heiiind Electronics
Greenwich
Wise Components
Wallingford
Midan Electronics
FLORIDA
Miami
Powell Electronics
Oakland Park
Peerless Radio
Orlando
Hammond Electronics
GEORGIA
Norcross
AA Electric
ILLINOIS
Chicago
Newark Electronics
Elk Grove Village
Pioneer Chicago
Northbrook
Classic Components Supply
Palatine
OHM Electronics
Peoria
Klaus Radio
Wheaton
Conectrix
INDIANA
Evansville
Hutch 8. Son
Ft Wayne
Graham Electronics
Indianapolis
Graham Electronics
Genesis Electronics
South Bend
Radio Distributing
IOWA
Cedar Rapids
Deeco
KANSAS
Wichita
LCOMP Inc
MARYLAND
Beltsville
Powell Electronics
Gaithersburg
Pioneer Washington
Kensington
Marine Air Supply Inc
Rockville
Capitol Radio Wholesalers
MASSACHUSETTS
Hingham
Sager Electric Supply
North Adams
Electronic Supply Center
Norwood
Gerber Electronics
Worcester
R M Electronics
MICHIGAN
Livonia
Pioneer Michigan
R S Electronics
Oak Park
Newark Detroit Electronics
St Claire Shores
Spemco
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Newark Electronics
Stark Electronics
St Paul
Gopher Electronics
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
Ellington Electronic
Supply Inc

MISSOURI
Kansas City
LCOMP Inc
Maryland Heights
LCOMP Inc
St Louis
Olive Indust Electronics
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Scott Electronic Supply
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hudson
Heilind Electronics
NEW JERSEY
East Hanover
State Electronics Parts Corp
Springfield
Federated Purchaser
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
International Electronics
Walker Radio Company
NEW YORK
Binghampton
ASI Electronics
Bohemia
Car-Lac Electronic
Industrial Sales
Buffalo
Summit Distributors
Lynbrook
Peerless Radio
Rochester
Simcona Electronics
Rome
Rome Electronics
Vestal
Har vey Federal Electronics
NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro
Hammond Electronics
Pioneer Carolina
Raleigh
Southeastern Electronics
OHIO
Cincinnati
Hughes-Peters
URI Electronics
Cleveland
Pioneer Cleveland
Columbus
Hughes-Peters
Dayton
ESCO Electronics
Pioneer Dayton
Stotts Friedman Co
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Electro Enterprises
Tulsa
Oil Capitol Electronics
OREGON
Beaverton
Component Resources
Portland
United Radio Supply
PENNSYLVANIA
Erie
Rem Electronics
Harrisburg
Cumberland Electronics
Philadelphia
Almo Electronics
Herbach & Rademan
Powell Electronics
Pittsburgh
Cam RPC
Pioneer Pittsburgh
Reading
George D Barbey
RHODE ISLAND
Warwick
Edwards Electronics
SOUTH CAROUNA
Columbia
Dixie Electronics
Greenville
Hammond Electronics
TEXAS
Dallas
Nor yell Electronics
El Paso
International Electronics
Houston
Kent Electronics
Harrison Equipment
Irving
Solid Stale Electronics
Richardson
Fisher Brownell
Slat ford
Southwest Electronics
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Standard Supply
VIRGINIA
Richmond
Sterling Electronics
WASHINGTON
Kent Interface Electronics
Seattle
R V Weatherford
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee
Marsh Electronics
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Meetings
Technical Symposium East '82, The
International Society for Optical
Engineering (P.O. Box 10, Bellingham, Wash. 98227), Hyatt Regency
Crystal City Hotel, Arlington, Va.,
May 3-7.
Electronic Components Conference,
IEEE (D. J. Gendz, IBM Corp.,
Department 649/014-4,1701 North
St., Endicott, N. Y. 13760), Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel, San Diego,
May 10-12.
Carnahan Conference on Security
Technology, IEEE (Sue McWain,
Office of Continuing Education, 533
South Limestone St., University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. 40506),
Carnahan House, University of Kentucky, May 12-14.

Fairgrounds, Hanover, West Germany, May 18-25.
Vehicular Technology Society Conference, IEEE (Eddie Simon, 1970 B
St., San Diego, Calif. 92102), Town
and Country Hotel, San Diego,
Calif., May 23-26.
International Semiconductor Power
Converter Conference, IEEE (E. E.
Von Zastrow, General Electric Co.,
Building 37-478, P. O. Box 43,
Schenectady, N. Y. 12301), Hyatt
Orlando Hotel, Orlando, Fla., May
24-27.
Electro '82, IEEE (Dale Litherland,
Electronic Conventions Inc., 999
North Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo,
Calif., 90245), Boston Sheraton Hotel, May 25-27.

Custom Integrated-Circuits Conference, IEEE (David Lewis, Research
Laboratories, B-8I, Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y. 14650),
Americana Hotel, Rochester, N. Y.,
May 17-19.

Semicon/West '82, Semiconductor
Equipment and Materials Institute
(625 Ellis St., Suite 212, Mountain
View, Calif. 94043), Fairgrounds,
San Mateo, Calif., May 25-27.

Appliance Technical Conference,
IEEE (Jim Stevens, 1000 Jonc Blvd.,
CS 5030, Oak Brook, III. 60521),
University of Wisconsin, Madison,
May 18-19.

Microcomputer Show '82, Japan
Electric Industrial Development Association (3-5-8 Shiba Koen, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105), Tokyo Ryutsu
Center, May 26-29.

Control Engineering Conference and
Exposition, Control Engineering
magazine (Tower Conference Management Co., 143 North Hale St.,
Wheaton, III. 60187), O'Hare Exposition Center, Rosemont, Ill., May
18-20.

Seminars_

National Aerospace and Electronics
Conference, IEEE (Naecon, 140 East
Monument Ave., Dayton, Ohio
45402), Dayton Convention Center,
May 18-20.
Northcon/82 Show and Convention,
Electronic Conventions Inc. (999
North Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo,
Calif. 90245), Seattle Center Coliseum, May 18-20.
International Defense Electronics
Expo '82, Kiver Communications
(Information Center, P. O. Box 338,
Whitehouse, N. J. 08888), Hanover

A series of 31 all-morning seminars
on digital signal processing is being
presented in 25 cities around the
U. S. and in eastern Canada by TRW
LSI Products, P. O. Box 2472, La
Jolla, Calif. 92038. The meetings
began late last month and will finish
in June. Call (714) 578-4385.
Integrated-Circuit Fabrication,
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge,
Boston, May 11-12, and at Hyatt
Rickeys Hotel, Palo Alto, Calif.,
June 3-9. Also 1St [Large-Scale
Integration] Design Alternatives,
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge,
Boston, May 13-14, and at Hyatt
Rickeys Hotel, Palo Alto, June
10-11. Each seminar costs $395 and
is sponsored by Integrated Circuit
Engineering Corp., 15022 North
75th St., Scottsdale, Ariz. 85260.
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TEK

IEEE-488 COMPATIBLE
SYSTEM INSTRUMENTS

GPIB
MADE EASY

Now. IEEE-488 pl
Common Codes and Formats:
Modular. Consistent. And
easier than ever before.
From Tektronix
comes the simplest,
most comprehensive
implementation of the
IEEE-488 standard
ever developed. Tek
GPIB equipment meets
all IEEE-488 requirements and enhances
productivity with Common Codes and Formats.
More than practical, it
makes automating measurement systems easy.
Our Common Codes
and Formats ensure
compatible data transfer
between instruments—
which IEEE-488, by
itself, does not.
And basic to the Tek
GPIB concept is a
commitment to design
instruments that are
eminently compatible,
not just with controllers,
but with people who
use them.
No other system can
say so much.
Common Codes
and Formats keep
commands clear and
consistent. Their
English-like programming
language makes bus
control exceptionally
simple, even for the nontechnical programmer.
Writing systems software
is easier, programs
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4100
4118
4120
4130
4140
4150
4160
4170
4188
4198
4286
4210

REM
SET UP PS5010
PRINT 6,22:"INIT;uPOS 11.7;IPOS 0.5;OUT ON"
REM
SET UP DC5010
PRINT 6.20:"INIT;TER LO;AUTO A;PER;SEND"
INPUT 620:P
PRINT 820:"MAe;MIN'"
INPUT 620:M1,M2
A=MI -M2
PRINT 820 "RISE;SEND"
INPUT 626 R
PRINT 620 "FALL:SEND"
INPUT 820 F

more efficient and selfdocumenting.
The command set is
in "standard engineering
English" matching the
abbreviations on instrument front panels. As is
shown above, readable
mnemonics in the command string set up the
PS 5010 Programmable
Power Supply and the
DC 5010 Programmable
Universal Counter. In line
4110 we set the PS 5010
positive supply for 11.7
volts with an 0.5 amp
current limit, and turn the
supply output on. In lines
4130 through 4210 we
measure the period,
amplitude, risetime, and
falltime of asignal and
set them equal to P, A, R,
and F, respectively.
Operating
conventions which are

user-oriented make Tek
GPIB devices even more
convenient. Resistant to
operator errors.
It's easy to set up
your system now. And
get back inside of it
later. Our GPIB line
includes instrument controllers, scopes, digitizers,
plus programmable
test and measurement
instruments such as
counters, digital multimeters, power supplies
and more.
System integration
comes easily. Common
Codes and Formats help
minimize the software
modifications required
when systems are
changed or expanded.
The Tek GPIB approach frees you from
dependence on outside
systems developers,

while assuring assistance from our own
applications engineers.
You'll enjoy adirect
connection to along
future of reliable, stateof-the-art Tektronix
instrumentation. We
provide what you need
to integrate Tek GPIB
instruments into your
system. And you can be
sure that the equipment
you buy today will be
compatible with our
future GPIB products.
For further information, contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central &
South America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
For additional literature, or the
address and phone number of the
Tektronix Sales Office nearest you,
contact:
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only 800/452-1877
Telex: 910-467-8708
TLX: 15-1754
Cable: TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa,
Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
European Headquarters
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Phone: (20) 471146
Telex: 18312 -18328
Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700

Circle #29 for sales contact

7reasons why the K100-D
is now the world's best-selling logic analyzer.
How the general-purpose K100-D beat out H-P to become #1.
2. It's concise.

6. It has remote
diagnostics.

Not so long ago, Hewlett-Packard
logic analyzers were the industry
standard. We asked digital designers to compare the K100-D with
H-P's popular 1610B and 1615A
logic analyzers before making any
buying decision.

The K100-D monitors 16 channels
in time domain, 32 in data
domain, so you can probe
enough points to pin down problems at their source.

In head-to-head comparison, the
K100-D came out looking so
good, it's now the best-selling
logic analyzer in the world.
Here's why:

A 100 MHz clock rate resolves
signals to 10 nanoseconds. The
front end is also sensitive enough
to capture glitches as narrow
as 4 ns.

1. It's easy to
systematize.

4. It's deep.

7. It's well supported.

1024 words deep in memory—for
faster, more accurate debugging.
The K100-D extends the length of
data you can trap from your
system at any one time.

You get full applications support
from the experts in logic analysis.

For automated troubleshooting
and production ATE, the K100-D
features afully-programmable
GPIB interface.
To help you support awide
variety of bus-oriented systems,
there are standard high-performance probes, specialized probing
accessories and detailed application notes available on all the
popular microprocessor systems
currently in use.

A new T-12 communications
interface option lets your field
troubleshooters share their
system observations with the best
engineers back at headquarters.
Remote diagnostics provide faster
debugging and save a lot of time
and travel for your most valuable
people.

3. It's fast.

5. It's clear.
The K100-D has alarge keyboard
and interactive video display,
acomprehensive status menu,
highly useful time domain display,
and data domain readout in userspecifiable hexadecimal, octal,
binary or ASCII.

For afree copy of our "Logic
Analyzer Comparison Guide:'
request card for microprocessor
system application notes, and
T-12 Communicator information,
just circle the appropriate reader
service numbers. Or contact
Gould, Inc., Instruments Division,
Santa Clara Operation, 4600 Old
Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA
95050, phone (408) 988-6800.
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The T-12 "top hat" for the
K100-D provides logic
analyzer remote diagnostic
capability. Other options
include the GPIB Analyzer
and RS232 Serial Data
Analyzer.

Lircle 30 for Comparison (wide
ircle 272 for APP Note request form
Circle 273 for T-12 caninunicator data
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IntermittentProblems?
Blowing a Fuse?
Whether they blow fuses or
not, transients can cause disruption
in all modern electronic equipment. Their sources may be found
in power line disturbances or in
the internal circuitry itself.
Find Out Why
For many years, power line
monitors have given us data on the
number and amplitude of line
transients, but not on their causes.
Today improvements in instrumentation make it possible to capture
whole waveshapes, revealing information on the nature of atransient.
A recent Navy report has made
progress in categorizing types and
suggesting typical signals resulting
from events such as abruptly ener-

gized transformers and switch
contact arcing. Figures 1and 2
show transients from a60Hz, 120V
shipboard power network. They
are similar in amplitude and duration, but distinctly different in type.
The Nicolet Digital Oscilloscope's
pre-trigger viewing and large
memory size capture the entire
wave signature. Amplitude and
duration can be read from the
screen's numerics.
Erratic Unexplained
Errors?
Intermittent errors located
within electronic circuitry are illustrated in Figure 3. This bothersome
transient was detected during

Fig. 3: Print wheel movement. Glitch
caused by noise in control circuitry

manipulated, plotted or transferred directly to acomputer for
more complex calculations, for
example, of the energy content of
the transients.
The Nicolet digital oscilloscope is using new technology to
solve long-standing problems. With
its help, even hard to find intermittent problems are being isolated
and eliminated.

..rerff""e"efe
seteeeele"11
rermeate"he

Fig I: One type of power line transient

development of acomplex daisy
wheel printer. Although alogic
analyzer indicated an error condition, the nature of the error
remained amystery By triggering
the Nicolet scope on the error, a
fault in the daisy wheel displacement was isolated and corrected.

If you would like to try out a
Nicolet digital oscilloscope in your
own laboratory call 608/271-3333
or write Nicolet Instrument Corporation, Oscilloscope Division,
5225 Verona Road, Madison,
WI 53711.
In Canada: call 416/625-8302.

rr,7-.

MCOLET
INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION

OSCILLOSCOPE DIVISION

Let a Nicolet Scope
Capture the Cause

Fig 2: Second type of transient
from same network.

In both these examples, transients were captured and recorded
on floppy disk automatically,
freeing engineers and technicians
for more important tasks. Later
the signals with all their original
data were recalled for detailed
examination and comparison.
The data could then be

•Waveforms courtesy of Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Activity and Diablo Systems
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Bell widens
wavelength range
of optical fiber

Array microphone
compensates for
speaker's distance

Steering unit explores
goals for R&D co-op

Rolm PBX wins
NTT approval

Another standard
pushed for local nets

National unveiling
midrange mainframe
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A team of researchers from Western Electric Co. and Bell Laboratories
has designed and experimentally verified the widest wavelength range
(1.45 to 1.73 µm) for asingle-mode, low-loss, low-dispersion optical fiber.
The fused silica fiber has two claddings in order to tailor the refractive
index to the desired combination of wide bandwidth, low loss, and low
dispersion. It is ideal for wavelength-division multiplexing, where anumber of lasers beam different frequencies into the same fiber simultaneously.

An array microphone that compensates for variations in a speaker's
position while minimizing noise pickup and needing no attachment to the
person will be introduced by American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Designed for teleconferencing by Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J.,
the Quorum system does its job by means of an array of 28 electret
microphones mounted on one side of a30-in, stalk that sits on atable. Up
to four of the arrays can be ganged for larger rooms.

A task force scheduled to meet in Denver on April 1aims at hammering
out areas of agreement among participants in the proposed semiconductor
and computer research cooperative, MCE Inc. William C. Norris, chairman of Control Data Corp. and prime mover behind MCE [Electronics,
March 10, p. 97], also says that three more companies have joined the
group, although he declines to name them.

Rolm Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., a top U. S. maker of digital privatebranch exchanges, became the first company of any nation to win full and
formal approval from Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp. for
Japan's digital switching market. Thus, Rolm becomes only the third
foreign firm to win any kind of NTT approval. With virtually no such PBX
systems in place yet in Japan, Rolm foresees an annual total market there
of $600 million to $1 billion within four to five years.

The quest for alocal-network standard is getting harder: anew contender
from Cromemco Inc. (see p. 147) is on the scene, and IBM is staking out
its own position (see p. 37). So far, the 802 committee of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers has endorsed two major approaches,
collision detection and token passing. Now, Cromemco of Mountain
View, Calif., has asked the IEEE Computer Society's standards board—yet
another review group—to approve its network scheme as a standard.
C-Net, as it is known, employs both virtual circuits and collision detection
along atwin-axial cable with balanced differential drives.

What is probably the first U. S. non-IBM mainframe in a while to use
state-of-the-art semiconductor technology is coming from National
Advanced Systems, Mountain View, Calif. The AS 6100 includes highspeed emitter-coupled-logic gate arrays, 4-K bipolar random-access memories for writeable control storage, and 64-K MOS RAMS for main memory.
The IBM-compatible computer is amidrange machine with aperformance
figure of about 2 million instructions per second and is intended to
compete with IBM's 4341 group II systems.
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Honeywell poised
to sell ICs

Package downloads
CP/M programs to HP-41

Personal computer
coming from DEC

Jedec proposes
H-C-MOS standard

Addenda
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Don't be surprised if Honeywell Inc.'s captive chip operation jumps into
the merchant semiconductor business by midyear. Its Solid State Electronics division in Plymouth, Minn., has set up what it terms a solid-state
venture department that is currently settling on which niches look most
profitable to attack. It has expertise in both mos and bipolar circuits as
well as sensor and advanced packaging technologies.

Developers of software for Hewlett-Packard Co.'s HP-41 hand-held computer no longer need be limited to programming with its calculator-style
keyboard. F. M. Weaver Associates Inc.'s Hand-Held Products division
will demonstrate acPtm-compatible software development package for the
41 at an HP-41 users' conference to be held April 17 in Philadelphia.
Software developed using the HHP-410UCC (user-code compiler) can be
downloaded from a host computer to the 41 through the IIP-IL and a
parallel-port converter supplied by Weaver, of Charlotte, N. C.

Digital Equipment Corp. will dive into the personal-computer market in
May with a family of machines elegantly packaged with tilting, lightweight screens and detached, low-profile keyboards. One computer will be
a repackaging of the DEcmate Work Processor, the PDP-8-based small
computer announced last year by the Maynard, Mass., company; another
will be based on the 16-bit PDP-11 architecture (probably using the new
T- IImicrocomputer chip) and will contain floppy and hard disks. The
third newcomer will run a widely used outside operating system (most
likely cP/m). Also, late this month at the Hanover Fair in West Germany,
DEC will introduce a new baby member of its 32-bit VAX family, the
VAX-11/730. Meanwhile, Italy's Olivetti has announced its entry into the
personal-computer market (see p. 64).

Order may soon arise from the confusion in high-speed complementarymoS logic. Motorola, National Semiconductor, Philips, RCA, and Signetics met with the Joint Electron Device Engineering Council to come up
with astandard set of specifications for the high-performance c-mos, or
H-C-MOS, logic families they produce. The standard will be for silicongate logic circuits operating with a supply voltage of 2 to 6 V. The
proposed specifications will be presented at another meeting in June, and if
agreement is reached, the standard will be published by mid-1983.

Leading-edge microelectronics has come to photocopiers with the introduction by Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., of amodel that has two
8085 microprocessors for sophisticated user interfacing and extensive
self-diagnostics. Capable of 5,500 images an hour, the Ektaprint 250
Duplicator uses 122 K-bytes of apossible 128 K-bytes of memory; the two
microprocessors communicate over an IEEE-488 bus that permits expansion of internal memory as well as external communication capabilities. ...International Business Machines Corp. has added three large
computers to fill the performance gap between its midrange 4300 series
and the top-performance 3081 series. The new 3083 series has three
model groups— E, B, and J.
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WHY BUY THEIR CIRCUITS
WHEN WE'LL BUILD YOURS?
Since you have some ideas
about systems, you probably
also have some ideas about
IC's. And maybe your ideas
include awish list. Because
nobody makes exactly
the IC you need to optimize
your system.
You can make do with standard
parts, maybe three or four more than
you think you really need. Or, you can call
I.M.P We're specialists in custom MOS. NMOS
or CMOS. You design or we design. You design and
we build. Or, we design and we build.
Custom MOS any way you want it. Prototyping or
production quantities. 5or 3micron technology. But when
we're finished, you own it. We don't. And neither does anybody else. Which means
you can hold your jump on the market.
But why I.M.P? One reason: A management team with experience. 91 years
of it in all five critical areas of custom IC manufacture. Design. Production.
Operations. Quality control. Customer liaison. And that's just our management team.
And we started with CAD. It isn't pasted on. It's built into our design and
manufacturing operations. Which means we can deliver your designs or circuits
on a schedule that fits your schedule.
And here's the clincher. In the long
run, it is always cheaper and more efficient to build your own circuits than
it is to buy theirs.
Planning a system? Call us. We'd like
to work with you from initial concept
through final production. And we can
join you at any stage in between. With
complete custom MOS facilities. Any way
you want them.

E

E54-27

COMMITTED TO
CUSTOM MOS
International Microelectronic Products
2830 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95134 (408) 262-9100
You build our circuits?
Tell me about your capabilities.
Na me
Company
Address
City
I'm a prospect. call me at (

State

Zip

One device out of 200...

One board out of 10...

Two systems out of 5

How arespectable 0.5% device
failure rate can turn into a
40% disaster
Even if only one static-damaged
device out of every 200 escapes your
notice, the result can be adisaster.
Figuring that each PC board has 20
devices, a0.5% device failure rate
means one out of 10 boards will fail.
Put 5boards into asystem and the rate
compounds to 40%.
Count up the costs, the lost time, and
the blemished reputation, and you'll
see why taking anew approach to your
static problems can be one of the most
profitable moves your company can
make.

Prevention, not detection,
is the solution.
Mien you rely on detection, you're on
the defensive. But apply the following
2basic rules of static control, and you
take the positive approach:
(1) Handle all static-sensitive com-

ponents at static safeguarded
work areas.
(2) Transport all static-sensitive
components in static shielding
packages or containers.
Perhaps you've already partially
implemented these rules in your plant,
and even in the field.
But with so much to gain, isn't it time
you considered aprogram for Total
Static Control?

This is where 3M can help.
In addition to afull line of static control products, we offer seminars,
surveys, employee training and other
elements to help you plan and manage
both the technical and the human
aspects of acomprehensive program.
May we send you details? Just return
the coupon to: Static Control Systems
Division, 3M, Dept. ETC-042, 225-4S

Total control of the static in your business

3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144. Or call
toll-free: 1-800-328-1684
(in Minnesota:
1-800-792-1072)
Packet also includes
literature on 3M's full
line of static control
products, plus
technical reports on
electrostatic discharge.

r

3M: Please send details on your Total
Static Control program.
I ( )Have a3M representative contact me.
Name
Title

Phone

Company
Address

LCity, State. Zip

3M Hears You...

3M
Circle 36 on reader service card
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Significant developments in technology and business

IBM sees baseband,
token-passing ring
for local networks
by Harvey J. Hindin, Communications & Microwave Editor

Studies for IEEE standards
committee shed light on the
future office but presage no
product plans, says company
Results of local networking studies
conducted within International Business Machines Corp. have for the
first time been made available to the
committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers that
has been working to develop standards for the networks. In four technical papers, IBM engineers outline a
scheme for the office of the future
that relies on a ring network with
token-passing access control and
baseband transmission.
It remains to be seen, of course,
whether IBM, whose market clout
can establish de facto standards,
introduces its own local network, as
has been rumored [Electronics, Feb.
24, p. 33]. IBM will not say, and it
emphasizes in the papers that its
submission "is not an IBM product
offering nor an implied commitment
to any future product offerings."
The IBM conception contains elements already present in the myriad
other nets introduced in the last few
years, such as Ethernet, spearheaded
by Xerox Corp. and employing baseband transmission, and Arcnet from
Datapoint Corp., using token passing. The ring net itself is being used
extensively in the UK.
As for speed, contend the IBM
authors, who are staff members of
the Communication Products division, Research Triangle Park, N. C.,
4 megabits "is a good design point"
and a "tradeoff between network
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drive distance and data rate." It is
around the midrange of data rates
that have been proposed.
For example, C-Net by Cromemco Inc. operates at 880 kilobits per
second (see p. 147), and Ethernet is
up at 10 megabits/s. However, any
IBM network that results is not likely
to be limited to this figure. At the
National Telecommunications Conference in New Orleans last December, researchers at IBM's Zurich
(Switzerland) laboratories described
their work with ring nets at 8and 16
Mb/s, as well as 4 Mb/s.
For IBM, "the token-ring architecture is [for] an evolutionary system
and today represents the best
response to the known [office] environment," says D. W. Andrews. "In
the future it can adapt to new
requirements and technologies."
As described in the documents,
IBM's lines of work processors, computers, printers, terminals, and the

like can be linked with either
twisted-pair copper wire, coaxial
cable, or fiber-optic cable. The company's J. D. Markov points out that
"data-grade twisted pair is suitable
for a 4-mb/s data rate at distances
up to 1kilometer."
The key to IBM's use of token
passing to regulate access to its network is asoftware-controlled "monitor." This program not only supervises the token's operation but takes
care of efficient recovery of the local
network in the case of token-related
errors. (The token passed is actually
a digital word sent to each terminal
in turn that allows it to communicate
with the net.)
Equally important is that the
token-passing design allows all existing terminals to interface with the
local network. In fact, according to
Andrews, the terminals will need no
modification to their present datalink—control protocols. This feat is

Around the loop. Receiving and transmitting amplifiers and bypass relays connect each
piece of data-generating and -receiving gear to the distribution panels in IBM's local network.
The relays bypass unused stations and protect the ring by locking out faulty gear.
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accomplished by incorporating the
terminal's data and protocol bits in
the data field of the local network's
transmission frame.
The ring involves distribution panels to which work stations are conTo make its industrial-communicanected; the panels connect to the
tions networks more accessible to
ring (see diagram, p. 37).
human operators, Gould Inc. 's ModiRelays and switches in the panel
con division in Andover, Mass., has
act to bypass inactive or malfuncintroduced a real-time, color-graphtioning stations. Data-generating
ics monitoring and control terminal
and -receiving devices are connected
activated by a touch-sensitive
to the ring through adapters, which
screen. Users can either load the
contain the analog and digital cir8086-based Modvue from a library
cuitry to receive and retransmit the
of disk-stored standard displays or
data as well as the ring-access protocreate their own custom graphics to
represent the internal states of procols. For now, these protocols are
grammable controllers or the status
restricted, like Ethernet's, to the
of processes and equipment.
physical- and data-link—level layers
By touching atransparent resistive
of the International Standards Orgagrid laminated on Modvue's screen,
nization's standard architecture.
the user can call up new displays,
Signal jitter and distortion in the
change the status of a controller or
repeaters in general limit the numof equipment managed by the conber of stations a local network hantroller, or set conditions for alarms.
dles. So, IBM has opted to connect
The initial Modvue offering, the
multiple-ring networks through
$25,000 CR -900 programmable
touch control center, supports links
"bridges," or software-controlled
with up to 64 Modicon controllers
high-speed digital switches. These
operating on the company's threebridges, says R. C. Dixon, one of the
year-old
Modbus communications
IBM authors, could use fiber optics
range of equipment that includes
when the aggregate data rate is 10
mb/s or higher.
The bridges can handle either
tion in "the factories of the future."
asynchronous or synchronous data
Texas Instruments Inc. and Gentraffic. This means the token-access
eral Electric Co. independently
protocol will allow priority network
access for synchronous transmission joined the factory network competition with announcements on March
from selected stations on the ring.
30 of Tiway II and GEnet. TI is develOne important application of this
oping integrated circuits to provide
priority access is for synchronous
access to its planned industrial sysoperation of a64-kb/s voice channel
tem, while GE is gearing up for its
based on pulse-code modulation.
first factory-office network deliveries
This requires a guaranteed bandwidth and time delay, provided by a this summer.
Installations. Meanwhile, procontrol station on the network that
sets access priorities and handles the
grammable-controller leaders Allentoken monitor.
Bradley Co. and the Modicon division of Gould Inc. are both concenIndustrial
trating on the installation of earlier
announced
nets.
Andover,
Mass.—based Modicon, which introduced Modway last year [Electronics,
March 10, 1981, p. 33], is currently
installing its first system at an automotive plant in Michigan. At AllenIncreasing numbers of programBradley, Odo J. Struger, director of
mable-controller makers are backing
engineering of the Programmable
their own communications schemes
Controller Systems division near
in hopes of taking a dominant posiCleveland in Highland Heights,

Responsive console brings up

controller status at atouch

Factories net

still more networks
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network. Future incarnations of the
system will tap into Modway, Modicon's factory network supporting a

robots, machine tools, and microprocessors as well as programmable
controllers.
Modvue's capabilities include the
ability to display in color the realtime activities of transfer lines, batch
reactors, valves, motors, and so on,
in images like pie charts, line drawings, or text.
-Linda Lowe

Ohio, declines to give an exact number, but says his firm has "a substantial number" of Data Highway networks up and running.
Partly at stake in the dash for
factory network supremacy is aprogrammable-controller market that
most estimate will reach $1 billion in
four years. Programmable controllers, as well as equipment like robots,
will be connected to these high-speed
digital highways, allowing them to
work in harmony with each other.
The current slumps in automotive
and other industrial sectors have
delayed some programmable-controller installations, admits Struger,
who places total U. S. sales in 1981
at slightly less than $300 million.
"Most auto firms pushed back
installations by ahalf year or so," he
says.

To come. At the programmablecontroller show in late March in
Chicago. TI unveiled plans to make
available late next year interface
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modules to Tiway II, a peer-to-peer
broadband industrial-communications system designed to use cabletelevision lines. (Tiway I, also
unveiled at the show, is an extension
of the company's present hierarchical controller system that has a network controller to supervise data
traffic.) Ti's Industrial Controls division in Johnson City, Tenn., also
intends eventually to make Tiway II
compatible with other transmission
media, such as fiber optics, twisted
pairs, phone lines, microwave
radio, and satellite communications.
Tiway II will have a data rate
greater than I megabit per second
and will be able to handle video and
voice communications over its broadband lines. TI says the network
scheme, which will be detailed later
this year, "is to be generally compatible with the leading proposed network standard" of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
The company plans to sell its Tiway
chips to other industrial-controls
manufacturers in an effort to further
promote the use of its factory communications scheme.
Dual purpose. Meanwhile, GE's
programmable-control operation in
Charlottesville, Va., is planning to
deliver a broadband, turnkey network system for use in both the
office and the factory. GEnet, which
has a transfer speed of 5 megabits
per second, is designed to accommodate interactive graphics units, numerical-control equipment, robots,
and programmable controllers, as
well as office data terminals. It was
developed by GE subsidiary Intersil
Systems division in Sunnyvale, Calif.
A Bus Interface Unit will be available in both 4-port and 16-port versions for between $500 and $1,000
per port. To handle translation
between GE net and other protocols,
GE will provide a Versatile Communications Controller containing eight
Z8Os at $800 to $1,200 per line.
Software is already on the market to
bring Digital Equipment Corp. computers onto the network, with packages for IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and
other computer manufacturers
planned, according to a GE spokesman.
-J. Robert I.ineback
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about the dynamic logical
response of lc nodes without requiring human analysis. Designed for
both design verification and failure
analysis, the ITT system uses the
same principle, called voltage contrast, as do other electron-beam
probes. It depends on the fact that
Electron-beam probing of an intesecondary electrons, induced when
grated circuit's internal interconnections (or nodes) to test their logic an electron beam is applied to an
interconnection, become trapped by
states promises to replace mechania retarding electrostatic field if the
cal probes. The electron beam's abilinterconnection is kept at +5 volts,
ity to focus narrowly on tiny interbut can speed away unimpeded from
connecting areas of very large-scale
agrounded one.
ics without the need for special test
pads, and its advantages as a loadFlags rejects. A system equipped
with a collector of these secondary
less, noninvasive probe, are giving
impetus to development efforts by a electrons thus sees measurably
number of lc makers [Electronics, greater energy emitting from a
ground value (0) than from a +5-v
July 14, 1981, p. 105].
In what may be the first step value (I). But while existing systems
toward automating the probe's test- convert energy readings into visual
"logic maps" for manual analysis,
ing capability, International TeleITT's system analyzes the nodes' logphone & Telegraph Corp.'s LSI
ic responses internally, generating a
Technology Center in Shelton,
Conn., reports it has demonstrated a printout that flags bad responses,
system able to make pass/fail deci- according to Swamy Thangamuthu,

Testing

sions

Electron beams focus
on testing of VLSI

SCANNING ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE

BEAM
BLANKING

ELECTRON BEAM

DEVICE UNDER TEST
DETECTOR
SEM
PREAMPLIFIER

INTERFACE
WITH DEVICE
UNDER TEST

POWER
SUPPLIES

SEM CATHODERAY-TUBE

VIDEO
AMPLIFIER

OSCILLOSCOPE
INPUT OUTPUT
DRIVER

DEC
COMPUTER

DISCRIMINATOR

RS232C
INTERFACE

LOGIC SIMULATOR

Probe system. The tinted blocks indicate the elements that ITT had to add to a standard
scanning electron microscope so as to automate a contractless electron-beam system for
probing ICs. A DEC PDP-11 /30 minicomputer directs the testing.
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manager of product evaluation and
product assurance at the irr center.
With the manual approach, an
operator must be involved to judge
node response by studying voltagecontrast photographs or representations on an oscilloscope or other display equipment. "But when you need
to check many nodes, extensive test
patterns, or whole device cycles," he
says, "the number of logic displays
and the time it takes to analyze them
becomes impractical."
The ITT system employs standard
functional blocks including a commercially available scanning electron
microscope (sEm) and a Digital
Equipment Corp. PDP-11/03 minicomputer configured as a functional
tester (see diagram). The computer
uses alogic-simulation program generated at the time the lc was
designed; this is nothing more than a
truth table describing the expected
logical response of each internal
circuit node for an applied electrical
stimulus.
Collector. In addition to dictating
the electrical stimulus delivered
through a specially designed interface to the device under test, the in'
system's computer synchronizes the
sEm's delivery of an electron-beam
pulse with agiven node's response. It
does this in a so-called spot mode,
focusing on asingle node rather than
scanning across the chip.
The system's detection system collects any secondary electrons emitted at the node and converts them
into photons, which are amplified by
a photomultiplier and passed on to
the sEm's preamplifier. From there,
the signal passes to an ITT-designed
discriminator circuit, where it is filtered and amplified for delivery back
to the system minicomputer. The
preamplifier can in addition send the
signal through a video amplifier for
display.
After analyzing each node's response, the system's computer generates a test printout detailing sequence numbers from the stored logic-simulation file, each truth-table
input, the identity and response of
each node, and the nature of any
untoward response. Instead of wading through many voltage-contrast
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images to reach a complete characterization of acircuit, the test operator need only scan a single printout
[Electronics, Feb. 24, p. 34].
ITT has no plans at present to market its system, notes Thangamuthu,
who, along with colleagues Michael
Macan i and Seymour H. Cohen,
reported on the system at last week's
International Reliability Physics
Symposium in San Diego, Calif. He
adds that continuing development
efforts will focus on automating the
beam-positioning process, which is
now done manually, and on integrating an improved electron-beam
source and more sensitive detection
equipment.
-Linda Lowe

Memory

Revised process
yields 15-ns RAM
Big-computer designers will have at
their disposal this month asuperfast
high-speed random-access memory:
a 4-K design sporting a blazing 15nanosecond access time. Sample
quantities are being made available
by Motorola Semiconductor, which
fabricates the device with anew version of an oxide-isolated bipolar process it has been using for high-speed
emitter-coupled logic arrays. Heretofore, access time for the fastest
RAMS, which have also relied on ECL
COLLECTOR

circuitry, topped out at 25 ns.
The MCM10470A, which Motorola refers to as a Mosaic device (for
Motorola oxide self-aligned implanted circuit), is only the opening
shot in acampaign by the company
to apply Mosaic to all its ECL RAM
and rn. parts. The firm is also providing samples of its first TTL part
this month. It is a low-power, 256by-4-bit device that uses only 400
milliwatts. Other Mosaic-based
products are set to roll out steadily
from the Bipolar Integrated Circuits
division in Mesa, Ariz., says James
Miele, manager of bipolar-memory
product marketing.
Mosaic makes sense for faster and
smaller bipolar memories, says
Miele. It allows the larger packing
densities that are achieved with
Motorola's Macrocell ECL arrays,
for which Mosaic was initially developed in the late 1970s. These arrays
crowd 1,200 gate-equivalents onto a
single chip.
This density cannot be achieved
with established junction-isolated
devices because of the isolating junction's diffusion during subsequent
processing steps. Also, the larger the
diffusion, the greater the parasitic
capacitance. With Mosaic, an implanted oxide barrier (see figure)
cleanly isolates devices from themselves and from resistor areas.
A transistor that is fabricated with
Mosaic I, Motorola's first version,
measures 1,169 square micrometers

EMITTER

Implanted oxide. The isolation oxide in Motorola's Mosaic process is implanted to form a
well-defined steep-walled barrier. It takes up less room than the usual diffused junction
isolation and has less parasitic capacitance. Base width, W, is only 1,000 A.
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Are digital board testing costs
pulling the profit picture apart?
With new advances in LSI and VLSI technology, the challenge to speed new minicomputers to market
is growing tougher every day. Capital and programming costs of board test equipment are creating
nightmares for manufacturing engineers and managers.
To help solve these problems, we can show you how to
economically test awide variety of digital boards and still maintain
quality at high volumes.
Achieve 98% production yields. Here's anew, cost-effective way
to test digital boards. Use Fluke's new 3200A Circuit Board Analyzer and the
3050A Functional Board Tester. Together, they'll help you find, analyze, and
correct 98% of your digital board related problems.
The 3200A is afast opens, shorts and continuity tester. It can test
65,536 points at four separate stations. With it, you can quickly isolate 50% to
70% of the problems in PCB's.
Our 3050A is both an efficient high volume go/no-go production tester
and ahigh quality diagnostic tester, operating at test speeds to 5MHz. A
reference board testing technique makes the 3050A easy to program.
System software includes aDiagnostic Management System,
Autotrack®, and Automatic Fault Emulator. It also comes with an Automatic
Pattern Generator, afeature touted by systems costing five times the price.
Functional vs. In-circuit In-circuit testers are not the total solution that
other ATE suppliers would like you to believe. With man months required to
software model new LSI and VLSI devices, your programming costs can
skyrocket. And remember, production testing doesn't begin until the
development is completed. Fluke's two testers will have you testing boards
sooner and with higher confidence levels. And here's abonus. You can buy
both systems for the price of one In-circuit tester.
Call Toll Free: 1-800-426-0361. We'll show you how cost-effective
Fluke ATE will help you achieve 98% production
yields. Ask for our publication "Why In-circuit
4 1) testing isn't enough." It can help you piece
•
together abetter profit picture.

op,p

IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES:

IN EUROPE:

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box C9090, M/S250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5400, Tlx: 152662

Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013) 673973, Tlx: 52237

For more information circle. 41

We Offer Solutions.
FLUKE
AUTOMATED SYSTEMS
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compared with 2,040 µm 2 for the
earlier junction-isolated approach.
The ECL RAM parts are seeing a
smaller version of Mosaic I. in which
device area is reduced to 424 gm'.
Small size is critical, says Miele,
since the chip must be small enough
to fit the 300-mil-wide "skinny" dual
in-line package fast coming on the
scene.
Room to improve. Miele sees plenty of room for product improvements
with Mosaic I. He cites as an example a 256-by-4-bit RAM with 10-ns
performance. Still bigger gains will
come, he says.
Mosaic II halves device size by
changing to awalled emitter, reports
Sal Mastroiani, the engineer responsible for developing the original process and now in charge of bipolar
digital-process development. "We
eliminated the ring around the emitter, so now the same size emitter tits
in a smaller space and goes all the
way to the isolation-oxide wall," he
explains.
As a result, a factor-of-two reduction in speed-power product, with
250-picosecond gate speeds, is possible. The walled emitters will first
appear in Motorola's upgraded Macrocell arrays, designated MCA II.
Memories built with Mosaic II are
at least several years away.
However, Mosaic Ill will come on
the scene next year, notes Mastroiani. In Mosaic Ill, n+ polysilicon
emitters will be self-aligned to the
p+ polysilicon base contacts to cut
device size in half again—to 222
gm 2—and reduce parasitic capacitance even further.
-Larry Waller

Production

X-ray lithography
gets new source
Researchers at almost all of the
major semiconductor companies
agree that when the limits of opticallithography systems are reached—
down around 0.75 micrometer — X
rays and not electron beams will be
the exposure system of choice. And
though gas-plasma X-ray tubes and
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synchrotrons [Electronics, Jan. 27,
1973, when it patented the fixedp. 40] look promising for production
target source. Cooling is the key to
systems five years from now, what is tube life, vital for production X-ray
needed today is a reliable X-ray sources. According to Skillicorn,
source.
"we've run our source at full power
Kevex Corp. of Scotts Valley,
(4.5 kilowatts) for over 100 hours
Calif., may have the answer. At a and at reduced power for 500 hours
meeting of the Society of Photoand have not seen any deterioration.
Optical Instrumentation Engineers The tube should be good for at least
in Santa Clara, Calif., last week,
1,000 hours."
Kevex
nveiled a new fixed-target
In operation, astream of electrons
X-ray tube designed for semiconducis focused on a 3-millimeter-diametor wafer-exposure systems.
ter fixed target that is cooled by
The source is the first one with a water. Very pure water is forced
fixed target to be commercially
under high pressure onto the anode
available. Similar devices have been
target. The pressure prevents avapor
built by other companies but were
barrier from forming so heat removdesigned for specific customers, says al is rapid—on the order of tens of
Brian Skillicorn, manager of Kevex's
kilowatts per square centimeter.
X-ray tube division.
20-kv water. The tube, which
Most X-ray tubes employ a rotatmeasures 4 inches in diameter by 11
ing target to keep temperatures
in. high, is designed with the cathdown—the electron beam is not conode—the case—at ground potential.
centrated on the one spot so the tarThis reduces overall size since the
get does not burn up. However, some case need not be electrically isolated.
higher-power tubes require cooling.
As aresult, the anode, and hence the
Either way, it is quite atrick to build
cooling water, is at 20 kilovolts.
a vacuum-tight seal around a rotatSkillicorn says that this high
ing tube and, in fact, some compapotential is no problem since the
nies use magnetic fluids for the very pure, ion-free water is nonconseal —still trickier stuff.
ducting and in a sealed system. The
Vibration. For precision lithograX-ray source will sell for about
phy, the problem is that the rotation
$148,000 with the power supply and
of the target causes vibration. In a the cooling system. X rays emerge
mask-exposure system this, in turn,
from a 1.4-centimeter-diameter becauses the output
beam to jiggle, reducSource. -An X-ray tube measuring 11 in. high and 4 in. in
ing resolution—and it
diameter, has a sealed internal water-cooling system to keep
is resolution that is the
its stationary target at a low enough temperature.
goal in the first place.
Moreover, the jiggling
can cause the wafer to
move, producing misalignment.
A fixed
target
avoids these problems,
but then runs into the
difficulty of getting
the power level up for
sufficient
beam
brightness. This is
where the Kevex design comes in, with its
means of cooling the
target so it will be able
to yield sufficient output power.
Kevex has had the
design in mind since
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Learn FAST.

You like what you've heard
about the FAST'TM Family of
Advanced TTL Logic, and you
loved our last FAST Seminar.
But you want to know more.
No problem. Just call.
Announcing the new
expanded FAST Circuits and
Applications Seminar Comparisons, reliability delivery,
systems applicationstem
design consideration —everything you need to know at no
cost, from the people who know
it best—the Fairchild FAST
Marketing Application Team.
You get aFAST data book,
aworkbook containing all of
the materials presented in the
seminar, working posters and
availability information.
And you get all the latest
input on the technology that's

delivering up to 40% more
speed than Schottky, with a
reduction in power of up to
75%! And up to 75% more
speed than low-power
Schottky.
The Fairchild FAST Circuits
and Applications Seminar
Check the listing for the city and
date that make the most sense,
and call the local number
For more information, call
or write your local Fairchild
sales office.
P.S. If you're lucky enough
to live in Europe, Asia or
Australia, Fairchild FAST
Circuits and Applications
Seminars will be held in the
following countries soon:
England, Sweden, Italy, France,
Germany, Holland, Taiwan,
Hong Kong and Australia.

FAST sa,SenwkF aacaa0 Dane. and lneunnera Cogealeon le Deal Paxels

When and where.
April 13, 1982 —Denver, CO (303) 758-7924;
Ft. Lauderdale. FL (305) 771-0320: Houston
TX (713) 771-3547.
April 14, 1982 —Austin, TX (512) 346-3990:
Orlando. FL (305) 834-7000.
Apri115, 1982 —Baltimore. MD(301)730-1510:
Dallas, TX (214) 234-3391; Phoenix AZ
(602) 864-1000
April 20, 1982— Dayton. OH (513) 278-8278:
Tulsa. OK (918) 627-1591.
April 21, 1982 —abgo, IL (312) 773-3300:
Detroit. MI (313) 478-7400
April 22, 1982 —Minneaoolis, MN (612)
835-3322. Philadelphia, PA (215) 657-2711.
April 27, 1982 —Boston MA (617) 872-4980.
April 28, 1982 —Stamford. CT (203)774-4010
April 29, 1982— New York Cityarea (516)
293-2900. San Jose, CA (408) 987-9530.
May 4, 1982 —Encino. CA (213) 990-9800:
Huntsville. AL (205) 837-8960.
May 5, 1982—Atlanta GA (404) 493-9357;
Los Angeles. CA (213) 990-9800.
May 6, 1982 —Orangp,Çounty, CA (714)
557-7350: Raleigh, NC (919) 876-9643.
May 7, 1982—Sanjijego. CA (714)560-1332.
May 11, 1982 —Indianapolis. IN (317)
849-5412
May 12, 1982 —Cleveland OH (216)447-9700.
May 13, 1982 —Toronto, ON, Canada (416)
665-5903
Soon: Europe, Asia, Australia. Call local number.

Fax<hold Dame. ana Instrument Co, ao..
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handled by the interface modules—
up to 30 a switch—that communicate with the 3B20 over fiber-optic
links at rates of 32 megabits a second. This rate is twice the speed of
Bell's next fastest switch and 16
times faster than most switches currently in use, says W. B. Smith,
Communications
executive director for Bell Laboratories' Local Digital Switching division
in Naperville, Ill.
Smith, project manager for the
No. 5 ESS design, says the wide
fiber-optic bandwidth is necessary
for handling the I6-bit channels that
Distributed processing for highwill be required for the provision of
speed digital call handling moves to
new levels in the Bell System's No. 5 future Bell services such as alarm
and energy-management systems.
electronic switching system. It comThese will require telemetry in addibines sophisticated modular hardtion to voice. Fiber optics also avoid
ware and software design with the
first use of fiber optics inside a the interference problems common
to copper-wire or coaxial-cable
switch for fast communication
transmission—requiring special eramong internal processors.
ror coding or other techniques.
By using varying numbers of
Crosspoint. Contributing signifi8086-controlled interface modules
cantly to holding down costs in the
that handle up to 4,096 customer
switch is Bell's first use of a gatedlines or 512 trunk lines each, Ameridiode crosspoint integrated circuit
can Telephone & Telegraph Co.
[Electronics, Jan. 31, 1980, p. 41].
plans to serve a wide range of office
The GDX circuits withstand the high
sizes with the switch architecture.
voltages for telephone ringing and
Indeed, the phone giant is counting
line testing. In the No. 5 ESS, these
heavily on the switch's flexibility and
devices provide channel-to-line concost-effectiveness to help it compete
centrations up to 8-to-1, thus reducin the deregulated environment foling by that ratio the need for expenlowing divestiture of its local operatsive circuitry to handle the so-called
ing companies.
Borscht functions as well as codecs
Shipments of the switch are
and filters, Smith notes.
planned to reach one aday by 1984,
Also employed for the first time is
says Fred W. Wallitsch, general
a special-purpose n-channel Nibs
manager at Western Electric's
microprocessor as a digital signal
northern Illinois works. The Lisle,
processor that contains 45,000 tranIll., facility built the first production
sistors and performs more than 1
No. 5 ESS, which was put into sermillion calculations per second.
vice late last month by Illinois Bell
Thirty-two of them handle functions
in Seneca, Ill.
including tone detection and generaMicrocoded. The heart of the Bell
tion in the interface module.
switch is the 3B20 central processing
As for distributed processing, "the
unit, a 32-bit medium-scale integrated microcoded machine that is a concept is taken far further on the
No. 5 ESS than in any previous sysbig brother to Bell's Bellmac 32
tem," Smith says. A measure of that
microprocessor [Electronics, Oct. 6,
1981, p. 106]. Equipped with 6 to 7 is the fact that each 8086 used for
interface module control has two
megabytes of main memory, the
megabytes of memory associated
3B20 runs an operating system
with it, compared with only 60,000
known as DMERT (for duplex multibytes for distributed processors used
environment real time) that handles
in previous switches.
switch administrative functions like
In addition to the DMERT operattraffic counts and billing.
ing system, a second operating sysCall processing in the No. 5FSS is
ryllium window in a cone with an
apex angle of 12°. "Different target
materials are available so that the
source can be matched to the Xray-sensitive resist being used,"
Skillicorn adds. -Stephen W. Fields

tem known as OSDS (operating system for distributed processing) is
also employed for high-capacity call
processing. OSDS resides in each of
the interface modules and is also in
the 3B20.
-Wesley R. Iversen

Business computers

Bell switch calls on

Japanese company

internal fiber optics

relies on U. S. design
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A Japanese company is tackling the
small-business computer market in
the United States with an unusual
division of responsibilities. Design
and marketing is being handled in
the U. S., and manufacturing is

Starter. Model 680/10 single-user computer from CIE Systems starts at $8,700 with
128-K bytes of main memory.

being done by the Japanese.
The U. S. firm is CIE Systems
Inc., Irvine, Calif., formed nearly
three years ago with $7 million in
capital by C. Itoh Ltd., a$53 billion
trading company. Hitachi Ltd. will
build the machines, aimed at original-equipment makers, in Japan.
"The Japanese do not know how to
market computers in the U. S.,"
states Mark Takeuchi president of
both C. Itoh Inc. of New York and
CIE. "We have combined American
design ideas with Japanese massproduction expertise." CIE expects to
sell, starting in June, about $4 million worth this year. Takeuchi is the
only member of the top staff who is
Japanese.
Wide range. CIE is now offering a
family of systems, ranging from an
IBM Personal Computer look-alike at
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Cis better than ever.
Whitesmiths, Ltd. is now shipping
Release 2.1 of our highly acclaimed C Compilers for ten different
operating system families on four architectures:
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CP/M, CDO
ISIS-II Idris/B80

LSI-11, PDP-11:
RT-11
RSX-11M, RSTS/E, IAS
Idris/R11, UNIX
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MC68000:

VAX-11:

VERSAdos
Idris/S68k

VMS
UNIX/32V*

F

....•

,

'Available in source form only.
Idris is atrademark of Whitesmiths, Ltd. •UNIX is atrademark of Bell Laboratories •CP/M is atrademark of
Digital Research •RSX-IIM, RSTS/E, RT-II, LSI-II, VAX, and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment
Corporation •VERSAdos is atrademark of Motorola Inc.

We've added optimizations, sped up runtime routines, and (ahem) fixed all
known bugs. The portable C library is more extensive than ever, with new math
functions, pattern matching routines, and support for Ada-style exception
handling. And it's easier than ever to interface to new environments.
Native compilers are only $750, including shipping in the continental U.S.
Cross compilers, for most combinations of host system and target machine, are $1350.
A Pascal Compiler may be included for an additional $200. Old customers may
upgrade for just half of the new price. And maintenance is now only 25% of the
license fee per year.
Now's the time to write or call.
Distributors: Australia, Favenray Pty Ltd. P.O.B. 224 Hurstville NSW 2220 570-6100
Japan, Advance Industries, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 03-258-0839
United Kingdom, Real Time Systems, Newcastle upon Tyne 0632 733131

Whitesmiths, Ltd.

P.O. Box 1132 Ansonia Station New York, N.Y. 10023 (212) 799-1200 Telex 645 592
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"When it comes to analog I/O,
DataTranslation will DEC you'
Fred Nlolinari, President

DEC COMPATIBLE BOARDS AND SOFTWARE
LSI-11

POP-11 UNIBUS

SERIES

LUYV LUJI

VIVIR

Dual
12 to 16-Bit Resolution

Dual
12 to 16-Bit Resolution

uumiNuuus UAIA
Quad/Dual
250kHz A/D

DMA
Hex/Quad
12 to 16-Bit Resolution

Analog Input
(16 to 64 Channels)

LIT2162 High Level
D12764 Low Level
D12765 Isolated

DT2782 High Level
DT2784 Low Level

DT3362 Dual Port
013382

011112 High Level

Analog Output

DT2766 4- Channel
12-Bit

012111 2-Channel
Point Plotter

013366 Dual Port
8-Channel
Expandable

011116 8-Channel
12-Bit

DT2767 4-Channel
8-Bit
Analog I/0
(16 Channels IN/
2Channels OUT)

012181 High Level
DT2785 Low Level

Other Functions

•Analog Expansion
•Prog. Real-Time Clock
•Parallel Digital I/O
•Isolated Digital I/O
•IEEE-488

013311 2-Channel
Point Plotter
DT1711 High Level
011115 Low Level
DT1719 Isolated: 4Ch.

ç.

•Analog Expansion
•Dual Port RAM

*

RI-11 •••
DTLIB
FORTRAN SubroutinesCPLIB

DTLIB

RI-11
BASIC Subroutines

DIBASIC

DTBASIC

RSX-11 .•••
FORTRAN Subroutines

RSXLIB

RSXLIB

Coming Soon

RSXLIB

•
Not available

Nobody supplies more DEC-compatible
analog I/O than we do.
We offer peerless hardware and software.
Including new high-performance RSX-ll and
RT-ll compatible software packages for both
LSI-11 and PDP-ll. Good stuff.
And for those of you who require package solutions, we offer LAB DATAX, a
system designed from the ground up to meet
the most demanding data acquisition needs.

All of our analog I/O is built to work
with our DT6700 series
isolated, solid-state
signal conditioning.
It's all field-proven
and ultra-reliable. If you
want to be DEC-ed, just
say the word.
For acopy of our 288 page
We'll be there within catalog call Data Translation.
Or turn to Volume III of the
five days.
Gold Book.

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951-646.
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd.. 430 Bath Rd., Slough. Berkshire SLI 6BB England (06286) 3412 Tlx 849-862.
DEC, LSI-11, PDP-11 UNIBUS, RT-11 and RSX-11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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Software compatibility consolidates the line

Send for New
Bell & Howell
CATALOG

CIE Systems Inc. will maintain software compatibility across its line of
small-business computers first of all by implementing the Pro IV applications
generator on every member. Pro IV, from Data Technical Analysts Inc. of
Honolulu, Hawaii [Electronics, April 7, 1981, p. 391, allows applications to be
developed without writing actual programs. It uses a fully interactive application-definition phase to specify the sort of data that will be used, the format
that data entry will take, and the format and calculations for producing
reports from the data base. It uses only about 22-K bytes of main memory,
keeping most of its routines on disk. In this way, applications can be
developed fast and maintained easily. Any of the program steps may be
edited to produce updates, and documentation is produced automatically.
To date, Pro IV has been available on General Automation Inc.'s minicomputers and Microdata Corp.'s 32-bit Sequel minicomputer. Capro Inc.'s
16-bit Dimension One system running MP/ M will be introduced in June.
For those wishing to write their own programs, CIE will also offer Cobol,
Fortran, Pascal, and Basic compilers, as well as a C compiler when Unix III is
brought up later this year. All current software offerings run under the
Versados operating system.
Also CP/M-68K— being developed by Digital Research for Hitachi Ltd.
[Electronics, March 24, p. 117] —will be implemented on the 68000-based
machines. Thus programs written in Digital Research's high-level languages
can be run on the CIE computers either under CP/ M-86 in the case of the
IBM Personal Computer look-alike or under CP/M-68K with the rest. -R. C. J.

the low end to a 16-user system at
the high end. This look-alike, the
only system not designed by CIE, is
being introduced by Hitachi at the
National Computer Conference in
June and will be compatible with the
um unit right down to its 5.25-inch
disk format.
Other members of the CIE line are
the 680/10—a single-user system
with an integral terminal, 128-K
bytes of main memory, and a 5.25.
in. Winchester-technology disk drive
with floppy-disk backup; the
680/20—a four-user version; and
the 680/40—a 16-user system that
is housed separately from its terminals and has up to 768-K bytes of
memory and a 20-megabyte Winchester with a90-in./second streaming drive for backup.
All of the CIE line, except the IBM
look-alike, arc based on Motorola's
16-bit 68000 processor. CIE will
maintain compatibility among its
offerings with an automatic program
generator called Pro IV as its primarily business software tool. Programs developed under it can be run
on any of the machines (see "Software compatibility consolidates the
line," above).
The hardware will be compatible

too. All boards use Intel's Multibus
for easy expandibility with products
from other vendors. Also, no board is
specific to any one machine—the
more powerful computers just use
additional boards, not different ones.
For instance, the video electronics on
the 680/10 and 680/20 are the same
as that used in Itoh's VT-100 terminal emulator, the CIT 90.
ciE's prices position the line
against systems being offered by
Wicat, Convergent Technologies,
and others. The single-user 680/10
starts at $8,700, and the Pro IV
applications generator will vary in
price from $900 to $4,400, depending on configuration. The 680/20
four-user system with 256-K bytes of
memory is $9,300. -R. Colin Johnson

Instruments

Work station unites

Summary descriptions
and specifications of
the most extensive
instrumentation tape
recorder product line:
• Analog, digital, high
density digital
• Defense, MIL-spec.
• All environments,
benign and hostile
• Accessories: tape
tension gages,
calibrators, degaussers
Write or call:

DATATAPE Division
Marketing Communications
300 Sierra Madre Villa
Pasadena, California 91109
(213) 796-9381

design, service
For the first time, product designers
can easily link tools into a cradleto-grave support system for microprocessor-based products. They can
do it with a work station that can

EiELL E•
DATATAPE

HOWELL

Division
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change itself from ahardware into a
software development station or logic analyzer or microprocessor emula'tor, depending on which plug-in
cards are used.
The 55-pound work station was
introduced this month by HewlettPackard Co.'s Colorado Springs
(Colo.) division. Designated the
64110A, it can be linked via telephone lines to a remote 64000 software development network introduced by HP in 1979. Thus people
fixing faults in the field can pull test
routines directly from the design
data base without custom hook-ups,
acapability not seen before and one
that eliminates rewriting of test programs for field test.
Until now, software and hardware
design, production needs, and service
problems in the field have been separate. For example, asoftware designer would work on adevelopment system while the hardware designer
used alogic analyzer. Now the units
can be used together easily, asserts
John Marshall, product marketing
manager for development systems.
Production tools usually consist of
timing analyzers and stand-alone
emulators, while important field
tools are signature analyzers and,
more rarely because of their sophistication, logic analyzers. Thus, data
could not be readily shared among
these groups. "Now," says Marshall,
"the whole engineering process can
be approached in aunified manner."
What allows that systematic approach is the fact that the transportable 64110A and the other, larger
stations of the 64000 system can all
be configured for any of these functions with the same cards—say,
existing emulator cards or the new
logic analyzer cards. Thus a hardware designer in plant can build and
test asystem, using maybe an eightchannel logic timing card, and store
his findings in a remote data base.
At a later date, the field-service
technician can compare design to
field data using an identical card.
Silver lining. But the cost of this
integrated support comes high. A
stand-alone eight-channel logic analyzer will sell for $23,150, more than
any competitor's price and double
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some. And as both hardware and
software analyzer, the box could cost
about $55,000, more than triple Tektronix' card-configurable analyzer,
the stand-alone DAS 9100.
But Hewlet-Packard is not really
aiming at the market for stand-alone
systems, according to Marshall.
Rather, it is after companies with
far-flung design, production, and
service organizations that would
appreciate the savings due to using
everyone's work more efficiently, he
says. "It's mainly the large, hightechnology companies that can
equate price with benefit."
For example, he points to the savings gained by using remote analysis
instead of sending an expert from
home to the field site. He also points
out that a company might find it
sufficient just to insert plug-in cards
into the product, rather than use a
64110A work station whose base
price is $13,000 for processor, display, and keyboard.
Applications. The cards are
designed for two different applications—software and hardware analysis—and differ primarily in sampling rate and number of channels.
The faster cards, for hardware timing analysis, consist of two eightchannel cards run by one control
card. They work at 200 megahertz
or, using half the channels on each
card, up to 400 MHz.
Of equal importance are the software analysis cards. Data can be
sampled on up to 120 channels at 20
MHz and, for up to 60 channels,
there is aspecial overview mode.
The overview mode helps to
optimize software and fix it faster by
making it easier to see what the software is doing. For example, in this
mode the designer can display captured data as abar graph.
This easy-to-read graph can show
which routines were used most frequently and which took the longest
to run—in other words, it presents a
performance profile. Then programs
can be modified to make them faster. "We have shown the new system
to some potential customers," Marshall reports, "and have found that
profiling can improve efficiency by
10 to I."
-Richard W. Comerford

Legislation

Congress pushes
to help industry
Congress is readying legislation to
aid the U. S. electronics industries in
their fight to survive Japanese semiconductor imports and to help in
training technicians for industry.
Rep. Don Edwards, chairman of
the California Democrat delegation,
says his bill, H. R. 5579, seeks fair
trade and open markets for U. S.
semiconductors-40% of which were
made in California in 1981. Countries invoking barriers of any type
would be subject to various punitive
measures at the discretion of the
President. The bill is dubbed "the
SUA bill" after its industrial sponsor,
the Semiconductor Industry Association. Prospects for passage are
considered chancy.
Possibles. The "EIA bill" to protect Government-approved joint research and development ventures
from civil antitrust suits may have a
better chance [Electronics, March 10,
p. 66]. Also in this category is H. R.
5573, called "the Apple bill" after
the Cupertino, Calif., small-computer maker that proposed it to Rep.
Fortney H. "Pete" Stark Jr. (D.,
Calif.). It would boost tax deductions on corporate charitable gifts to
30% of gross earnings from the present 10% [Electronics, March 24,
p. 34].
Then there is Rep. George Miller's (D., Calif.) H. R. 5820, abill to
stimulate the training of technicians
with increasing Federal funds contingent upon money also coming
from each state and its industry.
Miller's bill faces problems, too, in
that it deals with a narrow, though
important, special interest.
Miller's mouthful—the Electronic
and Computer Technician Vocational Education Incentives Act—would
require states to contribute an initial
2% of existing vocational education
grants, rising to 6% in two years.
Beneficiary companies in each state
would have to contribute 25% of the
funds.
-Ray Connolly
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SEMICONDUCTOR NEWS FROM THE PRACTICAL WIZARDS OF SILICON VALLEY

The fastest 4K RAM
money can buy.
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The fastest 4K RAM money c
National introduces three new 4K ECL
RAMs. The fastest, lowest power,
and most cost-effective ECL RAMs
the world has ever seen.
The leading edge of very high speed
RAM technology has just moved up three
notches with the introduction of three new 4K
ECL RAMs from National.
Their DM10470, DM10470A, and
DM10470L respectively represent the most
cost-effective, fastest, and lowest power 4096
x1ECL RAMs in the industry.
Uncompromising quality and reliability
And thanks to National's refined Oxissim
(Oxide Isolated Schottky) process, they're
also the most reliable devices of their kind. All
three of these high quality parts are voltage
compensated for high noise immunity and are
compatible with all 10K series logic.
The Practical Wizard's standard
DM10470 offers higher speeds (25 ns max.)
and lower power supply current (200 mA
max.) competitive with any other 4K ECL RAM
available. This, combined with its inherently
better quality and reliability, makes the
DM10470 the most cost-effective device in its
class.
Special high performance versions. The

DM10470A is absolutely the fastest RAM that
money can buy. It offers amaximum address
access time of 15 ns, while consuming only
200 mA.
The DM10470L, on the other hand,
features amaximum address access time of
25 ns but consumes amere 130 mA.That's the
lowest power consumption available anywhere

How to get the complete picture.
To get the full story on the new DM10470,
DM10470A, and DM10470L, simply check
box C4 on this Anthem's coupon.
It's the easiest way to get the best-ever
ECL RAMs from the traditionally best-ever
source: the Practical Wizards of Silicon Valley. 'a
Oxiss is otrademark of National Semiconductor Corporation

Speed: the missing piece in
CMOS logic.
Introducing MM74HC: the new
family of high performance CMOS logic
circuits from National.
The Practical Wizards are proud to introduce anew family of high speed, low power,
CMOS logic chips: the MM74HC family
The new logic family is pin-out compatible with popular 7400 LS-TTL, but offers dramatic power savings with no reduction
in speed. The family will include a
wide range of small- and mediumscale CMOS logic devices, that will mak
complete, high speed CMOS systems possible
for the first time.
First with the best. The MM74HC family
is the first brood, truly high speed logic family
that offers all the advantages of CMOS: high
noise immunity, power requirements below
1µW typical (static), 3V to 6V power supply
operating range, and an extended commercial
temperature range of-40°C to +85 °C.
The key is National's advanced
PCMOSTm fabrication process. P2CMOS has
been proven faster and less power-intensive

e

,
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eMM74HC

than conventional CMOS. Amodification of
this advanced process, optimized for producing high volume logic devices, is used to
produce the MM74HC family
Translated into system benefits, those
features mean: less expensive and smaller

system power supplies, the elimination of
fans, heat sinks, and cooling systems,
higher density/lower cost PC boards, more
compact systems, and asubstantial increase
in reliability.
Ideal for military service. Of course, the
MM74HC will be available in full mil-spec
versions (MM54HC) and with National's
rigorously controlled A+ and B+
processing.
All versions feature the high quality that
has made National one of the top suppliers to
the Mil/Aero market.
National's new MM74HC logic family is
another example of their commitment to low
power, high performance technology. It's the
logical next step toward the design solutions
of the future.
AMM74HC databooklet is available
which includes our sampling schedule. Just
check box C9 on this Anthem's coupon.
The MM74HC family will be mutually
sourced by Motorola, Inc.
P'CMOS is atrademark 01 notional Semiconductor Corporation

MF10:
A filter for everyth in
for next to nothing.
The first monolithic, general-purpose
dual active filter using switch-capacitor
technology will revolutionize the way
engineers use filters.

Alow-cost, monolithic, CMOS active filter
that can perform awide variety of functions
and requires no external capacitors to operate
may sound like an impossible dream, but
thanks to National's linear leadership, the new
MF10 has all those attributes and more.
It's arevolution in filters that greatly simplifies the design of all filter applications. At a
cost that most conventional filters will find
hard to match.
Clock-tuning simplifies frequency adjustments. All other active filters must have their
center frequencies tuned with external resistors and capacitors, alengthy and delicate
procedure which must be performed in assembly and during replacement or repair
The MF10 eliminates this headache with
aunique design concept that sets the center
frequencies of various second-order functions
directly proportional to an external clock frequency within an accuracy of 0.6%.
This design minimizes frequency tuning,
since the complicated resistor/capacitor interrelationship is eliminated. Once the clock
frequency is set, no further tuning is needed.
Gain and filter selectivity (Q) are determined
with external resistors.
Improved frequency stability. The MF10
has unprecedented frequency stability. Since
the only necessary external components are
the clock and three to four resistors (depending on the application), the MF10 is far less
sensitive to external component variation than

Active filter
design made
easy.
Designing asimple bandpass filter with the
new, monolithic MF10 is far easier than the
conventional discrete R, Cdesign.
Compare the complicated interrelation of
Rand Cvalues in the discrete design with the
simplicity of the calculations for Q, bondpass
gain, and center frequency using one-half of
the MF10.

I

I

conventional filters. So the need for costly retuning is all but eliminated.
The stability and repeatabi ify of the center filter frequency in the MF10 is directly dependent on the quality of the clac li. In addition,
the design allows one clock to drive an unlimited number of cascaded MF 10s.
Afilter for all applications. Nost monolithic filters are single purpose. he MF10 is
general purpose, capable of per 'arming a
wide variety of functions: allpas 3, lowpass,
highpass, bandpass, and notch up to 20kHz
with aQas high as 500.
Typically, the lowpass and bandpass
outputs can sink .75mA and so Jrce 3mA.
Other functions can sink 1.5mA and source
3mA.
Built into the MF10 are two independent
filters. Both are second-order bu ilding blocks
which can perform all classical filter functions. Functions up to fourth-or ler and filter
configurations such as Butterw irth, Bessel,
C,auer, and Chebyshev can be piprformed
easily by cascading the two sec and-order
building blocks.
Low cost, immediate avail ibility. The
MF10 is not only abreakthroug iin circuit
design, but also abreakthrough in cost. There
is simply nothing on the market today that can
match it for price and performa ice. The filter
is available in a20-pin (.3" wi le) plastic
package at acost of $3.70* in
100 and up. Delivery is from stock, so waiting
time is next to nothing.
For more information on National's filter
breakthrough, check box 89 on this issue's
coupon.
'US prices only
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Putting high performance, low power
National's selection of CMOS µPs,
boards, and development support
products gets low power systems up fast.
Now asingle source can solve virtually
any low power system design problem with a
complete spectrum of processing capabilities.
National's CMOS line extends from efficient 4-bit COPSTM microcontrollers all the
way to high performance board level systems.
Highlighting their line of powerful CMOS
processors are the NSC800TM and the
NS8OCX48.
These new P2CMOSrra processors not
only greatly reduce power consumption in
existing systems, but can also be used to
develop new ultra-low power designs.
So now irs no longer necessary to
choose between the advantages of CMOS and
the performance of NMOS.
NS8OCX48: extra features at no extra
cost. Using their field-proven P2CMOS process, the NS8OCX48 features the same speed
of the industry standard 8048 Series, but

PRESCALE VALUE

consumes amere fraction of the power.
National offers both the standard
NS80C48, plus the NS8OCX48. The "X"
represents an "Extra Features" register that
allows—among other things —software control of its power consumption. And the price
for the "X" version is the same as for
the NS80C48.
NSC800: the most powerful CMOS µP
available. The popular NSC800 combines the
multiplexed address/data bus of the 8085
with the sophisticated register structure and
instruction set of the 780® Yet the NSC800
typically dissipates only 50mW operating at
5V at a2.5MHz clock speed.
Watch for announcements of the new
NSC800A version, which offers 4MHz 780A
computing speed with CMOS power.
Complete the design with the NSC810
RAM-1/0-Timer and the NSC830 ROM-I/O.
These two ciruits are packed with just the right
amount of data and program storage memory,
programmable input/output interface lines

NS8OCX48 EXTRA FEATURES COMPARISON
STANDARD 8048
NEW NS8OCX48
32
PRESCALE VALUES: 5, 10, 20,
40, 80, 100, 160, 200

MODULO OPTION

MUST USE MOVT, ATO
LOAD EACH TIME

AUTOMATICALLY LOADS SAME VALUE
AT ROLL-OVER

GATE OPTION

N/A

GATES PRESCALER OUTPUT TO
TIMER/CRT REGISTER INPUT

CONTINUE OPTION

LOW ON Vcc STOPS OSC,
RESETS CPU

OPTION WITH LOW ON Vcc OF
RUN OR IDLE

ENABLE I/O OPTION

LOW ON Vcc SETS ALL
LINES TO UNDEFINED
STATES

OPTION WITH LOW ON Vcc OF
TRI -STATE'' OR ENABLED I/O

and versatile timers to complete an efficient
minimum system or the heart of alarger
system.
In addition to supporting the NSC800
microprocessor, these two devices make
excellent peripherals for NS80C48/
NS8OCX48 system expansion.
Drafted for military service. Because of
its low power, high performance and proven
reliability, the NSC800 Family is fast becoming the CMOS military standard for microprocessor applications. The NSC800DM/883
is processed to MIL STD 883B requirements and
operates over the full —55/+125°C military
temperature range. For high density packaging
needs, select the NSC800E chip carrier
version.

A complete
board level system
for less than
5watts.

The Practical Wizards have also
designed aboard line around their low power
standard NSC800 P2CMOS microprocessor.
So now the board level market can enjoy all
the advantages of low power, high performance technology.
The Series/800TM CMOS Industrial
Microcomputer (Clbera) boards use so little
power that afairly large system can be configured to draw less than 5watts. Compare that
to atypical NMOS CPU board which alone can

processing to work.
CONSERVING POWER
IS ANATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
400

UTIONALS XMOS
8050

350
1.300

8048

250
I 200

8048L

8049

80491

150
NEW PCMOS MANLY

100
50

8=48

1KX8

80CX49

80C350

2X 'x8

41(x8

ROM SUE

Nationars P2CMOS NS8OCX48 family draws
only 10mA max at full 6MHz operating speed.
Watch for announcements of the P2CMOS
NS8OCX49 and NS8OCX50 with larger
memory on board.
draw 15-30 watts.
The new boards offer all the inherent
benefits of low power dissipation—higher reliability, portability, battery operation, sealed
enclosures, smaller systems, and lower system costs—with speed that can handle the
most demanding industrial applications.
Acomplete performance family. There
are 19 Series/800 products, acomplete
family for all system needs (with still more
on the way).

The family already includes three CPUs,
memory expansion boards, discrete I/O interfaces, A/D and D/A boards, card cages, a
voltage regulator, abattery charger, afirmware
monitor, plus extender and prototyping
boards. The BLMX-80 real-time multitasking
operating system is also available.
Built for the harsh environment.
Series/800 boards are designed to thrive in
environments that conventional boards can't
take. Ambient operating temperatures can be
as low as —40° Caras high as +85°C.
Smaller systems, higher reliability, lower
costs. The series also offers the smallest
form factor around— 3.9" x6.3" (100mm x
160mm). That's 69% smaller than Multibusm
and 15% smaller than Std. Bus. So many
systems can be made smaller and for less
total system cost.
Every Series/800 board comes with a
12-month warranty and the built-in reliability
that goes into every National product.

Complete development
support, prototypmg,
evaluation,
and documentation.
STARPLEX IITM , National's highly interactive development system, supports and
speeds the overall development effort for both
the 8048 and NSC800 families ofµPs. With
real-time In-System Emulation (ISETm), engineers can develop, test, analyze and debug
prototype software and hardware with ease. In
fact, National offers the only 11 MHz emulator
for the 8048.
Aside from real time In-System Emulation, the upgraded STARPLEX II offers high

level languages, including PL/M, PASCAL,
BASIC, and FORTRAN. Cross-assemblers are
already available for all supported products,
and other system enhancements are
on the way.
National's NS87P50 (for up to 4K
emulation) and their new CMOS NS87PC48
"piggyback" µPs greatly simplify design
prototyping.
NSC800 evaluation made easy.
Immediate evaluation of the NSC800 family
of products is made easy and inexpensive
with NSC,888 Evalulation Board. The fully
assembled board includes the NSC800 CPU
plus memory, timers, I/O, wire-wrap area, an
RS232 interface plus complete documentation. An on-board monitor provides the necessary tools to write, modify, and execute
NSC800 programs.
COPS microcontroller development products. The COP400-PDS is alow-cost conceptto-product tool designed to expedite every
phase of COPS microcontroller system design.
National's STARPLEX system also provides the same capability when equipped with
the COPS ISE.
The COPS QUIKLOOKTM tester is asimple
and cost-effective way to perform incoming
GO/NO GO inspection of COPS family devices.
How to get all the details. To receive all
the specifics on National's high performance
CMOS microprocessors and board level systerns and their powerful development tools,
simply check box D2 on this issue's National
Archives coupon.
It's the best way to start putting
high performance, low power processing to
work today.
COPS,NSC800. P'CMOS, XMOS, Senes.800, CIM, STARPLEX II, ISE.
QUIKLOOK, and TRI -STATE ne trademarks of National Semiconductor
Corporotion
Z80 is aregistered trademark of Zilog Corporation
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The first full spec low power op amps.
The linear leader strikes again
with the first true BI-FET op amps
for low power designs.
National continues to set new industry
standards in op amps.
This time, it's their LF441 family of low
power op amps. These devices offer the same
AC characteristics of the industry's currently
available low power BI-FErm op amps, but
also provide vastly improved DC characteristics (see the Data Comparison Table below).
Higher performance for the same price.
The LF441 family—which includes the LF441
single, LF442 dual, and LF444 quad op
amps—provides very distinct performance
advantages over the current low power industry standards. Advantages one would expect
of atrue BI-FET op amp. Consider:
•low input offset voltage-0.5mV max.
•low input offset voltage drift-10µV/°C
max.
•high gain (Vo= ±.10V, RL= 10k)25k min.
•supply current-150µA (iyp) per amp.
Yet despite these and other significant
enhancements, National's LF441 family costs
no more than the pin-compatible parts they
now obsolete.
In quantities of 100 and up, the LF441 is
now available for only $.55*, the LF442 for
$.90*, and LF444 for $1.55*.
The BI-FET lineage marches on. This
new family of products is afurther extension
of National's powerful LF4XX line of BI-FET op
amps.
Other recent additions, the LF411 and
LF412 (also pin-compatible with the LM741
and LM1458, respectively), are ideally suited
for designs requiring superior performance
specs.
Leave it to the Linear Leader to come up
with unbeatable price/performance in low
power BI-FET op amps. All others pale by
comparison.
For complete information on the LF441
family and National's entire line of BI-FET op
amps, check boxes 53 and A8 on this issue's
coupon.

LOW POWER BI-FET
SPEC
SUPPLY CURRENT
INPUT BIAS CURRENT
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE DRIFT
GAIN (V O 4 ±10V, RL= 10k)
NOISE VOLTAGE

PAMP DATA COMPARISON TABLE
NEW LF441
OP AMPS
250 (max)
100 (max)
5(max)
10
25 (min)
40

COMPETITOR'S
OP AMPS
250
200
15
10
3(min)
42

UNITS
pA
pA
mV
µV/°C
V/mV
nV/Vi

•

The BI-FET lineage.
In 1975, the linear leaders at National
made significant strides forward when they
first introduced BI-FET technology. Because
the op amps that resulted were the first monolithic op amps that combined low input bias
current and high impedance with high speed.
This winning combination was further reinforced with each new BI-FET product
introduction. The LF355, LF356 and the
LF357

Then, in 1978, these same Practical
Wizards pioneered an extension of their fieldproven technology: BI-FET il. The enhancements incorporated into BI-FET II include
faster FETs and trimming of the input offset
voltage of each amp.
The results of these efforts, beginning
with the LF351 and LF353 and epitomized by
the LF411 and LF412 op amps, show up in
higher performance at alower cost.

And now they've taken the same technology one step further to produce the only full
performance, low power BI-FET op amp series—the LF441 (single), LF442 (dual), and
LF444 (quad).
This is exactly the kind of practical innovation that has maintained National's linear
leadership for over ten years.

Cost-saving replacements for 2910 and
5116 codecs.
National's new line of improved codecs
are directly interchangeable with four
industry standard parts. They also introduce a next codec that the telecom
industry has been waiting for.
National's leadership in high performance low power technology is answering
several critical needs of the telecommunications industry.
In particular, they have now introduced a
family of five new codecs for Central Office
and PBX switching systems.
Cost reductions and transparent
improvements over industry standards. Four
of these devices represent pin- and functioncompatible replacements for industry standard codecs, but with some very important
improvements.
National's TP3020 and TP3021 codecs
plug directly into Intel's and ALaw sockets
yet require considerably less power.
So, in addition to reducing system operating costs, these new codecs cut battery
back-up costs way down. They also eliminate
the need for external +12V supply, sample
and hold, and auto-zero components on
future board designs.
The TP5116A and TP5156A devices
replace Mostek's II and ALaw codecs, yet
also provide on-chip precision voltage references. As with the TP3020/21, there are no
internal connections to these pins. So the
external components create no problem for
direct codec interchangeability and can be
eliminated for cost reduction on future
designs.

The potential savings from this development
alone are significant. All thanks to alittle Practical Wizardry.
The P2CMOS'm advantage. All five of
these new codecs take full advantage of
National's exclusive low power, double-poly
silicon-gate P2CMOS technology. It's the reason they manage to operate efficiently on a
mere 50 mW (typical) and 1mW (standby).
National, always committed to the systems approach, previously introduced alow
power P2CMOS PCM filter—the TP3040.
As anatural complement to any of their
new codecs, the TP3040 is abreakthrough in
performance over the industry standard 2912
and 2912A filters. It demonstrates significant
performance advantages in lower power
noise, crosstalk and frequency rejection, leaving the competition far behind.
Coming soon: alow power codec/filter
combo. The next step is to combine their high

performance P2CMOS filter and codec onto a
single chip—the combo. This sets the standard for advanced line card designs and further cost reductions on existing systems.
Telecom's most versatile family. So now
there's asingle source where engineers can
satisfy their PCM codec and filter needs.
Whether it's alow power alternative for
the industry standard approaches to codec
applications, the convenience of an internal
precision reference, the technical superiority of
an on-board inverter, or even ahigh performance PCM filter, National is the telecom supply center.
To get more information on these new
low cost power misers, just check box D3 on
this Anthem's coupon.
They're quickly becoming the talk of the
industry.
PCMOS is atrademark of National Semiconductor Corporation
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CODEC EQUIVALENCY CHART
NATIONAL
PART
NUMBER

STANDARD

EQUIVALENT

TP3020

µLAW

Intel 2910

TP3021

INDUSTRY

ALAW

Intel 2911

TRANSPARENT
ADVANTAGES
LOVVER POWER 8,
FEWER
EXTERNAL
COMPONENTS
LOWER PCWER &
FEWER
EXTERNAL
COMPONENTS

TP5116A

µ LAW

MOSTEK 5116

ON CHIP REFERENCE

TP5156A

ALAW

MOSTEK 5156

ON CHIP REFERENCE

TP5117A

µ LAW

VARIATION OF
MOSTEK 5116

03 COMPATIBLE

D3 compatibility allows design simplicity.
The fifth member of National's new codec
family is the TP5117A. By including an onchip inverter on the TP5116A, this adds aD3
compatible member to National's new family
of codecs.
What this means to board manufacturers
is that now they can produce common board
designs for both u Law and ALaw systems.

7462
9548
4784

iter
2021115

28066

p

DIRECT REPLACEMENTS

•3020/21 FOR 2910/11
•5118A/58A FOR MK5116/56
•5117A FOR 03 COMPATIBILITY

P2CMOS FOR LOWER POWER AND
HIGHER PERFORMANCE
FEWER EXTERNAL COMPONENTS DUE
TO TRANSPARENT IMPROVEMENTS

CALL FOR

TP3020 •TP3021 •TP5116A
TP5156A •TP5117A
o 3400
96854
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LP311 comparator leads low power push.
The Linear Leaders redesigned the
popular LM311 and reduced the power
drain by afactor of 30.
National Semiconductor, the long-time
leader in linear circuit design, has launched a
major effort toward the number one spot in
low power linear IC design.
To accomplish this goal, National is
redesigning many industry standard devices
to produce pin-compatible replacements that
will require considerably less power. At the
same time, they intend to maintain as many
of the original high performance features as
possible.

This effort, in combination with recent
and continued introductions of low power
devices, will afford engineers the alternatives
needed for today's power conscious designs.
30:1 reduction in power drain. The first of
this new generation of linear IC's is aredesign
of the LM311 voltage comparator.
Designated the LP311, this new comparator consumes 30 times less power than
its predecessor—a scant 900 µW on a±5V
supply.
The LP311 operates over awide supply
voltage range (from 36V down to asingle 3V
supply). Although it operates with less than
200µA supply current, it's still capable of

driving a25 mA load.
Only a6:1 reduction in response time.
Other than power consumption, the only
change in overall device performance is a6:1
reduction in response time. The LP311's typical response time is 1.2 µsec.
It is therefore ideal for battery-powered
systems and use in opto coupler output comparators where aslight reduction in response
time is tolerable.
For complete details on the LP311,
check box D4 on the coupon below.
Low power linear from National. The
technology of efficiency.
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52 E Data Update—Latest
New Product
61 E CMOS
Data Book
Information
($6.00)*

A8 E LF 441 ,LF 442 ,&
LF444 Data Sheets
C
4 D
K1
ECL
RAMSheet
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Washington newsletter
FCC insiders fear
AT&T could dominate
world digital net

Pan el to study
relationship between

Standards for and access to the new worldwide telecommunications system
known as the Integrated Services Digital Network may be controlled by
default by American Telephone & Telegraph Co., say some fearful Federal
Communications Commission staff members. AT&T played the dominant
U. S. role at aFebruary meeting in Munich of the International Telecommunications Union on the issue, contend FCC insiders, simply because
U. S. terminal equipment makers and potential ISDN users did not know
that the meeting was scheduled. An open follow-up session on the U. S.
ISDN position is set for April 14 in Room 1105 of the State Department,
where a study group will lay out plans for standards adoption on an
accelerated basis by the ITU'S Consultative Committee on International
Telegraph and Telephone Programs. The State Department says attendance at the meeting will be limited to persons notifying its International
Communications Policy office by telephone not later than April 13.

Very high-speed integrated circuits, artificial intelligence, cryptology using
computers, magnetic-bubble memories, and lasers are the leading candidates for selection as the two or three technologies to be examined in a

research, security ... year-long study of the relationship between unclassified academic research
and national security. The study by an 18-member panel of leading U. S.
engineers and scientists from industry, universities, and Government "will
focus on how the Government seeks to control the transfer of knowledge
and information with potential military applications," according to
National Academy of Sciences president Frank Press.

...six on panel
have electronics ties

Japan's barriers hike
trade deficit,
Baldrige tells EI
A
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Dale Corson, president emeritus of Cornell University and aphysicist, will
head the panel, which expects to issue an unclassified report by March
1983. A first progress report is due by September. Leaders in electronics
on the panel include: Varian Associates president Edward Ginzton; Massachusetts Institute of Technology president emeritus James R. Killian; Itek
Corp. chairman Franklin Lindsay; Wolfgang Panofsky, director of the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center; William J. Perry of San Francisco—based consultant Hambrecht & Quist and former undersecretary of
defense; and Gen. Samuel C. Phillips (ret.), vice president of TRW Inc.'s
Energy Products Group.

The inaccessibility of Japan's telecommunications market held 1981 U. S
equipment sales there to $29 million while imports from Japan climbed to
$700 million, says Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldrige. Not only
are there "high tariffs for use of Japanese telecommunications channels,
which bar U. S suppliers of data-processing services," says Baldrige, but
Japan is considering "a proposal to license data processors that could
exclude U. S. exporters of processing services." The Commerce Secretary's critique was delivered at the end of March to the Electronic
Industries Association's spring conference in the capital. U. S. fiber optics
also are barred from the Japanese market, says Baldrige, adding that he
"could paper the walls with other examples." U. S exports of all types to
Japan could rise by $12 billion to $14 billion annually, according to
Baldrige, "if Japanese markets were as open as ours."
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Washington commentary
No more Zeroes for Japan
There is abizarre incongruity between the race
among legislators on Capitol Hill to see who can
do the most the fastest to help American manufacturers beleaguered by Japanese imports, on
the one hand, and the separate actions of the
Pentagon and the Boeing Co., on the other, to
build up Japan's infant aircraft industry by the
transfer of more U. S. high technology.
That mismatch of actions can be rationalized,
however, by anyone who can utter the magic
phrase "short term, long term." The first half of
the expression explains the attitude of most of
corporate America; the latter half represents the
Japanese approach. During the 1960s, American electronics manufacturers scrambling to
make as many bucks as quickly as possible
licensed some of their best technology to their
Japanese counterparts.
The results are well-documented: it took the
U. S. consumer electronics industry roughly a
decade to roll over and die under the onslaught
from Japan. Now Congress is scurrying to prevent a recurrence of that event in the U. S.
microelectronics and computer industries, a
number of whose members also licensed their
technological souls in days gone by (see p. 12).
The Pentagon helps Japan
Whereas U. S. commercial electronics producers now seem somewhat wiser, American
military and civil aircraft builders appear not to
be. Neither are the makers of military avionics
and communications subsystems who
by a Pentagon anxious to see Japan strengthen
its commitment to self-defense—are licensing
U. .S aircraft technology to Japanese companies
under coproduction contracts. Investigators for
the Congress's General Accounting Office
found, for example, that 47 of the 100 U. S.
weapons systems and parts licensed for coproduction by the Japanese between 1976 and 1980
were for electronics.
The case of Boeing Co. is somewhat different.
Economics, not the Pentagon, pushed it into its
1973 deal with three Japanese companies to pay
for and produce about 15% of the new mediumrange B-767 commercial jet. Boeing, which likes
to remind listeners that it has built approximately half the world's airliners now in service,
may live to regret its Japanese deal, just as Rolls
Royce may rue its arrangement with Japan on
jet engines.
As soon as the two agreements were consummated, MITI created two industrial consortiums
for developing aircraft and engines. MITI funds
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these programs by picking up 75% of the tab for
initial development, 66% for prototype production and flight test, and 50% of remaining development costs. Between 1978 and 1981, MITI laid
out more than $100 million for both programs
and increased its funding of civil aircraft programs by 300%. Moreover, the U. S. Trade
Representative's office is convinced that when
the time comes for deals with Boeing or
McDonnell Douglas on the next generation of
transport, "Japan will want to be at least a
50-50 partner."
The price of the F-15
The Pentagon's biggest aircraft deal with
Japan came in 1978 with the coproduction
agreement for the McDonnell Douglas F- 15
fighter. After that, Japan will go it alone under
license, buying some classified subsystems from
the U. S. Both DOD and McDonnell Douglas
cheered on beating such competitors for the
Japanese market as France's Mirage, Sweden's
Viggen, and the Tornado, ajoint effort of Britain, West Germany, and Italy—all planes with
far less sophisticated technology. _
For the short term, the export sales business
of planes and tools to build them with, plus
license and technical assistance fees of $1.6
million per plane to be paid to recoup Pentagon
R&D costs, should help the U. S. trade deficit
with Japan a bit. The long term is something
else, however.
The Japanese see those outlays as peanuts.
Even though Japanese production costs for the
F-15 will be more than double that of planes
exported from the U. S., the payment to the
U. S. is far less than the cost of that technology
to Japan if it had to start from scratch.
Japan also sees the obvious complementary
and supplementary relationship between military and civil aircraft technologies, says GAO,
because, as MITI puts it, "development and
manufacturing techniques of both are closely
related, and technological spinoffs can be mutually anticipated."
Boeing and the rest of the U. S. aircraft
industry, now in severe recession, ignore Japan
at their peril. Before further technology transfer, Boeing especially should recall the famous
billboard not far from its corporate headquarters during a recession some 20 years ago. The
sign showed only a naked light fixture and the
legend: "Will the last person leaving Seattle
please turn out the light?"
-Ray Connolly
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['OWE SUPPLIES:

Industry-Standard Switched-Mode Power Supply
Integrated Circuits Backed By Sprague Reliability
You have been specifying Sprague
power supply capacitors for years;
now you can also specify Sprague
integrated circuit Switched-Mode
Power Supply controllers. There are
good reasons for using Sprague
SMPS IC's: high performance,
enhanced reliability, low-cost,
advanced processing, superior packaging to minimize thermal effects,
military temperature ranges. plus a
wide range of devices.

•High-Performance
•Fully-Protected
•Maximum-Versatility
•8to 35V Operation
•Precision Reference
•Dual 100mA Outputs
•Programmable Soft Start
•Programmable Deadtime

For the engineering bulletins of interest to
you, write to: Technical Literature Service,
Sprague Electric Company. 35 Marshall St.,
North Adams. Mass. 01247.

•Full-Feature
•Fully-Protected
•40mA Output
•Feed-Forward Control
•Remote ON/OFF Switching
•External Sync.
•Double-Pulse Protection

For further information, write or call Bill
Maxwell or Roger Mailloux. Semiconductor
Division, Sprague Electric Company, 115
Northeast Cutoff, Worcester. Mass. 01606.
Tel. 617/853-5000.
For the name of your nearest Sprague
Semiconductor Distributor, write or call
Sprague Products Company Division, North
Adams, Mass. 01247. Tel. 413/664-4481.
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•Double-Pulse Suppression
•Undervoltage Lockout

•Low-Cost
•Basic-Control
•40mA Output
•Internal Reference

Part Number
Sprague Industry
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ULN-8160A NE5560N
0°C to +70°C
ULN-8160R NE5560F

27466

ULS-8160R SE5560F —55°C to +125°C

ULN-8161M NE5561N

0°C to +70°C

27466.1

•Miniature Package
Sprague suffix A or M indicates aplastic DIP, suffix R indica es aglass/ceramic hermetic DIP

FOR FAST INFORMATION, CALL YOUR NEAREST SPRAGUE SALES OFFICE:
ALABAMA ,Sprague Electric Co 205 883-0520. Electronic Marketing Associates 205 837 7363 •ARIZONA .Sprague Electric Co 602 831-6762 602 244-0154 •
CAUFORNIA ,Sprague Electnc Co 213 649-2600, 714,549-9913: R David Miner Inc 714 267-3900. W J Purdy Co 415 347.7701 *COLORADO ,W J Purdy Co
303 777-1411 •CONNECTICUT,Sprague Electric Co .201261-2551 •01ST .OF COLUMBIA .Sprague Electric Co (
CM sales only) 202 337.7820 •FLORIDA ,Sprague
Electric Co 305 831-3636, 305 979-1440 GEORGIA ,Electronic Marketing Associates 404 448-1215 •ILUNOIS ,Sprague Electric Co 312 296-6620 312 635-4020 •
INDIANA ,
Sprague Electnc Co 317 253-4247, Run Pam)* 219 432.9502• MANYLANE). Sprague Electric Co 301 792.4893.301 953-1717• MASSACHUSETTS .
Sprague
Electric Co .617 875-3200, 413 ,664-4411 Ray Perron & Co Inc 617 969-8100 •MICHIGAN ,Sprague Electric Co 517 787-3934 Mareco Inc 517 263-1333 •
MINNESOTA ,HMG .Inc .
612 ,831-7400 MISSOURI .
EPI Inc 314 821.4090 •NEW HAMPSHIRE .
Ray P
erron 8Co Inc 603 742-2321 •NEW JERSEY.
Sprague Electric
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914 834-4439; 315-437-7311 William Run Inc 914 834-8555 Pastor, Hunter Co Inc 315 437-2843 •NORTH CAROLINA ,Electronic Marketing Associates
919 722-5151* PENNSYLVANIA ,Sprague Electric Co 215 467-5252 •OHIO .Sprague Electnc Co .
513 435-1678, Electronic Salesmasters Inc 216 831-9555 •SOUTH
CAROUNA ,
Electronic Marketing Associates 803 233.4637• TEXAS .
Sprague Elecurc Co 512 459-3336. 214 2354255 4UTAH .
W J Purdy Co .801 486.8557 .VIRGINIA ,
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SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

asubsidiary of OK Technologies
Circle 59 on reader service card

Meeting Japan's Challenge
Tenth in aSeries

GM AMERICAN
WORKERS THE
RIGHT TOOLS AND
THEY CAN
OUTPERFORM
ANYBODY
IN THE WORLD.

At Motorola, that's along-held belief. More than that, it's along-term business principle.
We've been operating on this principle for at least fifteen years. And we've coined a
name for it. We call it Tool Management Culture (TMC).
TMC means supplying every employee with the best equipment to do the job.
From pencils to computers. TMC also means investing the resources to make it work. And
invest we do. Of 1981's capital expenditures of $317 million, nearly 70% was put
behind TMC.
But it also takes employee understanding and motivation to make TMC work.
Because employees are the prime movers in recommending new tools, methods and
techniques.
That's where our Participative Management Program has been atremendous help.
Because this program not only makes
every employee amember of the management team, it allows them to make
recommendations to improve their own
productivity.
As participants in management,
Motorola people know that better tools
produce better quality, higher productivity, increased demand in the marketplace. And that helps reduce costs,
preserve jobs, and make the company's
products more competitive.
Take our Communications Sector
for example. With thousands of people
in the field servicing land mobile comMotorola:s R2001. In one "in-the-beld" test unit asignal generator afrequency
munications products with dozens of
modulation, and RF power meter aspectrum analyzer aduplex generator RF memory
tables, acode synthesizer an audio frequency counter adigital voltmeter an asallascope
separate pieces of test equipment, our
and asweep generator
people saw aneed for something
better. So they invented the R2001, asingle in-the-field test unit that could handle 12
functions in one test unit.
There isn't another piece of service equipment like it. Amazingly, it not only services
all Motorola's land mobile communications products, it can service anyone else's.
As aresult, the R2001 has expanded the test equipment market for us, in addition to providing abetter tool for our own people.
Clearly, it's for reasons like this we're aworld leader in land mobile communications.
And it's also an example that proves our point.
Giving people the right tools can help acompany work alot smarter.
But to give them the right tools, you've also got to give them their heads.
And once you do that, they'll help you compete with anybody at home or abroad.
MOTOROLA

A World Leader in Electronics.

Quality and productivity through employee participation in management.
©1982 Motorola Inc Motorola and (
4
.
-34 ) are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc
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It's nice you
can still depend
on something.
The Honeywell Model Ninety-Six.

Honeywell Test Instruments Division, Box 5227, Denver CO 80227, (303) 773-4700.

Honeywell
62

Circle 62 on reader service card
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International newsletter

Ferranti logic array
holds 120 000 gates
,

Enhancements to Ferranti Semiconductor Ltd.'s collector diffused isolation (cD1) process, now being evaluated at its Hollingwood, Lancs.,
Development Centre, could realize uncommitted logic arrays with 120,000
gates by 1985 —an order of magnitude better than the pace-setting
10,000-gate array structures shortly to be released. When the new
process gets to market, it will likely be optimized for microcomputer use,
with gate arrays and read-only and random-access memories on a single
chip. The shrink will come from a more compact logic than Ferranti's
present current-mode structure, a greater use of self-aligning processes,
and a move to direct-wafer-stepping lithography to reduce line widths
from 3gm to as low as 1gm.

Japan pushing for

Japan is making a move for worldwide standardization of 51
4 -in, floppy
/
disks with the same capacity as IBM Corp.'s 8-in., 1.6-megabyte (unformatted) floppy disks, the same data rate, and a compatible format. The
technology developed by Yokosuka Electrical Communication Laboratory
of Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp. is already being licensed
by floppy-disk—drive makers. The biggest advantage would be the ability
to use identical software with either size of disk. A prototype drive, only
40 mm thick and developed by disk-drive manufacturer Y-E Data Inc., will
be shown at West Germany's Hanover Fair in April and at the National
Computer Conference in Houston in June. A prototype disk was developed
by Hitachi Maxell Ltd. Both these firms expect to have commercial
products by June or July, to be followed by Sumitomo 3M Ltd., Teijin
Memorex Co., and, in the U. S., Verbatim.

world standard
for 51/
4-in. floppy

GaAs amp family
reaches 3 GHz

Honeywell continues R&D
with French affiliate
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Siemens AG has extended the operating range of its CGY family of
monolithic gallium arsenide broadband amplifiers from 1 GHz for the
CGY21 to 3 GHz for its new CGY31. The latter device—suitable for
cable-Tv systems, intermediate-frequency amplifiers in satellite TV receivers, measuring applications, and as selective amplifiers with outputs up to
100 mw — will be offered as samples at the end of the month. Noise over a
bandwidth from 0.5 to 3 GHz is equal to or less than 5 dB, and the
amplification is 15 dB.

Despite continuing negotiations with the French government that will
eventually reduce Honeywell Inc.'s 47% holding in cil -Honeywell Bull of
Paris, the Minneapolis-based company is going ahead with development of
its Distributed System Architecture (DsA) in conjunction with its French
affiliate. Complying with the International Standards Organization's reference model for open systems interconnection, DSA will provide to the
64DPS, DPS7, 66DPS, and DPS8 host computers improved cooperation
between host and satellite computers as well as enhanced network capabilities and control.
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International newsletter

Video recorder
is first move for joint
Europe-Japan venture

West Germany's Telefunken Video GmbH, an affiliate of AEG-Telefunken,
will start production of VHS video recorders at its West Berlin plant in
May. Telefunken Video is amember of aholding company just established
by AEG-Telefunken, Tokyo-based JvC Victor Co., and Britain's ThornEMI. The new firm, the J2T Holdings By, based in Rotterdam, the
Netherlands, constitutes the first European-Japanese joint venture in the
video sector. In addition to video-recorder production, the joint-venture
agreement provides for the other partners to produce VHD video disk
players and for JVC to supply video cameras.

Olivetti introduces Ing. C. Olivetti & Co. SpA, Ivrea, Italy, will make its entry into the
personal computer
small-business and personal-computer markets this year with its model
...
M20. Based on the 16-bit Z8001 microprocessor, the computer will offer
128-K bytes of random-access memory, one or two built-in minifloppydisk units with an unformatted capacity of 320-K bytes each, and avideo
display based on bit-map technology that permits "windowing," or the
simultaneous display of several independent screen areas. The price of the
most basic configuration will be around $3,000.

...and acquires yet

Olivetti continues its aggressive high-technology acquisition strategy

another hi -tech firm

[Electronics, Feb. 24, p. 64] by purchasing a20% interest in Micro Office
Systems Technology Inc., a recently formed Fairfield, Conn., company
that specializes in advanced office-automation systems, particularly portable management work stations. Olivetti is participating in the development effort in order to coordinate the forthcoming Micro Office product
line with its own electronic typewriters and word processors.

Digital Research to write
CP/M for Hitachi's 68000

Hitachi Ltd. has contracted with Digital Research, Pacific Grove, Calif.,
to develop aCP/M-68000 operating system and aPascal-68000 compiler
for the 68000 microprocessor. Completion of both is scheduled for the
third quarter of this year. The new operating system will be similar to
CP/M-86, and it is expected that present hardware-dependent portions of
applications programs will be compatible. The announcement was made
before all details were fully thrashed out in an attempt to persuade firms
about to decide on a 16-bit microprocessor for new applications to select
the 68000. In the future, Digital Research will also develop versions of the
multiuser MP/M-I Iand the networking CP/NET for the 68000.

Digital capacity doubler

Look for Electronics Corporation of Israel Ltd. to introduce a digital
version of its telephone-line capacity doubler at the April 20 Communications 82 meeting in Birmingham, England. The 8088-based machine uses
only standard large-scale integrated parts to implement the time-assignment—speech-interpolation principle trAs0. In this approach, the absence
of speech on any trunk line is detected, and the line is assigned to an active
talker on a dynamic basis. All this is done without any loss of speech
quality, the Tel Aviv—based company claims.

for phones on the way
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Dolch.
advanced logic analysis

32 to 64 Channels plus Mnemonics.
Trace it all—fast—and disassemble your
code into Mnemonics. When you have a
sophisticated job to do, don't get bogged
down in machine code. The Dolch LAM
3250 logic analyzer gives you the channels
you need to trace data, address, port and
control lines. And Dolch makes sure you'll
be able to handle future needs with channel
expansion to 48 or even 64 channels.
Hook up fast, too. Dolch personality
probes clip right over your CPU chips so
you don't waste valuable time connecting
dozens of individual hooks on IC pins.
Circle #65 for demonstration

And the probe takes care of clock, timing
and signal interfacing so you don't have to
worry about signal conditions.

multilevel clocking, and 1K-deep source
and reference memories.

Store your setups. The Dolch LAM 3250
lets you hold setups in anonvolatile memory. Six files of menu and display configurations can be stored for up to three
months without power. You don't have to
reprogram every time you power up.

See ademonstration. You'll appreciate the
difference in Dolch. For details on the LAM
3250, or any of our other trouble-shooting
tools, write: Dolch Logic Instruments, Inc.,
230 Devcon Drive, San Jose, CA 95112. Or
call toll free: (800) 538-7506; in California
call (408) 998-5730.

Don't settle for less than Dolch. The
LAM 3250 is truly auniversal logic analyzer with recording speeds of up to 50
MHz, sophisticated sequential triggering,

mom, LOGIC INSTRUMENTS

DOLCH

Circle #271 for more information

TEK

7000 SERIES
MODULAR OSCILLOSCOPES

hese days, who can
afford to change scopes
every time they
change applications?
from the trigger point.

Now more than ever,
Tektronix 7000 Series
users know the performance and investment advantages of
the world's most respected oscilloscopes.

Each plug-in works
with virtually all 7000
Series scopes. So if you
ever need more than one
high bandwidth scope,
you can continue to use
the plug-ins you have.

While money has been
tight and major equipment purchases few, they
could respond to their
evolving measurement
needs by adding Tek
7000 Series plug-ins for
afraction of the cost of
an entirely new scope.
Now, with new tax
credits and other incentives at hand, that existing pool of plug-ins
makes every new 7000
Series mainframe
purchased all the more
valuable.
Today, some 35
plug-ins support your
7000 Series investment.
You start with achoice of
22 scopes, including the
highest bandwidths, the
fastest writing speeds,
unique multimode storage and waveform
digitizers.
As new applications
require, you can add the
appropriate plug-in. Add
multimeters. Differential

Call your Tektronix
Sales Engineer today:
Get expert help in selecting the right instruments
for your evolving needs.
Promise yourself all the
performance you need
now, plus insurance for
the future.
amplifiers. Sampling
units. Spectrum and
logic analyzers. Curve
tracers. Digital delay
units. And much more.
Tek's commitment to
7000 Series versatility is
highly developed and
still expanding.
It's the one scope
package that keeps
expanding in value.
Digital designers, for
example, often begin
their Tek 7000 Series investment with the 7704A,
ageneral-purpose 250
MHz oscilloscope. They
can use the 7704A's
multi-trace capabilities,
for example, to view

analog characteristics
on up to four different
logic lines.
For logic analysis, they
simply plug in the 7001
to enjoy the unique interaction of amulti-trace
scope and a16-channel
logic analyzer, and simultaneously view both the
digital and analog signal.
For power supply
evaluation, they can plug
in the 7A13 Differential
Amplifier, and easily view
millivolts of noise riding
on power supply buses.
Or add a7011 Digital
Delay unit to find troublesome glitches several
clock cycles downstream

For further information,
contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia,
Central &South
America, Japan.
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only: 800/452-1877
Telex: 910-467-8708
Cable: TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa,
Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Post Box 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex: 18312
Canada
Tektronix Canada, Inc.
PO. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M4V3
Phone: 7

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
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Turn sunlight ink
The sun is there, its bright rays are free and it will be a
reliable source of energy for millions of years.
SdlavoIt International is able to convert that limitless,
costless energy directly into electricity.
Using mostly common materials, adecades-proven process,
and the knowledge of two international corporations, we're
making electric power available for everyone, everywhere, in
isolated or remote-area circumstances.
It's called photovoltaics and it works without extended
power grids, moving parts, fuel transports or maintenance.
Solavolt International is apartnership of Motorola Solar
Energy, Inc., asubsidiary of Motorola, Inc., and SES,
Incorporated, asubsidiary of Shell Oil Company.

Shell Oil Company. Energy leader.
Shell Oil Company is afrontrunner in energy development
and chemical production. It has areputation for quality
products, technical innovation and socially responsible
operations.
Shell has been at the forefront of many new developments:
aviation fuels and lubricants, synthetic chemicals, offshore

drilling, efficient oil recovery methods, and new oil
exploration techniques.
Shell is an expert in the development and production of
synthetic resins. Resins provide cushioning and insulation for
solar modules that must withstand years of exposure to wind,
rain, extreme temperatures and sunlight.
And Shell supports research to keep new ideas coming alive
for tomorrow. It is concerned about society and is actively
working to meet the energy needs of today and the future.

Motorola, Inc. Electronics leader.
Motorola paces the electronics revolution with thousands
of products for communications, semiconducto4 automotive,
government electronics and data communications btisinesses.
Radios used to transmit voice just afew miles. Motorola
equipment now sends photographs from spacecraft hundreds
of millions of miles. A computer system used to take up a
room-sized area. Motorola reduced that to ale-square piece
of silicon.
And electricity used to come only from wires strung long
distances. Now it comes directly from the sun through silicon
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electricity...directly. Anywhere on earth.
wafers Motorola helped develop and manufacture.
Located in 27 facilities around the world, Motorola sees
its people as its key resource...plus innovative, quality products,
service to the customer and abelief in the challenging adventure and opportunities of electronics.
The vigor, dynamics and purpose of these companies come
together in Solavolt International.

The sun.
92,868,000 miles away, the sun is our nearest star Traveling
1,000 miles per hour, it would take you over 10 years to reach
it. Sunlight takes 8.3 minutes to reach you.
The sun contains 300,000 times as much mass as Earth
and its core temperature is 15 million degrees.
It will serve as apower source for 2,000 million years.
Shell. Motorola. The sun. Photovoltaics.
A winning combination.
For more information, write Solavolt International, Dept. D
P.O. Box 2934, Phoenix, AZ 85062, USA, Att: Clyde Ragsdale,
or TELEX (910) 951-1334.

501AVOLI
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Electric Power from the Sun.

At first glance, the Data 6000 belies its
vast capabilities. That's because we've
arrayed more than 300 independent
front-panel manipulations behind a
simple, human-engineered 60-key array.
It works like this. You touch abutton
to access aset of processing functions.
Immediately, the "soft" keys below
the 9-inch CRT screen are labeled with
pertinent parameters. You don't have to
hunt through apanelful of knobs and
dials, because only the keys you need
are available.
Every function—including integration
and differentiation auto- and crosscorrelation—is executed by asingle
keystroke. You can automatically chain
an infinite number of functions or
calculations in series, for complex analysis
without complex fingerwork. And any
such operation can be automatically
re-executed for every new data acquisition. The Data 6000 lets you concentrate
on your data, not on hitting the right
series of keys.

Simple Setup... Yet
Unlimited Capability
Power the Data 6000 on, and it's up
and running. Investigate afull range of
signal-processing problems in research,
development and manufacturing, with
just afew simple operations. Because
software pre-programmed groups of
direct performing buttons give you
access to multiple levels of setup
and control.
This ingenious software is designed to
be totaliy transparent to the user, for
fast setup for even the most demanding
measurement and analysis tasks. Yet its
simplicity doesn't limit its flexibility. In
fact, if you wish, you may even program
the microprocessor yourself in BASIC to
suit your unique algorithm needs.

Buya Roomffil of
¡pment,orthe
Stop juggling racks, patch cords,
knobs, buttons and interfaces. The Data
6000 Universal Waveform Analyzer puts
an entire benchful of powerful equip ment at your fingertips—in asingle,
compact instrument.
You get an incredible 100MHz sampling
rate, for the fastest transient capture
and analysis anywhere.
There is no other instrument like the
Data 6000. And there is no group of
instruments that can give you this
capability for less than twice the price.

One-Touch Operation for Almost Infinite Anal-vsis.
Value—to five figures

Waveform

Period
Frequency
Rise or Fall Time
Pulse Delay or Width
RMS or Average or Mean Value
Energy
Overshoot
Area
Peak or Peak to Peak
Maximum or Minimum
Maximum Slope
Time of Threshold Crossing
Time Between Selected Points

Spectrum Analysis both Magnitude
and Phase
Auto- & Cross-Correlation
5&9-Point Moving Averages
Record-to-Record Copy
Differentiation
Integration
Total Math: +,
x,
Averaging of up to 32,000 Sweeps
Line Segment Expansion

Plug-in data acquisition modules let you
instantly customize your sampling rate
to your application. The high-speed
Module 620 samples an incoming
waveform as frequently as 100MHz
(every 10nS), with 7bits of resolution! Or
you can multiplex 2channels at 50MHz,
(20nS), with 8 bits. The low-frequency
Modules 610 (2 channels) and 611
(4 channels) digitizes at 100K samples/
second or as slow as every 600 sec at
14-bit resolution.

Since the Data 6000 is completely
digitally-based, any waveform may be
stored in memory or indefinitely on the
dual floppy disk option, for instant
recall, comparison or measurement. You
can even store your complex userprogrammed algorithms or standard
Data 6000 measurement setup on the
disk—so you can set up the system
automatically in 30 milliseconds! You
can also store and transfer to the
Data 6000 max/min or hi/lo waveshapes
for comparison.

Digital Control for
Integrity of Measurement

There is virtually no limit to the kind of
information this incredible instrument
gives you. Sweep-to-sweep weighted
averages. A min/max envelope function
over any time period. Spectrum analysis.
Transient signal capture and analysis. And
every 60 seconds, the Data 6000 verifies
its calibration to assure you an accuracy
of 0.05% reading +0.05% range for the
Module 610, 0.5% reading +0.5% range
for the Module 620.

Not only are results easier than ever to
get at with the Data 6000, they're easy
to trust.
For example, every waveform measurement or calculation listed (opposite) is
made by the microprocessor directly
from the digital memory. So you get
measurements to 5significant places.
For in-depth waveform analysis,
you have independent control of
2timebases. 4 screen traces can be
overlaid or viewed separately, with
expansion control up to 64 times on the
xaxis, 512 on y. You may select any
interval between full pre-trigger and full
post-trigger.

The 6000 talks or listens—or both—on
the IEEE 488 bus, or RS232. Everything
you can perform from the front panel
can be done over these VO options. XV
plotter and external keyboard options
also available.

Optimum Use of

State-of-the-Art Technology
The heart of the Data 6000 is
the sophisticated 16-bit M68000
microprocessor with 32K bytes memory
(expandable to 128K bytes). So you get
much more functionality and flexibility
than component-type systems. With the
fast response and cost-effectiveness of
the microcomputer.
The 100KHz 14-bit ND converter is
manufactured by Analogic Corporation,
where high-speed ND conversion is
already beyond the state of the art.
Analogic also developed the unique 9"
magnetic-deflection CRT, whose versatile
display and labeling functions set the
6000 apart.
The result of all this engineering efficiency? The Data 6000 not only gives you
more capability than any other instrument you can select, it is simpler. It's
compact, just 73
/ " x 15" x19". The
4
mainframe costs* only S4995; the lowfrequency plug-in module (610) is S1995;
and the high-frequency module (620) is
just S3995. The floppy disk option, with
up to 1.5M bytes of storage is $3395.
Forget the headaches associated with
the setup, integration, accuracy and
servicing of multiple instruments. The
Data 6000 gives you every feature of the
best digital storage oscilloscope on the
market today. Plus the functions of a
waveform analyzer, transient signal
analyzer, spectrum analyzer, computer,
and data acquisition system.
Spend less time and money on your
equipment, and more on your data. With
the Data 6000 Universal Waveform
Analyzer.
For ademonstration or additional
information please call:
1 800 343-8150
1 800 892-0528 in Massachusetts.

Maintaining the Integrity
of Measurement.

Complete System with 611 plug-in, $7,490.

Data6000.

Universal Waveform Analyzer

Get the features of the best
Digital Storage Oscilloscope E Waveform/Transient Analyzer
E Auto/Cross Correlator O Spectrum Analyzer O Data Acquisition System,
Plus Computing Capability and much, much more.
*Prices USA

DATA PRECISIONT

DIVISION OF ANALOGIC CORPORATION
Data Precision Division of Analogic Corporation, Electronics Avenue, Danvers, MA 01923, 617 246-1600, TELEX 921819 or 6817144.
Circle #70 for demonstration
Circle #71 for additional information
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Itvice the channels. 'Device the density. Half the cost per channel.
The new Precision System 32 packs 32 programmable channels into the same
7inches of rack space previously needed for 16.
You get more than 2digit resolution, with 2047 programmable cut-off frequencies.
Time delay filters are superior to Bessel. Elliptics afford 80 dB/octave attenuation.
Phase match is within 1°. Interfaces with mini, micro or GPLB.
Savings can run nearly 50% per channel compared with competitive 16 channel
units. Fixed frequency and third octave filters available at greater savings. It's a
new reason to buy rather than build.
Call Mike Stewart at 607-277-3550 or write for complete specifications.

PRECISION FILTERS, INC.
240 Cherry Street, Ithaca, New York 14850
Circle 72 on reader service card

Telex: 646846
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Significant developments in technology and business

LCD replaces
cathode-ray tube
in digital scope
by Kevin Smith, Senior Editor

Although lacking aCRT's
resolution, portable
unit offers compactness,
ruggedness, and safety
A flat-panel liquid-crystal display
with over 32,000 elements replaces
the conventional cathode-ray tube in
a portable two-trace digital storage
scope developed by Scopex Ltd., a
small British oscilloscope manufacturer located in Letchworth, Herts.
The highly original display technology used by Scopex in its Voyager
low-frequency oscilloscope was developed by a group under Cyril Hilsum at Britain's Royal Signals and
Radar Research Establishment
[Electronics, March 24, p. 63].
The development is significant
because engineers now have an alternative to the cathode-ray tube with
the advantages of compactness, ruggedness, extremely low power consumption and low-voltage operation,
as well as legibility in bright sunlight. Against this, the technique can
only represent single-valued functions, cannot be used for alphanumeric displays, and can be operated
only in adigital mode, limiting maximum frequency response. Nor can it
match the CRT's resolution.
Accordingly, Scopex's first LCD
instrument is targeted at applications for which conventional oscilloscopes are ill-suited -in potentially
explosive atmospheres such as petrochemicals or mining, for example.
Its ruggedness and portability will
also suit it to military and geological
applications, and though its maximum frequency is at present limited
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to 150 kHz, the bandwidth still takes
in most physical parameters, as well
as audio band signals.
Easily legible in bright sunlight,
weighing just 2.5 kg, and capable of
operating continuously from 5 to 12

hours, the new Scopex scope features
a 10-by-6-centimeter liquid-crystal
display built up from a 128-by-256dot matrix, with traces interleaved
on alternate columns. The display
itself is just 3 millimeters thick and

Licking the LCD's multiplexing limit
Basic to the Scopex oscilloscope is the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment's discovery of how to drive a liquid-crystal display continuously. The
LCD's lack of persistence has always limited its multiplexing abilities. But the
RSRE overcomes this by driving all elements in the display continuously, save
one in each column. These "off" elements can be used to trace single-valued
waveforms.
The technique was originally developed for twisted nematic LCDs. But it is
equally applicable to the newer dye-phase-change type, which also cannot
be driven by conventional multiplexing methods. Because they do not need
polarizers, they are brighter than earlier LCDs, offer better contrast, and
are visible from awider viewing angle. This is the type Scopex uses.
However, the RSRE method works only for single-valued functions and not
for alphanumeric displays. Because the displayed function is single-valued, a
trace can be built up by switching off one element in every column, holding
all other elements on. The function then appears as adark blue trace against
a bright background.
Instead of multiplexing column electrodes, both row and column electrodes are continuously driven by two sets of reference waveforms, each of
which is a unique binary sequence repeated every 30 microseconds. Each
waveform is applied once only to one row and one column.
If the column waveform is identical to the row waveform at a particular
display element, the voltage difference will be continuously zero and that
element will remain off. All of the other display elements in the column
experience dissimilar row and column waveforms, so that the voltage difference at these is non-zero in many of the clock periods.
A careful choice of pseudorandom sequences ensures as many plus one
as minus one periods in the difference voltage. Consequently there is no dc
component, and the LCD material does not depolarize. Also, since the rms
value for any dissimilar waveforms is
a constant 0.707 of the 15-V drive
voltage, the display's 320,000 background elements operate at a uniform brightness.
Such isogonal binary sequences,
says Ian Shanks, are well known in
electronics and computing and are
very easily generated by forming the
exclusive OR of certain inputs of an
n-bit register.
-K. S.

Electronics International
is operable over a0° to 40°C temperature range. Connection is via an
elastomer, with inset conductive
tracks pressure-clamped to the LCD.
The display was developed for Scopex by Lucid Displays Ltd. of
Chelmsford, Essex.
The scope samples analog inputs
at a constant rate of 1.25 MHz.
Therefore, at its maximum frequency of 150 kHz, it takes eight samples
per cycle. Data is displayed with 7
bits of resolution. The instrument
consumes 2 watts supplied from six
C-sized rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries from a12-volt supply.
Among the operating features is a
pretrigger facility that can occupy
three quarters of the display. Also,
waveforms can be stored for subsequent display or printout. A liquidcrystal flag display shows a variety
of operating conditions, including an
aliasing warning, a battery low condition, and trigger status.
Medical. Ian Shanks, developer
of the display at RSRE, sees other
potential markets for it. One is medical electronics, displaying, for example, cardiac waveforms as flicker-

free, complete traces, updated point
by point as they are viewed.
Similar X-Y matrix displays could
serve in other instruments, such as
spectrum analyzers and correlators.
They can also be used as an array of
independent linear analog meters,
with each strip meter indicating a
separate control or error function
from a number of transducers. A
polar coordinate or other format
matrix might provide, for example, a
simple LCD radar screen or analog
meter or a horological display with
hands.
As with all digital instruments,
the maximum frequency displayed is
set, not by the display itself, but by
the rate of conversion of analog into
digital signals. The usable bandwidth, says Shanks, is limited to
about atenth of the conversion speed
in order to adequately trace awaveform. But his restriction could be
avoided by the use of a chargecoupled device at the front end. This
would sample the signal voltage at a
high clock rate, then clock it out
again at aslower rate matched to the
converter employed.

The Netherlands

Digital oversampling filter can improve
audio d-a conversion economically
A digital oversampling filter that
extracts a 16-bit system's signal-tonoise ratio and accuracy from aless
costly 14-bit digital-to-analog converter is being marketed by Philips

DIGITAL

44 kHz

OVERSAMPLING
FILTER

Gloeilampenfabrieken NV. The filter
is one of four n-channel mos largescale integrated circuits developed
by Philips' Audio Products division
in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, for

176 kHz
28 BITS

4•11

2811T5

NOISE
SHAPING

DIGITAL
TO ANALOG
CONVERTER

d-a conversion in its Compact Disc
audio system. Mounted on a single
10-by-22-centimeter Eurocard, the
quartet performs the 4 million control, decoding, and error-correction
operations necessary every second of
the d-a conversion.
The Philips one-card d-a converter
meets the same standards as a 2V2card system designed by Sony Corp.
for its compact disk. "Compact Disc
is now a worldwide standard with
regard to formats, functions and
interfaces, but within that standard
there is a large area of design freedom," says Jens Jensen, Philips
International product marketing
manager for n-mos integrated circuits. "Obviously, 16-bit data has to
be decoded and put back into analog
form, but aconventional I
6-bit digital-to-analog converter simply was
not sufficient."
There are two areas in which conventional d-a converters need help
with audio playback. First, the original analog signals contain high-frequency components that require
attenuation. Otherwise, they may
overload output amplifiers and
tweeter loudspeakers, causing distortion in the audio frequency range. In
addition, there is always the uncertainty of half aleast significant bit in
the quantized value obtained by
sampling the original audio signal.
After d-a conversion for playback,
this error is heard as noise. The
Hard worker. A digital oversampling filter
that provides a 97-dB S/N ratio is one of
four integrated circuits for d-a conversion in
Philips' Compact Disc audio system.

SAMPLE
ANO
HOLD

ANALOG
FILTER

H.

DELAY

SAA 7030
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Signal Generators from Marconi.
They will change your way of thinking.
Think about testing receivers
quickly. Wouldn't it speed
your operations if all your
signal generators gave the
same answers and if your
operators could recall
complete test settings at the
touch of abutton even after
the instrument had been
switched off. Or when setting
up aGPIB system, wouldn't
you like your controller to be
able to learn the settings of
the generator.
Think about maintaining
your signal generator easily.
How much down time could
microprocessor assisted
fault diagnosis and
recalibration from the GPIB
or front panel save you?
Wouldn't you like the
reliability of acool-running
instrument, with no noisy fan
to maintain.
Think about cost...would

2018 and 2019 Well Worth Thinking About
80kHz to 520MHz or 80kHz to 1040M Hz frequency coverage
Non-volatile memory

Save operator time — recall up to 50 settings
at any time — even after switch off

RF Level offset

Save arguments — standardise your microvolt
and compensate for cable losses

GPIB Talker facility

Save program preparation time — let the GPIB
controller learn the instrument settings

Reverse Power Protection

Save maintenance costs — no more burnt out
attenuators to repair

Recalibration via Keyboard
or GPIB

Save recalibration costs —adjust r.f. level and
f.m. deviation calibration without removing
the covers

Fully programmable

Save measurement time —automate your
testing

aquality signal generator
giving all this with wide
frequency coverage and 10Hz
resolution really cost more
than you can afford?
Marconi have apleasant
surprise for you!
Contact Marconi today —
they will change your way
of thinking.
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CM@

INPUT/OUTPUT

marconi

Instruments

100 Stonehurst Court
Northvale. New Jersey 07647
Telephone: (201) 767-7250
Telex: 710-991-9752
(West): Telephone: (714) 857-2326
UK: Telephone: 0727 59292
FRANCE: Telephone: (1) 687-36-25
GERMANY: Telephone: (089)84 50 85

80kHz-1040MHz signal gonorator 2018

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
CARRIER FREQUENCY

Circle 75 on reader service card
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extent of this quantization noise achieved by noise shaping.
largely determines the signal-toIn a d-a conversion system, each
noise ratio, or dynamic range, of bit used in the quantizing improves
pulse-code modulation systems.
the S/N ratio by 6dB. Thus, a 16-bit
Solution. For this reason, filtering d-a converter theoretically offers a
is of critical importance in the conratio of 96 dB. The Philips system
version system. Though the obvious gets 84 dB from its 14-bit d-a consolution might seem to be on the verter and atotal of 13 dB more with
analog side, digital processing offers oversampling and noise shaping.
several advantages. Matching digital
The Philips compact-disk digital
performance with passive analog filt- audio system and the SA 7030 overers would require many stages of sampling filter will be available by
precise and hence expensive passive year's end.
-Robert Callagher
components. Active analog filters
Japan
still require several stages and also
would have to deal with dissipation
from the high signal level. Also, all
analog filters require phase correction. Philips' solution is its digital
oversampling filter, which includes a
noise shaper, and a 14-bit d-a converter with ahold function. A simple
As an indicator of its wearer's pulse
analog filter is then enough to
rate, anew digital watch uses part of
remove the unwanted higher frethe same electrical signal from the
quencies—the passband noise is
heart as an electrocardiograph does.
already reduced significantly by the
Developer Daini Seikoshi Co. (Seiprevious digital filtering.
ko) points out that it therefore needs
The system works thus: two 16-bit
no external sensor and uses little curdata streams, one for each audio
rent, unlike other pulse-taking
channel, that have sampled the
watches. The Seiko Runner, as it is
audio signal at a frequency of 44.1
called, is already on sale in Japan
kilohertz, are fed into the conversion
and will start overseas sales in May
system at a clock rate of 2.1168
or June.
megahertz. This input signal is first
Signal pickup is between the wrist
fed into a shift register where the
beneath the watch's stainless steel
sampling frequency is increased four
back and afinger pressed on astaintimes to 176.4 kHz. The data is then
less steel electrode on the watch
applied to atransversal filter with 96
front (see photograph). An amplifier
in the watch detects what cardiolotaps. Using 12-bit-accurate coefficients, the filter computes the
weighted average of a large number
of values for each of the original
samples. The output from the transversal filter is a 28-bit signal at a
sample frequency of 176.4 kHz.
Uniform. The principal advantage
of the system is that it attains 16-bit
accuracy with only a I4-bit d-a converter because, by oversampling four
times, it distributes the original
amount of noise uniformly over a
band four times as wide as the audio
band of 0 to 22 kHz. Since only the
noise in the audio band is relevant
and the rest is filtered away, only
25% of the quantization noise
remains, resulting in a 6-decibel
improvement in the S/N ratio.
Another 7-dB improvement is

Watch takes pulse
by copying ECG

76

gists call the R pulse—that portion
of the ECG signal with the highest
amplitude.
The R pulse can vary in different
people from about 0.2 to 2.2 millivolts when measured between the
left and right arms. The sensitivity
of the pulse-metering circuit's amplifier—actually a bipolar operational
amplifier—is 0.4 mv, high enough
for 90% to 95% of the population but
not so high as to pick up too much
noise and thus degrade accuracy.
Other watches with the pulsemetering function measure the pulsating blood flow in a fingertip by
sensing the varying amounts of light
it reflects from a light-emittingdiode source. But noise is generated
by the varying ambient light let in by
the finger's tendency to move, and
the high current required by the LED
soon runs the batteries down.
The Seiko pulse meter uses every
second R pulse as a start or stop
signal to gate the number of 128hertz clock signals fed into acounter. Thus, for a pulse rate of 60 a
minute, the sampling period is 2seconds, and 256 clock signals are
counted. The counter output forms
an address for a small read-only
memory in which 9 bits store pulse
rates in binary-coded-decimal form.
Quiet. Luckily, the R pulse generated by most persons has a length
corresponding to astrong fundamental component centered at 20 Hz,
which facilitates reduction of noise.
A 20-Hz bandpass filter having a Q
of about 1is connected to the amplifier to reject noise, including any
from 50- and 60-Hz power lines. A
masking signal lasting 266 to 297
milliseconds after the detection of
the R pulse further removes noise or
double triggering, including any due
to the heart's T pulse. This mask
also limits the maximum measurable
pulse rate to 199/min.
Because it has no need for an LED,
the Seiko watch can employ only
low-current devices. The complementary-mos watch device, which
Lofs of heart The pulse meter of the Seiko
Runner detects the heart's R pulse at the
surface of the body, converts it into the rate
per minute, and displays the result.
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'488
IEEE BUS CONTROLLER

Kl

ONTRON

CLIPPING OPLIFIER

SMEM
CC1NTROLLÉR

111:1
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KONTROL YOURSELF
A lot of people looking for IEEE controllers get very
excited over our full graphics capability. But they
really flip when they see the price tag: less than $7,000.
The KONTRON GP-488 also gives you avariety of storage media with floppy disk standard and disk storage
expandable up to 5megabytes. Multiple interfaces, too,
for easy expandability—two serial RS232 ports, one parallel interface port, as well as the standard IEEE-488
interface. You can even mix other manufacturers' instruments and be confident that your whole system will
"play" the way you expect it to.

The KONTRON GP-488 Controller is ready to go to work
as soon as you unpack it. With more than 3,000 mainframes already in operation in the field, it also offers you
proven reliability that can save you extra money in the
long run. Any operator can utilize it with no special training. (Great for production test and QC applications!)
KONTRON. It's not the only name in IEEE controllers.
Just the best.
Call or write for a4-color brochure, or for an appointment
for afull technical demonstration of what the KONTRON
GP-488 Controller can do for you...and at the right price!

KONTRON Electronics, Inc.
630 Price Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94063
Tel: (415) 361-1012
Outside CA: (800) 227-8834

Circle #76 for literature

KONTRON
ki ELECTRONICS, INC.

VA

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC INSI HUME N TAT ION

Circle #77 for demonstration
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includes the counter and ROM, needs
Imicroampere. The bipolar operational amplifier requires the addition
of just 35 µA, so the 3-volt lithium
battery lasts more than two years if

the pulse-metering function is used
up to 10 minutes a day. In the
future, c-mos op amps may become
available and cut current drain further.
-Charles Cohen

West Germany

Nixdorf's PBX aims at domestic market first,
can hook up to data terminals, Teletex
The first all-digital private branch
exchange from aWest German company, and the first available on the
West German market, is now being
offered by Nixdorf Computer AG,
the data-processing equipment maker located in Paderborn. With this
system, plus an Ethernet-based local
network, Nixdorf can meet users'
needs for in-house networks based
either on digital PBX or on cableoriented systems.
Using pulse-code modulation techniques, Nixdorrs PBX system 8818
handles voice in digital form—the
same way as it does text and data.
Its digital interfaces can hook up to
data terminals and, by way of asimple X.21 interface with the public
network, the system can switch Teletex, the new form of electronic mail

involving communications between
electronic storage-type typewriters
[Electronics, April 7, 1981, p. 101].
The exchange is designed to handle
store-and-forward voice switching
when it becomes available in 1983.
Operating at a rate of 64 kilobits
per second, the 8818 is compatible
with both the digital public switches
that the West German post office
will start using this year and the
Integrated Services Digital Network, a European integrated speech
and data network due to come on
line later this decade.
Accommodating. Nixdorrs PBX
transmits 256 time slots per second
over the PCM highway, and that,
says product marketing manager
Wieland Hess, considerably enhances its traffic-handling capabili-

Entry. Computer maker Nixclorf's first move into the field of office-of-the-future communications is an all-digital private branch exchange using pulse-code modulation techniques.

Please call your
representative
(609)

448-8110*

For immediate help
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AWestern Digital
logic array is
simply the
shortest distance
between two
points.

u.
When it comes to integrating your digital design into
LSI, there are basically two ways to go.
The Western Digital way. And, the long way.
Go with Western Digital and what you get is, in a
word, simplicity.
For example, take our Logic Array Design Kit. It
makes desigqing your own LSI circuits almost as easy as
aconnect-the-dots puzzle.
And as soon as you've finished your design, we digitize it, qualify it, test it and quickly transform it into ahighquality, semi-custom chip.
So, you get your prototypes in 4to 6weeks: Not months.
With Western Digital you also get abalanced complement of gates and flip-flops, greater reliability and asignificant savings in board space. All for aprice that makes
good sense. Whether you need 1,000 or 10,000.
Western Digital eliminates plenty of headaches, too.
Like plenty of complex transistor-level circuits, and costly
computer-aided design. And plenty of waiting.
Like up to 6months just for prototypes.
The choice is yours. But for the shortest, most practical route to market, contact the logic array experts at
Western Digital.
All you've got to lose is aking wait.

WESTERN DIGITAL
CORPOR

AT/ON

Computer Products Division, 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714, (714) 557-3550.
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POWER ANALYZER

WITH LOAD AVERAGING OR POWER FACTOR

11111111.111111.

I
.

Model 4612 microprocessorcontrolled analyzer tells you what you have to know if
your product is to meet the energy-efficiency demands
of virtually any electrical appliance or device, and its
integrating capability lets you measure average usage
over any desired period of time(or power factor-new
model). It gives simultaneous readouts of
true RMS amps, volts, watts, with
typical accuracy better than .5 perI« our catalog In
niomcar
cent. Many other advanced features.
or cali in toll hoe at
Request detailed brochure today.
800828-7844
(ttltoept Now York Sul.)

MAGTROL, INC.
70 GARDENVILLE PARKWAY WEST
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14224
716-668-5555
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TRANSISTOR
SOCKETS
Newly-Designed
Snap-In Sockets
For TO-3 & TO-66

Jig 1

industry's most
complete line of transistor
sockets, kits and mica
insulators. Our sockets are
designed for the TO-3 and
TO-66 transistors.
Also, our latest design
in printed circuit sockets
plus an extensive line of
snap-in sockets.

In Stock: The

I

Sockets are available in
the latest U.L. approved
materials.
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-* lielli
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NEW FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

KEVSMCD NJE

ELECTRONICS CORP
TWX 710-581-2861
CABLE-KEYELCO
49 BLEECKER STREET, NEW YORK, N Y 10012 212-475-4600
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ty. For example, the system model
600, intended for the West German
market and for up to 600 subscribers, can easily be made to
accommodate up to 1,000 subscribers, making it also attractive for
larger foreign markets. The 8818
system can switch up to 226 subscribers simultaneously, according to
the company.
The Nixdorf engineers feel they
have hit upon an elegant means of
keeping track of call charges. The
system monitors each call made, and
aprinter at the switching center produces a list showing the length of
each call made by individual subscribers, the call charges, and the
called number. This information can
be fed to acomputer for accounting
purposes—producing amonthly bill,
for instance.
New user features, according to
Rainer Pausch, head of telecommunications equipment development,
are call rerouting, repeat of adialed
number at the push of abotton, telephone conference capability with up
to six subscribers, and the ability to
call a second subscriber while still
connected with the first. There is a
dial memory for 10 digits, and
often-used numbers with up to 20
digits (which may be needed for
international calls) can be reached
by abbreviated dialing. Further, if a
line to awanted subscriber is busy, a
signal can be initiated, alerting the
subscriber to the fact that an urgent
call is waiting.
On screen. The 8818 is self-diagnosing, with any system errors printed out or shown on its cathode-ray
tube. It also offers the ability to
change the software—to allow call
rerouting or access to the public telephone network by an individual terminal, for example.
Although the first 8818 systems
will be installed at outside customers
within two months, Nixdorf's local
office communications project is still
in the pilot stage. This integrates
office equipment such as telephones,
electronic typewriters, Telex machines, copiers, dictating machines,
and data-processing terminals—
equipment that till now has operated
autonomously.
-John Gosch
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Open up European applications with
Motorola VDE-approved optocouplers.
If you've been production-stymied by lack of
optocouplers specifically designed for European
import — Motorola now has the answer. The
MOC600A series that meets creepage and clearance
distances in VDE specs.
This much-sought-after designation, similar to
the USA's UL stamp. demands that stringent
acceptance criteria in coupler construction,
materials, conductor separation and environmental
testing be met before approval is granted.
Motorola has a 6-pin DIP package that meets
a variety of VDE safety classifications from
appliances to alarms... radios. TV. games, organs.
manufacturing/processing machines, electrical
Series

CTR %

trains, electromedical and telecommunication
equipment. railroad signals, fire and burglar alarms.
The MOC600A series fills the needs for European
design in the same, standard package that contains
our other leading-edge coupler technology — Triac
drivers with and without zero-crossing. 7.5 kV
isolation, UL-recognition, and unique, electrically
and mechanically-stable inner molds.
Contact Motorola Semiconductor Products. Inc..
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix. AZ 85036 for data on
couplers with more for European

Innovative systems
through silicon.

BVcE0 Volts

Transistor Output
MOC601A
MOC602A
MOC603A
MOC604A

10
20
50
100

30
30
30
30

Darlington Output
MOC622A
MOC623A
MOC624A
MOC625A

100
300
500
1000

30
30
30

30

Series

'FT nu%
Triac Driver Output

VDR m Volts

MOC633A
MOC634A
MOC635A

30
15
10

400
400
400

Zero-Crossing Triac Driver Output
MOC640A
MOC641A

30
15

400
400

MOTOROLA INC.

r
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o . Motorola Serruconductor Products Inc .P.O. Bon 20912, Phoerns, AZ 850361

Please send me information on VDE-approved couplers.
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For semi-custom or custom ICs,
Exar's the best of the bunch.
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More semi-custom and custom experience.
It's not just Exar's ten years of experience in cost-effective
IC processing. Or our expertise in awide variety of applications
and industries. It's not just the fact that we've built more
standard products, phase-locked loops and function
generators than our competition. There's more.

More reliable IC production.

Take our CAD systems. They allow us to complete
your designs more quickly —and with far greater accuracy.
For extra control, our in-house burn-in facilities save
having to use outside testing labs. So we not only save you
money— we save you valuable testing time. And our full
MIL-STD-883 screening means we'll process your ICs to
space-qualifiable levels.

More flexible IC service.

When you've got special process requirements,
they're no problem for Exar. Our extensive fab facilities
enable us to modify aprocess quickly and easily. We even
offer extras like chip carriers, avariety of special packages
and fast turnaround for all your prototypes. Exar's personalized service and engineering expertise are all you could
ask for, too. But best of all, Exar is more cost-effective
than the competition.
When your ICs need to be the best of the bunch. call
Exar. Or send this coupon for
more information.
À

r

e«

—

rTell me more, Exar.
Please send me acopy of:
E Custom and Semi-Custom
Product Guide.
Ei Standard Product Guide.
Please have asales engineer call me.

•e=d

Name
Title
Company
Street
City
Zip

State
Phone (

)

My application is .
Exar, 750 Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-7970

"ELEC 4/7/82"

X4'EXAR
Exar has the answer.

For semi-custom, custom or standard ICs ...
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• Circuit Testing Update/No. 11 in aseries from Hewlett-Packard.

To boost capacity and yield while reducing
Combine HP's Circuit Test

Boost your manufacturing productivity
with effective testing throughout the
production cycle. Automated testing
with HP's 3060A Circuit Test System
can help you meet this objective.

Minimize your software development
and troubleshooting costs via the HP
3060A's flexible, easy-to-use controller
and high-level software development
tools. The HP 3060A's Board Test
Language and automatic program
generation features help you get tests
up and running quickly.

Obtain rapid start up, software
development assistance, ongoing technical applications support and reliable
service. HP's worldwide System Engineering Organization and network of
service centers offer these services at
modest cost to help you get the highest
returns from your HP 3060A solution.

Increase yield and reduce final product
test and repair costs by combining the
flexibility of HP's 3060A Circuit Test
System with HP's family of programmable instruments. For example, the
HP 1980A/B Oscilloscope Measurement System gives you the versatility
of aprogrammable oscilloscope with
automatic set-up, data collection
and analysis.

Achieve higher throughput. HP's
3060A supports custom dual fixturing
in high volume applications.

IMIHNI11111111111111

1,1

SYSTEMS

HP-IB: Not just IEEE-488, but the hardware, documentation and
support that delivers the shortest path to ameasurement system.

work-in-process and costs...
Systems with an effective test strategy.

Productivity '82 shows
will be held through June in
the following cities:
•Atlanta

March 2-3

• Philadelphia

March 16-17

•New York

April 6-8

•Washington, D.C.

April 14-15

•Cleveland

April 21-22

•Toronto

May 12-13

•Chicago

June 2-3

• Denver

June 15-16

• Seattle

June 29-30

Measure and optimize your manufacturing processes through datalogging
and factory network solutions. The
HP 3060A system provides automatic
datalogging and analysis. And HP
offers avariety of networking solutions,
such as the HP 9845C Computer,
which is shown receiving and processing board test data from the HP
3060A in this application.

When performance must
be measured by results

Increasing productivity is the challenge
of the eighties. And Automatic Circuit
Test Equipment is required to meet this
challenge. But selecting automated equipment is just part of the solution. Of equal
importance is having an integrated manufacturing test strategy...one that reflects
screening, diagnosis and control needs
throughout the manufacturing process —
from incoming inspection to final
assembly testing.
For the electronics manufacturer, the
critical point is board testing. Board
testing effectively locates component
faults that slip through incoming inspection, plus process faults that surface in
assembly. Furthermore, end product
testing and troubleshooting problems are
reduced by in-circuit and functional
testing at the board level.
So when you consider aboard tester,
be sure to carefully assess its integration
into your entire manufacturing process...
both before and after board test. HP's
3060A Circuit Test System, in the application shown here, is agood example of combining system features, flexibility and
support into atotal manufacturing strategy.
Learn how you can increase productivity,
using an HP 3060A solution, by attending
one of HP's Productivity '82 Seminars.
You'll see the HP 3060A as well as other
production test and control solutions in
operation. And by attending HP's technical seminars during Productivity '82 you
can learn more about production test
strategies for electronic manufacturing. To
attend Productivity '82, call
TOLL-FREE 800-453-9500
for free registration and
location information. Or,
write Hewlett-Packard,
1820 Embarcadero Road,
Palo Alto, CA 94303.

hp

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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"If you can't measure it,
you can't improve itP leerxaclil y

'Anrbeloff, President
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Quality begins with knowledge. Once you know
where you are and where you want to be, the rest is just a
matter of commitment.
In electronics, knowing where you are means testing. Not just good-bad testing, but
testing that gets inside adevice
and probes the subtle differences
between pretty good and very good.
The subtleties vary from device
to device. For high-performance
memories, where the issue is usually
speed, you need atest system that
can set timing edges to within a
quarter nanosecond. For precision
D to Aconverters, you need asystem
that can integrate noise measurements over programmed time intervals. For codecs, you need asystem
that can measure idle channel noise
in the submillivolt region.
Measurements like these
are not easy, but they're not impossible. Teradyne test systems have
been making tough, critical measurements for years— on digital and
linear ICs, discrete semiconductors,
hybrid circuits, film resistors, automotive electronic modules, analog
LSI devices, and printed circuit boards.
What all this experience gives us is asense of what
really matters in the testing of electronics.
What it gives you is the kind of in-depth measurement you need to improve product quality.

lizieeüa
We measure quality.
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Available now...
afamily of high speed
16K static RAMs that meet
MIL-STD-883B

Take your pick. A 16Kx1 organization with
the IMS1400S-70M. or a4Kx4 with the
IMS1420S-70M. INMOS delivers both. They're
fully processed and qualified by INMOS to
MIL-STD-883B. This includes screening over
the full -55°C to +125°C temperature range,
as defined in Method 5004 Class 13, and
qualification to Method 5005 Class B.
Both RAMs give you 7Ons chip enable access time and 660mW maximum active
power dissipation (only 165mW maximum
standby). They operate from a single 5V
(+10%) power supply, are TTL compatible
and come packaged in 20-pin, 300-mil
ceramic DIPs with industry standard pinout.
Remember, you can get them now, offthe-shelf *from your local INMOS distributor.
Because INMOS believes that meeting your
delivery requirements is just as important
as meeting the military standard.
•NS 1
4005-70 K1

'Hmos
P.O. Boo 160:0 •Colorado Springs. Colorado 80935 •(303) 6304030 •7PIX 910/9204904 •
Burlington. 1.4as. (617) 273-5150 • Dayton. Onlo (513) 4390088 •San Joao. Cale. (406)
2961786 •Wbitefrlars • Lawins Mead • Bristol BSI 2NP • England • Mona Bristol 0272 no 861
•TA: 4447M.
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Analysis of technology and business developments

Vision systems gain smarts
New generation can interface with robots to perform
complex tasks like materials handling

by Wesley R. Iversen, Chicago bureau

For years, machine vision systems in
factories have been relegated largely
to simple inspection. However, anew
generation of computerized devices
capable of interfacing with industrial
robots to perform more sophisticated
tasks like welding, spray painting,
materials handling, and assembly
appears on the verge of reaching the
factory floor.
Though General Motors Corp.
and others have experimented extensively with integrated robot-vision
systems, few commercially available
units have yet found their way into
production applications. In fact, fewer than 85 vision systems were sold
last year in the U. S. for integration
with robots.
In addition, many of those systems
were purchased by universities and
large corporations for experimental
and prototyping purposes, says
James A. Kimberlin of Insight Associates, aCarson City, Nev., marketresearch firm. However, at last
month's Robots VI show in Detroit
[Electronics, March 10, p. 42], several firms reported that they would
install seeing robots in factories later
this year.
Robots VI exhibitors showing
integrated robot-vision systems with
video cameras ran the gamut from
established suppliers such as Unimation Inc. to recent entrants like
giants General Electric Co. and
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Also
represented were a raft of smaller
firms hoping to make their mark,
like Control Automation Inc., started in Princeton, N. J., by former
Western Electric engineers.
In general, industry watchers say
sales of vision systems tied to robots
may eventually account for one third
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of the overall market for vision
equipment. Although estimates vary
widely, some believe that 50% or
more of all robots sold annually by
the decade's end will be equipped
with vision. In addition, by 1990, the
worldwide market for robot-vision
systems could amount to more than
$750 million, says John Artley, president and chief executive officer at
Object Recognition Systems Inc.,
another Princeton, N. J., vision-system supplier.
As with the fledgling robot business itself, the perceived potential for
vision is attracting a growing num-

ber of new suppliers. Altogether,
machine-vision components or systems are currently supplied by about
35 companies, about a quarter of
which have entered the market within the last year, says Perry C. West
of Automated Vision Systems, a
Campbell, Calif., consulting firm.
"The venture-capital market is
beginning to ante up more and more
for vision companies just as it did for
robot companies a couple of years
ago," points out Laura Conigliaro, a
vice president with Bache Halsey
Stuart Shields Inc. in New York,
"and that leading indicator means

Workers.

From

Automatix

are

three models: top left, the Autovision
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visual-sensing

system;
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equipped with Autovision for robot
arm

guidance
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inspection

of

parts; and, at left, the Robovision
arc-welding system.
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its Puma-series robots.
The binary-processing technique
used in the SRI approach can speed
system cycle times by reducing the
amount of video data to be handled.
However, its limitations include the
need for special lighting and highcontrast backgrounds—requirements that critics say are difficult to
meet in the typical factory—and an
inability to recognize objects lying
on top of one another.
Such problems are already being
addressed by some suppliers with
systems said to be capable of some
gray-scale image processing and oth-

that three to seven years from now
we'll begin to get areal proliferation
in the use of vision systems."
Native Californians. Interestingly,
of some 15 vision systems on display
at the Robots VI show, about half
trace their origins at least in part to
a vision module developed in the
1970s under government funding at
SRI
International, Menlo Park,
Calif. (see p. 14). In general, these
systems rely upon binary image processing in which thresholding circuitry is used to assign
ir-Witt
a 1or a0to each picture element corresponding to black or
white.
As a result, objects
in ascene are reduced
to silhouettes. A software approach known
as connectivity analysis breaks up the binary image into its connected components,
enabling the system to
build up and then
store information on
each connected "blob"
(either an object or a
hole) in the scene.
Recognition of an obLong look. Noncontact dimensional inspection is being perject is achieved by
formed at the Robots VI show in Detroit last month by a
comparing objects or
system from Machine Intelligence Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif.
features in the scene
with the image of known objects
er enhancements. Indeed, many inshown earlier to the system—a techdustry observers expect that designnique known as training by showing.
ers of future vision systems will
A prime example of a robot-suitemploy very large-scale-integration
able vision system based on the SRI
techniques to build special-purpose
approach is the $35,000 VS-100
vision computers with multiple profrom Machine Intelligence Corp.,
cessors and highly parallel architecSunnyvale, Calif. The SRI origins of
tures for handling vast amounts of
this system are not surprising
visual data quickly.
because the company was founded in
One firm regarded for its innova1978 by former SRI project leader
tive approach to integrated robot
systems, including vision, is AutoCharles Rosen.
Utilitarian. The VS-100 employs
matix Inc., a 2-year-old Burlington,
an LSI 11/2 with a64-K-byte memMass., firm. The set of vision algoory to handle image-processing tasks
rithms used in its Autovision II sysand can work with one to four solidtem draws from "the best of three
state or vidicon cameras. It can join
ancestors," says president Philippe
arobot for tasks like recognizing and
Villers: the SRI system, the Consight
picking up randomly oriented parts
system developed at General Motors,
on aconveyor belt. The Univision 1 and an arm-mounted camera vision
system offered by robot industry
system developed at the National
leader Unimation Inc. of Danbury,
Bureau of Standards.
Conn., for one, mates aVS-100 with
Employing abit-slice preprocessor
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board for camera interfacing and
other functions, the Autovision II is
capable of processing 16 gray levels.
The unit is designed as astand-alone
inspection system or for use in an
integrated fashion with the Automatix A132 robot controller, a
68000-based processor that Villers
says was "designed for vision from
the ground up."
Two shown. Automatix demotrated two integrated robot-vision
systems at Robots VI: a programmable assembly system known as
Cybervision III that uses the company's AID-600 robot and a singlepass vision-directed arc-welding system known as Robovision IIA. Both
are scheduled to be available by midyear. The Cybervision Ill with vision
will start at slightly more than
$100,000, and the Robovision IIA
will start at $130,000.
A unique robot-vision demonstration at Robots VI came from Object
Recognition Systems. Tapping research done at the University of
Rhode Island in Kingston, the company used a Puma 600 robot in a
single overhead camera system for
picking felt-tip pens jumbled randomly in abin.
The necessity for such a bin-picking capability by industrial robots
has been asubject for debate within
the industry. Critics contend that the
function could easily be handled
with such techniques as bowl feeders
or shakers that dump parts one at a
time on aconveyor belt. On the other hand, Object Recognition senior
scientist Joseph Wilder contends it is
"premature to say that bin picking is
not an important problem."
Showing its stuff. Though the binpicking robot worked somewhat sporadically at Robots VI, with cycle
time ranging in some cases up to 35
seconds, company officials stress the
unit was set up only to demonstrate
capability. The demonstration system employed an 8-bit Intel microprocessor, says Wilder.
The firm is currently evaluating
16-bit microprocessor families with
an eye toward producing a production-level bin-picking system with
1-to-2-second cycle times that will
also integrate other vision capabilities. That system is scheduled to
become available late this year or
early in 1983.
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AEG-TELEFUNKEN

New Technologies and
inventions have aname:
AEG-TELEFUNKEN

If power
could be made visible:
LED BargraphDisplays

Our speciality is the design
These bargraph-displays are
and production of optoelectronic multi-purpose and can be used
components for every conceiwherever an electrical parameter is visually displayed.
vable application. Now we
introduce something new to our For example:
already vast range of compo— Normal working point for
nents — LED bar array displays
machines and equipment.
which we simply call bargraph— Vu meters for tape recording.
— Saturation meter for amplifiers
displays.
These new displays are
— Field strength indications in
complete with integrated driving
receivers.
— Level indicators.
circuits and available in four
confirgurations :D 610 P, D 620 P,— etc.
D 630 P and D 634 P. Each
display produces an illuminated Technical features:
band made up of either 5or 10
— When used as aDC voltage
segments, proportional to the
indicator, no additional
analog input voltage. The
external components are
switching between segments
necessary.
can be either instant (digital) or
soft (analogue).

— Apart
from
.
'.
4si,
the
input
voltage,
only one
supply voltage is required.
— Built in constant current
source is unaffected by the
number of illuminated
segments which means it can
be used with non-stabilised
power supplies.
— The high input impedance
allows awide range of
applications without driver
stages.
— Step tolerance ± 30 mV.

a
assembly uses
areflective technique
on aPCB and is fitted with
afilter which can be used
as the viewing surface without
the need for additional protective or filtering screens.
If you would like further
information or technical data
please contact us at the
address below:

AEG-TELEFUNKEN
Semiconductors
Route 22 —Orr Drive
Somerville
N.J. 08876
Tel. (201) 722-9800
Telex 833409
rCircle 91 on reader service card
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Semiconductor Devices from
AEG-TELEFUNKEN

CMOS UARTs from RCA are pin-for-pin
replacements for Harris, Intersil parts.
The competitively-priced
CDP6402 is available for
immediate delivery in volume,
RCA's new CMOS UART is a
pin-for-pin replacement for the Harris
HD6402 and the Intersil IM6402:
• Baud rate to 200K bits/sec @ 5V,
400K bits/sec @ 10V
• 3.2 MHz @ 5V, power 7.5 mw,
typical
• Operates from -40°C to +85°C

• Fully programmable with
externally-selectable word length,
parity inhibit, even/odd parity and
1, 1V,,,and 2stop bits
• Automatic data formatting and
status generation
• $4.95 (plastic package, 100+ price)
Ideal for interfacing computers or
microprocessors to asynchronous
serial data channels. Applications
include modems, printers, peripherais, remote data acquisition systems

and serial links in distributed processing systems.
Available in plastic or ceramic
packages, the CDP6402 is available
for immediate delivery in volume.
So if you're looking for avery
reliable source for CMOS UARTs,
why not call "Old Reliable"? We're
the people who pioneered CMOS.
For more information, contact
any RCA Solid State sales office or
appointed distributor.

RCA Solid State headquarters .Somerville. NJ Brussels Sao Paulo Hong Kong.
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Instrumentation

Upturn due, instrument makers told
New forecast holds that slowdown in growth rate
will end with upturn continuing through 1984

by Martin Marshall, San Francisco regional bureau

It's no news that the instrumentation
market has softened. But now leaders in the industry have been told
that business should pick up.
They got the word late last month
in Monterey, Calif., when 150 of
them attended the annual instrumentation industry conference held
by Dataquest Inc., the Cupertino,
Calif., market research firm. Dataquest senior analyst Charles Taylor
told them that "1981 should be the
last year that we see a decreasing
growth rate in the instrumentation
industry—at least for the current
business cycle."
Taylor treated his audience to a
glimpse not just of Dataquest's 1982
forecasts, but an overall analysis
through 1986. And the forecasts
were encouraging—at least through
1984, when the prediction is for
another slowdown in growth rates.
Taylor ascribes that deceleration to
forces in the general economy predicted for that time.
He also pointed to some hard
numbers accumulated for 1981. "In
the U. S., instrumentation orders
picked up during the fourth quarter,
although the short-term economic
outlook remains uncertain," he says.
As an industry, instrumentation
reached a total market of $4.332
billion in 1981, with microprocessor
development systems accounting for
$398 million of the total, automatic
test equipment registering $880 million, and other test instruments comprising the bulk at $3.054 billion.
"The majority of instrumentation
companies maintained a cautious
posture through 1981," Taylor
points out. "Discretionary spending
was cut back and in some cases there
was a reduction in the level of
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employment in the industry."
There was agood reason for such
strategies. Though absolute dollar
values were increasing over the past
few years, microprocessor development systems were the only major
instrumentation category that grew
more than it had the previous year.
In automatic test equipment, the
growth rate slowed from 35% in
1980 to only 10% in 1981, due to the
reluctance of ATE customers to make
large capital outlays during a recession. The total test instrumentation
industry has undergone a slowdown
in growth—from 26% in 1979 to
19% in 1980 to 11% in 1981.
Regarding oscilloscopes, Taylor
notes they "got a shot in the arm
because of the microprocessor, but in
general [their] annual growth rate
...has been declining since the late
1970s. In some cases, scopes have
been displaced by specialized instrumentation." The scope market last

year rose 5.9%, to $715 million in
1981, up from $675 million in 1980.
The compound annual growth rate
over the past five years was 15.7%
from a$345 million level in 1976.
The leaders. As was to be
expected, Dataquest credits Tektronix Inc. with the lion's share of the
scope market. The Beaverton, Ore.,
company is followed in order by
Hewlett-Packard, Philips, Gould,
and Nicolet. All others account for
a small market share. Though the
figures showed that the Japanese
scope makers have yet to place a
company in one of the top five positions, U. S. manufacturers should
not become too complacent. Japanese companies place sixth through
tenth in the 1981 market ranking,
according to Dataquest.
The highest growth area in the
scope market during 1981 was in
low-cost models (under $1,500), primarily paced by last year's introduc-

Better times coming. Although there has been a slowing growth rate in sales of instruments.
Dataquest believes that activity will quicken and move upward through 1984.
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Libraries everywhere have found the
easy way to fill photocopy requests
legally and instantly, without the need to
seek permissions, from this and over
3000 other key publications in business,
science, humanities, and social science.
Participation in the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) assures you of legal
photocopying at the moment of need.
You can:
Fill requests
interlibrary loan
guidelines), and
fear of copyright

for multiple copies,
(beyond the CON TU
reserve desk without
infringement.

Supply copies simply and easily from
registered publications. The CCC's
flexible reporting system accepts
photocopying reports and returns an
itemized invoice. You need not keep any
records, our computer will do it for you.
The Copyright Clearance Center is
your one-stop place for on-the-spot
clearance to photocopy for internal use.
You will never have to decline a
photocopy request or wonder about
compliance with the law for any
publication registered with the CCC.
For more information, just contact:

Copyright
Clearance
Center
21 Congress Street
Salem, Massachusetts 01970
(617) 744-3350
anot-for-profit corporation
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tion of the Tektronix 2200 series.
Low-cost scopes as a group showed
sales of $90 million in 1981, for a
growth of 12.5% over the previous
year. Portable scopes remained the
dominant force in the scope industry,
weighing in with $415 million in
sales, a6.4% growth over 1980.
The second largest piece of the
general-purpose test instruments
market, the digital multimeter, registered $230 million in sales in 1981,
with system DMMs growing at 12.5%
to $72 million, bench meters slumping 1.6% to $63 million, portable
bench meters showing arise of 8% to
$27 million, and handheld Dmms
rising 9.7% to $68 million.
The market remains dominated by
Fluke and Hewlett-Packard, followed by Keithley, Data Precision,
Racal-Dana, Philips, and Beckman.
The growth in the total DM m market
was amodest 7.0% over 1980. In the
handheld area, the increase was just
10% after growth of about 80% during 1980.
Cooling off. The growth rate of
the logic analyzer market is not as
meteoric as it was, but the logic analyzer remains one of the brighter
elements in the instrumentation sky.
It showed a healthy 19.8% rise in
1981, up to $121 million from $101
million in 1980—somewhat slower
than its 46.4% compounded annual
growth rate over the past five years.
Taylor broke up the market into logic-timing analyzers (those machines
used primarily for high-speed, asynchronous measurements), state analyzers (which offer more channels
and use the system clock), and combination of the two. "Hewlett-Packard still has a strong orientation
toward state analyzers, although it is
currently trying to link the logic analyzer to the microprocessor development system," he notes (see p. 47).
"Biomation has leaned toward combination analyzers, and that approach is currently doing very well,
especially in Japan."
The logic analyzer market is split
surprisingly evenly, with the major
players all placing heavy research
and marketing emphasis on what
they perceive to be a hot, growing
market. The three leaders, Hewlett-

Packard, Gould/Biomation, and
Tektronix are about even, followed
by Dolch, Nicolet/Paratronics, and
the rest. Growth in the timing analyzer market was essentially flat last
year at $5 million, while both state
analyzers at $24 million and combination analyzers at $92 million registered growth rates of over 20%.
Sitting pretty. The healthiest of all
segments in 1981 was the microprocessor development system market.
It registered a35.4% growth in 1981
to $398 million from 1980's $294
million. Universal systems—those
that can handle more than one vendor's microprocessors—showed the
strongest growth at 42.4%, reaching
$94 million. Dedicated versions,
such as those by Intel, Motorola, and
National, retained 76% of the market, however, posting a 33.3%
growth of $304 million in 1981. Taylor attributed the strong growth to
heavy new product development in
the industry with a particular emphasis on the increase in 16-bit system design starts. "The average selling price has also moved up because
of this emphasis on 16-bit systems,"
Taylor adds.
Intel still has the largest share of
the development system market,
which, Taylor claims, "makes Intel
the fifth-largest instrumentation
manufacturer overall, just based
upon its development system business." The distant seconds are
Motorola, Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, and Naponal Semiconductor.
Distributor markups and all other
vendors combine to form the rest of
the market. In looking toward the
future, Taylor points to a $1.21 billion market for development systems
in 1986, using current dollars as a
base.
Growth of 15%. Although obtaining accurate figures on recent shipments of the different types of
instrumentation is hard enough to
accomplish, coming up with an accurate forecast of the coming year's
totals is even riskier business. Nonetheless, Taylor sees an improving
picture for instrumentation in 1982,
with a total growth of 15.3%, paced
by a26.9% growth in microprocessor
development systems, a 15.3% gain
in automated test equipment, and a
13.8% gain by general test instrumentation.
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Categorized voltage data. Microprocessor
based printer/
controller unit
allows easy-toset threshold
and time
settings.

Just plug it in!
Easy-to-use
blodutector
units detach to
give low cost.
multi-site voltage monitoring.

New breakthrough!
Detachable detectors slash costs
of multi-site voltage monitoring.

Totally self-contained. Handsome briefcase
protects instrument, easy-tocarry, and
stores all cords.
accessories and
operating
manual.

Superior Electric's
revolutionary Stabiline AC Voltage Monitor with
Modutector-units. disturbance for faster, easier interpretation.

Until today, service people had two options,
Other features include real-time, hardboth bad: you could tie-up a$5,000 power line
copy output with the ability to print addidisturbance instrument for aweek and watch
tional copies of data. Ability to set preyour waiting list grow: or you could make do
cise. digital threshold levels. And more.
with inconclusive 2or 3day analyses.
Faster Set-up Time. Takes only
Right away, the revolutionary new Stabiline
minutes to set data thresholds and
AC Voltage Monitor doubles the number of
clock. Internal battery-powered memsites you can serve for the price of one competiory allows long term data retention
tive instrument. By adding additional Modand eliminates the need of repetitive
utector units you can perform multiple
resetting.
site analysis with just one instrument.
The Affordable Productivity
Easy To Read Output. This new
Booster. If you need to increase
Stabiline AC Voltage Morptor ofyour monitoring capability, but cost
fers several unique features and
is holding you back, your wait is
functions. Like the ability to anaover. The revolutionary new Stabiline AC
lyze and categorize voltage data:
For the pri ce of two conventional units you
Voltage Monitor with Modutector units,
can now ha ve a Stabiline AC Voltage Monisags, surges, low averages, high avtor consist ing of a printer with seven on-site
lets you keep up with your growing busierages, impulses, common mode
Modutecto runits.
ness demands.
noise and blackouts.
Call (203) 582-9561 or write today for
You don't have to fumble through
more information. Also, ask us about our
yards and yards of tape to find the
Stabiline voltage conditioning equipment.
data you need. It's grouped by type of

©

Stabiline
AC Voltage Monitor

The Superior Electric Company Bristol, CT 06010
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Telecommunications

Will Britain be rewired?
The government wants to push on with a $4.5 billion project
involving direct-broadcast satellites and narrowcasting

by Kevin Smith, London bureau manager

The United Kingdom is poised on the
brink of an ambitious project to
rewire its cities with broadband
cable networks. For an investment of
$4.5 billion, says a blueprint report
from the Cabinet Office's Information Technology Advisory Panel,
half of Britain's homes could have
access to a modern cable-television
system piping in direct satellite
broadcasts and narrowcast services
such as local news, not to mention
providing banking, armchair shopping, security, and other interactive
services.
The project, which has already
won Cabinet approval
and awaits the results
of an inquiry into its
impact on broadcasting, could provide a
shot in the arm for the
UK's aerospace and
consumer industries
and indirectly, the office equipment business. Moreover, by
freeing the cable networks to compete with
the establishment
broadcast networks
the scheme will be
made sel f
-fi nanci ng,
generating revenues of
$2 billion ayear.
In March the government underscored
its support for the
cable-Tv project by
authorizing Britain's
first direct-broadcast
satellite,
to
be
launched in 1986. The
big incentive to potential regional cable
franchise operations is
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the prospect of piping the first direct
satellite broadcasts into UK homes.
The $208 million project will be
financed by British Aerospace, British Telecom, and Marconi Space &
Defence Systems Ltd., part of the
British General Electric Co. Ltd.
conglomerate.
It will carry business as well as
direct-broadcast transponders transmitting two new British Broadcasting Corp. services. Ultimately there
could be five channels as the nation's
independent broadcasting authority
joins in. At least four other services
are planned in Europe that could be

distributed internationally.
Subscribers could bypass the cable
network, picking up satellite broadcasts from small rooftop antennas.
However, says the government-commissioned report on cable systems,
the high cost will deter most viewers.
Instead, they could pay, say, $10 a
month to receive satellite broadcasts
beamed to more sensitive 3-meter
community antennas and relayed to
their homes over the cable network.
The report says that adomestic rooftop antenna might cost in the region
of $760 with an additional $187
installation charge.
The ITAP report, prepared by six
industry figures, concludes that
U. S. experience indicates that cable
systems and direct broadcasting are
mutually complementary. It urges
immediate action to put the first networks in place before the UK satellite is lofted.
The government has responded by
ordering an urgent three-man inquiry into the impact of cable TV on
British broadcasting with a report
due by September. Warning that
any delay would have the same consequences as a rejection, the report
wants a UK technical standard for
the new network settled by year-end,
with any legislative hurdles cleared
by I983—that is, before the next
general election.
Hands on. Midway through its
first term in office, the government
has good reason to give the project
top priority. Compared with Japan's
government-driven programs and
Royal dish. British Telecom technicians set
up microwave dish on building in St. Paul's
Churchyard in London to transmit TV pictures of last summer's royal wedding.
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To handle today's complex ICs
minimize operator attention
you need a16 track mind. And
—
and enhance productivity and profits.
we've got it. Introducing the MCT
But there's more. The 3616E
Model 3616E, MCT's new elevated
is part of anew generation of MCT
.eldre
temperature IC handler with up
handlers featuring high throughput,
%•••
to 16 independent programmable
status indicators and self diagnossort categories.
.
.
tics for maximum productivity as
When it comes to handling
well as microprocessor-controlled
digital components, no one offers a
temperature monitoring and sort
handler like the 3616E. For memory
verification to guarantee quality
components, the 3616E's
components that perform to spec.
+155°C temperature capability,
To find out more about the
=-1
1°C temperature accuracy and 16
3616E, write or call us today. In today's
output reservoirs enable more selective
tough marketplace it's the best way to improve
grading of devices based on access time.
your track record.
That means high quality components and
Micro Component
reliable circuit performance.
Technology, Inc., P.O.
For all other components, the 3616E's
Box 43013, St. Paul, MN
large input storage capacity and 16 output reservoirs
55164, (612) 482-5170.
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Wire for
Wire-wrapping

Cut to length and
pre-stripped on both ends
AWG 30 10.25MMI KYNAR WIRE
INSULATION DIAMETER 0195 INCH
10 50MM)
STRIP OFF LENGTH BOTH ENDS IINCH
I25MMI
500 WIRES PER PACKAGE
LENGTH
T INCH

15
2
25
3
35

BLUE
PART NO

WHITE
PART NO.

YELLOW
PART NO.

RED
PART NO

BLACK
PART NO.

30W-010 30Y-010

30BLK-010

30W-015 30Y-015

7-R-015, 30BLK-015

30W-020 30Y-020 .17R-02C 30BLK-020
30W-025 30Y-025 30R-02: 30BLK-025
30W-030 30Y-030 30R-030 30BLK-030
30W-035 30Y-035
30BLK-035

4

30W-040 30Y-040

4.5

30W-045 30Y-045

—

5

30W-050 30Y-050

—

6

30W-060 30Y-060

—

7

30W-070 30Y-070 33R-07 30BLK-070

8

30W-080 30Y-080 30R-08r 30BLK-080

9
10

100
ti roll
500
ti roll

Ism

h ron

308 1K-040
R-045 30BLK-045
R-050 30BLK-050
R-06r 30BLK-060

30W-090 30Y-090 30R-090 30BLK-090
10R-100 30BLK-100

30W-100 30Y-100

Rolls of Wire
R3OW-0100 R30Y-0100

93081K-0100

R3OW-0500 R30Y-0500

R3OBLK-0500

F130W- 1000

R3081.1(-ICKI0

R300 I0011

Also available in AWG28, 26 and 24.
OK Machine & Tool Corporation
3455 Conner St., Bronx,N.Y. 10475
(212) 994-6600

France's initiatives, the Conservatives' early hands-off industrial policy is looking decidedly threadbare.
Now, by riding the crest of atechnological wave, it hopes to propel British industry to the fore in satellite
and fiber-optic technology at no cost
to the taxpayer.
Britain's antiquated cable networks are due for a face-lift. This
new initiative would allow UK operators to move directly to the latest
broadband switched—cable-Tv technology on the line of Japan's Hi-Ovis
or France's Biarritz schemes. The
British Rediffusion Group already
has such a system in operation
experimentally and is likely to play a
lead role in setting standards.
In concept, 350-megahertz wideband fiber-optic systems would feed
street-mounted head-end switching
units, each serving 50 to 100 houses.
Individual subscribers would be able
to select from 30 or more channels.
Up to five independent channels
could be piped into each subscriber's
home over conventional 35-m Hz
coaxial cable. Fiber-optic links could
eventually be used as the price
becomes right, says Rediffusion.
Nonetheless, the road to a single
British standard may not be all that
smooth. Significantly, the report
warns that the technical standards of
the network should not pay too much
attention to any eventual integration
with the national telecommunications network. British Telecom, it
says, could certainly have a role to
play, linking regional cable-Tv networks and as acable-Tv operator in
its own right. However, it should not
be dominant in the role of setting
standards; otherwise there is arisk of
"over-engineering" and aconsequent
reduction in commercial incentive.
There is also a case for sharing
underground ducts with British Telecom and even providing shared
fiber-optic cable runs. In fact, one
plan under consideration by Britain's
Department of Industry calls for a
start on modernizing Britain's local
telecommunications network, but
that pump-priming exercise would
probably require taxpayer money
and might not be viewed kindly by
Prime Minister Thatcher.
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Plexiglas door provides protecbOn
and visibilify,
Cabin s-fructure ir dependent
ofremovade sidepanels.

Combinations cf straight.- linesend
returns in desk and isliboardherafrrts.

ri frame
chile appe

Pede5fal area — optional shelves or p
for ora.7e or mounting electronics.

rd ETA

rack motilting or general slorage.

Optima puts as much thought into
how your system looks as you do how it works
Introducing astyle-and color-coordinated product family.
You spend alot of time working on a good and they can stand up to the job, ical treatments, phosphate coated to
inhibit corrosion, and abaked acrylic
new electronics system. But once you too. Frames are welded and handfinish
applied that's tough and durafinished
for
a
quality
appearance
and
put it in aconglomeration of enclofit. Our cabinets will hold up to 1,000 ble. Choose from any of 12 standard
sures, it looks as if you didn't really
pounds of equipment without a
colors, ranging from burnt orange to
care. It does make adifference. To
whimper. When necessary, panels are sky blue.
you. And to the people you need to
Optima enclosures are solid, sleek
perforated or vented and blowers are
impress.
and systemized. Your ideas will have
installed to dissipate heat. All metal
That's why Optima puts so much
time into building enclosures for elec- parts are processed in aseries of chem- amore professional appearance.
Because we do. Call or write and we'll
tronics systems that let your ideas look
give you the details.
as good as they are.
And now, Optima offers desks and
vertical cabinets color- and style- coordinated. So if there are desks, cabinets
and cases in your system, it looks like
asystem.
OPTIMA Division

Scientific
Atlanta

Pretty tough, too.

Optima desks and enclosures look

2166 Mountain

Industrial Blvd.
Tucker, Georgia 30064

Georgia (404) 939-6340, California (213) 949-957/, New Jersey (201) 361-31W. In Canada, Optima Ontario (416)677-6555.
In Europe, Optima U.K. 0875-610747
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Cutting
the high
cost of
microsystem
service

Fluke takes the
out of trouble
'Our biggest headache
with micro-systems was
fault isolation. We tried
every test instrument
available. Nothing did the
job until Fluke introduced
their new Troubleshooters."

"l spent more than six
months building fixtures
and writing programs for
our last micro-system
tester. Even then it wasn't
up and running right.
That's frustrating ...and
expensive!"
"People think you have to
be asoftware wizard and
an engineer to service
micro-systems...and
with other test equipment,
you do."
The 9010A is fast,
versatile and easy to use.
And we won't have to
. trade it in on anew
model next year."

-ea

Zeeti
s

-

e,e

trouble
shooting
At Fluke, we spent over two years talking to
frustrated manufacturing and field service people
around the world about this critical problem, and
designed the 9000 Series Micro-System Troubleshooters in direct response to their concerns.
The 9010A, the first in the series, is available
today at astarting system price of only $4490 U.S.

The real value, however, lies in what the 9010A
doesn't cost. It frees you from front-end programming, software documentation, signature records
and tedious wiring hookups. The 9010A represents awhole new class of service instruments.
It lets you start testing today.

Fluke's solution is simple. The 9010A has the most
practical interface you'll find: aself-contained pod
for each microprocessor type. Just plug into the
socket of aknown good board, press the
LEARN key and arevolutionary algorithm
goes to work.

The 9010A automatically locates and identifies the
RAM, ROM, and read/writable I/0 on the bus of the
unit under test and stores their characteristics in
memory. No need for current software listings;
this feature alone can literally save you months of
front-end programming time. Operators without
extensive training in digital logic can use the
9010A with confidence...and without delay.

Not with the 9010A. Automated tests for the entire
kernel (RAM, ROM, I/O, power supply and clock)
can be run with the push of abutton. Also
provided: automatic patterns to stimulate
components like readouts, print heads, relays,
interfaces and CRT's; aunique "loop-on-failure"
control for isolating intermittent faults; and a

"smart - probe that can be synchronized to
timing. These features give you asolid head start
in developing special programs for off-the-bus
testing as well. And the 9010A is fully interactive,
so these programs can be generated and
debugged directly on-line.

That's right. The 9010A is one of three Troubleshooters Fluke will introduce between now and
January 1982. All of them will be fully compatible
with 8-, 16-. and 32-bit VP's, All µP-dependent
functions are located in the interface pods.
Currently available pods include the 8080, 8085,
Z80, 6502, 6800 and 9900.

For details. and aschedule of future pod support,
use the coupon below or call our toll-free hotline:
1-800-426-0361

e

e

FLUKE

Fast Response Coupon

7.
7.

1210-4/9000

IN EUROPE

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
John Fluke Mfg Co Inc
P0 Box C9090. M S250C
Everett WA 98206
(206) 356-5400 Tlx 152662

Fluke (Holland) BV
PO Box 5053.5004 EB
Tilburg. The Netherlands
(013)673 973 Tlx 52237

Please send me 9030 Seres Informaton
Id like ademonstration Please contact me

We use the following microprocessor types in our products
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Address
Clty
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John Fluke

Mfg Co Inc
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Companies

At Motorola, balance bucks recession
Semiconductor sales last year rose 8% despite U. S. decline of 6%;
company and industry watchers credit product mix

by Larry Waller, Los Angeles bureau

The first estimates now trickling in
of its U. S. high-technology rivals.
that show a 1% drop in 1981 world
As might be expected, Motorola is
semiconductor shipments contain
coming under intense scrutiny from
few surprises for industry executives competitors and financial analysts
and canny observers. For example,
alike who are eager to dig out any
they have recognized that hardsecrets of success. But the cause
charging Japanese firms with their
turns out to be so obvious that it only
mos parts were gaining fast on U. S.
becomes apparent during a recesrivals. Indeed, the Japanese racked sion, when the fast-moving glamour
up an estimated 25% rise, while components often hit turbulent air
U. S. sales fell 6%, according to a pockets of softer demand and price
preliminary report from Dataquest
cutting. "Their strength is in a balInc., the Cupertino, Calif., marketanced product mix that does not
research firm [Electronics, March 24,
expose them too much in any one
p. 33].
segment," points out research vice
Causing something of an industry
president James Barlage of New
stir, however, is the performance of York's Smith Barney, Harris UpMotorola Inc.'s Semiconductor
ham & Co. Other Wall Street
Group, which grew 8% in the teeth
sources concur.
of both arecession and the Japanese
Not surprisingly, so does Charles
onslaught. Moreover, there is a Thompson, Motorola vice president
marked contrast with the company's and director of world marketing,
performance in the last recession.
who credits his firm's "broad prod"Of all the major companies, they
ucts portfolio." Furthermore, the
did the worst in 1974-75. This time veteran executive says this balance is
they did the best," comments James
more than just defensive. Many
Magid, technology analyst for the
products introduced over the past
Wall Street firm
L. F. Rothschild
Unterberg, Towbin.
In that recession,
the Motorola semiconductor operations went deeply
into the red for six
quarters, to the
tune of an estimated $60 million
or so loss. For 1981,
it reported $1.28
billion in sales and
Leaders. Gary Tooker,
$131 million in
above, is general manager
profits. The profits
of Motorola's Semiconducmay be down from
tor Group. Al Stein, left,
1980's $187 million
shares credit for pulling it
but still lead those
out of its 1970s nosedive.
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several years target growth niches
that competitors overlook, he says.
The staid discrete components
business is agood example, noted by
all observers, which Motorola expanded with investment in product
improvements, although rivals Texas
Instruments Inc. and National Semiconductor Corp. played it down.
Even in last year's sluggish market,
the Phoenix-based semiconductor
group pushed sales up to some $465
million from $430 million. Thompson observes, "Our competitors are
backing away from discretes," and
his firm is happy to fill the void. In
profitability, business in discretes
holds up nicely, "since they're not
impacted by price cutting like MOs,"
notes Smith Barney's Barlage.
Sticking to it. The strategy of selling discretes in ever bigger volumes
as "glue" chips that support new
microprocessor applications plays a
key role, too, and Thompson says
that since 1980 several such projects
"grew from zero to several million
units." One of them controls underthe-hood works of automobiles with
a custom 6800-family microprocessor package, including discretes, for
which Motorola gets more than $40.
Another stellar performer is the
Bipolar lc division, where a stream
of integrated-circuit introductions
inflated sales to some $390 million.
Although Motorola does not itself
split out division results, Wall Street
sources put pretax profit margins at
about 10%. Henri Jarrat, vice president and division general manager,
counts 229 new products in 1981,
with 118 custom arrays, and an
increase this year of 468, including
300 custom arrays. One example of
a leading-edge product is the way
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and pitoti is tit PitX and it msat min terminal ilnIlte,

One chip does it!
In Touch-Tone applications.
The SSI 201 is the industry's
choice.
The SSI 201 DTMF Receiver has
become the industry standard onechip solution for Touch-Tone
detection—used in everything from
simple key systems to complex
PBX's. It is especially useful in
transaction terminal applications,
like phone banking, or wherever
phones or Touch-Tone pads are
used as computer peripherals.

and you're operational. To ensure
reliability, we provide the SSI 201
in ahermetic package with 100%
burn-in screening. It also comes to
you field-proven with athree-year
production history behind it.

Find out more. Let us quote
price and delivery.
For SSI 201 product or application
information, use the reader service
number, the adjacent coupon, or
your phone. If this is the chip
you've been looking for, let us
SSi puts it all on one chip.
The efficient design of the SSI 201— quote price and delivery. If it isn't,
let us build the custom chip that
with its completely integrated
you
need.
switched capacitor filters and combined analog and digital functions—
eliminates the need for bandsplit
filtering. You just hook it up to a
klbuch Tone is aregistered trademark of AT&T.
crystal and two bypass capacitors,

-7
0 Please call ale.
0 Please send me the latest product
and application information on
your SSI 201.
0 Please send me acopy of your
"Custom Integrated Circuits"
brochure.
If you're in ahurry, call Marketing:
(714) 731-7110, Ext. 130.
Name
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

Silicon Systems incorporated
L14351 myford Road. Tustin CA 926801

%i Silicon Systems
incorporated
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More
Circuits!!
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tale*
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344 pp., illus.
Some 268 proved-in-action circuits presented in Electronics' renowned "Designer's Casebook"
section from late-1977 to mid1980 are gathered here for the first
time in asingle, easy-access
resource.
Intended to meet the highest
standards of performance,
cost reduction, and reliability,
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
NOTEBOOK presents stimulating
approaches that speed innovative,
creative designs.
Conveniently arranged by
39 vital functions.
You'll find the most needed,
most reliable information on avast
range of design problems.
New ideas and approaches
keep you up to date fast.
Hundreds of complete schematics, block diagrams. waveforms, and other illustrations help
provide immediate understanding
of the latest breakthroughs and
advances.
Why take the chance of being
less than on top of the newest circuitry developments! Before you
tackle your next project, order this
essential resource today!
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York. NY 10020
Tel. (212) 997-2996

el) II

Please send me
copies of ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS NOTEBOOK '« $17.95

Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
McGraw-Hill pays regular shipping and handling on pre-paid orders. Ten-day money-back
guarantee on all books.
ELT
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the bipolar Mosaic (Motorola oxide
self-aligned implanted circuit) process is being put to work building
faster, denser memories, says Jarrat.
Only in mos products did Motorola trip up, with sales slipping to
$390 million from $450 million,
according to Dataquest. It likely lost
money in mos memories, along with
most other firms, but not as much
because, as Thompson points out,
"less than 5% of our sales came from
these." Not being a factor in 16-K
random-access-memory
parts
worked in Motorola's favor since
"this is where the price-cutting
bloodbath took place."
Planned growth. Even competitors
admit that Motorola's heavyweight
market stance grew not haphazardly,
but by plan from forceful management decisions. Interestingly, the
two prime movers are gone: John R.
Welty, who as general manager
guided the Semiconductor Group
out of the dark days of 1974-75
[Electronics, Nov. 13, 1975, p. 96],
and Alfred J. Stein, lured from TI in
1976 to rationalize product lines
and, most critically, to straighten out
process troubles. Welty was promoted to Motorola's corporate suite
last year, and Stein is now at VLSI
Technology Inc. after ashort stint as
president of distributor Arrow Electronics Inc. He resigned in mid-1981
over differences with Motorola corporate officers.
The combination of Welty's deft
handling of business matters and
Stein's hard-driving, shirt-sleeve approach that refurbished IC operations from top to bottom are together credited with giving Motorola its
present muscle. The successor to
Welty is youthful Gary Tooker, 42,
who has kept alow profile since taking over last summer. He previously
ran Motorola's international operations and before that, discretes.
Tooker, however, still must be
regarded as aquestion mark. He has
relatively little top-management
background in ICs and so far has not
shared his views in any depth with
either financial analysts or industry
media. His close-mouthed approach
worries some on Wall Street.
"Whatever his professional capabili-

ties are, he remains acipher to us,"
remarks L. F. Rothschilds' Magid.
Others suspect Tooker is being held
in tight rein by corporate management, which does not want to risk
hard-won semiconductor gains with
bold moves that might backfire.
Smith Barney's Barlage, bullish on
Motorola, disagrees, saying he sees
Tooker "having a firm handle on
direction."
Going easy. If Tooker becomes
more comfortable in his post, and
hence more available, he likely will
dispel many doubts. But one influential analyst cautions that he sees
signs the newcomer is becoming
more conservative than his predecessors. "This may limit up-side potential," notes Michael Krasko, vice
president for technology research at
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, New York. In fact, Krasko
thinks disturbing signs already could
be surfacing with Motorola's 64-K.
RAM: the 300,000 monthly production rate cannot fill orders. Steppedup rates are still seven months out,
he says, "and if an upturn occurs in
the meantime, it could lose critical
market share." Motorola's Thompson confirms "we're selling all the
64-Ks we're building," but declines
to speculate on future rates.
A key factor for the future centers
on how Motorola's 16-bit 68000
microprocessor family is doing
against Intel Corp.'s established
8086 in penetrating new systems.
Opinions vary, but Krasko thinks
"Motorola is winning the 16-bit battle handily." Others put the present
design-in market share as split
almost evenly, and even analyst
Magid, a strong Intel proponent,
gives the nod to the 68000 for highend, most-sophisticated applications.
In the fickle semiconductor business, with its roller-coaster dips and
ascents, many are loath to go out on
a near-term limb, but the consensus
is that Motorola has a bright outlook. Says Barlage, "Everything
already is in place" for a continued
surge. He and others single out operating managers Jarrat and Murray
Goldman, who runs mos operations,
as "unsung heroes who deserve recognition." Coming in for praise, too,
is William J. Howard, vice president
of technology and strategic planning,
whose influence is growing.
D
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Fact:
The best 96 TPI 51
4 "floppy
/
is now better than ever.
changes, immediately
getting a100% increase in
capacity for less than 30%
more cost. And it's easy
to do with our new 1115
floppy which has industry
standard mounting holes
and bezel.

Our Second
Generation Floppy
It's arecognized fact that
Micropolis is the
undisputed leader when
it comes to 96 Track-PerInch 51/
4"floppy disk
drives. We've delivered
over 300,000 — more
than all the others
combined. And our
drives are used by most
media manufacturers as
reference standards.

Also, you save valuable
space. 1Mbyte in our 51/
4"
floppy compared to
0.5Mbyte or less in 48
TPI drives.

We designed our drives
for double track density
from the beginning, using
amultiple step, silent
stainless-steel leadscrew
for highest positioning
accuracy, atemperature
compensated loop, and a
superior diskette clamping
mechanism.

Left: Model 1115 with industry standard mounting
holes and bezel. Right: Inner chassis, model 1105,
available separately for integration into OEM systems.

Another plus—our drive is microprocessor controlled, so there are
no electrical adjustments, time
drifts or pot settings, and field
replacement of the PC board is a
snap.
All this means longer life, greater
environmental tolerances, higher
reliability, faster throughput, less
service, and easier upgrading,
adding up to one conclusion:
With Micropolis you can step up
to 96 TPI with confidence.

A Chassis Within a Chassis Plus
Industry Standard Mounting
Holes and Bezel
Our new 1115, second generation
0.5 (single head) and 1Mbyte
(double head) floppies have a
unique "chassis within achassis"
for unparalleled electrical
shielding and reduced mounting
stress. We've added ajewel
follower to our positioning
leadscrew for less friction and
wear, and have reduced track-totrack access time to asolid 6 ms.
The motor tach is no longer
necessary since speed control is
taken directly from the spindle
pulley. This eliminates the need
for an electrical adjustment as
well as variations over time from
belt and pulley wear.

So step up to Micropolis,
get more capacity for the
dollar in the same space,
with minimal investment
in engineering.

Twice the Capacity at Less
Than 30% More Cost
You can step up from 48 TPI to

asolidly engineered Micropolis
96 TPI drive with no packaging
or chassis modifications, and
minimal hardware and software

Soon We'll be Shipping
2,000 Double Track
Density Drives Daily
Another reason why you can step
up to 96 TPI with confidence is
Micropolis' ability to deliver field
proven double track density 51/
4"
floppies in very large quantities.
Our new 60,000 square foot plant
is dedicated exclusively to the
production of these drives. We
are well on our way to delivering
2,000 each day.
Proven Performance, Lowest
Cost per Byte, Multiple Sources
Multiple competitors are geared
up to supply a market demand
that will more than triple during
1982. You can compare before
choosing, and once you do, we're
sure you'll choose Micropolis to
upgrade to 96 or 100 TPI and
improve your system performance
and customer appeal.

MICROPCILIS1

Growth positions available
for talented people.

21123 Nordhoff Street •Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 709-3300 /TELEX 651486
"See us at NCC Booth 4549 South Hall" '
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That's no idle boast. And there's one word
that tells why. Versatility. It's the key to our
unmatched success in manufacturing ROMs.
And essential to your needs.

The Best In ROMs
From Synertek.

That's because —even
before you call on
When Time Tells All. For small volume and
Synertek —we've already begun the manufacprototype requirements when time is all
turing process. So that when you do call, we've
important, Synertek's Quick Turn Option is
got wafers at advanced stages in the manuyour answer. Within amatter of weeks, you
facturing flow thanks to our constantly maincan hove Synertek ROMs at work for you.
tained strategic inventory of partially completed
generic wafers. DeterOrganiAccess Operating
Standby
No.
Com potmined by your exact
zation
Time
Current
Current
of
ible
needs, we can start
(Max)
(Max)
(Max)
Pins
EPROM
manufacturing
your
SY23168
2048x8
450ns
98mA
24
2716
ROMs at either the
SY2316B-2
2048x8
200ns
98mA
24
2716
SY23168-3
2048x8
30Ons
98mA
24
2716
implant, contact or
metal-mask programSY2332
4096x8
450ns
100mA
24
TMS2532
SY2332-3
4096x8
30Ons
100mA
24
TMS2532
ming stages

To give you that versatility, we offer Iwo basic
options: our Low Cost Option and our Quick
Turn Option.
When Cost Is Key. For high volume needs,
our Low Cost Option is your answer. By taking advantage of normal lead time requirements, this economical option starts at
the very beginning and utilizes the diffusion
programming technique common to the
entire line of Synertek ROMs. And, because
we start at the beginning, we can take advantage of all cost saving opportunities available
along the way.

•
•

SY2333
SY233.13

4096x8
4096x8

45Ons
300n$

100mA
100mA

24
24

2732
2732

SY2364 •
SY2364-2
SY2364-3
SY2364A
SY2364A-2
SY2364A-3

8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8

450ns
200ns
300ns
450ns
200ns
3COns

1CK)mA
1CK)mA
10()mA
100mA
100mA
100mA

12mA
12mA
12mA

24
24
24
24
24
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TMS2564
TMS2564
TMS2564
TMS2564
TMS2564
TMS2564

SY2365
SY2365-2
SY2365-3
SY2365A
SY2365A 2
SY2365A-3

8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8

450ns
200ns
30Ons
450ns
200ns
30Ons

1CK)mA
100mA
100mA
100mA
10()mA
100mA

12mA
12mA
12mA

28
28
28
28
28
28

2764
2764
2764
2764
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SY23128
SY23256

16384x8
32768x8
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Total ROM Capability. For today's 16K to
64K needs —and tomorrows 128K to 256K
needs —we offer all standard pinouts so
that you can make the move from lower to
higher densities as your needs dictate. With
minimal layout changes. And all our ROM pinouts meet JEDEC approved standards. NatWe've been producing ROMs since 1973.
urally, our ROMs are EPROM compatible to
Because we treat ROMs as asemi-custom
product, we've earned asolid reputation as a allow you asmooth transition from EPROM
prototyping to volume ROM production. With
reliable supplier. It's no accident. We've
no board relayout needed. And no timing
dedicated aspecial group to ROM production. Engineers. Planners. Production Control changes.
Specialists. Customer Service Representatives
When you need ROMs, go with the best. And
From order entry to product shipment, our
fully computerized tracking system monitors with the versatile company that's the last
word in ROMs. Synertek. For additional
the status of your ROM. So that you get a
information on Synertek's complete capabiliquality product Within your budget
ties in ROMs, contact your local Synertek
And on time.
representative. Or call Memory Product Marketing direct at (408) 988-5611 For your
own personal copy of our Total ROM Capability poster, write us on your company
letterhead.

m read for the be

We Don't Miss ABeat. ROM manufacturing
is an on -going sequence of critically timed
events. We see to it that they happen on
schedule. It's another key to our success in
ROMs And we didn't develop it overnight.
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( )My need is immediate Contact me at the phone number below

I'm read for the best.
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ASubsidiary of Honeywell
3001 Stender Way, PO. Box 552
Santa Clara, California 95052
(408) 988-5600
WO( 910-338-0135

( )Send me your Total ROM Capability brochur
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THE GATE ARRAY SUPERMARKET.
CHOICE DESIGN
APPLICATIONS
Telecommunications
Military
Consumer
Automotive
Industrial
Data Processing

DAIRY
Butter up your Boss
Cream the competition
Milk the costs out
Spread CMOS
throughout your products

Pad counts to 68 max
Dedicated Flip Flops
Analog Functions
Predesigned Logic Functions
This month the Gate Array Supermarket is featuring CMOS. Rarely put
on sale due to excessive demand, this
meat and potatoes technology should
be in every shoppers basket.
Microwatt power consumption,
10MHz performance, and a consistent, reliable, well established process
has won CMOS the Good Design.
keeping Seal of Approval.
We are stocking the shelves with
new, economical MCF 600 gate and
MCG 800 gate arrays. We will not be
outsold!

CANNED GOODS
Dual in Line
Chip Carriers

Flat Packs
Waffle Packs

PRODUCE
CAD
8weeks to Prototypes
Volume Production 12 wks ARO
No order too large to fill

00° 00FFirgdfos: 200
COUPON VAt iD ONLY AT elTERDESIGN

SHOP AND SAVE TODAY!

BUY ONE
GET ONE

CMOS DESIGN MANUAL
ILOVE CMOS BUTTON

z$25.

FREE!

CALL 408-734-8666
OAT 0,* COLPON PER PURCHASE
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Take advantage of this unusual
offer. Our shelves are fully stocked
and our deliverymen are experts. They
will have your applications and design
assistance ready for you when you
call.

Call in Your Order Today!
Refer to this ad and get $10 off the
regular $25 price of a CMOS Design
Manual. With each CMOS Design
Manual you order you'll get a Free
"I Love CMOS" button. Wear it with
pride! To order call or write:
Interdesign, Inc.
1255 Reamwood Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734-8666

Technical articles

Automation promises to lighten
the field-service load
Among the aids for increasingly complex troubleshooting are
remote diagnosis, smarter service tools, and self-testing chips
by Richard W. Comerford,
D Help is on the way for the overburdened service
technician. New service strategies, self-testing systems,
and new kinds of automated testing tools are beginning
to lighten the ever-increasing load placed on fieldmaintenance organizations.
Much of the burden may be traced to the spread of
complex electronic systems into many new applications.
The number of machines to be serviced has outstripped
the supply of technicians; worse, the manpower pool has
been dwindling. What's more, the systems are becoming
so complex that tracing faults takes much longer.
Many service organizations are striving to increase the
efficiency of their operations through such tactics as
better management of board float. However, such remedies are not enough to stem the tide of work that
threatens to engulf the service technician.
Therefore equipment manufacturers are designing
their products to incorporate self-testing features and to
facilitate remote diagnosis of malfunctions in field
equipment. Further, instrumentation companies are
introducing powerful new gear that automates many
troubleshooting tasks. The bottom line, as always, is
measured in dollars and cents, and the demand in field
maintenance is to control the mushrooming costs of
servicing customer equipment.
The cost of keeping up
One change in service in the past few years is the rise
of board swapping as the predominant means of field
support, according to Doak Hefner, systems division
manager of technical support for Triumph-Adler's subsidiary, Pertec Computer Corp. in Irvine, Calif. "The
increased demand by customers to keep the system up
has resulted in this philosophical change in the past four
years," he says. Although this approach does result in
faster service, he points out, "it's very expensive, in terms
of spares inventory."
The ascendancy of board swapping over on-site repair
is due to the changing nature of the electronics business
itself. The electronics industries once dealt primarily
with technical specialists who understood and made
allowances for repair of complex systems, but today's
typical user is more likely to be abusinessman who sees
dollars flying out the window for every second of down-
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time for his system—whether it be amainframe computer or an electronic cash register. Thus, his primary
concern is to get the system working; the cause of the
failure can be found later.
Gains in repair speed, however, have come at the
expense of rising parts cost. "Whereas aservice person
would once carry a couple of dollars worth of components on site, he now has to have acouple of thousand
dollars worth of boards," remarks senior engineer James
Bussert of ManTech Inc., San Diego, Calif. Moreover,
supplying those boards to the technician is just one link
of acycle referred to as the board float.
The board float, or spare-board supply cycle, is typically afour-part process (Fig. la) that begins when the
technician swaps boards in a system. The boards he
removes must be shipped to arepair facility, where they
are next tested. When the cause of the failure is found,
the boards move to a repair area and are fixed. Once
repaired, the circle is closed by placing the boards back
into the field-support stock, from which the technicians
draw when they make aservice call.
The estimated worldwide cost of inventory in this loop
is about $9 billion, according to J. Thomas Zender, until
recently with GenRad Inc.'s Service Products division in
Phoenix, Ariz. In many companies, the field-spares
inventory represents 5% of their total assets. The investment, coupled with the increased cost of service calls and
personnel, adds up to atotal annual cost for field support
of more than 15% of a product's price tag. For what a
customer pays to support asystem for six years, he could
buy an extra one.
Decentralizing the float

To reduce board float, companies with large installed
systems bases, such as Digital Equipment Corp., International Business Machines Corp., Xerox Corp., Sperry
Univac, and General Electric Co., have added regional
sites at which test and repair work can be done. This
strategy (Fig. 1
b) helps reduce board float in two ways.
First, it puts good boards back in stock more quickly.
Since board swapping consists of replacing boards successively in, say, the arithmetic and logic unit of alarge
computer until the problem is solved, often several of the
boards removed are actually good. However, a failure
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can be due to the interaction between two or more
boards, so those removed prior to the failure's disappearance must all be checked. Then, too, the failure can be
duc to connector contamination, which often is fixed by
just removing the "bad" board.
No matter what the cause, Zender estimates that as
many as 25% to 30% of the boards returned are actuall
good. Thus, the sooner boards can be returned to inventory, the fewer boards in the float.
The second way in which decentralization reduces the
float is simply by getting repairs made faster. Rather
than sending all support boards back to the factory,
where they often must compete with new-product boards
for test time, companies are letting service centers tackle
many units of medium logical complexity with automated testers, signature analyzers, and processor-socket
testers. Thus these boards return to stock sooner, and the
factory need tackle only the high-technology units
requiring more sophisticated test systems.
International help
The decentralization of test and repair facilities has
been particularly helpful for companies that sell in the
international markets. Pertec's Hefner points out that in
many aforeign country, the repaired boards returned to
that country must be the same ones that leave, or the
item will be taxed as a new unit. Thus Pertec has a
European central repair depot that treats boards on a
country-by-country basis.
Since many small companies cannot afford the cost of
supporting multiple repair facilities throughout the
world, they have turned to the third-party service organizations to provide the support needed [Electronics, May
5, 1981, p. 108]. Generally, the original-equipment manufacturer and the service organization negotiate afee for
the support, based on whether the manufacturer will
supply training, documentation, and spares and on a
mutual estimate of the mean time between failures and
the mean time to repair. Obviously, the OEM can greatly

benefit from such an arrangement, if its product is
designed for reliability, testability, and repairability. If
the service company is efficient, the product will be well
supported at a minimal cost to the manufacturer and
thus at a minimum increment in the cost of the end
product. In this way, smaller companies can compete
head on with larger ones.
'Man in the van'
Although scattering many service locations around the
world can help reduce the number of boards in the float,
there is still the problem of reducing the personnel
requirements of the service industry. There is almost
universal agreement that the shortage of trained service
personnel is at least as severe, if not more so, as in the
electrical engineering profession. Many factors contribute to this shortage, most prominently the cessation of
the supply of technicians trained by the U. S. military
services.
Moreover, competition for existing technicians is high,
with as much as 30% of the service force changing
positions every year. Richard Turner, general manager
of GE's instrument and communications service department in Schenectady, N. Y., says that about 15% of his
force leaves each year.
"Often, they move to other organizations within the
company, into production or supervision," he points out.
Thus trained personnel do not always stay within the
field-service area, and the industry cannibalizes itself.
GE's way of trying to cope with the service crunch has
been to start aschool for technicians in which it trains its
own personnel, as well as those from other service organizations. It also optimizes the use of existing personnel
by keeping adata base of its technicians' various skills to
match the repair man with each service problem.
Even using these techniques, the shortage will continue to worsen for some time, Turner and others believe
(see "A really good technician is hard to find," opposite
page). Further, the cost of aservice call will be less and
less bearable as it rises while system costs continue to
drop. "It just doesn't make sense to spend $100 to send a
man out to service a$500 terminal," Turner states flatly.
Consequently the industry is searching for alternatives to
the service visit.
For most high-end computer systems, manufacturers
are building in special support-processor systems to monitor and isolate faults. This trend, begun by IBM with the
introduction of its 4331 processor and Sperry Univac
with its system 80, has also been upheld by Control

1. Away from

home.

Returning

failed

boards to the factory or central repair facility
(a) most often creates a bottleneck that
slows down repair —and the slower the flow,
the more boards needed. Decentralizing the
(b)

repair (b) means that boards get back into
supply sooner and thus fewer are needed.
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A really good technician is hard to find
The most common plaint heard in the electronics service
industry is that it is getting harder and harder to recruit
people with a high enough skill level to doctor modern
malfunctions. The traditional source of such service technicians, the U. S. armed forces, dried up with the end of
the draft, and even the military is having its difficulties
finding people to service its electronic systems.
Training such individuals within a company does not
seem to be a successful technique. According to one
source in the industry, "we just manage to get aguy to the
point where he's really useful to us, when somebody steals
him." The company that invests in the training usually
requires about two years' work from a technician in order
to break even.
Although some independent two-year technical schools
are graduating individuals with enough knowledge to be
useful, such new employees require additional specialized
training, which, in turn makes them more attractive to
other companies. Moreover, the changing face of electronics servicing is making demands that most new technicians, whether tech school grads or not, are unprepared
to meet, say many firms. For one, they say, the technician
has to now have better interpersonal skills. With electronic
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BUS CONTROL

BUS CONTROL

BUS CONTROL
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gear going to nontechnical, less sympathetic users, the
serviceman must try and soothe a customer who has no
feel for the nature of the equipment.
The technician may also have to become an educator,
say, explaining to a customer why it is not such a good
idea to use the Winchester drive as a coffee table. Also,
because the technician is closest to the customer, the
company often looks to him or her for details on how its
product is really being used and what sort of features the
customer would like in the next generation.
Companies that seem to be enjoying the best reputations in service seem to be doing so because they employ
a well-paid, well-educated individual in that post. HewlettPackard Co.'s service force, for example, is made up of
individuals with engineering degrees who have the same
opportunities for advancement in the company as do most
other engineers. However, such a service force seems to
be aluxury that few companies can afford.
Thus, most companies are planning a threefold attack
on service. They will boost product reliability to diminish
the need for service, provide technicians with better tools
to increase their efficiency, and establish more open relationships with customers to keep information flowing.
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In large systems, such as the Tandem Nonstop Il, that must stay on line constantly, designers are not only building in

on-line diagnosis systems, such as the operation and support processor, but also means for remote diagnosis of software through a modem.
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3. Modem

addendi. Systems without special

diagnostic tools

already built in can still be remotely diagnosed with the above
configuration. Although such systems require more hardware, the
tradeoff is that they save aservice expert's costly time.

Data Corp., Minneapolis, Minn., with its Cyber 205 and
most recently by Tandem in its NonStop II and Stratus
in its system 32.
Tandem Computers Inc. of Cupertino, Calif., employs
an architecture (Fig. 2) in which multiple parallel processors eliminate the possibility of catastrophic failure
due to errors in a single central processing unit. In
addition, associated with each of these major processor
modules is aseparate microprocessor, called the diagnostic data transceiver, or DDT, which monitors the status of
the main communications bus, input/output channel
processor, memory, the CPU, and the module's internal
data paths.
The information gleaned by the DDT is communicated
to the operations and service processor (osP), housed in
an operator's console supplied with the system. In addition to providing an operations interface with the system,
the OSP allows hardware and software problems to be
diagnosed on site or remotely.
For example, it can tell the DDT to put a module's
main processor into asingle-step mode and then monitor
the contents of that CPU's registers before and after it
executes a specific instruction. Remote diagnosis is
accomplished by means of a modem built into the OSP,
which communicates with adistant terminal or another
OSP. This setup allows Tandem service personnel to
diagnose and, in software cases particularly, even correct
problems. To prevent unauthorized access, the modem is
designed so that the system's user must initiate connection to the remote-diagnosis system.
Recently, Stratus Computers Inc. of Natick, Mass.,
has taken the "built-in technician" philosophy even further. Self-diagnosis and checking is built into each board
of the system 32; when aboard powers up, it executes an
extensive set of diagnostic routines. If it fails any routine, ared light on the board goes on.
When ahardware error occurs, either at power up or
during operation, the board sends asignal to inform the
operating system of its status. A hardware-maintenance
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program then checks the board and records any component or circuitry failure in a system log. It tells the
operating system that the board is unusable and signals
the operator through alight on the console to replace the
bad board at his convenience. If the fault is transitory in
nature, it is logged, but the maintenance program turns
off the light and releases the board for further use and
collects more data.
Periodically, the maintenance program checks the
comparator circuits on the board, which are used to
sense faults. This check is done once a day automatically, but can be done more often at the user's request.
The program can also be called up over the system's
remote-maintenance communications line, and software
can also be serviced remotely. The operating system
contains tools for debugging; but if these aids are not
enough, faulty software can be partially or completely
transferred to the service office, which has more powerful program-maintenance tools.
Capitalizing upon built-in facilities in each machine
will undoubtedly be the means by which mainframe and
larger minicomputer systems will be serviced remotely.
At a recent conference, Pauline Nist, 11/780 engineering manager of DEC's Tewksbury, Mass., engineering
center, Thomas A. Phillips, director of systems maintainability for Sperry Univac, in Blue Bell, Pa., and John
W. Marvill, staff programmer of IBM's signal processor
project office Research Triangle Park, N. C., all agreed
that remote service would be an important part of their
forthcoming strategies.
Retrofitting automated service
However, the existing base of sophisticated systems
must also be serviced, and those systems were designed
and sold before remote diagnosis was aserious consideration. Certainly, users will not want to abandon them
simply to obtain remote capability.
Nor do they have to. Remote diagnostic capability can
be added to existing systems through the use of tandem
logic analyzers hooked together with modems. Gould
Inc.'s Instrument Division Biomation operation, Santa
Clara, Calif., has already performed demonstrations of
such systems, which it refers to as Relags: remote logicanalysis General-Purpose Interface-Bus system.
The most sophisticated Relags hardware is configured
as shown in Fig. 3. Using both GPIB and RS-232-C links,
this setup allows atroubleshooting expert to manipulate
aremote logic analyzer as if he were actually on site.
After the logic-analyzer probes are connected on site,
the expert can take over completely, setting up the unit
to gather the appropriate data and transfer it back to his
analyzer. Then the expert can interpret the data and
instruct the on-site operator as to what type of repairs or
board swap should be made.
In setting up this system, Biomation used its K100 and
KIOID analyzers, which have a comparison feature in
which the expert downloads a pattern corresponding to
correct operation. The on-site analyzer may be left to
function on its own until an incorrect pattern occurs—
thus making it possible to capture infrequent faults.
The modems are hard-wired, rather than acoustically
coupled, so that adjustments can be made for line loss on
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4. 13dt-service. Chips or boards that can
diagnose themselves are the ultimate service
systems.
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an unconditioned, switched network. The bus extenders
perform cyclic redundancy checks to ensure that data is
not lost, and RS-232-C lines with clock pins are used so
that the modems can be run synchronously at speeds to
1.2 kilobits asecond. At this speed, setup takes about 5
minutes. With conditioned lines, speeds up to 19.2 kb/s
are possible.
Any number of logic analyzers can be used in asimilar
manner, and Tektronix Inc. has indicated that it foresees
these types of applications for its DAS 9100 [Electronics,
Sept. 8, 1981, p. 119]. A forthcoming analyzer from
Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Colorado Springs, Colo., division,
working as it will with a powerful minicomputer in the
64000 development system as well as in a stand-alone
configuration, will also be extremely well-suited to such
applications.
With any remote diagnostic systems, the major saving
is in technician time. The expert service man need not
travel to the site and can thus totally devote his time to
solving a problem and locating a fault. Then too, other
OEM experts are there to help with particularly thorny
problems, so the level of technical help quickly available
to the customer increases dramatically. If necessary,
even the system's designer can be called in.
Service on achip
Although remote diagnostics can do much to reduce
service calls, the end result is still swapping out aboard.
As previously noted, the cost of board float today is
staggering. Considering that future boards will contain a
heavier mix of large-scale and very large-scale integrated
circuits, their values are likely to rise astronomically.
Thus major companies that have or are developing
captive semiconductor facilities are turning to selftesting ics so that faults can be more easily isolated to
the chip level. IBM, Sperry Univac, NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Nippon Electric Co., and GE have already
developed or are working on VLSI chips that contain
special test modes to determine, with as much as 99%
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confidence, whether they are functional (Fig. 4).
ICs developed by IBM and Sperry Univac can be put
into a self-scanning mode, in which on-chip registers
record what amounts to acyclic-redundancy-check code.
Using these chips and self-diagnostic programs, it is
possible to isolate faults to an on-board VLSI chip. As for
Lsi parts, built-in board-testing features make it possible
to isolate afailed IC even without on-chip self-test.
Whereas on-chip testing is quickly becoming away of
life for manufacturers with captive semiconductor facilities, the picture is not so bright for users of commercial
parts. The primary demand that the commercial semiconductor manufacturers say they have been seeing is for
greater IC functionality.
Although self-testing has been championed at the
highest technological levels, most purchasers of commercial parts have not yet made it an important consideration. According to Robert Patrie, manager of the newproducts test group for Zilog Inc. in Campbell, Calif.,
"the bulk of our sales are to people who don't do any
chip testing at all."
Intel's component manufacturing manager at the special systems operation in Aloha, Ore., William
Richardson, points out that customers have so far been
demanding increased functions on chip, and that is
where the competition has been. He also notes that
adding 15% to 20% to achip's real estate for self-testing
would, after die sort, result in a doubling of a chip's
cost—a premium he feels users have not shown they
would be willing to pay. Motorola Inc.'s Thomas Gunter,
high-end microprocessor operations manager for highend and mos components, in Austin, Texas, points out
that, "we really don't know the marketplace well enough
to be able to predict whether users will be willing to pay
for self-testing." He notes that the 68000 has about 8%
of its real estate devoted to self-testing, but "we get the
8% back in manufacturing effort saved."
Moreover, the failure to bite the self-testing bullet
may backfire on the IC makers. This attitude has "put
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5. House calls. IBM employs what it calls the Maintenance Device
(MD) for general service. The briefcase-sized unit can check, say, a
point-of-sale terminal as it should work in a system; the MD's maintenance interface can check out the terminal's internal workings.

the pressure on companies to build their own devices,"
says Ronald K. Bell, group manager at Sperry Univac's
Salt Lake City facility, which is precisely what his firm
has begun to do.
OEMs who have to rely on commercial chips are therefore left for now with quite abit of homework. It is up to
them to determine what the dollar value is for the
benefits they could gain both on the production line and
in the field through using self-testing chips.
Tektronix, which consumes on the order of 100,000
processors ayear, has done such an evaluation and can
see quick results. "Doubling the cost of the chip pays
back almost instantly in terms of the reduction in time
spent generating test software and system diagnostics for
the product in which it will be used," claims Gary Nehr,
instrument division engineering manager at the Beaverton, Ore., company.
If asystems maker can see such benefits, he has two
recourses. One is to work more closely with other ()Ems
and the chip supplier to see if the latter is willing to
make certain concessions to testability. In fact, user
demand for testability is already beginning to have some
impact on semiconductor makers. For example, Zilog's
Patrie says that the Z800 single-chip processor will be
much more testable than previous microprocessors, as it
will sport aspecial test bus accessible to users.
The other recourse is to work with the semicustom
gate-array houses to build chips with self-testing circuitry. At LSI Logic Corp., the Santa Clara, Calif., gatearray maker, engineering vice president Rob Walker
encourages the use of such designs. "Such things as
level-sensitive scan design are not really that complex to
understand," he notes. "In practice, level-sensitive simply means use of atwo-phased clock." Walker finds that,
with aclear understanding of such techniques and with
tools such as his firm's Logic Development System I,
more firms are creating self-testing parts.
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The cost of developing hardware and software for
self-testing and remote diagnostics can, of course, price a
product out of the market. Although companies such as
DEC and Sperry Univac see aplace for such capabilities,
their overall strategy includes other service modalities,
too. "We plan to take amultifaceted approach to service,
using built-in test, remote diagnosis, and portable test
systems," says Sperry's Phillips. "We will use them all."
Automated field tools
DEC's Nist concurs, outlining athree-tiered approach,
in which large systems make maximum use of built-in
service tools and remote diagnostics. For medium-sized
systems, however, service tools will still be needed at the
customer's site, she believes. Finally, for systems that are
easily serviceable, local depots or service centers will
repair units that the customers bring in.
However, even these smaller systems are growing dangerously complex, so new service tools must perform
more analysis on the systems under repair and must
show greater capability in guiding the operator in the
isolation of afault. Both end-user equipment and instrumentation companies are developing such tools, and
more will be available this year. Thus ()Ems can plan
support strategies, based on what can best be described
as service computers, for the products they will be delivering in the near future.
IBM already has equipped its field-service personnel
with aportable, microcomputer-based multipurpose tool.
Called the Maintenance Device, or MD, it comes in a
briefcase-sized carrying case and weighs a mere 15
pounds, and so can easily be transported to the site of an
ailing product, typically asmall-business system.
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As shown in Fig. 5, the MD consists basically of a
microprocessor-based computer and aseries of different
interfaces that tailor the hardware to work with aparticular unit under test. The computer, built around a
proprietary microprocessor, devotes 8-K bytes of its readonly memory to self-testing of the processor, storage,
interrupt logic, I/O bus, and floppy-disk adapter. Also
included in ROM is the control code for the hand-held
keyboard-display and for the floppy-disk drive.
Of the 32-K bytes of random-access memory in the
MD, half is allotted to system operating programs and
the other half holds product-specific maintenance programs downloaded from the floppy disk.
The interfaces IBM created for the MD consist of three
serial communications adapters and aproduct interface.
The most general-purpose communications adapter is for
systems that use the RS-232-C, V24, or V28 link, which
can be connected to the machine or modem side of a
business system. The two other communications interfaces are for what IBM calls its retail and store loops—
communications links that the company uses to interconnect point-of-sale, inventory, and other business systems
to acentral computer.
For directly interfacing with the machine to be tested,
IBM provides aspecial eight-wire connection to an adapter that must be designed into the product to be tested.
This, according to the company, is the primary interface
for product maintenance. In addition, there is a bytewide interface for a processor bus socket, for which the
user must provide buffering and powering.
The unit employs alayered software structure. At the
highest level is the product-maintenance package, one or
more floppy disks containing aset of maintenance analysis procedures (MAPS), and diagnostic routines for a
particular product.
Automatic diagnosis
In the next software layer, execution of the productmaintenance package is controlled by the MAP diagnostic integration supervisor. Based on its evaluation of the
test results and keyboard inputs, the MDI supervisor
selects testing steps, one at atime. Furthermore, it keeps
arecord of the decision path taken to permit backtracking and to allow evaluation by product engineering.
In the third software layer, the MDI supervisor interfaces with the MD control program, which interprets
instructions and performs the operations. Below it are a
set of 1/0 device-handler routines to interface adapter
and keyboard-display hardware with the program.
The MD, which has been in use for over two years "is a
proven success," says IBM's Marvill. Average repair time
has been reduced between 10% and 29%, depending
upon the product's complexity. Also, products designed
for MD maintenance can cost several hundred dollars less
because there is no need for maintenance panels (special
built-in keyboards for running product diagnostics). Furthermore, repair calls that do not succeed in finding the
failures have been reduced by as much as 40%.
A similar maintenance philosophy can be employed
with acommercially available unit, the 9010A (Fig. 6)
from John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Everett, Wash.
Introduced last summer [Electronics, June 16, 1981,
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6. Smart service. John Fluke Manufacturing Co.'s 9010A is similar
to IBM's maintenance device (Fig. 5), but lacks some of the latter's
interfacing ability at present. It speeds service routine generation by
learning board layouts and applying "canned" tests.

p. 153], it is similar to IBM's MD in that it is configured
as a microprocessor-based computer, called the mainframe by Fluke, and interface adapters, called pods.
The pods tailor the data flow to and from aunit under
test so that it is compatible with the processing architecture of the mainframe. At present, Fluke provides pods
that will let users test products based on commonly used
microprocessors: the 8080, 8085, 6800, 6805, Z80, or
9900. The 9010A uses tape cartridges rather than floppy
disks for mass storage and has a built-in keyboard and
display rather than ahand-held unit.
The ability to gain access to the heart of acontemporary system, its processor, gives the user asimilar capability to IBM's unit. Fluke does not yet provide interfaces
for standard communications protocols, but according to
James Dooley, general test and service product manager
for the company, interfaces for both the RS-232-C and
IEEE-488 standards are "possibilities that we are looking into."
The Fluke unit provides some special features to speed
the generation of test procedures. Its learning mode, for
one, automatically creates asoftware map of the processor's address space, identifying devices within that space
as RAM, ROM, or hio. This feature is particularly helpful
when the person creating the troubleshooting program is
not immediately familiar with the processor. There are
also canned test routines in the mainframe, such as a
marching Is pattern, which are frequently used and can
be called by atest routine. This feature saves having to
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7. A new hand. The latest in signatureanalysis equipment is the signature verifier,
which uses a programmable read-only memory to store known-good signatures. Thus
the instrument can signal when atest point is
bad, so that the technician need not go to
the bother of comparing the results with a
table of known-good results.

recreate these tests for each product supported.
The basis for fault detection in the test procedures
created for the 9010A is asimple match. A special bit
stream flowing through the logic of aboard under test is
checked at test nodes by an instrument, such as the
9010A, that condenses the bit stream into ahexadecimal
word called a signature. If a particular part of the
board's logic is causing the malfunction, the signature at
the associated node will not match that from aproperly
functioning board's node.
This troubleshooting technique, developed and patented by HP under the name of signature analysis, has
become the major field approach to digital failure analysis in the past five years. Over 1,000 companies have
purchased signature-analysis equipment from HP alone.
HP first introduced the technique as one engineers
should design into systems to ease servicing; and, for new
products, it is still best that they be built with signature
analysis in mind if this route is chosen for field service.
However, existing products can be retrofitted for signature analysis with the use of tools from HP and, most
recently, Data Po Corp. of Redmond, Wash.
Introduced last year for retrofitting signature analysis,
HP'S microprocessor exerciser family comprises four different models, each for adifferent processor family: the
6800, the 6802 and 6808, the 8085, and the Z80A
Unlike the Fluke unit that contains amicroprocessor, the
HP exercisers use the processor of the unit under test,
which is plugged into the test unit. The exerciser first
checks this processor to be sure it will respond properly
to its instruction set. If asystem malfunction is due to a
processor failure, the user finds out right at the beginning. Such types of failures are, however, fairly rare.
Programmed into the exerciser are as many as 17
different kinds of tests, including the microprocessor test
and aself-checking test. Some tests stimulate RAM and
ho by writing and reading various patterns to them. In a
test of ROM space, placing the probe of a signature
analyzer on one pin of the exerciser generates a unique
signature that depends directly on the data stored in
ROM. Thus an entire block of ROM can be checked very
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quickly since only one signature must be verified.
Data 1/0 this month is introducing its first products
for field service, the model 1320A stimulus control unit
and the model 1310A signature verifier. Like the IIP
microprocessor exerciser, the stimulus control unit is
intended for products that do not have signature-analysis
test programs designed into them. However, where the
HP units are designed for specific processors, the 1320A
is configured for different processors by means of personality modules. Data ho supports the same processors
as does HP, and the 8080 as well.
The 1310A signature verifier, shown in Fig. 7, adds an
important feature to signature analyzers in that it will
automatically compare aknown-good signature with one
from aunit under test, thus giving the operator asimple
go/no-go readout. The verifier has a built-in programmable ROM burner that can be used to store signatures
from a known-good board in a PROM pack. When the
unit is to be employed for troubleshooting, the operator
plugs in the relevant PROM pack and checks the faulty
board by going from test point to test point in a
prescribed manner. The verifier automatically checks
each newly acquired signature against the corresponding
one in the PROM.
The invisible time gobbler
Watching signature-analysis techniques applied in the
field provides clues to its popularity. With very little
training, an operator can find a fault in a complicated
logic board in amatter of minutes. In addition, faults are
isolated to the component, rather than the board level, so
the cost of support can be reduced.
However, there is a hefty price tag associated with
obtaining that type of repair speed, and it is not the price
of the test hardware alone. It is the expense of generating the diagnostic procedure for aparticular product.
Whereas it is a fairly simple matter to generate the
good signatures for aboard—that is, gather them from a
known-good board—the process of creating a fault tree
generally consumes much time. An engineer, preferably
the board designer, must sit down and figure out what
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8. Service sight. In the five years since the first practical one

9. Continuous improvement. The market size for handheld MOM

appeared, hand-held digital rnultimeters like the Fluke unit above

assures that improvements in the units will continue. In its model 128

have become common in service kits. Over the next few years, more

above, for instance, Keithley added a visual and audio indicator that

types of instruments will make their appearance in the same form.

will go off when any reading exceeds auser-set limit.

kind of failure will result in bad signatures appearing
and where those bad signatures will appear. Then the
engineer must figure out ways to differentiate among
causes and establish a logical means of isolating the
cause to aparticular component.
More than one company, in trying to retrofit signature
analysis, has put such projects on the back burner
because it has needed its engineering talent for what it
perceives as more important tasks—such as designing
new products to stay ahead of the competition. If a
company has atest engineering force, that group is often
tied up with creating tests related to the manufacturing
cycle and tests for incoming-component inspection and
for assembled boards.
However, most companies perform board tests before
a product leaves the factory. Because those tests are
designed to find faulty components, it is conceivable that
ameans will soon be found to leverage this software into
the field-service area. HP may be the first to do so, since
its 3060A board tester already uses signature analysis.
Another yet unaddressed area of service using the new
tools is that of standard troubleshooting procedure packages. Gawain Tomlinson, afield engineer with Computer
Service Group Inc.'s Ace subsidiary in San Diego points
out that the computer terminal market is ripe for such a
move. "There are actually about adozen or two different
types of computer terminals in widespread use, and with
the right software package for an instrument like the
Fluke 9010, servicing them could be adream," he says.
Indeed, Fluke is looking into developing a software
library- for its system, but a definite time when such
support will be available has not yet been set.
Yet another aspect of field service that is heading for
automation is the generation of field reports. Periodical-

ly —after each call, once aday, weekly, or monthly—the
service technician must report his travel time and distance, costs associated with that travel, time spent making arepair, parts used, results of the repair effort, and
in many instances, the overall state of the customer's
equipment and possible future maintenance required.
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Paper dragon
Although tedious to generate, such information is
fundamental to a well-concocted support menu. The
manufacturer must know these details to improve product design, and, what is even more important, he must be
able to catch failure trends early so that problems can be
remedied before customers become disenchanted with a
product's performance.
Devising afairly simple way to satisfy both the technician's desire to avoid laborious paperwork and the home
office's need for accurate performance data has been the
target of athree-year-old company called Pinetree Systems Inc., of Grand Prairie, Texas. Recently [Electronics
Dec. 15, 1981, p. 176], the company introduced the DPR
2002, a pocket-sized unit much like a hand-held pointof-sale or inventory terminal. Programmed to acustomer's specifications, the unit prompts atechnician to enter
pertinent service-call data. This information can be
stored in the unit and downloaded into the main computer through a front-end processor also provided by
Pinetree, the DPR 1004.
The DPR 2002 is also aboon to fault-finding because
it can receive and store diagnostic routines, which the
technician can call up step by step. Results of aroutine
can be reported back to the OEM's computer, which will
download the next logical set of diagnostic steps, continuing until a fault is found. The unit also provides a
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10. Analogous. A Ferranti Ltd. test method is to the analog world what signature analysis is to the digital. Used by the company in production
testing, it employs aset of voltage and current sources interconnected by ahardwired personality module and ascope for display.

means of communications with an OEM specialist and a
way in which software patches can be communicated to
the technician or system operator.
Even with all the automated troubleshooting equipment coming on stream, fault isolation remains largely a
manual technique. A high-density board may have hundreds of test points to be probed, and, once acomponent
has been replaced, the board must still be rechecked.
On-site board repair simply will not be a viable technique until the time-consuming procedure is streamlined.
Heading for the site
However, there are signs that repair time can be cut,
notably in the operations of NCR Corp. The Dayton,
Ohio, system maker for some years has been moving
toward on-site repair, with an important way station
being the establishment of local repair depots backed by
automated repair tools such as the portable service processor, or PSP.
Developed with what is now the Advanced Technology
division of GenRad, the PSP helps an unskilled operator
to find afault by directing him or her to place aprobe at
various test points on a board and then analyzing the
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resulting data to decide which component failed. This
technique, commonly known as guided-probe fault isolation, is available commercially, for GenRad sells the PSP
as its model 2225.
NCR has found that the PSP is an important factor in
its repair scheme, because, by facilitating the use of local
repair depots, it made the repair pipeline "six times
shorter, which reduces the number of spare boards
needed," says Charles Frusterio, manager of corporate
field engineering at NCR. Further, he notes, the PsPs got
around shipping boards across international borders
where high import duties and delays could double the
cost of the repairs. Then too, the PSP provided ameans of
quickly checking the repaired or modified board.
While PSPs in local depots or in the back of the service
van will still be used by NCR to repair boards that must
be swapped for critical applications, Frusterio believes
that in this decade the optimum strategy will be on-site
repair at the component level. To that end, his company,
together with GenRad's Advanced Technology division
in Phoenix is developing what Frusterio calls auniversal
field tester or un-.
The un- is intended as a total fault-isolation tool,
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finding the unit in anetwork, such as acomputer peripheral, responsible for the failure, the board within the unit
that is bad, and then the bad component. Even more, it is
designed to check software on a bit-by-bit basis and
provide PROM programming to patch software. It can
also download data from a customer's system and then
replace it once the system is repaired.
The briefcase-sized un' can function on its own to
find problems that may only occur over extended periods
of time. Also, it provides communication with a home
office so that the technician can get expert help, as well
as report repair actions and service data. More than a
pipe dream, the concept has already been checked in
preliminary field trials, and Kodak reportedly is negotiating with GenRad to purchase similar units to service
new photographic development equipment.
One of the questions that such an instrument raises is
whether customers will accept on-site repair; a fairly
widespread supposition is that they will not. However,
NCR Corp.'s Frank Meade, manager of the rework division in Peach Tree City, Ga., who oversaw asix-month
experiment, found that "the prospect of high-technology
on-site repair was well accepted by the field engineers
and the customer." He notes customer acceptance was
spurred by the fact that service costs dropped as aresult
of replacing components rather than boards.

usable on both the bench and in the field was prompted
by the growth in popularity of the hand-held Dmms of
the form factor first practically employed by Fluke in its
31
/
2-digit model 8020. Since that unit's introduction five
years ago, many companies have emulated and embellished the original design, including Fluke itself (Fig. 8).
Analogic Corp.'s Data Precision division in Danvers,
Mass., was the first to come out with a similar meter,
improving the dc accuracy specification, a spec that
Fluke later matched. The division was also the first to
take the hand-held form factor into another type of
meter, the model 983 capacitance meter, an interesting
field instrument that has proven its versatility.
For example, at Farnell International Ltd. in Wetherby, Great Britain, the 983 was used to locate cable
breaks. Simply measuring a cable's capacitance and
dividing that value by the cable manufacturer's capacitance per-foot (or per-meter) rating gives the distance to
the break. Widespread acceptance of this technique
could give rise to ahand-held fault locator into which the
user would enter the cable rating for automatic calculation and display of the distance to the break.
Finding out if a line is broken in the first place is
another of the handy capabilities many such meters now
have. The continuity test with an audible beep-beep was
the contribution of Weston Instruments Inc. of Newark,
N. J., in the model which it appropriately named the
Failures rare
Roadrunner. The audible signal saves the troubleshooter
Among the mounds of data NCR has amassed over the the extra step of having to look at the display each time a
years on field service, one figure stands out. "Over 80% probe is moved and thus speeds the fix.
of the faults on mature products are [electrical] adjustHowever, not all continuity testers are suited for all
ments or mechanical in nature," Meade says. In other continuity tests. "Some meters of this type will indicate
words, four times out of five, the service call does not
[continuity] even when there is a resistance of 600
turn up an outright failure of acomponent or board.
ohms," points out Joseph P. Keithley, commodity prodAnother implication of this statistic is the likelihood ucts manager of Keithley Instruments Inc. in Cleveland,
that the primary circuit-adjustment tools—digital multi- Ohio. His company's model 128 (Fig. 9) allows users to
meters and oscilloscopes—will continue to be prominent adjust the level at which acontinuity is signaled, and this
in tomorrow's field-service calls. Thus their manufactur- level can also be used for indicating whether any meaers are constantly applying the latest technology to make sured value is below acertain user-set tolerance.
them more capable and compact. The DMM is by far the
Most of the companies now producing hand-held
more common of the two, since it is useful even with the Dmms offer a wide range of units with a variety of
simplest electromechanical devices. It is also simpler to different feature options, and the lines can be expected
use than the scope is. Yet even this tool has benefited
to grow. One firm is readying a unit for introduction
from the microprocessor age.
next month that will not only be a41
/-digit unit, but will
2
A company that serves to demonstrate the changes also put another commonly used field instrument, the
manufacturers have brought in field-service DM ms in the frequency meter, in the same box.
Eventually the hand-held form factor is likely to
last decade is Simpson Electric Co. of Elgin, Ill. Long
dominant in field service with its 260 series of multimet- reshape the oscilloscope. A small Los Angeles company
ers, the company has just recently bridged the analog called Renaissance Technology Inc. at last year's Wesand digital worlds with its model 467.
con show briefly demonstrated ahand-held scope mockThe 467 uses aliquid-crystal display consisting of both up that would employ alight-emitting-diode dot matrix
adigital readout and abar graph. For precise readings, to display adigitally stored waveform. The circuitry of
the digital readout serves, and for trend indications and the mockup was outside the unit because it was still too
bulky to be squeezed in. As VLSI circuitry and custom
quick nulling, the bar graph is easier to use.
Another bridge between the two worlds is the 467's logic design become more common, however, such
logic-level detection feature. The meter will detect instruments are a sure bet to appear in the next few
excursions through a ±0.4-volt level, provided they last years.
longer than 50 microseconds. Thus it can be used like a
While the service scope will not reach hand-held prologic probe for aquick check of logic levels, such as to portions this year, it will continue to shrink in size and
check that aflip-flop is toggling correctly.
rise in frequency. Whereas the most popular service
Simpson's move to produce acompact meter (it mea- scope of the last decade, the Tektronix 465, has acarrysures 2 by 5.63 by 4.6 inches and weighs 21 ounces)
ing weight of 25 lb, a number of scopes in the same
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11. Analog signature. Using the equipment in Fig. 10, the analog

circuit in (a) can be put through a series of states shown in the
accompanying table to create the pattern shown in (b)—the analog
signature. Such a scheme may eventually be used in the field.
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REFERENCE
LEVEL
STEP 2 /
I STEP 1
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MEASURE OF
(11 ON RESISTANCE

general frequency range now pare the weight by more
than athird. Scopes in the Tektronix 2300 series weigh
INDICATES RATIO
about 17 lb, as does Philips's recently introduced 75TOLERANCE,
megahertz PM3254, and San Diego, Calif.-based VuSTEP 5
data Corp.'s model 4100 weighs a mere 15 lbs. But
INDICATES RATIO
TOLERANCE, R, ,R,
high-end computers are quickly pushing up the bandwidth needed for service, so within the year scopes in the
R,
R,
5V
R6
R,
same weight class but with bandwidths of 150 MHz and
STEP
4
above could appear.
With the decline in the availability of highly trained
(7
El, OFF
technicians, however, the service scope will likely undergo some very significant changes along the lines of the
MEASURE OF CORRECT
HP 1980 scope. That is, it is likely to be able to guide the
(b)
SWITCHING OF A.,
technician through test routines, giving instructions on
its screen about what waveforms should be examined in
a unit under test, and display tolerances against which
the actual waveforms can be examined. At present, the enced production technician who has been taught what
1980 can perform these functions in a production envito expect. However, the whole process could be automatronment, directed by an IEEE-488 controller.
ed as in the 1980 scope.
Such units are likely to be used in the manner that
Ferranti's equipment (Fig. 10) includes uncommitted
Ferranti Ltd. has used scopes in the production of analog
field-effect-transistor switches and amplifiers connected
hybrid circuits, a method designated analog signature
to the unit under test by a hard-wired plug-in card, or
testing by the Hollinwood, Lancs., UK, company. In
personality module. Like signature analysis, Ferranti's
analog signature analysis, a complex set of measuremethod requires that a designer precisely identify the
ments is encoded into asingle waveform consisting of a circuit functions and parameters to be tested and
number of step functions. At present, this waveform can
arrange an appropriate switching configuration so that
be displayed on ascreen and quickly read by an experithe fault-detecting pattern can be displayed on the scope.
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Foreign service
Drop a well-trained service technician into any country,
and apart from the language barrier he would feel right at
home in his work; electronics is an international meeting
ground. In fact, the problems seen in the U. S. are almost
identical to those seen in Europe; but each area still has its
own unique flavoring.
In West Germany, for example, both Siemens AG and
Nixdorf Computer AG report that the cost of field support
has risen considerably and is still going up as more and
more microprocessors are being used. Says an executive
at Paderborn -based Nixdorf, "new support tools, the higher expense for qualified technicians, and the drop in
hardware costs are raising the percentage share of field
support in relation to computer prices."
Is there a shortage of field technicians? "Definitely,"
says Joachin Sâhn, an engineering manager of Munichbased Siemens. The Nixdorf executive agrees, but adds,
"while there is a big shortage of high-quality, top specialist
types—there is no shortage for low- and medium-level
technicians who simply exchange boards."
Both companies cite self-diagnostic methods that automatically perform system tests as one of the prime measures to reduce the cost of field service. Sâhn also emphasizes quality assurance, component burn-in, and local
service depots as effective cost-cutting means.
The East too has seen the cost of service rising, but
according to Yasushi Fukuda, senior vice president at

Once this has been done, the appropriate personality

module can be constructed.
Figure 1Idemonstrates how the method is applied and
the pattern created by a properly working circuit. The
pattern is based on the ratios of various critical elements
in the circuit performing in tolerance, as well as the
correct switching of amplifiers in the circuit.
With the aid of relatively simple gear, the measurement of analog parameters is reduced to a pattern that
can easily be compared with the correct pattern, even by
an unskilled operator. Ferranti also notes that the technique is applicable to the measurement of such parameters as amplifier slew rates, capacitance, circuit bandwidth, offsets and biases of operational amplifiers, and
even to digital comparators and switching circuits. Further, the process can be automated to a considerable
degree by a microcomputer. Consequently, analog measurements could be tackled in the field as easily as
digital checks are at present.
Last call
Ultimately, however, the solution to current fieldservice dilemmas lies not in the hands of the instrumentation manufacturers or the service managers, but further back in the production cycle at its very beginning,
in fact. No matter what tools become available or how
efficiently manpower is used, service will not keep up
with the growth of electronics unless from their inception
systems are designed for high reliability.
Indeed, reliability is already of major concern to U. S.
component manufacturers, who have seen their share of
the market for memory chips decline as the share of the
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Nippon Electric's Field Service Co., a wholly owned subsidiary, not as quickly as in the U. S. The cost of continued
service for company products is about 5% to 6% of the
purchase price per year. Nor is service a profit center; the
company's income just about equals the cost of providing
service. Fukuda's company uses local depots, where
often-used repair parts are stocked, to keep costs down,
and NEC is beginning to incorporate facilities for remote
analysis by phone.
Service costs for equipment supported by Melcom Business Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Electric
Corp., has also risen to about 5% to 6°/0 of the purchase
price. According to Kotaro Ohtoba, the executive vice
president of the firm, the rise has been due to increasing
wage and fringe benefits, a statement with which a
spokesman for Hitachi Denshi Service agrees. All three
firms claim no problem recruiting service people.
Japanese service personnel are usually recruited from
high school and given athree-to-six-month training course
before they are sent out on calls. Initially, they accompany
an experienced technician, and it is three years before
they are able to work completely on their own.
Melcom's technicians also meet in groups, in effect
quality circles, every six months to propose new test
systems and diagnostic programs. It is Ohtoba's belief
that these programs are crucial to cutting maintenance
costs.
-Charles Cohen and John Gosch

Japanese has increased. While many have cried unfair
trade practices and turned to the Government for more
protection from alleged dumping, none has been able to
deny the statistics set forth by i
IP on the low failure rate
of Eastern-made parts.
As it is with parts, so it can be with systems; U. S.
equipment makers may soon find themselves competing
head on in their own backyard with microcomputers,
minicomputers, mainframes, terminals, disk drives, and
any number of high-volume products manufactured by
foreign companies. Moreover, although the ability to
provide quick support for those systems can be the plus
that wins the day, it is only apositive factor if the system
being supported is every bit as reliable as that of the
competition.
The service schemes coming on line today can help the
manufacturer in that competition if he chooses to use
them properly. Now, service must not be regarded primarily as a necessary evil, or even as an opportunity for
profit. Rather, it must be seen as achance to learn how
products perform in a real environment and as a way of
gathering information that is essential to a company's
survival. Failures detected now must not only be quickly
eliminated but also thoroughly examined and understood, so that the design and production processes can be
suitably modified to be certain that those failure modes
can never recur.
There may come a day when the electronics service
technician is as idle as the washing-machine repair man
once seen in television commercials. If so, then not only
the customer but the entire industry will have won a not
inconsiderable victory.
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RF DIFF AMP
Check the specs:
Differential
Amplifier Schematic

As an amplifier: 25dB gain
@ 100MHz; unity gain >1 GHz;
>40dB AGC range; output 1dB
compression >27d Bm (500mW).
As amixer: >20dB conversion
gain; only +3dBm L.O. power
required; >27dBm IF output at
1dB compression.
As afrequency multiplier, receiver front end, transmitter or
in IF application: an RF Diff Amp
powerful all the way to 1000MHz.

Flat out power:
PDA-201 Demo Kit Gain vs. Frequency
O
MA
-.1(i'Arne,
/100MHz

'I)

Get the kit:
The world's first Power type RF Differential
Amplifier, built with 3GHz microwave dice, supplied in ahigh reliability ceramic metal package.
The kit puts it in a demo amplifier for mixer/
amplifier applications operating at 15 VDC and
1-100MHz. It's $125.00, including handling and
shipping. You get the device, PC board and passive
components. California orders add 6% tax.

MHz

Maximum Device Gain vs. Frequency (Typical)

No contest:
But you think you have aclever applications
idea? Send us arequest for adevice on company
letterhead and you'll get one free. The RF Power
Duff Amp is so new there's no telling where it can
produce more economical power, save on component count, save PC real estate and in general
cut costs, improve performance and reliability.
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Communications Transistor Corporation
301 Industrial Way
San Carlos, California 94070
(415) 592-9390

CTC has RF power in DM Amps.
Go for it.
Circle 124 on reader service card
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D The simplicity of raster scanning
compared to matrix addressing has
been enough to keep the cathode-ray
tube at the forefront of information
display since its invention nearly a
century ago. Ultimately, this bulky
and eye-straining screen may give
way to flat, nonemissive panels (liquid crystals arc the current lowpower favorite). But even before
then —indeed quite soon—plasma panel technology looks to give it serious competition, at
least in the area of text display.
Unlike some other contenders, dense dot-matrix plasma panels employ materials and methods of fabrication
that place few restrictions on their speed, reliability, or
legibility. Only the onus of addressing alarge number of
picture elements has hampered their advance. Bringing
costs down to par with CRTs depends almost entirely on
progress with the drivers and their connections to the
panel—the panels themselves are simple to make.
The present state of the plasma art on this front is well
represented by the developments discussed in the two
articles that follow. The first takes a close look at how
the panel itself may help out with the burden of addressing. Burroughs OEM Corp. is well along in the prototyping of Self-Scan Memory panels that reduce the number
of required drivers by more than an order of magnitude
compared with standard ac plasma technology.
In the second article, Texas Instruments Inc. shows
where semiconductor technology must go to rescue plasma displays from the mire of bulky and unreliable
discrete drive electronics. The seemingly obvious solution
of integrating the drive electronics on achip or two took
more than any one standard fabrication process could
give. Ti's answer calls on the process known as BidFET
(for bipolar, diffused-mos field-effect transistor) and
combines 32 high-voltage drivers with complementarymos addressing logic in one package.
Present work at Burroughs has produced prototype
matrixes large enough for 5 lines of 80 characters.
Instead of the more than 600 drivers astandard implementation would need, this panel requires only 25. The
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Fewer drivers per panel and more drivers
per chip at last make a reality out of
the sturdier, flatter, more compact units
by Roderic Beresford,

Solid State Editor

improvement is achieved at the expense of a more complicated panel that is split into two sections, one for
addressing and one for display. The tradeoff is likely to
be well worth it. With the cost of the electronics running
up to as much as half of the total display cost in standard
ac panels, Burroughs stands to offer significant savings
when these panels are brought to market. They can also
be extended well beyond 5lines, as shown by the company's experiments with 25-line versions.
The development of the BidFET process at TI bodes
well for standard ac plasma systems (as well as other
applications, such as voltage regulators). The demanding
high-voltage ratings-100 volts or more—are met by
lateral diffused-MOs transistors, similar to those used in
discrete power devices. The price paid in processing
complexity is sure to be outweighed by the benefits of
lower system cost and greater reliability. However, simply reducing package count still leaves the problem of
making a large number of connections from the ics to
the display's electrodes.
Later this spring at the Society for Information Display meeting in San Diego, Ti will describe the next
logical step. It puts these panel drivers in chip-carriers
and mounts them directly on the glass substrate of the
display, eliminating connectors.
At least one other significant development in plasma
technology will be on view at the SID meeting. Sony
Corp. will announce one of the highest-resolution panels
to date. This dc plasma displays amatrix of 512 by 1,024
dots at 127 lines per inch and gets by with 30-v drive
signals. The implication is that more or less conventional
ICs can provide the interface with the display.
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Panel taps ac
and dc cells to
thin driver ranks
Just two dozen high-voltage devices
address five lines of 80 characters,
and one more sustains the display
by G. Holz, J. Ogle, N. Andreadakis, J. Siegel,
and T. Maloney*, Burroughs OEM Corp.. Plainfield. N. J.
E Smaller and lighter than acathode-ray tube, easier on
the eyes, and no more costly to produce—these are the
claims that have put the wind in plasma panels' sails.
Meanwhile, designers have busied themselves trying to
reduce the number of components that must be connected to the panel, for in this area the flat, flicker-free
display finds itself becalmed.
Total cost quickly escalates past that of CRT-based
systems as the number of dots in a matrix display
increases. In the last decade, a dc plasma panel that
incorporated an internal addressing scheme achieved
commercial success through its reduction of driver costs.
Now acombined ac-dc plasma technology further drops
these interface requirements, with the result that headon competition with civrs in alphanumeric display is
conceivably just around the corner.
The task of addressing a high-resolution dot matrix
demands a display medium with a fast response and a
sharp threshold. Plasma technology meets these requirements readily, unlike some competing approaches such
as liquid crystals. Furthermore, conventional dot-matrix
plasma displays are simple to make. Holding back their
development has been the large number of connections
and drivers needed. Discrete drive electronics not only
add to the cost and bulk, but also make for aless reliable
system.
The status quo
In the conventional ac plasma technology amatrix of
m by npicture elements, or pixels, requires m +ndrivers
and connections. Whereas this approach may still allow
cost-competitive systems that have small numbers of
pixels in nearly square matrixes (the optimum arrangement to reduce drivers), in larger displays it must be

1. Scanning address. A thin metal priming plate separates this
plasma display into dc scanning and ac memory sections. Address
signals transfer the glow discharge from the scanning section to the
picture elements defined by the glow-isolator mesh.

counted out. For example, an 80-character display composed of seven-by-nine-dot characters would require
more than 500 drivers for the horizontal axis alone.
A refreshed dc plasma matrix display introduced in
1970 by Burroughs under the trademark Self-Scan succeeded in reducing the number of drivers and connections through an internal addressing scheme [Electronics,
March 2, 1970, p. 120]. In these panels aglow discharge
that is hidden from view extends the length of acolumn
and is transferred along the horizontal axis by clocking
the cathodes (the column electrodes) in sequence. From
3to 12 clock-phase drivers are needed on the horizontal
axis instead of one for each cathode.
The Self-Scan Memory panel further reduces the
number of drivers with a combination of the earlier dc
scan and address techniques and an ac display cell that
has amemory [Electronics, April 21, 1981, p. 39]. Once a
glow discharge is initiated in the display cell, asingle ac
sustaining signal applied to the entire matrix suffices to

•Thomas Maloney is now with Panelvision Corp.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
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2. Glowing. The discharge pattern of time 1
is transferred by clock signals from one cathode to the next along a selected anode. The
pattern at time 2 shows how a data pulse
that is applied to the anode deposits electrons on the memory-cell wall in order to
either write or erase apicture element.

keep the pixel in the on state. Thus each pixel remains on
after selection, giving the same high brightness regardless of the duration of the scan and its duty cycle.
In the standard dc version, the pixels themselves are
addressed by separate display anodes, causing atransfer
of the discharge from the hidden layer of priming cells to
the display cells. Since the pixel glows only when
addressed, the displayed data must be refreshed at least
60 times asecond for aflicker-free display. This refresh
rate in turn limits the length of aline, since the display
will grow dimmer and illegible if the duty cycle of the
cathode is made too short. As aresult, the maximum line
length available in arefreshed Self-Scan display is about
40 characters in afive-by-seven-dot format.
A drop in drivers
However, in the new panel, the scanning serves only to
address pixels for a data change and not to refresh
previously written data, so the total scan duration may
far exceed the period that would introduce unacceptable
flicker in arefreshed display. This technique has already
been applied to apanel of 60 rows by 576 columns. Each
of 5 lines has up to 80 5-by-7-dot characters in 7by-12-pixel blocks. Compared with the standard ac plasma display, the number of drivers is reduced thirtyfold to
just 25; compared with the Self-Scan de technology, the
reduction is fivefold.
The combination of ac and dc plasma techniques in
one panel takes advantage of the best features of both.
Ac displays have intrinsic memory, with apicture that is
flicker-free. The capacitor formed by the insulated electrode of each cell limits the cell currents and forces a
uniform distribution of current to all of the selected cells.
A thin-film coating over the insulator protects the electrode from sputter etching and lowers the operating
voltages. On the other hand, dc plasma displays—as
exemplified by Self-Scan—are far more simply addressed than were previous ac displays.

Merging cells
Putting these features to work in one panel required
the invention of specialized forms for both ac and dc
cells. Consequently, an asymmetrical display cell was
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designed, and the Self-Scan technique was modified to
allow data input on the scanning anodes with positive
column addressing.
Long device life is ensured by the relatively highpressure gas content and the low duty cycle of the scan
section in most applications. The low duty cycle also
translates into amuch lower average power consumption
for the panel.
Figure 1gives an exploded view of the new design. It
is constructed in three subassemblies. The scan plate,
consisting of a glass substrate with grooves cut in it,
supports the scanning electrodes that guide the addressing discharge along the array a column at a time. The
face plate includes both the transparent conductor that
forms one electrode of the memory cells and its thickfilm insulator. The priming plate is the other electrode of
the memory cells and separates them from the scan
section. Tiny holes in this thin metal layer let electrons
pass from the scan section to the display cells. Cell
boundaries are defined by the glow isolator, which takes
the shape of amesh atop the priming plate.
The face-, scan-, and priming-plate sections are
aligned, clamped in afixture, and heat-sealed around the
periphery. Then the panel is evacuated and filled with a
neon-xenon mixture to about half atmospheric pressure.
Flexible wiring secured by epoxy makes connections to
the completed panel.
Scanned discharge
The operation of the scanning section is similar to that
of the earlier refreshed Self-Scan display. However, only
asingle register—in this case 12 consecutive anodes or
rows—is scanned at atime. A scan is initiated only when
changes are required in the displayed image. As in the
company's earlier panels, ascan starts with areset signal
to the first column, and the resulting discharge is transferred from one column to the next as the cathodes are
clocked in succession. The ac memory layer allows both
writing and erasing to be done by the scanning anodes
while the scanned discharge selects the column.
When adata pulse interrupts the scan current on one
of the anodes of a selected register, supported positive
columns are formed through the small holes in the
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3. Panel voltages. The timing of the data pulse relative to the ac sustaining voltage determines whether the selected cell is written into or
erased. The cell waveforms show the voltage of the surface of the face-plate dielectric during writing and erasing.

priming plate, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The portion
marked time 1 indicates the ionization pattern of the
scanned discharge in an unaddressed cell; the pattern at
time 2occurs when an address pulse has been applied to
the scan anode. The positive columns deposit electrons
on the ac-cell wall, making the cell voltage more negative. Whether the added electrons write or erase the cell
depends on the time during the sustain cycle at which the
address pulse is applied (see Fig. 3) —that is, if the pulse
is applied during the positive portion of the sustain
signal, the added charge writes the cell.
Only negative changes in cell voltages are possible
using the positive column. Therefore, an asymmetrical
design, in which essentially all of the cell-wall voltage is
developed on the front electrode, provides the largest
addressing margins.
Asymmetric memory cell
The front portion of the memory cell uses the transparent electrode, reflow glass insulator, and alow—workfunction refractory overcoat similar to other ac plasma
cells. However, the rear electrode of the memory cell is
formed by the metal priming plate, more like a de
electrode, with a refractory coating for a uniformly low
work function and sputtering rate. Current flow in the
cell is limited by the small front-electrode capacitance.
Thus, the relatively high capacitance of the thin-film
overcoat on the metal priming plate prevents any significant voltage buildup on this electrode.
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4. Passive matrix. One line of characters is addressed at a time by
selecting 12 anodes at once. As the cathodes select successive
columns, data pulses coupled through the matrix of capacitors write
or erase the pixels of the selected rows.

The priming-plate overcoat need not be free of pinholes. Because it has a lower work function than the
oxidized metal surface, the glow forms selectively on the
coated portions. This difference in work function helps
keep the memory discharge on the front of the priming
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5. Interface. The high-voltage drivers needed tor a 60-by-576-dot matrix amount to just 25 - 7 for the cathodes and the reset signal, 17 for
the anodes, and 1for the ac sustaining voltage. Timing circuits align the data input pulses with respect to the sustaining voltage.

plate, obviating undesired interactions between the
memory and scanning sections.
Typical operating waveforms are shown in Fig. 3,
along with the corresponding changes of the voltage of
the front memory electrode. Since the ac sustaining
signal supplies the display current and the average duty
cycle is reduced by the elimination of continuous refresh
requirements, simple passive driver circuitry can be used
for each scan anode without a significant reduction in
overall power efficiency.
Passive drivers
The resistor-capacitor matrix used to drive the scan
anodes and feed data to the panel is shown in Fig. 4. This
choice of driver components will allow them to be integrated as part of the display panel or its connector using
screen-printed thick-film fabrication techniques.
A block diagram of the interface circuitry for aSelfScan Memory panel is shown in Fig. 5. The data-input
matrix contains the circuit shown in Fig. 4. The three
register-select inputs and the two write-erase inputs are
set before a column scan is initiated. In this simple
interface, data must be synchronized with the system
clock. Since asingle register requires 12 bits of parallel
data during a60-microsecond column-select period, and
because the update frequency is relatively low in most
applications, this minimal interface may be used without
unduly occupying amicroprocessor's time.
The dots of this panel are on 30-mil centers in the
vertical direction and 20-mil centers along the horizontal. The average luminous intensity is 30 microcandelas, and the total viewing angle is more than 140 °.The
power dissipated in asingle cell is about 225 microwatts,
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giving a total power consumption of 10 watts with all
cells on. With the 60-µs column-select period, one line of
the display— in this case one register of 12 rows—may
be rewritten in about 35 milliseconds.
The introduction of the Self-Scan Memory technique
invites a cost comparison with the standard ac plasma
panel and the CRT. Obviously, the multilayer construction of the new display is more complex. However, the
reduction in driver and connection costs can make up for
its resultant more expensive fabrication. Furthermore,
this economic impediment has become less intimidating
after 10 years of processing experience that has pared
the costs of the two most challenging steps, the scanaddress slots in the glass substrate and the priming plate.
The scan slots currently are cut by aganged arbor of
diamond wheels, a technique borrowed from the semiconductor industry, which employs it to scribe wafers.
Similarly, the priming plate benefits from a technology
developed for Self-Scan cathodes—lasers are put to
work to drill precisely sized gates between the scanned
address layer and each display cell. Though lasers originally drilled at about 50 holes per second, the state of the
art has upped that rate by afull order of magnitude.
The success of these techniques promises to make the
panels economical for avariety of uses. Applications for
multiline alphanumeric displays include terminals for
word processing, data input and retrieval, process control, and financial transactions. To address these rapidly
expanding markets, a60-by-576-pixel matrix was selected, a size particularly well-suited to word-processing
systems that require the display of a limited number of
text lines, along with diacritical marks, editing symbols,
and operator-oriented instructions.
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High-voltage ICs
supply the drive
for ac panels
Threefold process divides the labor
among bipolar buffers, C-MOS logic,
and diffused-MOS lateral transistors
by Pat Curran, Tom Engibous, and John D. Spencer
Texas Instruments Inc. Houston. Texas

D Although high-voltage integrated circuits may spark
the designer's imagination in ahost of applications, few
systems are so hungry for these chips as plasma display
panels. The bulk and cost of their drive electronics have
even discouraged improvements in the basic panel technology because complete systems that could compete

with cathode-ray-tube displays have been impossible.
A new line of large-scale ics will soon end this situation. The first members of this family of plasma drivers
are the SN75500 and the SN75501. Each holds 32
high-voltage transistors and controls 32 lines of a standard ac plasma panel, and each unites bipolar, complementary-mos, and diffused-mos field-effect-transistor
devices on one chip (Fig. 1).
Prior to this BidFET process, apurely bipolar technology appeared to be the one approach capable of tackling
the 100-volt and higher requirements of plasma panels.
But the positive temperature coefficients of bipolar transistors and their secondary breakdown phenomena
detract from their reliability. Nevertheless, as lowvoltage input buffers on the 75500 and 75501, standard
bipolar devices lend the driver chips both precision and
ruggedness.
Logic operations are handled by c-mos circuitry in
the interior of the chips. There it not only saves area and
power but also is isolated from any destructive static
discharges at the device terminals.
At the outputs, diffused-mos structures similar to
those used in high-power discrete transistors cope with
the high voltages needed for the displays. Basically lateral n-channel devices, D-MOS transistors are free of the
destructive secondary breakdown and thermal runaway
present in bipolar devices. Their high input impedance is
easily driven by the C-MOS logic gates, and of course
they switch much faster than bipolar devices.
Cost tradeoff
Of course, the bipolar, c-mos, and D-MOS elements of
chip require complex processing, involving 12
mask levels. Nevertheless, the chips can be fabricated on
astandard linear-ic production line, and the cost of their
complexity is more than offset by cost reduction at the
system level.
As shown in Fig. 2, the standard ac panel consists of
two flat pieces of ordinary glass with electrodes and a
dielectric layer deposited on them, held apart by spacers
BidFET

ELECTRODES

SPACER
•••„„,
\

CONTACT
AREA
DIELECTRIC

GLASS

I

SEAL

2. Flat matrix. The standard ac plasma panel is asimple sandwich of
glass plates, hermetically sealed and filled to low pressure with noble
gases. The picture elements are defined by the crossings between
two orthogonal sets of electrodes deposited on the glass sheets.
1. Three in one. Lateral ditlused-MOS output transistors withstand
the high voltages needed to drive plasma displays. The same chip
includes C-MOS circuits for low-power logic and bipolar input butters.
The IC replaces 32 discrete drivers and accompanying logic.
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3. Added charge. The drive voltage to a
plasma display consists of an ac sustaining
signal, with data pulses superimposed (a).
Once ionized, charge in the cell adds to the
applied

voltage,

raising

the

cell

above the threshold for discharge (b).
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and hermetically sealed around the outside edges. The
space between the glass is evacuated and filled with a
gas—generally aneon-argon mixture—under a pressure
of approximately Vs atmosphere.
A visible orange discharge occurs at the intersection of
selected electrodes when the voltage applied between the
electrodes exceeds the ionization voltage of the gas. Once
initiated, the discharge can be sustained by an ac voltage
less than the ionization voltage. This data retention
eliminates refreshing and its attendant flicker, simplifying the display system and enhancing the display.
In early ac plasma displays, athird piece of perforated
glass defined the individual picture elements, or pixels.
Individual cells in the latest displays are defined instead
by the electrode intersections. A discharge is confined to
the area where it was ignited with the proper choice of
gas pressure, electrode width and pitch, glass spacing,
and the excitation and sustaining potentials.
The simple construction of ac plasma panels results in
arugged sandwich containing just afew cubic centimeters of an inert gas. There is no danger of implosion, as
with CRTs, and operators do not come in contact with
high voltages through the faceplate. The fabrication
steps are inexpensive and yield one of the safest display
panels available.
Because capacitive coupling is used to ignite and sustain cells, the frequency of the driving signals as well as
their amplitudes must be quite precisely controlled to
ensure consistent operation of the display.
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gas is exceeded, initiating adischarge.
The high electron and ion currents that are present in
this discharge together build up charge in the cells. This
wall charge initially opposes the applied voltage, causing
the cell voltage to decay below the ionization voltage.
However, during the following cycles of the sustain
signal, the wall charge adds to the electrode voltage,
keeping the discharge alive.
Since the sustaining voltage is less than the firing
voltage of an extinguished cell, it has no effect unless the
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Controlling the glow
The basic sequence of signals needed to control a
plasma panel display is shown in Fig. 3, along with the
cell voltages that result. A blank, or extinguished, cell is
unaffected by the ac sustaining voltage applied to all of
the electrodes. When awrite pulse adds its energy to this
continuous ac waveform, the ionization voltage of the
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4. Data driver. The SN75500 panel driver provides data to 32
electrodes along one axis of a display. One section of eight lines is
selected at a time. Data shifted serially into the register is transferred
in parallel to the high-voltage diffused-mos outputs.
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5. Composition. The waveforms for the cell
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shown. The sustain signal is applied to every
X electrode. Half-select pulses on an X-Y pair
combine to write or erase a cell, depending
on their timing relative to the sustain voltage.
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cell has been fired previously. Consequently, the sustaining signal may be applied indiscriminately to the entire
plasma panel.
Addressing circuitry superimposes apulse on selected
X and Y electrodes to initially fire acell. Similarly, an
erase pulse produces enough excess charge in a cell to
counterbalance the wall charge, thus breaking the sustaining sequence.
Outshining discrete devices
The 75500 and 75501 are specifically designed to
generate these signals. Prior to the development of BidFET technology, the high voltages were provided by
discrete components. In large panel systems, the number
of discrete components escalates quickly, making large
designs uneconomical both in package size and cost.
Each driver contains the circuitry to address and sustain
32 plasma electrodes. Thus, the interface to a 256by-256-line display requires just 16 ics—eight of each
type—instead of over 500 discrete devices.
The 75500 (Fig. 4) is called an X-axis driver, though
in practice it drives either the horizontal or vertical
electrodes, depending on how the panel is applied. The
outputs from this chip are normally low and switch high
selectively when the strobe input goes low. Consequently,
the device provides a positive half-select pulse for
addressing acell.
Selection of one of the 32 outputs is accomplished
using the select signals So and SIand the data inputs.
The 32 outputs are divided into four sections of eight
outputs each. Only one section can be activated at a
time; the outputs of the other three remain low. Because
of this architecture, text-display systems, for example,
would use this chip to select the horizontal electrodes to
update aline of characters.
When one section is selected, the states of the eight
outputs are determined by the data stored in an 8-bit
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shift register. Data is serially shifted into the register on
positive transitions of the clock signal at a maximum
rate of 4megahertz.
The 75501 generates the negative half-select pulses
and also contributes part of the sustain signal. In this
chip, a 32-bit shift register controls all of the output
gates. However, if the sustain input is low, all the
outputs are low, regardless of the data in the register.
Because the 75501 operates on all 32 outputs in parallel, it is usually used along the panel's horizontal axis to
update all the pixels of aselected row simultaneously.
Both of the chips are available with c-mos- or rrtcompatible inputs. The D-MOS output drivers swing 100
V in just 300 nanoseconds and can supply 20 milliamperes. In the quiescent state, the chips consume only 100
milliwatts of power.
Waves upon waves
Figure 5shows how the basic waveforms from the two
chips combine to provide the required voltage differences
between the X and Y electrodes. The sustain signal is
composed of two parts, abase pulse applied to the X axis
and a negative sustain pulse applied to the Y axis. The
base pulse is not generated by the 75500s, but is applied
to all electrodes along the X axis through the clamp
diodes that are included on all of the 75500's outputs.
The Y-axis sustain pulse is created by the 75501.
Since the write and erase signals are selectively
applied, the pedestals superimposed on the basic sustain
waveform appear only at the pixels where information is
to be altered. All other nodes receive either astandard
sustain waveform or a half-select waveform. Whether a
pulse writes or erases a pixel depends on its timing
relative to the sustain signal. The blanking waveform,
however, is applied to all electrodes indiscriminately.
Thus, it is most easily created by altering the basic
sustain waveform.
D
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Low-voltage-inverter logic:
abetter bipolar option for VLSI
Parallel transistors combine level sensing and output drive into one stage
for a lower power-delay product than TTL or emitter-coupled logic
by Richard R. Konian,

International Business Machines Corp., General Technology Division, East Fishkill, N. Y.

CI A new bipolar circuit technology is faster than emitter-coupled logic yet offers much the same density as
TTL. It promises to make very large-scale integration
available to high-performance computers (Fig. 1).
Among bipolar technologies, rn. particularly suits
dense, low-power integrated circuits. But, it lacks the
speed necessary for high-performance machines. On the
other hand, ECL is much faster than TTL, though it is less
dense and consumes considerably more power. In contrast, the new circuit configuration—low-voltage—inverter or LVI logic—currently shows a power-delay product
of just 0.6 picojoule, half that of rn. and about atenth
that of ECL.
LVI logic's design incorporates apush-pull output with
the logic level-setting stage. This makes it even faster
than ECL, which cannot use a push-pull drive without
incurring additional delays. mos circuits, particularly
those of complementary-MOS, exhibit lower power-delay
products—but only because they consume less power.
LVI circuits, being bipolar, are much faster than mos
versions and, in fact, are among the fastest bipolar
circuits available.
A new figure of merit
Behind the development of the new circuit lies the
perception that with each new generation of circuit
technology, the ratio of signal-line capacitance to device
capacitance has increased. Not long ago devices were
larger, and several generations back they were huge
relative to today's dimensions, so that line capacitance
was avery small percentage of the total that the circuit
had to drive.
Like older configurations, the LVI circuit first drives
its internal capacitances, then any line capacitance, and
finally, the internal capacitances of the following circuit.
Impressive innovations over the past 15 years have markedly reduced device capacitance. Minimization of line
capacitance, on the other hand, being relatively straightforward, has remained essentially a brute-force operation. Designers have tried to keep line capacitance as
small as possible, but with less success, so the ratio of
line to device capacitance has gradually inflated. As this
ratio rises, the power required to switch the line must
also be increased, placing ever more importance on linedriving capability as integration continues.
The advent of the polysilicon base provides one exam-
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ple of how device capacitance has been lowered. In this
type of substrate, the base contacts do not have to be
within the base diffusion area. The contacts are located
outside the base region, thereby decreasing the size of
the collector-base junction as well as the transistor's
overall measurements. Junction size is one of the two
most significant performance parameters that are associated with capacitance, the other being the diffusion
capacitance that is controlled by the circuit's vertical
geometry.

Another novelty
A second example of device innovation is selfalignment of the emitter with the base-diffusion area.
Again, this has adirect impact on the collector-base area
and the size of the device itself. Both these innovations,
in addition to sophisticated isolation schemes to subdue
device interaction, have decreased horizontal device
geometry. In contrast, line-capacitance reductions have
derived essentially from improvements in the particular
methods of lithography used to produce circuits and
interconnections.

These lithographic advances have narrowed linewidths, and that evolution is continuing into the submi-
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1. Low-voltage inverter. These circuits were made with a new form
of bipolar technology called low-voltage-inverter or LVI logic. The
unique interconnection of conventional transistors results in a powerdelay product lower than for circuit forms such as TTL.
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2. One collector delay. With LVI logic, logical switching and push-

3. At a glance. The noise margin of LVI circuits is plotted as a

pull amplification are integrated into a single stage to reduce intracir-

function of power-supply voltage for the temperature extremes

cuit delay. As a result, a signal traveling from input to output only

expected. For example, if the system needs a 40-millivolt margin or

encounters asingle transistor and its associated delay.

better, the supply voltage must be held to within 400 mV.

crometer area. At the same time, however, the resistive
component of line impedance increases, canceling much
of the benefit of the reduced capacitance. Moreover, in
the evolution into higher levels of integration, more lines
are needed for each cell, meaning that agreater proportion of the chip becomes associated with signal paths.
Eventually, with designers concentrating only on vertical
device geometries, the problem of an increasing ratio of
line to device capacitance would be steadily compounded. LVI logic attempts to short-circuit such an undesirable eventuality in astraightforward manner.

superior drive capability can—for the first time—be
obtained without adding delays.
The output branch of the LVI circuit exhibits the
high-driving capability afforded by active elements on
both sides of the output terminal. The output voltage is
pushed high by Q3 and pulled low by Q2. Resistors are
needed for dc control on both branches, and capacitors
are used to speed up the circuits, as in other bipolar
logic-gate configurations.
In sum, this simple configuration merges two independent branches, one providing the basic ingredients for
logic and the other providing high-drive capability. The
branches are connected in order to minimize intracircuit
delay and to supply the lowest possible voltage that can
support push-pull operation at the output. This has been
done by placing the input transistors in parallel, with
their bases connected so as to meet the low-voltage
requirement. As a result, signals travel from input to
output in one collector period, which is the shortest
possible propagation delay for an inverting circuit.

A single logic stage
LVI logic's unique intracircuit connections dramatically minimize intracircuit delay. Logic-level determination
and push-pull amplification are performed in a single
stage (Fig. 2). In all previous technologies, these functions were treated as separate responsibilities, requiring
more than one collector-area delay and, often, two logic
stages. In ECL, for example, an input has to pass through
two collectors, looking much like two stages of logic.
This is the major reason the push-pull current switch,
though attractive from adrive standpoint, has not been
used for internal logic by the semiconductor industry:
appended to a traditional circuit, it adds yet another
period of delay.
In the LVI circuit, each of two input gates comprises
two branches (Fig. 2). The left branch, with its associated transistor (Q 1), sets the switching levels of the
logic. The right branch, with transistors Q2 and Q3,
provides the drive capability. These branches are joined
through a shared base connection. The signal passes
from input to output through just one collector area, so it
experiences only one collector delay. Thus, with the
push-pull output integrated as part of one logic stage, its
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Toward high-performance VLSI
In all, a number of factors make the LVI circuit
attractive in terms of both speed and power for VLSI.
Independent paths supply driver current and set internal
dc voltages. Line-driving current passes through one
branch and dc-level—setting current through the other;
they do not conflict, so the dc level is set independently
of driver charge-and-discharge cycles.
In contrast, dc-level setting in a rn. circuit is hampered by output charging current; the same transistor
that sets the de voltage must try to drive the line capacitance, an arrangement that brings about circuit delay.
ECL has independent paths but, as noted, it does not have
push-pull drive or minimized intracircuit delay.
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extremes, a 160-picosecond circuit requires 1.9 milliwatts of power;
a230-ps circuit can get by with as little as 0.83 mW.

5. Speed -power curves. The power-delay product of LVI logic, with

The LVI circuit offers alow output impedance in both
directions; an emitter follower assists output signals on
their way up, and capacitive overdrive helps on their way
down. The overdrive capacitors reduce dc power because
they help overcome differences in the horizontal geometries of the transistors, and they provide a discharging
pad for the line capacitance. Once the capacitors are
charged, a lower steady-state power is consumed,
because current flows only 50% of the time.
Low-impedance source
All transistors in an LVI gate are switched by a lowimpedance source, which is yet another novel characteristic of the new circuit. The two bottom transistors in
Fig. 2 (Q, and Q2)are switching devices, and the third
(Q 2)is the emitter follower. That all the transistors are
charged and discharged via their base regions with lowimpedance sources is one of the major factors contributing to the high performance of LVI logic.
The LVI circuit may completely cover the Tn. and ECL
operational ranges. Logic circuits are evaluated using
three basic criteria: speed, power requirements, and density. LVI logic can match or surpass other bipolar technologies in all three contests.
An important consideration is the noise margin as a
function of the power-supply voltage (Fig. 3). A spurious
signal present at the circuit's input must not propagate
through subsequent cells—even under worst-case conditions. On the other hand, the dc noise margin of the
circuit does depend on the dc gain—established by
resistor ratio—needed to satisfy aparticular application.
Like all circuits, LVI logic presents atradeoff between dc
noise margin and performance. Figure 3 shows how a
given noise margin dictates the allowed power-supply
variation or vice versa. A designer can see the different
variations at a glance, making it easy to choose the
center point best suited to accommodate differing circuit
and packaging requirements on noise margin.
In terms of layout, the compactness of LVI logic
exceeds that of Schottky current-switched (scs) circuits
and does well against rr L. scs circuits currently make
for some of the densest bipolar chips in the industry,
with some 1,500 circuits already possible. Using amas-
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and without bypass capacitors, is here compared with other bipolar
technologies. LVI technology will yield chips with thousands of 2.5mW gates, or the power can be lowered for twice that many.

ter-slice cell as an example and allowing for about 19
interconnection channels, the LVI cell takes up 116.9 by
86.65 micrometers, or about 10,000 £m'. A Tr'. circuit
needs about 9,500 MIT1 2 and the scs cell about 12,000
pm' under the same conditions.
Thus, the new circuit is competitive in terms of area
using similar ground rules. Standard ECL would be two
to three times larger.
Performance data
In order to test the speed of LVI logic, a loop of 49
stages was simulated, and the signal across two stages
was measured so there would be no crossover problem.
The two stages yielded adelay of about 200 picoseconds
for each stage.
One way to categorize the LVI circuit is by its operational space. Figure 4shows the voltage and temperature
limits between which the circuit is expected to operate
without using any temperature compensation of the power supply. Voltage and temperature are independent,
leading to asquare operational space and apower-delay
rating of from 0.27 to just less than 0.3 pi. At the
extremes, a 160-ps circuit requires 1.9 milliwatts of
power, whereas a230-ps circuit needs but 0.83 mw.
Figure 5serves as asummary, recapping some of the
key points concerning the LVI circuit. The technology is
compared with rr I. and ECL with and without bypass
capacitors. Clearly, in comparison with ECL, the new
circuit shows a significant improvement in power
requirements and performance. With typical load characteristics, LVI logic is four times faster than rr L.
The advantages of the LVI circuit stand out at both
ends of the spectrum. If the designer wants high speed, a
circuit with afew thousand devices might be configured
on achip using aper-circuit power in the 2.5-mw range.
Alternatively, utilizing the new circuit as a low-power
device, twice as many circuits might be connected on a
chip, with each chip then consuming a matter of 0.5 to
0.7 mw for each circuit.
D
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Designer's casebook
Parallel power MOS FETs
increase circuit current capacity
by Herb Saladin and Al Pshaenich
Motorola Semiconductor Products Sector, Phoenix, Ariz.

A fast high-voltage and -current pulse is often needed to
evaluate the characteristics of aswitching power device.
For such applications, the semiconductor switch must be
much faster than the device under test. Power mos
field-effect transistors serve this function well, but are
limited by their current-carrying capability. However,
this current capability can be increased without altering
the switching speed of the generated pulse by paralleling
the transistors.
Power mos FETs Q1 through Q15 (Fig. 1) are connect-

ed in parallel to obtain 150 amperes of peak pulsed
current for the system. Initially, the FET with thehighest
transconductance (gh) draws the largest drain current
and consequently causes high dissipation. The resulting
temperature rise increases the drain-source on-resistance
rd(On) and self-limits the drain current. This process will
continue until all of the FETs in the circuit have equal
drain currents.
Two p-channel FETs (Q16 and Q17) are connected in
parallel to provide the drive current for the mos FET
switch. These FETS are turned on by the negative-going
input pulse. Limiting resistor R2 and speed-up capacitor
C2 in the drain path of Q16 and Q17 feed the 15 gate
circuits of Q1 through Q15. For simplicity, only the gate
circuits of Q1 and Q15 are shown, each formed by a
directly coupled resistor, aspeed-up capacitor, and backto-back zener diodes for protection.
In the circuit, approximately 150 A at 140 volts is
switched extremely fast, with voltage turn-on time being

1. Power switch«. This high-speed and high-current semiconductor switch uses 15 n-channel power MOS FETs in parallel to achieve the
circuit capability of 150 A of peak pulsed current. Unmatched FETs are used because the self-limiting ability of each FET tends to equalize the
drain current. A low-duty-cycle. 50-V input drive pulse has arise time of 10 ns.
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2. Waveforms. The drain voltage turn-on time of the circuit is 10 ns
and drain current rises in about 250 ns due to reactive load. (a). The
drain voltage turns off in about 1gs (b) without clamp

Q.

With the

clamp the turn-oft time is reduced to 0.2 gs(c). The FET switch turns

less than 10 nanoseconds and current rise time about 250
ns (Fig. 2a). The turn-off time for the power switch is
improved with the n-channel I. ET clamp Q114, which turns
on at the input pulse's trailing edge and supplies a
reverse gate voltage to the power switch. The drain
voltage turn-off time of about 1microsecond (Fig. 2b) is
reduced to 0.2 µs with this clamp (Fig. 2e). Reducing
resistor Rd further lessens turn-off time (Fig. 2d).

off faster as the value of resistance R, is reduced (d).

Extreme care must be exercised in the layout of the 15
parallel MOS FETs. Lead lengths must be kept as short as
possible and rf bypass capacitors placed at several points
along the source bus line to minimize reactive effects. A
duty cycle of less than 1% is used to ensure safe operation.
El

TYPICAL TEST RESULTS FOR A 5-V SUPPLY

5-V converter powers
EE-PROMs, RS-232-C drivers
by Richard A. McGrath
Studio 7Technical Documentation, San Carlos, Calif.

Many of today's electrically erasable programmable and
electrically alterable read-only memories require different voltages from the RS-232-C drivers needed to interface them with microprocessors. This dc-to-dc converter
changes 5volts into ±11 v for these drivers and 21 v for
programming or reading EE-PROMs. Because the RS-
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Logic state of IH5143 analog switch, pin 15
Test point
voltage (V)

Switch

S2

open

Switch S2 closed
(gr °unclad)

Low

High

Low

High

MC1488* pin 1

—0.2

—11.8

—4.3

—13.5

MC14813* pin 14

+21.7

+10.6

+8.7

+7.5

2817 pin 1
1.5-kS2 load

+20.7

+10.7

+3.5

+3.0

Voutput

+22.4

+11.3

+9.4

+8.2

- Voutput

—0.9

—12.4

—4.9

—14.0

+

'300 -1! load

on output

pin 3, logic high on pin 2
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ETHERNET IS FINALLY
OPEN FOR BUSINESS.

NOW A FAMILY OF
INTELLIGENT CONTROLLERS
THAT MAKE ETHERNET
A REALITY FOR
VAX-11, PDP-11, AND
LSI-11 COMPUTERS.
Interlan's new intelligent, Ethernetcompatible Unibus and Qbus communications
controllers provide an unmatched level of high
performance to make Ethernet areality in DEC
minicomputer environments.
A unique modular product design and extensive intelligence make Interlan's Unibus and Qbus
communications controllers Ethernet-ready for
DEC VAX-11, PDP-11 or LSI-11 systems. In full
compliance with the Xerox/Intel/DEC Ethernet
V1.0 specification.
And unlike other controllers, Interlan's new
products are intelligent, high-performance interfaces, designed to have minimum impact on the
station they serve.
NI1010 UNIBUS AND NI2010 QBUS
CONTROLLERS: EIGHT HIGH
PERFORMANCE FEATURES
Interlan's high performance Unibus and Qbus
communications controller boards offer many
more features:
•Implement Ethernet Version 1.0
Specifications.
•Perform Ethernet Data Link Layer
Functions.
•Perform Ethernet Physical Channel
Functions.
•Collect Network Statistics.
•Onboard Boot ROM Sockets
(on NI2010 only).
•Support High Station Performance with
DMA transfers to/from host memory.
•Extensive Diagnostic Features like internal/
external data loop-back operation,
network and Pass/Fail LED
indicators, power-up confidence
test and diagnostic software.
•Network Software Support.

SOFTWARE DRIVERS FOR TOTAL
SUPPORT
Interlan provides the industry's most complete
program of networking and operating system support to make Ethernet areality for DEC machines
...assuring users of simplicity of installation and
reliable operation. Interlan offers RSX-11M/S,
VMS and RT-11 operating drivers that support
standard system directives.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO BUILD
YOUR NETWORK
Interlan offers the industry's most complete
family of accessories to make Ethernet areality
today on DEC minicomputers...including Ethernet
transceiver units, transceiver cable, coaxial cable
and cable hardware.., and of course, complete user
manual support.
DEDICATED TO LOCAL AREA
NETWORKING
Interlan is dedicated to the development and
support of high performance products to create
compatibility of today's minicomputers with
tomorrow's networks. If making Ethernet areality
on DEC machines is aneed of yours today, you
should have the complete specifications and technical data on Interlan products.
For more information write Interlan's corporate office or contact any of the Interlan
distributors listed below.

INTE

WE MAKE NETWORKS WORK.

160 Turnpike Road, Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01824
(617)256-5888 TELEX 95-1909
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS:
ADCOMP AG. Switzerland 01 /730 4848
Transduction Ltd.. Canada 416-625-1907
Data Translation Ltd.. England (Burnham) 06286 3412
YREL. France 956.81.42.
Stemmer Electronik. West Germany 089/8060 61

Circle 138 on reader service card

232-C drivers and EE-PROMS operate at different time
intervals and the circuit's switching time is much shorter
than that of serial communication, power requirement
conflicts do not occur.
Semiconductor Circuits' power converter U, can generate ± 12 v or +24 v with the addition of single-pole
double-throw switch SI,diode DI,and capacitor Cl(a).
If SI is in position 1, ± 12 V are produced. In position 2,
this switch gives +24 V. In addition, DI ensures that a
positive voltage is generated from pin 3during switching,
and surge voltages are suppressed by CI.
The dc-to-dc converter (b) uses Intersil's analog
switch Si(1H5143) to switch the converter more quickly
from ± 11 to +21 V. The switching is controlled by
logic, and many voltages can be selected from the circuit
with switch S2 and the logic at pin 15 of SI(see table).
Any negative voltage across the drain-to-body junc-

D,

5V

tion of the body-puller field-effect transistor of SIis
stopped by diode D2. Zener diode D5 and resistor R2
reduce +24 to +21 vwhen EE-PROM U2 is programmed
or read. In addition, this combination reduces ±12 to
± 11 v, which powers RS-232-C driver U3. Capacitor C2
prevents voltage override when the switching frequency
is about 5kilohertz. Grounding resistor R, together with
S2 provides correct power switching for EEPROMS when
the circuit is turned on or off. The 5-v supply also is
directly tapped in order to power one of the inputs of the
EEPROM .

Tradeoffs in memory organization (2-K by 8 bits),
programming convenience, product availability, and
power requirements led to the choice of Intel's 2817
EEPROM for U2. Many other voltages can be selected
from this circuit, and as a result, any EE-PROM may be
used in it. This cost-effective design eliminates bulky
transformers and voltage regulators and thus requires
only a few external components. It finds applications in
lightweight airborne or robotic systems.
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly

UI
DTD5

the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $75 for each item published.

2.12.38
POWER
CONVERTER

Converter. The dc-to-dc converter (a) uses minimum components to
generate ± 12 or +24 volts. To provide faster switching, mechanical
switch S, is replaced with the Intersil's analog switch IH5143 (b). The
switching of this converter is controlled by logic and used to program
or read 2817 EE-PROMs or to power RS-232-C drivers.
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PPG ELECTRONIC
GLASS.
ALWAYS SENSITIVE
NEVER
TEMPERAMENTAL.

Imagine aswitch so
durable that it works every
time at the touch of afinger.
Or avisual display device that
combines function and
durability with beauty.
PPG can give you both.
Right now. With Nesa and
Nesatron" electronic glass.
•

II

t

glass. On microwave ovens.
Sewing machines. Copiers.
Practically any control panel.
Then there's PPG
Nesatron glass, awidely used,
incredibly versatile LCD material. With abroad range of
surface resistivities, it's amajor
step beyond LED for calculators, watches, and ahost of

lit

I,

A scratch-resistant Nesa
glass touch control panel can
replace virtually any electromechanical device. With no
moving parts, there's nothing
to break off. And hot or cold
environments, indoors or outdoors, won't harm it, either.
What's more, Nesa electro-conductive coated glass is
transparent. So it's especially
useful for vending machine
designs. It lets you apply pressure sensitive labels to the back
of the glass, too. And change
them whenever you want.
Of course, for permanent
labeling, you can still silk screen
the exterior surfaces of the
140

Circle 140 on reader service card

other applications. Its superior
flatness allows for close tolerances. And you can etch
Nesatron glass with almost
unbelievable precision.
When it comes to
applications for both
these PPG electronic
glasses, the list is as
long as your imagination can make it.
But if you'll return
the coupon to us, we'll stretch
your imagination even further.
ndL,str al Glass Products
Department [242
PPG Industries, Inc.
One Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Dear PPG:
Stretch my imagination
Please send your technical and sales brochures about PPG Nesa - and Nesatron`
electronic glass
Name
Company
Street
City

State

Zip

Telephone (

PPG: aConcern for the Future

I 1 ià
INDUSTRIES
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Printed circuits get
anew boarder:
the plastic leaded
chip-carrier
Space-efficient packages cut costs
and can be reliably surface-mounted
to standard pc board materials
using avariety of existing methods
by John 0=0
Texas Instruments Inc, Dallas, Texas

Li As the size of monolithic integrated circuits continues
growing and the dimensions of the devices on ics continue to shrink, components packagers are faced with the
double-edged challenge of housing a physically large
chip whose density demands an increasing number of
leads or pads for input/output lines. Because of this, the
dual in-line package will gradually be replaced by plastic
leaded chip-carriers. The transition will demand many
adjustments, but it is being eased by new attachment
techniques that do not require expensive retooling and
permit amixture of carriers and DIPS to be attached to a
single board in one operation.
DiPs have endeavored to keep pace with the increased
size and density of large- and very large-scale integration
by increasing their number of pins to 20, 28, 44, and 64,
with the number of I/O leads from the chips running as
high as 256 (Table I). But astandard 64-pin DIP already
occupies 3square inches of board space, which is about
as much as a package can realistically claim. Thus, the
emphasis has been shifting to square packages such as
the leadless ceramic chip-carrier.
By contrast, a68-pin carrier conforming to the pinout
standards of the Joint Electron Device Engineering
Council, for example, needs only about 1 in.' of board
1. The leaded and the leadless. This board has a mix of plastic
leadless chip-carriers and leaded ceramic ones. The black types are
the leaded chip-carriers. At the lower left are two 84-lead plastic
carriers. Each of these units has an integral copper heat sink.

00
0
0

00
0
0

00
0
0

00
0
0

00
0
0

TABLE 1: DEVICE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS INFLUENCING PACKAGING
Trend
Feature-size reduction (pm)

Larger chip size 1, 1,000 mils 2 )

Linear and MOS devices (%)

Higher voltage (V)

Higher power ()NI

1975

1980

5

3

40

5

40

109

Higher pin count

40

90

20

35- 50

150

250 - 300

2

6-10

10 12,

64

space—a substantial 3:1 reduction in area. Yet, while
the ceramic leadless chip-carrier is undeniably aspaceefficient package, especially for chips requiring large
pinouts, there are two sizable obstacles to the widespread
acceptance of this package. First, the cofired multilayer
construction of ceramic carriers makes them quite
expensive. Second, it is extremely difficult to reliably
attach ceramic carriers to the popular glass-epoxy variety of printed-circuit board because of the large difference in the temperature coefficient of expansion (TcE)
between the board and packaging materials. This TCE
differential causes carrier-to-board solder joints to crack
and break under conditions of thermal shock—a situation that is particularly critical in carriers that have a
greater number of pinouts.
Ti's solution to these problems is the post-molded
plastic leaded chip-carrier. Not only is it impervious to
thermal shock, but plastic leaded carriers, in terms of
cost-savings, will do for the ceramic chip-carrier what
the plastic DIP did for the ceramic DIP. Plastic carriers
replace expensive, difficult-to-work-with ceramics with
low-cost easily molded thermoset plastic. And as in the
case of the interchangeability of ceramic and plastic
DiPs, plastic carriers match the Jedec standards for
chip-carrier patterns and socket dimensions.
The plastic chip-carriers from Ti are square types that
conform to acoming Jedec specification for leaded plastic chip-carriers. They are currently available in 20-, 28-,
44-, 68-, and 84-lead versions. However, by mid-year,
the company will come out with a rectangular 18-lead
carrier developed specifically for its 64-k random-access
memories. Both package types have leads on 50-mil
centers. TI also has a long-range program to develop a
family of fine-pitch plastic chip-carriers with leads on
25-mil centers [Electronics, Oct. 6, 1981, p. 42], but the
first significant application of carriers should already be
felt with the units on 50-mil centers.
Tooled like aDIP
Almost the same material, tooling, and processing
used to make plastic DiPs is used for making plastic
chip-carriers. For example, chip-mounting and -bonding
equipment does not know whether it is mounting or
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bonding a chip to a DIP or chip-carrier leadframe. Of
course, the mold shape is different for the two packages,
but the plastic material and molding machines are the
same. The carrier leadframes are different and are made
of copper, unlike most DIP leadframes, which are made
of Alloy 42.
The forming and trimming processes, however, are
somewhat more difficult as the leads on the carriers are
on 50-mil centers, rather than the 100-mil centers on
DiPs. Moreover, the DIP requires only one angle bend,
whereas the carrier leads are bent around into aJshape,
close to the plastic body, which requires more precise
and careful handling.
These problems, however, have been solved, and when
production volume builds up, carrier-housed la should
rapidly reach cost levels competitive with plastic DiPs.
Higher conductivity

Another area where the plastic carrier competes favorably with the DIP is in thermal conductivity. The carrier's leads are of an alloy with ahigh copper content that
has a higher thermal conductivity than the DIP'S Alloy
42 leads. This relatively ductile material can be used
because the carrier leads do not need the stiffness
required by those of aDIP, which serve as plug pins and
must withstand socket insertion and extraction forces not
imposed on the leaded carrier. The alloy has 95% of the
thermal and electrical conductivity of pure copper but
still can be tempered for a good measure of tensile
strength. On the other hand, since the carrier's leads are
wrapped around and tucked in close to the carrier body,
they do not need the rigidity of the straight pins that are
used on aDIP.
The Japanese also offer some competing leaded plastic
chip-carrier designs, but these units do not follow any
pinout convention. As aresult, there has been aproliferation of styles, making a selection very difficult. Moreover, the Japanese extend their terminal leads straight
out or with a gull-wing bend from the package body,
which is very difficult to handle during production and
later during shipping and mounting.
The plastic leaded carrier produced by TI, however,
fits the Jedec footprint precisely and is being kept in
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conformance with any changes promulgated by the
council's standards committee. Standardized packaging
for electronic parts (and their sockets, if any) have
always been of benefit to the industry, lowering costs and
permitting production to be automated.
After testing and burn-in, ics are packaged for shipment and later loading into automatic board-assembly
machines. Here is where the square, flat, and nonprotruding lead configuration of the plastic carriers also
shows its advantages. Not only do the carriers save space
on pc boards, but they also can be densely stacked like
poker chips or coins in tubes—unlike DIPS, which generally must be packed end to end and thus take up alot of
room per unit. Automatic stacks need to be reloaded less
often and take up less storage space. Because no delicate
leads or pins that easily bend out of shape are exposed,
the carrier can even be shipped loose in plastic bags—
they are as rugged as that, especially in the sizes with
smaller lead counts.
Traditionally, plastic packaging has followed ceramic
versions as a low-cost alternative for those who do not
need the higher temperature capabilities, hermeticity,
and perceived reliability of ceramics. The question of
reliability, however, hinges on how much is enough.
In telecommunications, for example, systems often are
designed for alife cycle of 40 years. But that figure was
based on the pace of innovation in electronics 50 years
ago. Today, 10-year-old equipment in perfect working
order is ripped out to be replaced with more complex,
energy-eflicient, and easier-to-maintain systems. Money
is saved and increased performance and capabilities are
achieved. And as the rate of advances in electronic
technology increases, this new equipment may be
replaced, perhaps in five years, with even more
advanced, better-performing, and lower-cost equipment.
Accordingly, though the plastic enclosure may not last
as long as a hermetically sealed ceramic package, it
probably will outlast the obsolescence of its contents.
Billions of plastic-packaged DIPs and transistors continue
to function perfectly, though they were considered obsolete years ago.

are of afolded-under type, unlike the extended pins of a
DIP, the carrier must be attached to the circuit board
with the aid of apressure-holding socket or, at lower cost
and in less space, by being directly soldered to the
surface of the board.
By contrast, the usual DIP unit is soldered through the
board, and most available soldering equipment is geared
to such an approach. With the through-the-board technique the leads of DIPS, resistors, capacitors, or other
components go through ahole in the board and then are
wave-soldered. Even chip components often are glued to
the bottom of the board and then wave-soldered.
Since many users of plastic carriers already have
in-house wave-soldering equipment, it is not surprising
that these firms are looking into the feasibility of wavesoldering plastic chip-carriers to pc boards. The same
techniques that have been found suitable for passive chip
components are being applied. The wave soldering of
various leaded carriers is depicted in Fig. 2. If this
mature technique can be successfully applied (and there
are indications that it might be) to production volumes,
it would result in alarge savings by eliminating the need
for the new types of soldering equipment specifically
designed for surface mounting.
Socketing versus soldering
For prototyping, testing, and low-volume production,
sockets suit plastic leaded chip-carriers perfectly. For
working at the bench, or for test quantities of boards, the

TI/JEDEC

Keeping alow profile
Nevertheless, boards populated with plastic chipcarriers are not expected immediately. At first, the more
complex, more expensive large- and very large-scale
integrated devices—where the DIP no longer can handle
the required large numbers of pins—will be packaged in
plastic carriers and mounted on small islands on pc
boards. Gradually, as the advantages of the carriers are
perceived, they may take over larger proportion of pc
boards and even compete directly with DIPS having low
lead counts, thereby taking full advantage of the carrier's space-saving potential as well (Fig. I).
The plastic leaded carrier is compatible with existing
flush-mounted components, such as chip capacitors, chip
resistors, and the new small-outline packages, whose
proliferation ultimately will lead to totally surfacemounted boards. However, as is often the case with a
new packaging technique, new attachment processes and
equipment must be developed in order for the packaging
technique to take hold. Because the carrier's terminals
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2. Wave-soldered. Recent work shows that it is possible to wave
solder the three types of plastic leaded chip-carriers shown to
standard pc boards. The components are aligned to the board's
solder pads, glued in place, and run through asolder wave.
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plastic chip-carriers like DIPS can simply be inserted into
standard sockets. Several companies manufacture them.
Amp Inc. of Harrisburg, Pa., for example, offers 20-,
28-, 44-, and 68-pin sockets, with an 84-pin version just
becoming available. The sockets make connection with
the chip-carrier through high-contact lateral forces. In
fact, the carriers often must be removed by being pushed
out through ahole in both board and socket. Despite the
high contact and removal forces, the sockets remain
reliable for far more removal-insertion cycles than a
chip-carrier is likely to experience.
However, for production runs, and for space savings of
as much as 66%, directly soldering the carrier to aboard
is desirable, especially as the surface-mounting format
really takes hold for all manner of components. Soldering directly to the board, however, requires new
methods, such as mass vapor-reflow-soldering the whole
board or using a collet-like tool for surface-soldering
individual units. Fortunately, many new flush-mounting
chip components, alarge variety of European-developed
50-mil-centered small-outline component and transistor
packages, in addition to the plastic carriers, contribute to
asubstantially large available device mix that may eventually drive the industry toward investing in surfacemounting methods like the mass vapor-rellow process.

In this process, the bare, etched board is first plated
with solder to coat the copper wiring traces. Then, solder
paste is screen-printed over the traces. The paste contains both solder and flux plus acarrier that temporarily
holds the components in place for soldering.
Taking the heat
The entire board is heated with the components in
place. Generally, adensely saturated vapor from afluorochemical liquid (like FC-70 Fluorinert from 3M Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.) heated to its 215°C boiling point raises
all board components and the board itself to the same
temperature. The vapor excludes air from the container,
thus preventing oxidation. Also, the liquid-vapor relationship keeps the temperature fixed without the need
for expensive temperature controls.
The board, or rather astack of boards, placed in the
vapor-phase reflow container, fuses the solder, creating
excellently soldered joints. Moreover, the plastic chipcarriers thus attached are more tolerant of thermal
cycling than leadless ceramic carriers.
Ceramic chip-carriers require boards with thermally
matched properties. TI'S plastic carriers do not, because
their compliant leads are designed to absorb all thermally induced stresses that might develop. This ability con-

STEEL
COLLET

PLASTIC LEADED
CHIP CARRIER

LOADED COLLET

REF LOW SOLDERING

HEATING

SOLIDIFICATION ANO COLLET RETRACTION

3. On the surface. A special collet tool can individually surface-solder eaded chip-carriers. The carrier is placed in the collet (a), lowered onto
the solder-covered pads (b), and heated (c). The collet retracts after the solder solidifies.
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TABLE 2: METHODS FOR ATTACHING FLUSH-MOUNTED COMPONENTS TO BOARDS

,

Vapor phase
Heat source

215°C Fluorinert (3M)

Solder and flux

solder paste with flux

Placement

held by paste

Production use

mass-reflow flush mounting
in high volume

Heated collet

Wave soldering

cartridge heaters in steel collet

solder wave

solder-plated board with
separate flux

fluxing followed by wave
soldering

aligned from collet

glued in place

individual or ganged attachment

mass attachment of mixed
components in high volume

or repair of mixed components
in medium volume

r(---h
1
Time and temperature

Status

1to 10 min/215°C

5s/250°C

5s/250°C

proven for ceramic chipcarriers; currently being
for plastic leaded
types

process characterization
under way

just recently demonstrated;
experiments are under way

SOURCE

trasts with the ceramic carrier's screened-on ho pads,
which cannot withstand stress levels as well as the leaded
carriers under thermal cycling. In testing, TI plastic
carriers that were reflow-soldered to standard pc substrates have withstood over 500 cycles of thermal shock
without asingle joint failure.
Entire boards can be surface-soldered, even when DIPS
are mixed in with plastic chip-carriers and chip components. The DIP leads are merely bent under the unit and
soldered along with the other parts. Thus, when surfacemounted components become the majority part on
boards, leaded DIP units still can be used as well with
surface-soldering methods.
Until then, with through-the-board components in the
majority, leaded chip-carriers can be individually surface-soldered with a collet tool (Fig. 3). The collet,
containing the chip-carrier, is lowered to the board, and
it applies heat to solder pads that will mate with the
carrier terminals. The solder melts and a mechanism
pushes the carrier against the molten pads. The collet
retracts, but holds the carrier in place until the solder
solidifies, after which it is removed.
Quick work
The whole process only takes from 1to 3 seconds—
almost as much time as inserting a DIP. li the process is
done on aboard that has just come off awave-soldering
machine for mounting the other components and is still
hot, a 1-second soldering time can be attained. The tool,
with a fluxing agent like type 611-RMA from Alpha
Metals Inc., Jersey City, N. J., creates excellently soldered joints.
The collet tool is the perfect solution for situations in
which just a few chip-carriers are mixed in with mostly
through-the-board wave-soldered parts. With this tool
there is no need to invest in new vapor-reflow equipment
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TE XAS INSTRUMENTS

until surface-mounted components predominate. Table 2
compares vapor-phase soldering, the use of the collet tool
and wave-soldering as attachment methods for the plastic leaded carrier.
At present, more and more surface-mounted parts are
appearing on the market, and automatic equipment is
being developed for placing such components on boards.
Transformers, switches, light-emitting diodes and some
other types of parts have yet to be manufactured in
flush-mounting formats. However, the pressure is on,
since designers are beginning to realize the potentially
huge space savings that surface-mounted chip-carriers
will bring about.
When acertain tilt-point in the availability of surfacemounted components, attachment processes, handling
machines, and other automated assembly equipment
occurs, the market will break loose and packagers will
jump onto the chip-carrier surface-mounting bandwagon. Suddenly, the cost of retooling to new manufacturing processes will not appear so formidable.
This scenario for innovation has been played out over
and over in electronic technology. Another oft-repeated
part of this general scenario concerns the products that
appear first. Since initial costs generally are relatively
high, mostly because of low start-up volumes, the product first is applied to higher-priced components. Accordingly, plastic leaded chip-carriers will probably first be
used for complex LSI and VLSI chips, where the package's cost is secondary, but its high pinout capability,
substantial space-savings, and more efficient terminal
wiring potential are the most important considerations.
When production volumes increase and tooling costs
have been capitalized to some degree, then lower-cost
products also can be housed in the plastic chip-carriers
and priced competitively with low-pinout DIPS, where the
packaging is amajor cost factor.
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A smart approach to
containing costs and
boosting productivity.
Now, more than ever before, aChicago
Laser trim system is the smart way to
lower overhead and boost productivity.
From the moment you order aCLS-33
laser trim system, you're holding the line
on inflation with apowerful weapon that
costs less and outperforms competitive
systems. Its design is advanced, yet not
extravagant; not wasteful—just what
you'd expect for the state-of-the-art in
laser trim systems. It is sophisticated yet
practical.

The CLS-33 also costs less to operate.
Designed as "the smart laser trim
system," its microcomputer is backed by
the industry's most intelligent software
operating system. So easy and fast to
program, an unskilled worker can learn
to program the CLS-33 in just days.
Every Chicago Laser Systems trimmer
must meet rigid quality-control standards, passing extensive performance
and burn-in tests. The chances of
downtime are further reduced by the
ease of maintaining the system. Should
afault occur, it can be rapidly isolated
with the systematic diagnostic programs
provided.

Above all, the CLS-33 is ahigh volume
production system that will increase
worker productivity and thin the cost
of laser trimming. With an available
air-bearing step and repeat handler, it
trims over 100,000 resistors per hour. An
automatic stack load/unload station is
also available.
For adetailed appraisal of how the
Smart Laser Trim System can fill your
needs, contact Chicago Laser Systems.

Circle 146 on reader service card

Chicago Laser
4034 N. Nashville Ave., Chicago, IL 60534- Phone 312* 282-2710 Telex: 206-647
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Rugged local network
follows military aircraft standard
Low cost and adata rate of 500 kilobits per second
also suit the C-Net to microcomputer-based industrial applications
by David Mandelkern,

Cromemco Inc., Mountain View, Calif.

Harsh industrial environments demand rugged local
networks. To satisfy that need—and to ensure that its
inexpensive network would stand out from the variety of
others that have become available—Cromemco Inc. has
based the C-Net local network's physical link and network interface on amilitary standard.
MIL STD 1553B is intended to govern the design of
internal data buses for use aboard military aircraft. In
applying the standard to the industry environment, the
company retained the ruggedness of the physical link by
using twin-axial cable, balanced lines, and differential
transmission of phase-encoded data. However, the logical protocol of 1553 was dropped in favor of acollisionsensing, multiple-access scheme.
Normal network functions capable of being implemented by C-Net's network control software include
electronic mail storage and delivery, error logging, data
compression, and data encryption. The electronic mail
program is apost office simulator that not only delivers
electronic mail, but also holds mail for users who are not
logged onto the network. In contrast, the error logging is
not directed to end users but is part of ageneral housekeeping function that helps the system planner to keep
tabs on a system's utilization and future expansion
needs. It also enables him to monitor nodes that are
error-prone and that may need preventive maintenance
to obviate serious problems.
With the C-Net's data-compression programs, users
will be able to make more efficient use of its datatransmission bandwidth (special software will be made
available to perform this chore). And finally, data security is achieved partly by means of the relatively high
safety of the physical link and its associated errordetecting codes and partly by the availability of the
data-encryption standard (DES) for encrypting transmit
ted data. As the data-encryption standard requires, this
is done by dedicated chips rather than software, which is
susceptible to tampering.
These abilities and the military-like level of ruggedness do not mean that the local-network user is faced
with a high price tag. Indeed, by avoiding sole-source
custom integrated circuits and expensive high-speed circuitry, the cost of a basic C-Net system has been kept
very low.
For example, as at present configured, the network
interface will enable five work stations to communicate
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at acost of less than $500 per station. With the aid of
another interface, nine users can communicate over a
single shared node. The cost of a single-node networkinterface controller is projected at less than $1,000. A
similar projection indicates that a gateway for linking
networks will be available for less than $3,000. Cromemco intends to manufacture aline of C-Net local network
products as well as network interface cards for the S-100
microcomputer bus.
Implementation
Architecturally, for greater acceptance among end
users and compatibility with other local networks, the
C-Net system conforms to the bottom four layers of the
International Standards Organization's and American
National Standards Institute's Reference Model of Open
Systems Interconnection (see table). The physical link
layer is implemented through twin-axial cable, while the
data link is provided through aserial input/output controller. The network layer is furnished through aCromemco-designed i/ci processor, and the transport layer is
taken care of by software services provided by the end
user's computers. This setup is typical of local networks
that are available today.
The low-cost twin-axial cable provides the reliability
of a twisted pair inside a heavy braid. It is far better
protection against the stray noise of a factory setting
than are the commonly used unshielded twisted pairs.
Coupling to this cable is done by means of transformers. Consequently, the network electronics is completely
HOW C-NET COMPARES WITH THE ISO-ANSI
NETWORK STANDARD
ISO-ANSI
Reference Model

C-Net

Application layer
Presentation layer

host computer software

Session layer
Transport layer

software service for C-Net interface

Network layer

input/output Z80 processor

Data-link layer

serial input/output Z80510 controller

Physical layer

differential transceiver and twin-axial cable
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mizes noise sensitivity (Fig. 1). These functions are for
the most part performed by large-scale integrated circuits, which are also in charge of the bit protocol in each
network interface card, plus error checking, collision
avoidance, and address decoding for up to 255 users per
cable segment. The C-Net protocol has 6 bytes of software-decoded addresses for a maximum of 2.8 X 10"
individually addressable users.
The basic data rate of the C-Net was chosen to be 500
kilobits/second. This figure is more than enough to allow
interfacing between various types of popular office and
factory equipment. Similarly realistic, the standard
C-Net cable can run up to 2,000 meters long between
nodes. If desired, special low-loss RG-22 twin-axial cable
can be used for distances of several miles. Moreover,
amplifiers can be employed to serve even longer distances if necessary.

MEMORY
(16-K-BYTES OF RANDOM-ACCESS AND
32-K-BYTES OF READ-ONLY MEMORY)

Z80
COUNTER/
TIMER
CIRCUIT

Z80
SERIAL
ONTROLI/LOER
C

INTERRUPT AND
TIMER CONTROL
OPTIONAL
USER-SELECTED
CLOCK

MASTER
CLOCK
(250 kHz)

Z80-based hardware
TIP
NETWORK CABLE

<LI
±'e

TRANSMIT

COLLISION
DETECTION

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

1. Z80-based. The C-Net's interface hardware is built around the
8-bit Z80 microprocessor and its peripheral chips. The carriersensing, multiple-access local network also detects and remedies
collisions of the data packets that travel over its shielded cable.

isolated from the physical link at all times. On the one
hand, the node electronics is immune to such faults in
the network cable as induced noise transients or electrical shorts. On the other, the network is physically
isolated from each individual node and so cannot be
affected by a node's failure.
Keep it down
External electrical noise is further suppressed by use
of a differential transmitter and receiver that reject
common-mode noise by more than 60 decibels. Moreover, aphase-locked loop for clock-pulse recovery mini-

The hardware implementation of the C-Net interface
is based on the Z80A microprocessor for system control.
Its peripheral, the Z80 serial-i/o chip, performs all the
functions of the network's Synchronous Data-Link Control protocol. The Z80 CTC peripheral is used as a
control and interrupt timer for the data-transfer process.
The network interface includes 16-K bytes of on-board
random-access and 32-K bytes of read-only memory.
These memories hold the network servicing software and
message buffer space. To repeat, neither the RAM nor
ROM chips, nor any of the other LSI devices used, are
custom designs.
The standard data rate of the interface is locked to
500 kb/s by a crystal-controlled transmitter clock. But
this rate is not fixed—the interface hardware itself gives
the user the option of selecting any data-transmission
rate from audio to 880 kb/s for use with an alternative
transmission medium. For example, an engineer using
fiber optics to connect high-speed microcomputers might
choose an 800-kb/s data rate, whereas another user
interested in linking networks over avoice-grade channel
might require afar lower data rate.
Before a data packet may be transmitted over the
network, astandard header must be added to it by the

FROM SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT

FROM SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT

15
fi
FLAG

DESTINATION
ADDRESS

SOURCE
ADDRESS

PACKET
TYPE

SUB
USER

ERRORCHECK
BIT

LENGTH

DATA

2

UP TO 1,500

fi
NUMBER
OF BYTES

6

6

2
4

FROM
HOST

FROM
CNET
INTERFACE

FHUM
HOST

IHUM
HOST

t

t

FROM
C.NET
INTERFACE

FROM
C.NET
INTERFACE

CYCLIC'
REDUNDANCYCHECK'
BITS

FLAG

t
FROM
HOST

2. Coming and going. The packet and header protocol shown indicates the source and destination of the data transmitted over the C-Net.
The data can travel 2,000 meters on acable segment before repeaters are needed. Interfaces to other local networks are possible.
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Ethernet versus C-Net
For certain applications, C-Net is a distinctly attractive,
lower-cost alternative to the Ethernet standard proposed
by Xerox, Digital Equipment Corp., and Intel. Though
transferring data at aslower rate than Ethernet, it has a
link that is much more rugged both physically and electrically and is thus of particular interest to end users faced
with installing anet in, say, afactory with high electrical
noise levels. As the Intel local-network specification itself
puts it: ". ..using shielded twisted-pair cable with differential drivers generally offers less susceptibility to most
externally induced interference than acoax cable with an
unbalanced driver." C-Net has followed that recommendation, whereas Ethernet uses unbalanced coaxial cable.
Both C-Net and Ethernet use similar and compatible
specifications for the data-link layer. Consequently any
higher-level software written for one network can be easily
adapted to the other. Hardware interfaces between the
two networks can also be built. The table summarizes the
similarities and differences between the two networks.

interface. This header is 19 bytes long (Fig. 2). It
comprises 6 bytes each for the destination and source
addresses, 2 bytes describing the type of package to
follow (mail, file, data, and so on), 2 bytes of sub-user
identification if more than one user is connected to one
node, 1byte of software error checking, and 2bytes that
give the length of the information to follow in the packet.
Then, after converting the data into the SDLC format,
the next step is for the Z80 suo chip to add astart flag,
an end flag, and 16 bits of a cyclic-redundancy-check
error-detecting code. This code limits the maximum
length of the packet information to 1,500 bytes. Values
in excess of this figure will reduce the code's detection
capability.
No bumping
The C-Net protocol is based on carrier sensing and
collision detection, both standard local-network operating techniques. Before transmitting amessage, the originating node monitors the network to see if the cable is
idle. If no other carriers are detected, transmission of the
packet begins. While the originator is transmitting the
packet, it is also listening for collisions with other
stations on the net. Ordinarily, there is little chance of
another station breaking into the middle of a transmission. Collisions usually occur when two stations listen to
an idle network at the same time and then simultaneously begin transmitting.
If a collision is detected, the contention may be
resolved in one of two ways, depending on the amount of
traffic and contention present on the net. In one, the
network control software selects random time-out delays
for each transmitting station. The alternative is to switch
to a token-passing protocol, in which authorization to
transmit is passed to each station in turn. This arrangement ensures that each station on the network is given an
opportunity to transmit, although at the cost of decreasing the network throughput.
After a message is transmitted, the receiving station
must acknowledge its arrival. If the originator obtains no
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TWO LOCAL NETWORKS COMPARED
Specification

Ethernet

C•Net

Maximum data rate

10 Mb/s

Network topology

bus

bus

Maximum station separation

500 rn*
1,024

2,000 m

Maximum number of stations

880 kb/s

255 per cable
segment

Physical medium

coaxial
cable

shielded
twisted pair
differential

Driver type

unbalanced

Maximum number of data
bytes per packet

1,500

1,500

Minimum number of data
bytes per packet

46

0

Cost per node (Dec. 1981)

66,000

$1,000

Collision/contention detection?

Yes

yes

Cyclic-redundancy-check
error detection?

yes

yes

High noise rejection?

no

yes

Isolated medium?

no

yes

Custom cable required?

yes

no

Scan

run up to 1,500 meters with optional rem sers.

acknowledgment within aset time or if it receives only a
negative acknowledgment (indicating a transmission
error), the message is retransmitted by the originator
until aproper acknowledgement is received.
There are two methods of transmitting data among
local network nodes. The first is the datagram, which is
like a telegram in being a one-way transmission of
information, sent by an originator who does not receive
an immediate answer. The second method is called a
virtual circuit, because it resembles a physical link
between two network nodes. The virtual circuit allows a
prolonged two-way exchange between two network users.
The C-Net is designed to form a virtual circuit
between nodes on its network. At the same time, the
software makes it possible to avoid collisions and contentions on the network and allow for priority transmissions.
This approach overcomes the shortcomings of datagrams
while retaining the advantages of collision and contention avoidance.
As it is designed, each node on the C-Net bus can be
used either by amultitasking, multiuser, interrupt-driven
computer operating system such as Cromix (a Unix-like
operating system) or by multiple CDOS systems, which
are based on CP/M. This approach distributes the cost of
each network node over many users. It also fits in with
the use of gateways, the means by which several similar
or diverse local networks may be linked together into a
"super" local net. Ethernet, Wangnet, or X.25 systems
could all be connected to the C-Net in this way, as also
could links to satellite ground stations for long-distance
high-speed data communications.
Sight and sound, too
The C-Net is not limited to data transmission. Its
circuit configuration and broadband cable also make
possible the addition of voice and video transmission.
Two frequency bands are reserved for these chores, one
under 10 kilohertz for voice messages and all frequencies
above 1 megahertz for modulated multichannel video,
audio, and also data transmission.
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Enaineer's notebook
Tracing out program bugs
for Z80A processor
by U. K. Kalyanaramudu and G. Aravanan
Bharat Electronics Ltd., Bangalore, India

Advanced microprocessors like Motorola's MC68000
assist in program debugging by providing instructionto-instruction tracing. This ability, which most 8-bit
processors lack, is granted to all microprocessors with
this logic circuit. In the case shown, it uses three NAND
gates and a D-type positive-edge—triggered flip-flop to

create atrace mode for aZ80A microprocessor so as to
aid program development.
Trace-mode operation is selected and program 1 is
executed once switch SIis closed. This program saves the
contents of the refresh counter and loads it with value
7DH. For each fetch cycle M I,the refresh counter
increments automatically until it reaches zero while executing the first user instruction—the one that follows
RET. In addition, while the first user instruction is being
executed, M Iresets flip-flop U2.
Program 2is executed as soon as the current instruction is over. This routine interrupts the user program and
takes the Z80A's central processing unit to location
0038H, the point from where the trace program begins.
During this interrupt routine, the refresh counter value is

PROGRAM LISTING FOR TRACE MODE AND INTERRUPT SERVICE
Location

Object code

Source statement

stateme
Modent

1
e
2,

Comments

•H TRACE PROGRAMS 1& 2
;PROGRAM 1: THIS PROGRAM IS

3

;EXECUTED TO ENTER IN TRACE MODE

4
0100

5

ORG 1001-1

0100

F3

6

DI

0101

E056

7

IM 1

0103

E5

8

PUSH HL

;HL — .--STARTING ADDRESS OF USER PROGRAM

0104

F5

9

PUSH AF

;STORE STATUS
;READ REFRESH COUNTER

;SET INTERRUPT IN MODE 1

0105

ED5F

10

LD A, R

0107

320040

11

LD (RS), A

;SAVE REFRESH COUNTER VALUE

010A

3E7D

12

LD A, 7DH

;LOAD REFRESH COUNTER

010C

ED4F

13

RFSH

LD R, A

010E

F1

14

R7D

POP AF

010F

FB

15

R7E

El

0110

C9

16

R7F

RET

;ENTER USER PROGRAM

17
18
19
20

;PROGRAM 2: INTERRUPT SERVICE

21
0038

;PROGRAM

22

ORG 38H

;MODE 1JUMP ADDRESS

0038

F5

23

PUSH AF

;SAVE STATUS

0039

3A0040

24

LD A, (RS)

,RESTORE REFRESH COUNTER

003C

ED4F

25

LD R, A

;LOAD IN REFRESH REGISTER

26

.

27

;INCLUDE TRACE PROGRAM

28
003E

ED5F

29

LD A, R

0040

320040

30

LD (RS), A

0043

3E7D

31

LD A. 7DH

0045

ED4F

32

0047

F1

33

0048

FB

0049

C9

LD R, A
RC7D

POP AF

34

RC7E

El

35

RC7F

RET

RS

EOU 4000H

36
37
38

150

;SAVE REFRESH COUNTER

;ENTER USER PROGRAM
;RANDOM-ACCESS MEMORY LOCATION

END
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Tracing. The circuit uses the Z80 processor's machine cycle

10 I
d2

l and refresh counter

to provide a powerful trace mode for program debugging. Flip-flop

is set when

U2

refresh and read signals are low and address
bit Ab is high. It is reset when 171, is low.

SI

INTERRUPT
REOUEST,INT
MACHINE
27
CYCLE i Ni
READ ,Rb

21

13

'3

U2

10 W.

Z80A

MICRO .
PROCESSOR
3
28

5

RFSH

CLOCK

A

62
1

REFRESH

74 LS 10

.-11)

U1
374 LS 10

5V
10 0.1
5V— NA/
N
.,-

-VVv-- 5V
10 kit
6

10 9

n

VI

)

C

0-TYPE
FLIPFLOP
%74 LS74
O

8

,,74 LS 10

restored for proper refresh operation.
Trace-mode operation continues as long as switch SIis
closed. A few special Z80 processors using 2-byte operat-

External transistor boosts
load current of voltage regulator
by Dan Watson
Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif.

The current capability of Intersil's new low-power programmable voltage regulator may be increased from 40
milliamperes to 1ampere through the use of an external
npn pass transistor (a). The device is connected in parallel with the ICL7663's internal transistor.
The total current supplied by the regulator (Ir) is

ing-code instructions need more than two V, cycles for
successful completion. These cycles depend on the result
and the BC register count.

equal to the base current of the external pass transistor
plus the load current of the internal pass transistor. The
latter's emitter is situated at pin 2. A 100-ohm resistor is
placed between the emitters of the two transistors, so
that most of the load current will flow through the
external device.
In addition, the circuit does not alter the programming
ability of the regulator whose output (Voutput) equals
(R 2/1t 1)V.,, where V., = 1.3 volts. The device can
regulate any voltage from 1.3 to 15.5 vfor aload current
up to 1 A. The load-current versus regulator-current
characteristic (b) shows that for a 1.0-A load current,
the regulator supplies only 16 MA, which is well within
its operating range. A logic 0 or 1at pin 5 turns the
circuit on or off.

Vu, ,tyr (1.5 TO 16 V)

EXT ER NAL PA SS
TRAN SI
STOR

ON /
OFF
ICL 7663
VsET

VOUTPUTI

VOLTA GE
RE GU LATOR

Ql

2N3055

VOUTK)T2

VOUTPUT

(a)
Booster. The circuit (a) uses an external npn pass transistor to boost the current capability of the voltage regulator ICL 7663. This transistor
carries the bulk of the load current. The graph (b) shows that for aload current of 1ampere, the regulator supplies only 16 mA.
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\Nork depends on the path

Why 75%

of the rn*"
R&D firms choose
ISSCO software.

The 100 top research and development firms in this country
routinely make demands most
graphic systems simply cannot
meet. That uncompromising
attitude to technological advancements convinced over
three-quarters of those R& D
giants to choose ISSCO's
DISSPLA®.
DISSPLA offers the most powerful subroutine library of any
graphic system. Each of its more
than 400 procedures is named
conceptually to describe the specific action performed.
Other data representation systems require several calls to produce agraph. Not DISSPLA. Each
one of its high-level routines automatically invokes lower-level
functions ... reducing programming time on the average 50%.
DISSPLA can produce charts
and plots — including log, polar
and calendar axes — easily. It
can interpolate and smooth

automaticall). And it can contour,
map, annotate and design in
3-D quickly.
Only DISSPLA has the graphic
range capable of aiding in presenting results, publishing findings, as well as planning aprogram and justifying projects in
the approval process.
This amazing software tool is
now the standard of the industry.
ISSCO's multi-million dollar
R&D work assures users of enhanced releases continually, and
of long-range device independence. ISSCO's DISSPLA and our
English-command
software
TELL-A-GRAF® are
the only computer
graphic systems

which include installation, interfacing, training
and documentation.
DISSPLA has given more
scientists and engineers
more of what they demand.
It can do the same for
Call or write: ISSCO,
4186 Sorrento Valley Blvd.,
San Diego, CA 92121,
(714) 452-0170; ISSCO Deutschland,
49-261-407989; ISSCO U.K. Ltd.,
01-624-6627. Or send back this #'
coupon to find out more
,/
about DISSPLA.
#'

GRAPHICS

The critical path to
better understanding
Circle 152 on reader service card

\

Wide-range capacitance meter
employs universal counter
by Marvin Burke
Novato, Calif

A wide-range capacitor meter (a) that eliminates the
parasitic capacitance usually associated with capacitance measurements can be quickly built. This 1.0picofarad—to-0.2-farad meter has a ± I% accuracy from
1.0 pF to 1microfarad. It uses Intersil's universal counter, just a few integrated circuits and transistors, and a
handful of passive components, yet can substitute for a
more expensive hand-held device.
A square wave is generated by a relaxation oscillator
formed from operational amplifier U. The period of this
wave varies with the capacitance of unknown capacitor
C.. To avoid parasitic capacitance, the oscillator's output is fed to one-shot multivibrator U2 through the driver
consisting of transistors Q1and Q2.
The pulse due to the parasitic capacitance at Ui's
output, along with the one due to C., is shown in the
graph (b). The value of C. corresponds to t
2— t
i = r.
The circuit thus compensates for the offset (t1) produced

with the oscillator and the driver by measuring only T.
One-shot U2 is adjusted with two potentiometers, one
for each range of the two-range meter, so that its output
is a pulse of interval ti that serves as universal counter
U4's A input. The oscillator's output, which is channeled
through the driver, serves as the B input. The counter
then takes these two inputs and measures the time
interval rbetween the falling edges of A and B.
Transistors Q1 and Q2 are used to increase the drive
current, which enhances the circuit's range from I z
F to
0.2 F. This range has an accuracy of ± 3%. The ranges
are selected by means of four-pole double-throw switch
SI,of which position 1covers 1.0 pF to 1µF and position
2covers 1µF to 0.2 F. The counter's light-emitting-diode
display is calibrated to display the unknown capacitance
with potentiometers RIand R2.
E
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $75 tor each item published.

OSCILLATOR
OUTPUT
Cx =

OSCILLATOR
OUTPUT
Cx 0
18 INPUT)

Capacitance meter. The circuit (a) uses universal counter U, to
measure and display the unknown capacitance in digital form. It
covers a range of 1.0 pF to 0.2 F in two steps with a four-pole
double-throw switch. The time interval

î(b)

between the falling

edges of A and B inputs is calibrated in terms of unknown value.

47 kI2
10 k52

2

C..

ONE-SHOT
OUTPUT
IA INPUT)
Ib)

10 kS2 2
SI.,

2N2222

10 kS2
250 kS2

250 kS2
100 pF

U2
74C221
MONOSTABLE MULTI VIBRATOR

10 k!.2

—

100 kS2

2N2907

40
10 MS2

UNKNOWN
CAPACITOR
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Engineer's newsletter

Wanted: test sites
for network protocols

Is your earth
station working?

Checksums take up
less turne and space

154

Voluntary assistance from organizations with expertise in the design,
implementation, and testing of computer network protocols is being sought
by the Commerce Department's National Bureau of Standards. According
to Robert P. Blanc, who should be contacted for further information at
(301) 921-3817, the NBS Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology
(icsT) is working with the International Standards Organization (1s0)
and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) to develop international standards for computer network protocols based on the architecture of the isO's Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection.
Because of the obvious economic benefits achievable from this standardization, ICST wants to test implementations of the future standard network
protocols on awidespread basis. To do this, ICST will make available the
documentation for the transport and session protocols, including formal
specifications, implementations in the C language, and preliminary test
plans. Organizations providing assistance will implement the specifications
on their own systems and connect to the ICST network protocol laboratory
through an X.25-based network or other agreed-upon type of connection.

Though digital technology is the wave of the future for satellite communications, most existing systems are analog. So it's no surprise that the latest
standard from the International Electrotechnical Commission (iEc Publication 510-3-1) is concerned with the performance of satellite earth
stations used to transmit the frequency-division—multiplexed signals of
telephones or black and white and color television. It contains general
methods of measurement specific to combinations of two or more earthstation subsystems.
The object of testing combinations of subsystems is to approach actual
operating conditions as closely as practicable. For some combinations
however, this is not possible because of their size, cost, or the stage of their
development at the time of testing. But even in these cases, the standard
points out, these limitations can be overcome by calculation from appropriate measurements. Publication 510-3-1 is available for 15 Swiss francs
from 1, rue de Varembé, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland.

John G. Fletcher of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory of the University
of California in Livermore, Calif., has pointed out that the popular
cyclic-redundancy checks used for error detection in serial data communications can sometimes be replaced by integer arithmetic checksum techniques. The checksum is "a bit weaker at detection," Fletcher says, but
notes that "when both ends of achannel implement the redundancy check
in software or firmware, as in the fairly common case of two minicomputers or microcomputers communicating over a simple 1-byte-at-a-time
asynchronous channel, a redundancy check using decimal and not the
commonly used binary arithmetic would seem preferable because of
increased speed and reduced storage requirements." Fletcher has implemented a l's complement checksum for Scull, alink-level communications
protocol that is employed by the Octopus computer network installed at
Lawrence Livermore.
-Harvey J. Hindin
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...Over one
megabyte of
user available RAM for your HP9845!*
Yes, you read it right! Over 1
megabyte of user available RAM
for your 9845! The Infotek AM 45B
memory consists of two circuit
boards, each containing 524K
bytes of memory. The boards
are form, fit and function interchangeable with the 131K byte
boards designed for your
machine. The installation can be
made in minutes and does not
involve any modification of your
HP 9845.

Infotelc
Systimms
SYSTEMS
1400 North Baxter Street
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 956-9300 Telex: 182283
INFOTEK

European users contact:
INFAX
Computer Products GmbH
Neustrasse 9, 6231 Schwalbach/Ts.
West Germany,
06196-86067, Telex: 418310 insy d
•AProduct of Hewlett-Packard

Just imagine what you can
do with adiskette of data IN
RAM. Data-base routines, sorts
and searches can run many
times faster. No need to buy a
second disk drive just to make
backup disks—copy from
memory and do it much faster.
And how about those real-time
instrumentation applications
where data is generated faster
than you can dump to disk.

Now for the best part, the price:

$3,500
524K byte board.
Per

Availability is now!
For ademonstration in your
machine, call collect in California,
(714) 956-9300.
Nationwide call toll free,
1(800) 854-3469.
Or return the coupon.

Title

Name
Company
Street
City

State

Country

Phone

We have

Zip

No. of units

Make

Model

No. of units

Make

Model

Circle 155

on reader service card

ZyMOS Is The First
Custom VLSI Design System

Design custom MOS even if you've
ZyPTM puts you in control.
Now you or your company's logic engineers can
design full custom MOS circuitry without any
specialized training in silicon device physics or IC
topological design. With the fully automated Zylp ."
design system, you define your system logic by
inputting alogic network listing into an alphanumeric terminal right in your office. The Zy13""
Transform incorporates alogic simulator which
allows you to simultaneously verify logic functionality and system timing. After verification, your
logic network listing is input to asoftware module
which routes your circuit and produces computer
graphics information used to make photo masks.
Then your logic simulation files are automatically
transformed into atest program. You input your
logic requirements—and the Zy13 Transform does
the work.

Everything you need available today.
The Zyl:" design is based on standard cells— logic
building blocks that are linked together in the pat-

tern of your choosing to form custom circuits.
The Zyl:" standard cell library is the most extensive of its kind commercially available. There are
three libraries, one for NMOS, Si Gate CMOS
and Metal Gate CMOS processes. Over 500
elements are available in each library with more
being added all the time. ZyMOS supplies you with
the complete documentation necessary to design
even the most complex VLSI circuitry.

Prototype circuits in
as little as eight weeks.
The Zy13.... design system gives your logic engineers
the tools, flexibility, and control to design exactly
what you need in custom circuitry on your time
schedule. Once you have the network files you can
have the performance, low power consumption,
high reliability, propriety and low production costs
of acustom circuit in as little as eight weeks.
The ZyP .'design system gives you the benefits of
full custom while getting your products to market
ahead of the competition.

To Put Fin Automated
In The Hands Of The Customer

never worked with silicon before.
ZyPTM training course
gets you designing NOW
In only three-and-a-half days you will learn how to
take one of your own logic circuits through all the
steps required to produce an IC design ready for
fabrication. You will become familiar with how to
access the ZyP .'system, enter alogic network
and simulate an integrated circuit.
The experienced staff at ZyMOS will show
you how you can use the Zyl=" design automation
system to design custom VLSI for lowest cost,
highest performance and reliability and fastest
time to market.

ZyMOS offers total support
ZyMOS guarantees production of all Zyl=" design
system circuits in our new, fully equipped fabrication facility. In addition to the Zy13'm design system,
ZyMOS offers both traditional full custom design
and wafer fabrication services. ZyMOS' highly qualified personnel are committed to helping you define
and design acustom IC for your needs.

To find out more send the attached coupon to
477 N. Mathilda Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 or
call ZyMOS Marketing
at (408) 730-8800.
Where Silicon Solutions Are Custom Made
Circle 157 on reader service card

1
YES, Iwant to ZyP" from logic input to packaged circuitry on
my schedule!
Ill Send me more literature!
ID Have aZyMOS representative call on me!
D I'm interested in attending the 31/
2 day ZyPT" training
course. Please contact me!

Name

Title

Company

Application

Address
State

City
Zip

Phone

ZyP`" ra atrademark of ZyMOS Corporation

Technological leadership.

The MCU check list for
adds up to Motorola's
Check off the benefits of Motorola's CMOS
MI46805 MCU-MPU family.
Whatever your low-power application, chances
are the M146805 Family offers the performance,
features and value you're looking for. MCUs. MPU
and peripherals are available now for prompt
response to your order.
Bus operation to IMHz, fast for CMOS, will
increase to 1.5 and 2.0 MHz as future versions are
introduced. Fully-static operation plus powersaving stop and wait standby modes assure the
lowest possible power-consumption levels. Sixty-one
powerful M6800-type instructions are optimized for
control-oriented applications.
That's performance!

Single-chip MCUs
• 1K and 2K versions

Expanded bus version

Peripherals
Alternate source
CMOS development tools VI
Leadless package option V'
1MHz bus operation
Low power

• lay static*/
• stop and wait modes 1/

All available now ie

C14680b

158
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low-power design success
CMOS M146805 Family.
The list of M146805 features is long. It's hard
to know where to start and which to mention.
Flexibility derived from achoice among several
MCUs is very important. Two ROM versions. 1K
and 2K, plus an expandable-bus MPU are available
now. A CMOS PIA and Real-Time Clock also are
available, and all five devices offer the option of
leadless chip-carrier packaging.
Family processors have master and power-on
reset, on-chip oscillators, programmable timers
with prescaler, maskable interrupts, ten addressing
modes, single-instruction bit manipulation and
nested subroutines.

M146805 emulators provide tailored CMOS
development tools for every processor in the
family, and the CMOS M146805 Family software
is HMOS compatible. Family peripherals are
HMOS compatible too.
Value, finally, is the bottom line, and we don't
believe there is adesign option that will give you
better, more cost-effective value. Motorola's CMOS
quality and reliability have been recognized around
the world for years. and M6800-type architecture
has been widely praised. RCA is now an alternate
source for the M146805 Family.

Peripherals add value.
Additional value is provided by apair of
multiplexed-bus peripherals and the MCM1465516
2K x 8 mask-programmable CMOS ROM.
The MC146818 Real-Time Clock is acomplete
time-of-day clock with alarm and one-hundred
year calendar, plus aprogrammable interrupt and
square-wave generator. It has 50 bytes of low-power
static RAM on-chip. and interfaces withl MHz
processor buses.
Twenty-four I/O pins of the MC146823 Parallel
Interface are organized into three bidirectional
ports. It includes complete control handshake,
output pulse, four interrupt inputs and16 registers
addressed as memory locations.
Both of these peripherals have Motorola's unique
MOTEL circuitry for interface with M146805
Family processors and most other CMOS and NMOS
multiplexed-bus MPUs.
Check off the advantages and send for additional
information to Motorola Semiconductor Products
Inc.. P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. Contact
your Motorola Sales Office or authorized distributor
for fast action in helping you design

TECHN
Y
.
SSOR

Bits
R

----..._
< 2....
M

>

RY

I/O PINS

PACKAGE SIZE
EXPANSION BUS
SPECIAL
FUNCTION I/O
TIMER
INTERRUPTS
DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT
SPECIAL
CAPABILITIES
POWER
REQUIREMENTS

dressing Mode
Basic Inst. Types
Total Instructions
sper Avg. Inst.
Subroutines
Mask ROM
RAM Bytes
Inputs
Program Bidirect
I/O Drive
Capability

High Current Drive
Serial I/O
Prescale Bits
Counter Bits
Timer Functions
Timer Interrupts
External IRQ
IC's
Dev. System
Emulation
Assembler
Self-Check
External Bus
Full Sod. Oper.
Wait Mode
Stop Mode
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MC146805E2 I MCI46805F2 1 MCI46805G2
CMOS
8Bits
Control Optimization of MC6800
2General Purpose and 3Special Registers
10 Addressing Modes
61 Basic Inst. Types
209 Total instructions
3.9 to 4.0 ,45/Average Instructions il MHz'
29 Levels
13 Levels
29 Levels
—
1K
2K
112
64
112
4
16
16
32
16-LSTTL
LSTTL
LSTTL
12-2 mA. 4-LED
28 Pin
40 Pin
40 Pin
8K Addr.
—
—
10 mA. 4Pins
—
—
Shift Register I/0 with Bit Manipulation Instruction:
7Prescaler Bits
8-Bit Counter
One Timer Function at aTime
Timer Interrupt
I
1
I
EPROM and ROM-less Versions
EXORset'". EXORciser" and Emulator Modules
User System Emula or
Macro Assembler
—
Yes
Yes
Yes
35 mW
10 mW
15 mW
5mW
4mW
4mW
25 ,W
25 ,W
25 ,W

Innovative systems
through silicon.
MOTOROLA INC.
TO: Motorola Serruconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912. Phoenng. AZ 8503671

Please send me information on the M146805 Family.
120 ELEX 4/7/82
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Digital's new 16-bit Falcon.
Fierce competition for
8-bit SBC's.
You don't have to sacrifice size or affordability anymore
to step up to 16-bit performance for your ROM-based application. Because now you can buy Digital's new ultra-small
16-bit Falcon for just $521.*
Never has so much microcomputer been packaged in so
little space. At just 8.5" x5.2; Falcon is by far the smallest 16bit SBC on the market—smaller, even, than most 8-bit SBC's.
Yet astonishingly, the tiny Falcon is afull-power LSI-11,
executing the same proven PDP-11 instruction set that has
made our micros the world sales leader.
On one board, the SBC-11/21 Falcon packs 4Kb RAM,
sockets for up to 32Kb PROM or additional RAM, 2serial
I/0 lines, 24 lines of parallel I/O, and 50, 60 or 800 Hz Line
Time Clock. And Falcon's LSI-11 Bus Interface lets you use
other I/0 interfaces from Digital's large family of I/O modules.
However you measure performance—power, functionality or size—Falcon is fierce competition for 8-bit SBC's.
For complete details, fill out the coupon or contact the
Hamilton/Avnet, Harvey Electronics,Pioneer/Standard,
Pioneer! Washington or Wyle distributor near you.
Or simply call toll-free (800) 225-9222 and
ask us to send Falcon Information Package
# N-190 .In MA, HI, AK and Canada call
$
(617) 568-5707. *In quantities of 100. Single unit price
is 8790. Domestic U.S. prices only.

s
—

Please rush your Falcon Application Information
Package to me at once. My application is:
O Laboratory/Scientific
E Data Communications
D Industrial Controls (please specify)
O Other (please specify)
Name
Title
Company
Street

11 Man

City
State
Zip
Tel. (
)
Digital Equipment Corporation
Microcomputer Products Group, HL2-2/E10,
77 Reed Rd., Hudson, MA 01749.

d
N-4-7-2
Dec-C-190

We change the way
people work.

Introducing the RMS 3060.
Never has it been
so easy to do so much for

Beckman's RMS 3060
bench/portable DMM puts unmatched capability and convenience
at your fingertips.
You can select from 8functions
and 31 ranges with one turn of the
single selector switch.
On or off the bench, you can
accurately measure all complex
waveforms with True RMS AC functions. Extend resistance measurement to 1/100 ohm resolution. Read
temperatures from —20°C to
1265°C. Perform continuity checks
quickly, with audible and visible
113111
IM111111•111111mmill1M11111111111
emeraefflip emigre.

111M661

50

Illkile.

indications. Measure up to 10 amps
without adding special adaptors.
Assure reliable performance with
high overload protection. All with
0.1% basic Vdc accuracy.

12,000 hour battery life
Designed for ultimate ease of
operation, the Model RMS 3060
delivers 12,000 hours continuous
service (up to 4years of normal
use) from standard heavy-duty batteries. You'll never have to search
for power outlets or contend with
ground loop
errors.

Convenient storage and multiple viewing angles
are featured in the new line of Beckman bench/
portable DMMs.
Circle 162 on reader service card

The expense of rechargeable
battery packs is eliminated.
The RMS 3060 is available
for just $289 (U.S. only), including
batteries. The companion Model
3050 (without RMS and tempera.
ture measuring capability) is priced

at $229.
For information on the complete line of Beckman DMMs and
accessories, call your local distributor today. For the one nearest you
call: (714) 993-8803 or write
Beckman Instruments, Inc., Electro Products Group, 210 South Ranger
Street, Brea, California 92621.

BECKMAN

New products

Analog acquisition system is complete
High-speed analog data-acquisition front ends are integrated
in system supporting 50,000-sample/s remote or local input to PDP-11
by Larry Waller, Los Angeles bureau
computer had to be smoothly marA small California company looks to common hurdle: a minicomputer at
ried to Nefrs fast subsystem. Nefrs
be first off the pad with a product the right price and with workable
approach is through a buffered contargeting what many call aneglected operating software. But last year,
troller that performs direct-memorymarket niche: stand-alone systems says Barber, "the Digital Equipment
access transfers from one half of a
that take data all the way from ana- Corp. PDP-11/23 came along with
dual buffer while the second half is
log sensing through real-time digital the RSX-1 IM operating software—
being loaded.
processing. Neff Instrument Corp.'s and that put us on the road."
Neff designers picked fast subsysTo get peak performance, the DEC
720 data-acquisition system offers a
turnkey answer. By
building on its own
established analog
LOCAL SITE
data subsystems,
EIGHT PORT
Neff holds the price
TERMINAL
SERIAL
CONTROLLER
to about $120,000
in a typical configDUAL DISK
uration.
DRIVES
DUAL BUFFER
The firm zeroed
(RANDOM ACCESS
MEMORY)
in on the niche in
COMPUTER
the course of supPOP 11.23
INPUT OUTPUT
COMPUTER
plying its analog
RECEIVER
CONTROLLER
front ends to users
with the technical
THREE
COAXIAL
LOCAL FUNCTIO'.
resources to put
PRINTER
CONTROL
CABLES
CARDS
them into custom
MEMORY
networks.
"But
OPTIONAL
they want entire
TAPE DRIVE
systems that don't
LOCAL 1
10
eat up so much
engineering staff
time," explains
PACING
James T. Barber,
marketing managMULTIPLEXER
ANALOG
PACER
er. No such soluSUBSYSTEM
TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER
(ANALOG TO
tion exists at preDIGITAL
sent: a user must
CONVERTERS,
MULTIPLEXERS,
either do it himself
TRANSMITTER
SCANNERS)
or go to a custom
system integrator.
DIGITIZED DATA
This is expensive
REMOTE
FUNCTION
REMOTE ICI
and often unsatisCARDS
factory, Barber
REMOTE SITE
points out.
What stopped
Neff from jumping
Remote or local. A complete 720 analog data-acquisition system with remote sensing is shown. A local-only
sooner into the system business was a system omits the tinted portions: the pacer connects to the remaining bus, and data goes directly to the buffer.

L
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The Indicators
With AMemory
Ferranti-Packard's memorizing
indicators offer visibility, reliability
and save energy too!
POPULAR FEATURES:
• Long life (100 million
operations minimum)
• Zero power consumption
• Rugged construction
• Excellent visibility (lightreflecting disc)
• Choice of 5fluorescent disc
colors
• P.C.B. or Panel Mount
Ferranti-Packard indicators are ideal
for Transient Recorders, Industrial
Process Displays, Contact Status
Indicators and Field Equipment.
Remember the indicators
with amemory. Specify:

Ferranti-Packard Electronics Ltd.
6030 Ambler Drive, Mississauga,
Ontario L4W 2P1 Canada
Telephone: (416) 624-3020
Telex: 06-961437

Circle 164 on reader service card

GOOD THINGS DON'T COME JUST
IN SMALL PACKAGES!
IN ORDER TO PROPERLY PORTRAY PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES FOR
THE FAILURE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES APPLICABLE TO MICROELECTRONIC DEVICES. IT WAS NECESSARY TO PUT TOGETHER
ALMOST 1000 PAGES OF TEXT, INCLUDING HUNDREDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS. TABLES AND FIGURES, RESULTING IN OUR UNIQUE AND
COMPREHENSIVE PUBLICATION:

MICROELECTRONICS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUES
PROCEDURAL GUIDE 1981
.
•
•
.
•
•
•
•
•

Physics of device failure
Failure modes and mechanisms
Failure analysis flow sequence
Equipment needed for useful failure analysis
laboratories
Fault verification and isolation
Bench-top testing . Automatic test
equipment • Schmoo plots
Laboratory safety procedures • Twenty-four
pages of references
Mechanical, chemical, optical and metallurgical
analysis techniques
Scanning acoustical microscopy

• Ordering No. MFAT-1 $125 per copy ($135 non-U.S.) prepaid

RAG
Reliability Analysis Center
RADC/RBRAC • Grittiss AFB, NY 13441

• Tel

New products
tems and peripherals, attaining data
rates supporting a throughput of
50,000 samples/s using magnetictape storage and 20,000 samples/s to
disk. The 720 has up to 1,024 data
channels and operates at up to the
full 50,000 samples/s at 12-, 14-, or
15-bit resolution. With the Neff
series 100 analog front end, each
channel has gain and bandwidth that
can be individually set, and 20
parameters are displayed.
Other Neff systems used are the
series 500 bus-structured input/output interface and abuffered controller. The equipment is mounted in a
two-bay cabinet, with 256-K bytes of
mos memory, dual 10.4-megabyte
RLO2 disk drives, aVT100 cathoderay-tube terminal, a programmable
real-time clock, and an LA I
20 180character/s printer. All peripherals
are supplied by DEC except for the
optional magnetic-tape drive, which
is from Kennedy Corp.
Neff software is aimed at making
the system user-friendly and requires
familiarity only with a high-level
computer language. It provides as
standard such fundamental functions as conversion to engineering
units, limit checks, real-time monitoring, and summary printout. The
system's automatic calibration operates down to the analog-input level.
Remote sensing. The 720 can be
configured with either local or
remote analog subsystems (see diagram). In systems with remote input,
one of the two bays is installed with
the PDP-11/23 computer, and the
other is located at the sensing site.
The first 720 will be delivered in
the spring to a utility company,
which will employ it as amonitor for
aplant start-up. Another will go to a
chemical firm for rocket-propellant
testing. The production rate is now
one system per month, but it is
expected to double later in the year.
The company already is well along
in preparing individual application
packages for special requirements.
Written in Fortran IV, these will
grow to be an extensive library,
available to all customers.
Neff Instrument Corp., 700 South Myrtle

(315) 330-4151; Autovon: 587-4151

Ave., Monrovia, Calif. 91016. Phone (213)
357-2281 [339)

RAC is a DoD Information Analysis Center Operated by ¡IT Research Institute
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11-1 EULTI MATE WEAPON
Meet the Ultimate Weapon in the
arsenal of test and measuring instruments—the Philips PM3310 digital
storage scope. The PM3310 is so revolutionary, so state of the art, that
nothing in the marketplace can touch
it for price/performance and versatility.
And no wonder. It's aproduct of Philips'
research and development, renowned
worldwide for quality and innovation.
Price/performance superiority is
achieved by use of a Philips proprietary product—a unique P2CCD which
eliminates the need for costly analog to-digital converters.
For just over $6,000 the PM3310
features an impressive sampling rate
as fast as 50M Hz (20ns intervals), a
60MHz bandwidth for
repetitive signals with
5ns timebase resolution, and four
memories.
It's probably the
fastest, fully IEEE
compatible waveform machine on
the market. And as
far as versatility and
quality, just check
these features.

Quality of Display
•Uniform light output without flicker.
•Xtal timebase. •Auto focus.
Versatility
•Up to 50Ons/div. single shot.
•Single shots with 20 ns/sample
intervals.
•Timebase ranges from 1hr./div.
to 5ns/div.
•Four independent memories for
waveform and parameters.
•Storage time of up to 1year.
•Automatic TV triggering.
•Digital delay from —9to +9999 div.
•A±Boperation.
•Roll, single and multiple single shot
modes.
•40 hours maximum recording time.

Ease of Operation
•Automatic 1:1/10:1 probe readout
stored in memory.
•Auto triggering with automatic peak
to peak level setting.
•LiP operation with oscilloscope-type
functions and calrbrations.
ATE Compatible
The PM3310 interfaces to IEEE 488,
as atalker and listener, with most functions under program control, and data
and display parameter transferable over
the bus.
If you're under attack by problems
in today's test and measurement environment, shouldn't you have the
Ultimate Weapon in your arsenal? For
aworking demonstration call 800631-7172, except in
Hawaii, Alaska and
New Jersey. In New
Jersey call collect
(201) 529-3800, or
write to Philips
Test & Measuring
Instruments, Inc.,
85 McKee Drive,
Mahwah, NJ, 07430.

PM3310, the Ultimate Weapon named winner of
Outstanding International Product Award, IEEE
Conference and Exposition, Toronto, Canada, 1981.
ECN Feature Product, December 1980.

The PM3310 Scope. Superior Engineering.

Test & Measuring
Instruments

PHILIPS
Circle 165 on reader service card

Lightweight prices.
Waitless deliv
The designer has it easy with Amphenor
connectors. Our quality is one thing you can
count on. And now we've expanded our
production facilities to speed up delivery
(often, off the shelf). Our technical data and
application assistance are easy to take. Our

prices, hard to beat. Get it all for all your
connector needs, including coaxial, filter pin
and fiber optic connectors, plus connector/
cable assemblies Just try us!
For technical data and application assistance,
call your nearest Amphenol Sales Office.

Standard & heavy duty power & signal
circular connectors.
Time tested, highly reliable 97 Series.
Qualified to MIL-C-5015. Varied applications
including industrial, military, machine
and process controls.
Non-rotating, prealigned
contact pockets. Rugged,
with metal shells and diallyl
phthalate inserts. Intermateable and intermountable with other
MIL-C-5015 type
connectors.
Circle
Reader
Service
Number
267
Miniature circular
environmental connectors.
MIL-C-26500/BACC45/Amphenol
48 Series. Lightweight. Easyassembly crimp-removable contacts.
Front release. Bayonet or threaded
couplings.
Circle Reader Service
Number 266

Printed-circuit connectors—
card-edge or plug & receptacle.
225 and 261 Series direct entry connectors.
133/143 indirect entry connectors.
Rugged body design resistant to
solder heat. Available with wide
range of contact configurations,
mounting types, and tail termination
styles. 225 is QPLd to MIL-C-21097.
Circle Reader Service Number 268

Quick connect/disconnect
audio/power connectors.
91-Q Series. Solid die-cast construction.
Satin-nickel plating. lntermateable and
interchangeable with standard latch-lock
audio connectors.
Circle Reader Service Number 269

Subminiature "D" pin & socket
connectors— industrial & military.
Amphenol MIN RAC 17 "Series connectors
offer broad selection of dielectric materials,
contact types, configurations. Meets EIA
Standard RS-232C and RS-449 for data
communication input-output connectors.
UL rated flame-resistant hood assemblies
are available.
Circle Reader Service Number 167

High-density & miniature mil-sp
circular environmental connectors.
MIL-C-26482 Series 2/Amphenol 118 Series.
MIL-C-38999 Series Iand II/Amphenol 418 Series.
MIL-C-83723 Series III/Amphenol 518 Series.
Resist shock, vibration, extreme temperatures, other
adverse environments. Rear-release, polymer
contact retention. Filter-pin construction available as
well as contacts for printed circuitry and contacts
with wire wrapping tails.
Circle Reader Service Number 270

Low-cost
Micro Ribbon
& Micro-Pierce'
rack & panel
connectors.
Amphenol Solder-type Micro Ribbon 57
Series and Solderless Micro-Pierce 157
Series. 14 to 64 contacts—selective plating
in critical areas lowers cost without
compromising performance. Intermateable
with currently-used connectors in
telephony and EDP.
Circle Reader Service Number 166
INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS
Amphenol connectors are distributed throughout
the U.S. and Canada, For distributors in your area,
contact the Amphenol Sales Office nearest you.

Amphenol
ALLIED

An (

Company

Amphenol Headquarters: Oak Brook, Illinois 60521
Sales Offices: Atlanta 1404)394-6298 • Boston (6171475-7055 •Chicago 1312) 986-2330 •Dallas (2141343-8420 •Dayton (513( 294-0461
Denver 1303) 934-2355 •Greensboro (9191292-9273 •Houston (713) 444-4096 •Indianapolis 13171 842-3245 •Kansas City (816) 737-3937
Knoxville (615) 690-6765 •Los Angeles 1213) 532-3180 •Minneapolis (612) 835-4595 •New York (516)364-2270 •Orlando (305) 678-5504
Philadelphia (215) 732-1427 •Phoenix (602) 265-3227 •St Louis 13141569-2277 •San Diego (714) 272-5451 •San Francisco (408) 732-8990
Seattle 12061455-2525 •Syracuse (315) 455-5786 •Washington. DC (703)524-8700
Canada: Montreal (514) 482-5520 •Toronto 14161291-4401 •Vancouver (6041 278-7636 •International: Oak Brook. Illinois TELEX 206-054

Universe 68 leapfrogs
the 16-bit minis.

1
,
›
DATA SYSTEMS

Introducing the first 32-bit
supermicro for OEMs

Our new Universe 68 computer system
offers powerful 32-bit architecture, a
microcomputer price, the programming efficiency and portability of a
UNIX-like operating system, and the
refreshing experience of working with
acomputer supplier whose business
practices are actually designed to
make life easier for OEMs.

We're out to change all that by
offering OEMs achoice. You can buy
complete systems from us, and just
add application software. Or buy
some components from us, and go
elsewhere for others. You can even
buy UNOS from us and run it on
someone else's hardware. And by
building the Universe 68 computer
around standard, non-proprietary
technology like VERSAbus, SASI bus,
and the 68000, we've made secondsourcing easy.
We've also introduced amore
sensible approach to discounts. We
give you discount
credit for everything
you buy. Our software discounts are based
on how many
licenses you buy,
not in one year,
but over twenty
years. And they
cut deep—all the
way to 98%. We
think this honestly
reflects our costs:
software development costs are
almost entirely
loaded at the
front end, and
support costs fall
quickly once an
OEM has gained
experience.

and Winchester disk sells for under
$20,000. Order ten, and the unit price
drops to $16,860, including system
software.

Springing past conventional
system software

UNOS, our UNIX-like operating system, is part of the new generation of
more flexible, easier to use software
written in the high-level systems programming language C. To help OEMs
develop products faster and less
expensively, it incorporates UNIX features (such as "pipes: I/O redirection, and hierarchical files),
plus portability that conventional systems software
can't match.
To its UNIXlike base,
which supports
FORTRAN and
C languages,
UNOS adds
PASCAL and
BASIC, an
expanded data
base management system
(DBMS), and
an array of runtime oriented,
real-time transaction processing capabilities,
including a
highly sophisticated "Eventcounr
process synchronization mechanism.
These extensions can be the key to
implementing real-time and information systems applications.

ariac,

8-bi
micros
16-bit

minis
32-bit
Universe 68

Jumping over outmoded
16-bit architecture

Built around the Motorola 68000
microprocessor, the Universe 68
system is a32-bit supermicro that
leapfrogs conventional 16-bit
minicomputer technology. It has
directly addressable, non-segmented
address space of 16 million bytes,
compared to the 64-kbyte limitation
imposed by 16-bit architectures.
That means greater functionality
per dollar, increased program development efficiency, and power to tackle
demanding new applications.

fritr

Swallowing up the competition

Croaking obsolete
business practices

OEMs often find computer suppliers
tough to deal with. Bundled hardware
and software limit flexibility in configuring systems, while proprietary busses
and assembly-language software
can lock you in to one vendor.

If you need 32-bit power at amicro
price and you can't wait for the minicomputer giants, you should know
more about the Universe 68 computer and UNOS. For full information,
call or write Charles River Data Systems, 4Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760,
(617) 655-1800.
With the price/performance story we
have to tell, were ready to make a
megasplash in the minipond.

The Universe 68 system takes advantage of standard building blocks, such as the 68000
microprocessor, 20-megabyte-bandwidth VERSAbus, and SAS! bus.

32-bit VERSAbus
- ir
selector
channel
nterface(s)

The Universe 68/10
computer system

SASI bus

Outhopping supermini prices

The Universe 68 gives you 32-bit
performance at micro prices- -while
the big frogs in the minicomputer
pond are still offering 32-bit technology only in expensive "superminis:'
A Universe 68/10 with 32-bit processor,
256 kbytes of memory, floppy disk,
Electronics/April 7, 1982

disk

controller

Í universal
disk
controller(s)

UNIX is atrademark of Bell Laboratories. VERSAbus is atrademark of Motorola.
SASI bus is atrademark of Shugart Associates. UNOS is atrademark of Charles River Data Systems.

New products

S-100 boards support Ada and CP/M
Dual-processor board set uses Z80A and 68000 microprocessors
to accommodate 8-bit applications and Telesoft Ada compiler

by James B. Brinton, Boston bureau manager

Cooking up the Delphi-100 may have
been second nature for Digicomp
Research Corp. The firm has been a
military contractor long enough to
realize the value of an inexpensive
computer system capable of supporting the Defense Department's standard language, Ada.
Using the Ada compiler from
Telesoft Inc. of San Diego, Calif.,
the firm is making the Delphi system
available in a variety of packaged
configurations as well as aboard set
priced at $1,995. That price may
make Delphi the least expensive Ada
implementation around. In addition,
the system is the only Ada support
currently available for the IEEE-696
S-100 bus, according to Digicomp.
Delphi is adual-processor system:
its Ada support is offered through a
Motorola 68000 microprocessor, and
compatibility with 8-bit CP/M software is achieved with aZ80A coprocessor. The system's basic speed
should be fairly high since the 68000
is clocked at 10 MHz and the Z80A
at 4MHz.
The 68000 addresses up to 16
megabytes, taking advantage of the
system's I
6-bit data bus and standard direct memory access. The Z80
profits from Delphi's memory-mapping subsystem, which allows it to
access up to I megabyte of paged
memory. This should make many
disk fetches unnecessary and thus
the Z80 should be agood deal faster
than typical Z80 systems.
In packaged form the Delphi has
two double-sided, double-density 8in. floppy disks yielding atotal of 2.4
megabytes of mass storage. Harddisk systems are available with from
40 to 160 megabytes of storage. Delphi's standard main memory is 256-
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K bytes of complementary-MOS random-access memory; more memory
is available in 256-K-byte modules.
Input/output facilities include
four serial ports, each individually
selectable for either RS-232-C or
synchronous operation. In addition,
there is a 24-bit parallel 1/0 port.
The system also supports 16 levels of
vectored interrupts. A real-time
clock with battery backup is offered
as an option.
The operating system is Telesoft's
ROS, asingle-user multitasking operating system featuring a user-programmable shell, file redirection,
pipelines, and macro commands.
With ROS, Delphi supports both
Telesoft Ada and Pascal.
The Ada compiler is almost complete, omitting only a few complex
operations. Work is under way at
Telesoft on a complete Ada to be
delivered later in 1982. For now, the
compiler checks syntax for the full
Ada language and generates code for
all but afew operations.
Pascal on Delphi is said to conform closely with the proposed International Standards Organization

standard. It has separate extensions
for compilation, multitasking, string
handling, random-access disk uo,
and physical uo.
In addition, through the CP/M
operating system, Delphi's Z80A
supports 8080- and Z80-compatible
software. The Z80 makes it less necessary to tailor systems or applications. The Z80 not only makes Delphi easier and faster to use, but in
some cases can act as awindow into
Ada applications where existing
equipment is 8-bit—compatible.
Users are expected to use this feature to get afaster start with Ada.
Pricing varies with configuration,
ranging from $1,995 for a dualprocessor board set to upwards of
$10,600 for a packaged system with
central-processing-unit boards, uo
controllers, 256-K bytes of memory,
and two 8-in, floppy-disk drives. Systems with more disk and main memory are available. A 256-K-byte
memory board costs $1,395.
Delivery takes two weeks.
Digicomp Research Corp., Terrace Hill, Ithaca, N. Y.
[338]
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Phone (607) 273-5900
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#11/LTIWIRE
MULTILAYER

11- 6WEEKS
5-10 WEEKS

MULTIWIRE

Your Key to Faster; More
Economical Design Cycles
And Here's Why...

The answer is wire. And how we place it on
the circuit board. So it corresponds exactly with
your schematic.
Each of our regional Multiwire' Centers uses
computer-controlled machines that literally "write
with wire" from plated-through hole to platedthrough hole.
This means that you simply supply a"from-to"
list for signal interconnections and accompanying
engineering circuit data.
We utilize our CAD systems to route wires and
facilitate changes. Thus signal interconnections are
revised in days, instead of weeks. When you revise
with Multiwire, you won't have to redraw the artMultiwire/New England
41 Simon Street
Nashua, New Hampshire 03060
603/889-0083

Multiwire/New York
31 Sea Cliff Avenue
Glen Cove, New York 11542
516/448-1428

masters for the signal interconnection levels.
Because Multiwire reduces your design cycles,
the critical time interval.., from product conception
to product delivery.., is dramatically reduced.
Multiwire customers routinely report savings of 9to
16 weeks when compared with design and procurement cycles for multilayer printed circuit boards.
Contact your nearest Multiwire office. Let us
explain Multiwire's many benefits.Then put Multiwire
to work accelerating your
design cycles.., and lower- AA
ing your design costs.

MULTIW1RE
y‘v
A DIVISION OF

KOLLMORGEN CORP

Multiwire' us a U.S. registered trademark of Kollmorgen Corporation

Multiwire/North Central
6300 Shingle Creek Pkwy. #385
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
612/560-8330

Multiwire/West
3901 East La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92807
714/632-7770
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SUPPLY COSTS BY HALF
USE MITEL ISO-CMOS'MD74SC...
OCTAL INTERFACE SERIES AND REMEDY THOSE
POWER DISSIPATION HEADACHES.
of a74LS device with aTTL compatible MD74SC series component dramatically reduces
quiescent dissipation, from
hundreds of milliwatts
to micro-watts. Mitel
ISO-CMOS technology
allows this power saving,
while maintaining propagation delays similar to Low
Power Schottky with outputs
capable of driving in excess of 5
standard TTL loads.

Mitel 74SC...Octal Interface series
brings enormous cost savings to
your application by slashing
power dissipation right
down to the bone. Reduced
dissipation allows smaller,
low cost power supplies,
increased packing density,
and the elimination of fans
and cooling systems.
Mitel ISO-CMOS Octal
Interface circuits give an immediate
plug-in advantage. Each replacement

Awide selection of functions combined with achoice of pinouts
are available to suit your design needs. For bus oriented designs, MD74SC5 ..types
offer pinouts which simplify board layout.
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
1VID 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74

MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74
MD 74

SC 137 1of 8Inverting Decoder with input latches
SC 138 1of 8Inverting Decoder
SC 139 Dual 1of 4Inverting Decoder
SC 237 1of 8Decoder with input latches
SC 238 1of 8Decoder
SC 239 Dual 1of 4Decoder
SC 240 Octal Inverting Buffer
5C241 Octal Buffer
Sc 244 Octal Buffer
SC 245 Octal Transceiver
SC 373 Octal Transparent Latch

SC 374 Octal D-Type Flip Flop
SC 533 Octal Inverted Output, Transparent Latch
SC 534 Octal Inverted Output, D-Type Flip Flop
SC 540 Octal Buffer
5C541 Octal Buffer
SC 545 Octal Inverted Output, Transceiver
SC 563 Octal Inverted Output Transparent Latch
SC 564 Octal Inverted Output, D-Type Flip Flop
SC 573 Octal Transparent Latch
SC 574 Octal D-Type Flip Flop

When you specify Mitel MD74SC...Octal Interface Series, you get the world-wide service of
stocking distributors backed up by Mitel sales and application support. Ready availability is ensured
by licenced second sources. Get in on the savings. Contact your local Mitel sales office.

.....
044 MITEL SEMICONDUCTOR
.....
United States:

2321 Morena
Blvd..
San Diego,
California,
92110.
Telephone
1714)
276-3421.
TWX:
910-335-1242.

Europe:

1223 Westchester Pike, Havertown, Pennsylvania, 19083.
Telephone (215) 449-5556. TWX: 510-662-6653.
14330 Midway Rd., Dallas, Texas, 75234.
Telephone (214) 387-5581. TWX: 910-860-9263.
Canada:

P.O. Box 13320,360 Legget Drive, Kanata, Ontario, K2K 1X5.
Telephone 1613) 592-5630. TIX: 053-3221.
TM Trademark of Mitel Corporation
Copyright 1982 Mitel Corporation

33/37 Queen St., Maidenhead, Berkshire, England SL6 INS
Telephone 0628-72821. Telex: 51-849-808.
Bredgade 65A, 2nd Floor, 1260 Copenhagen K, Denmark
Telephone (01) 134712. Telex: 19502.

Asia:

Young Ya Industrial Building,
Block A&C, 16th Floor,
381-389 Sha Tsui Rd., Tsuen Wan, Hong Kong.
Telephone 0-463641-6. TLX 34235.

BUILDING BETTER COMMUNICATIONS
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THERE IS NO EQUIVALENT SERVICE.

r

1

Nothing's more important to the success of
abusiness than its people. In that respect, few
companies are more successful than Bourns.
You can see an unparalleled commitment to
customer service in everyone who works at
Bourns. From our on-line express order entry
operators who process and confirm orders in
writing within one working day. To our applications engineers who are always available to
answer your technical questions.
From our training staff who organize monthly
seminars to update customer service reps, to our
inventory control managers who have recently increased in-stock inventories to keep pace with sales.
All told, there is no equivalent service organization in the resistive components industry.
Find out firsthand. Write BOURNS, INC.,
1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507.
Phone: (714) 781-5050. TWX: 910-332-1252.
In Europe: Bourns AG, Zugerstrasse 74,
6340 Baar, Switzerland. Phone: 042/33 33 33.
Telex: (845) 868722.
In Japan: Nippon PMI Corporation,
Haratetsu Building, 4-1-11, Kudan Kita,
Chiyodaku, Tokyo, 102 Japan. Phone: 234-1411.
Telex: (781).127632.

pOZYRI\IS
THERE IS NO EQUIVALENT.

e
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New products
Computers & peripherals

CAD stations have
two 68000s each
One microprocessor serves
the display, the second
peripherals, communications
Many recently introduced work stations for computer-aided design
boast a local microprocessor that
reduces the work load of the host
computer system and shortens reaction times. California Computer
Products Inc.'s latest line of graphics
work stations takes this idea one step
further: each station has two microprocessors to share the chores.
The three models in the Vistagraphic 4000 display-system family
are aimed at the CAD market's midsection, moving down from the
firm's traditional high-end CAD
products. The 4000 line, which
includes black and white and color
models covering a range of display
resolutions, are the first to be
designed and built at the Nashua,
N. H., facility of Sanders Associates
Inc. since it bought CalComp in
1980. Marketing and support for the
CAD stations are being handled by
the California subsidiary.
One 68000 microprocessor performs display processing in each of
the three subsystems, and a second
68000 is responsible for controlling
peripherals. The approach makes

Engine searches
2megabytes in 1s
Content-addressing data-base
system can hunt for aword
at specific point in paragraph
A data-base engine designed to
search for a specified word in information stored on high-speed disk
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possible very fast display updating—
response times "are in the millisecond range, so the user sees no gaps
in the display," says Matthew Reiner, aSanders marketing manager.
The graphics processor works in
conjunction with a three-tiered
memory. One segment of the dualimage memory stores the image that
is currently on the screen while the
next image is built up in the remaining part of memory. The third memory section holds a list of graphics
commands that have been downloaded from the host.
Random-access memory comes in
capacities from 128-K bytes to 4
megabytes. Graphics capabilities include area filling and generation of
characters, circles, and vectors.
The peripheral processor handles
communications with the user and
host and controls the peripherals. A
keyboard with 32 programmable
keys is the only standard peripheral,

but data-entry options include ajoystick, a 4000-series data tablet with
light pen, atrackball for precise cursor positioning, and a "force stick,"
an item similar to ajoystick but costlier. It provides fast pressure-activated proportional cursor control.
Other options include copiers for
hard output of color or monochromatic images, a standard pen-type
plotter, an electrostatic plotter-printer, and a digitizer. All three models
have 19-in.-diagonal cathode-ray
tubes. The color versions offer a
4,096-color palette and display up to
256 of those colors at a time. The
model 4200 features 640-by512—picture-element resolution. The
4300's resolution is 1,024 by 768
pixels, and the 4400 (shown) offers
1,024 by 1,024 pixels.
The line uses CalComp's VistaDOS operating system, which facilitates program development and permits real-time interactive graphics
processing. Devicehandling, file-management, input/output,
debugging, and memory management routines are included in
VistaDOS.

Prices for the 4200
begin at $6,965 for the
monochrome version
and $9,450 for a color
unit, both in lots of 50.
Delivery will take 60
days.
California Computer Products Inc..
Palma

2411

Ave.,

West

La

Anaheim,

Calif. 92801 [361]

drives has been built using standard
TTL and is being offered to integrators of word-processing systems by
its developer, Textarcana. It is also
available for demonstration to makers of large data-base systems.
The system has been tested at a
throughput rate of 2 megabytes/s,
and its inventor, Tim Skinner, is confident that it can easily handle rates
around 3 megabytes/s. With some
fine tuning, he adds, the engine
could search through files at up to 8
megabytes/s.

Skinner's prototype is currently a
two-board system, but he says the
machine can be reduced to a single
9-by-18-in. board. "This is really
designed to be incorporated into an
existing system," states Skinner, a
lawyer with data-processing experience. "It would be up to the user
how he wants to integrate it into the
total system." Skinner plans to
license his product to original-equipment manufacturers; he estimates its
cost to the system integrator as
under $1,000, but very much depen-
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New direct-connect
MODEM Microboard.

Auto-dial, auto-answer RCA
MODEM Microboard adds data
communications to your
board-level computer system.

You don't need aseparate
modem when you use the new
CMOS Microboard MODEM with
your board-level computer system.
Just plug it into the Microboard
Universal Backplane, connect it to
your phone line, and you're ready to
transmit or receive data.
FCC-approved for direct connect
to phone lines, the CDP18S653

provides auto-originate and autoanswer modes for unattended
operation. Other features include:
• 300 baud FOX or 1200 baud HDX
operation
• Touch-tone or pulse dialing
• Dial-tone and busy-tone
detection for tandem dialing
• Busy-tone detection permits
repeated dialing
Ideal for any remote data
acquisition applications.
Because our MODEM Microboard offers you the CMOS benefits

of low power and -40°C to +85°C
operation, it is the ideal solution for
gathering data at remote locations.
And the MODEM is supported by
our large and growing family of
CMOS Microboard products and
development systems.
So if you want to turn your phone
into adata communications center,
pick it up right now and call
(800) 526-3862.
Or contact any RCA Solid State
sales office, representative or
distributor.

RCA Solid State headquarters: Somerville, NJ. Brussels. Sao Paulo. Hong Kong.

Circle 177 on reader service card

Just connect "Old Reliable's" MODEM Microboard to your phone line,
and you're ready to transmit and receive data.

Remote Data
Acquisition

Computer
System

CDS IV
Development
System

New products
dent upon the approach taken.
The data-base engine is made
entirely of hardwired logic, which
gives it the speed necessary to
accommodate tÉe new breed of fast
disk drive now appearing on the
market. The system is able to find
terms (words or characters) in data
bases by location within the text as
well as content.
For example, the system could
locate all occurrences of the name
"Smith," or it could be instructed to
pinpoint "Smith" only if it appears
at the end of a sentence or paragraph. It is not restricted in the
length of words it hunts for.
The machine can monitor data
ports or the disk bus of a host system. Using an 8-bit (or narrower)
bus and the valid-data signal from
the host, the engine uses status lines
to inform the host that asearch has
been performed. This feature allows
a host to drive a number of these
engines concurrently.
One application for the Textar-

Copyright ©1982, Tektronix, Inc All nghts reserved
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cana machine is in legal data-base
systems, since it can handle both
structured and unstructured data
files. Skinner also believes the engine
would be useful in large wordprocessing systems.
Textarcana, 780 Yale Rd., Boulder, Colo.,
80303 [402]

51
2 -in. Winchester drives
/
have 51.6-megabyte capacity
A series of eight 51
/
4-in. Winchester
disk drives with storage capacities
ranging from 7.8 to 51.6 megabytes
will be introduced in evaluation
quantities in June, with production
quantities to follow in the fourth
quarter. The ET5510, -20, -30, and
-40 transfer data at 5mb/s and have
one to four platters, respectively,
with each platter storing 7.8 megabytes of unformatted data. The
ET5810, -20, -30, and -40 transfer
data at 8.2 mb/s and, with 12.9

megabytes of unformatted storage
per platter, store up to 51.6 megabytes of data unformatted and 40.3
megabytes formatted.
The two-sided drives access one
track in 6 ms and have a maximum
access time of 150 ms. They are
powered by 5 or 12 v de and are
compatible with Shugart Associates
and Seagate Technology devices.
The 55XX series of drives starts at
less than $875 and the 58XX series
begins at under $975.
Evotech,

1220 Page Ave., Fremont, Calif.

94538. Phone (415) 490-3100 [362]

Graphics terminals have
large screen, low price
The Visual 500 and 550 are two
low-cost graphics terminals that emulate the Tektronix 4010 and run on
popular graphics software like Plot
10, Disspla, Tell-A-Graf, Sas/
Graph, and DI 3000/Grafmaker. In

with ANSI X3.64 standards. Both
terminals have an RS-232-C port for
aprinter.
Available this month, the 500 lists
for $2,495 and the 550 for $2,695.
Quantity discounts are available.
Visual Technology Inc., 540 Main St., Tewksbury, Mass. 01876. Phone (617) 851-5000
[363]

addition, these terminals have a
large I
4-in. screen comprising 768
by 585 picture elements.
Graphics capabilities of the Visual
500 and 550 include vector and rectangle drawing, point plotting, and
pattern filling. Both of these rasterscan terminals operate in an alphanumeric mode, display up to 80
characters on 33 lines, and incorporate separate alphanumeric and
graphics display memories.
In the alphanumeric mode, the
500 emulates popular terminals like
the VT52 and the ADM-3A. The
block-mode 550 terminal provides
full editing features and complies

TEK

20-lb portable terminal
prints on plain paper
Designed for the on-the-go professional, the Correspondent is a 20-lb
portable terminal that is capable of
printing 132 columns on plain paper.
It also can communicate with a distant computer through an acoustic
coupler or an integral RS-232-C
interface.
The terminal prints 9-by-9-dotmatrix characters and has afull 128character upper- and lower-case set.
Included bit-map graphics capabili-

ties have a I32-by-72-dot/in. resolution. Users are able to select print
widths, spacing, bit rates, and parity
through the keyboard.
There are four configurations of
the Correspondent: one with both an
acoustic coupler and integral modem, one with just the direct-connection modem, another with just the
coupler, and a model without either
modem or coupler.
With acarrying case that has sufficient room for the cord, paper, and
small accessories, the Correspondent
starts at $1,995. First deliveries are
scheduled for the summer.
Digital

Equipment Corp.,

Maynard,

Mass.

01754. Phone (617) 897-5111 [364]

CAD/CAM system adds
color to IBM mainframes
The model 2100 CAD-Colorgraphics system combines the advantages of color in computer-aided—de-

THE FIELD
SERVICE SCOPES

2300 SERIES

PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPES

Built for field service.
Tough enough for the road.
The 2300 Series is
unassailable proof that
sensitive instruments
needn't be delicate. No
other scopes are so
immune to abuse and to
day-to-day wear and
tear. They feature 50Gs
shock resistance, our
highest electromagnetic
compatibility, and
high-performance

measurement—all in
an ultra-durable 17-lb.
package.
Bottom line: the lowest
life cycle costs of
any high performance
portable. Thanks to
fewer components.
Easier access to internal
parts. Plus less
downtime and fewer
back-up instruments re-

quired, as proven by
the toughest reliability
testing we know of—
our own.
All that, and Tek performance too! Select
dc to 100 MHz with
5ns horizontal sweep.
2mV/div vertical
sensitivity. Built-in
delta time and DMM.
This time, get the scopes

that can handle the hard
knocks of your business
...wherever the business
takes you. Order today
—or ask for the full Tek
2300 story! Call toll free:

1-800-547-1845
Ask for Dept. B0714
(Oregon, Alaska and
Hawaii: 503-627-5402
Call collect.)

Tektroni'x
CI MANN, IF I, lo)1 ILl Ill
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NEW EDITION
New products

All standards
are new, revised,
or reaffirmed
since the
previous edition

pages
illustrated
Edited by Harold C. Folts
1,923

DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
STANDARDS
All 123 interface protocol standards set by:
•CCITT •ISO •ECMA
•ANSI •EIA
•U.S. Government
Special feature for instant
access to the applicable
standards:
Cross-reference tables of the
similar and interfacing
standards of each standards
organization.

EElectronics Magazine Books
1221 Ave. of the Americas. Fl. 42
New York, NY 10020

rer!e

Please send
copies
of McCraw-Hill's Compilation of Data
Communications Standards Edition II at
$250 each.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/state/zip
U.S. customers please add local sales tax
McGraw-Hill pays regular shipping and
handling on prepaid orders.
ELT
180

sign and -manufacturing systems
with the data-base integration of
mainframe computers. Designed to
replace present monochrome systems
for International Business Machines
Corp. mainframes, the modular and
expandable 2100 system consists of
four configurable units.
The 2120 on-line control unit
emulates the monochrome IBM
3250 graphics display system to the
host and incorporates new functions
by expanding IBM protocols. Existing IBM 3250 system software and
application programs can therefore
operate on this system with little or
no modification. The control unit
connects to up to 16 display stations
and allows operation with IBM 360,
370, and 3000- and 4300-series host
computers.
The 2140 remote graphics controller allows operation up to 8,200 ft
from the 2120 control unit and will
drive up to four display generators
with two work stations for each generator. The IAS model 2160 graphics
display generator has up to 1,280 by
1,024 picture elements and a palette
of 64 colors, 16 of which can be
displayed on the screen at once.
Each 2100 system costs $69,950
for acontrol unit, display generator,
monitor, keyboards, and light pen.
Delivery takes 90 days.
International
Dana

St..

Applied

Mountain

Systems.
View,

175

Calif.

Besides downloadable character
sets, selectable character sizes, and
proportional spacing, the model
2712 printer also features a parallel
or serial interface with a 9,600-b/s
capability and a microprocessor
board with 2-K bytes of randomaccess memory for user data storage.
In 100-unit quantities, the printer
is priced at $1,730 and is available
immediately.
Siemens Corp., OEM Data Products Division,
.2911 Dow Ave., Tustin, Calif. 92680 [367]

Desk blotter simplifies
computer access
Dressed as adesk blotter, the Image
Data Tablet System gives keyboardshy executives direct access to the
company computer through hand-

East

94041.

Phone (415) 962-9414 [365]

Jet printer for OEMs offers
economical operation
The model 2712 OEM ink jet printer
is a quiet and low-cost nonimpact
printer. When printing bidirectionally at amaximum speed of 270 characters/s it makes less than 50 dim of
noise. It has a 12-by-9-dot mosaic
formed by 12 ink jets, which use
black, hygroscopic fast-drying ink.
The ink jet head is rated for alife
of greater than 10 billion characters.
In addition, full graphics are provided in two modes—a bit-image mode
as used in most serial printers and a
raster-scan mode as used in most line
and page printers.

written entries, sketches, drawings,
and an alphanumeric touch table for
mathematical problems, calculations, teletypewriter, and user-selectable programming functions.
The system can take a form up to
11.75 in. square and enter it as it is
filled out into ahost computer or its
own optional microprocessor. A
printer can produce an identical
copy of the entry. The system is
available with a document manager
that provides continual on-line activity and a concentrator that allows
for the use of up to IItablets in one
system.
This multitask data entry system
can be used, for example, by engineers as a computer-aided design
tool for power-distribution planning,
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Is your field service
pipeline draining off
your profits'?
Fairchild has
the solution.
The PC board pipeline.
It takes them in. It spits
them out. In the process, it
picks up exorbitant shipping
costs, wastes valuable time,
and causes unnecessarily
high inventories.
The result is a big drain on
potential profits.
That's why Fairchild-Testline
offers a complete line of
digital in-circuit test equipment ideally suited for operation at in-field service depots.
At reasonable prices. With
profitable results.
Most users have reported
total equipment and related
investment payback from their
Fairchild-Testline units in less
than one year. Many with dollars to spare.
There is a Fairchild-Testline
system for every need and

EJ
lame

budget. For example,
the Model 3000C shown
here. Available in console
plus space-saving half-rack
and full-rack configurations, it
is capable of testing DTL,
RTL, CMOS, TTL, and if specially ordered, ECL logic —
at the rate of 10 IC's per
minute.
And you don't need an expensive, highly experienced
technician to operate this or
any other Fairchild-Testline
unit. Simple to implement programs can put an unskilled

operator on-stream in no time.
You can be testing your PC
boards within a week of receiving equipment.
Whatever your field service requirements, FairchildTestline has the right test system to help you plug up your
pipeline profit leaks forever.
For more information, contact your local FairchildTestline representative, or
write: Fairchild Test Systems
Group, 1400 White Drive,
Titusville, Florida 32780
(305) 267-7212
TVVX 510-950-3043

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

The
First Family
of ATE

Circle 181 on reader service card

So many analyzers
for rent .

New products
traffic control, street planning, and
statistical analysis and by supervi-

sors and managers for payroll, inventory, building-site records, and shopfloor recording. It sells at a base
price of $3,910 with deliveries taking
30 to 45 days.
Total Technical Services Inc., 341 Cobalt
Way, Suite 308, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086.
Phone (408) 733-5211 [366]

Computer in abriefcase
packs abig punch
A portable computer with two processors, 256-K bytes of 64-K random-access memory, 256-K bytes of
magnetic-bubble memory, a 41
4 -by/
31
/
2-in. amber electroluminescent bitmapped flat-panel display, a switchable 1,200 or 300-b/s modem, and
lots of software support sounds as if
it could be difficult to carry. However, Grid Systems Corp., packed all

w!h

It defies logic!
If you need an analyzer quick — any kind you've ever heard of —
chances are good you can rent it off-the-shelf, throughout North
America, from Genstar REI. Whether it's a logic analyzer, distortion
analyzer, selective voltmeter, wave analyzer, logic state analyzer,
clock probe, data probe, general purpose interface, data error
analyzer, microwave link analyzer, power line disturbance analyzer,
sound and vibration anaylzer, spectrum analyzer, or whatever.. .
from Biomation, Nicolet, GenRad, Programmed Power, Dranetz,
Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, Spectron, Singer, Paratronics,
Cushman, Halcyon, or whomever ... .you can probably rent it
immediately, and start using it immediately, with economical rental
rates from 30 days on up. Call now. GSA Contract #GS-04S-23560

GENSTAR

Rental Electronics, Inc.
(800)227-8409

In California (213) 993-7368, (415) 968-8845 or (714) 879-0561

A keen analysis says return this coupon today for instant details!
CI It sounds great. Tell me more! Call
D I'm particulary interested in the
me at
Send me your new Rental Catalog.
I'd like a copy of your "like new"
equipment for sale catalog, too.

following equipment:

TITLE

NAME
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS

MAIL STOP

CITY/STATE/ZIP
TELEPHONE

Please complete coupon and mail to: Genstar Rental Electronics, Inc., 19525

, Business Center Drive, Northridge, CA 91324
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Genstar Rental Electrorecs, Inc

this into a product that fits into half
abriefcase.
The 9'/4-lb Compass Computer,
which integrates an Intel 16-bit 8086
and 8087 number-crunching coprocessor, has enough peripheral devices
to be a very effective stand-alone
computer and is also apersonal work
station designed to provide business
professionals with easy access to
their company's entire range of computer- and information-system resources.
Software initially available will
include five languages— Intel's Pascal, C, PL/M, and Fortran, and
Grid's Basic (MicroSoft-compatible), five business applications (a
relational file manager, a spreadsheet planning program, a graphics
package, a word processor, and a
critical-path project-management
system), and terminal emulators for

198L1
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Which personal computer
can make you better
at what you do best?
For you, choosing apersonal computer means making
an intelligent decision.
And isn't that what you do best?
, The first step in your
decision-making process is
/66E5 1 '
OF analysis. You look at all the
numbers, and all the facts,
before you leap. So you don't
want acomputer that's going
to run short on memory. Not when you can have
the HP-87 and amemory that expands to over half
amillion bytes.

eeg-

VisiCale* PLUS
VieCale')
%/1stCake III
Data
Communications
Data
Data
Communications Communications Word Processing
Word Processing
Word PrOCeSSIng
Data Base Mgt.
Data Base Mgt.
Graphics
Business
Presentations
Graphics
Statistics (3 pkgs.)
Financial
Decisions
Linear
Programming
Math
AC Circuit
Analysis
Waveform
Analysis
CP/M s Library
Series 80 Users'
Library

EASE OF USE
Prrammable
SoirKeifs
Error Messages
Built-In Disc
Operating System
Built-in Screen
Graphics
No
No figures
available

Yes
32-133°F

y

,,,,,Fibeg-7

Hewlett-Packard will make sure
•you don't run short on analytical
software, either. For example, our
VisiCalc® PLUS will let you turn up
to 16,000 cells of data into bar graphs,
pie charts or whatever you need to present your
results graphically. And our CP/M bmodule gives you
access to the expanding world of CP/M software.
We call it HP-Easy. Turn on the
HP-87, and it's ready to go. The
lie.
, efil / ROM-based operating system
00e7 '
puts our built-in, enhanced BASIC
to work for you. Instantly. The
HP-87 has built-in commands and
editing keys that eliminate complicated keystroke
sequences. Whether you're generating acomplex
graph, writing aprogram or correcting errors.
if

f,, ,

And interfacing peripherals is as easy as putting
aplug into asocket. That's the kind of craftsmanship
that's putting all our Series 80 computers on the
map. We're building power, friendliness and reliability
into every one of them. From our portable partner,
the HP-85, to the high-powered HP-87.
The most intelligent thing to do now? Get your hands
on an HP-87. And then on the competition. You won't
have any trouble making the right decision. Not if you
want to get better and better at what you do best.
For the HP dealer nearest you, call TOLL FREE
800/547-3400 or in Oregon, Alaska and Hawaii
call 503/758-1010. For additional product information,
write Hewlett-Packard,
Dept. 214T, Corvallis,
et
OR 97330.

6/2/02

Introducing the new HP-87.
It's very good at what you do.

VisiCalc` is aregistered trademark of VisiCorp— Personal Software. CP/M 3 is aregistered trademark of Digital Research. Inc.

rha HEWLETT
ierA PACKARD
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New products

•Low Cost
•High Quality
•Custom Designs
•On Time Deliveries

most IBM terminals and the standard
Teletype. The Compass Computer
will be available from Grid beginning in September at a single-unit
list price of $8,150.
Grid

Systems Corp.,

2535

Garcia

Mountain View, Calif. Phone (415)

Ave.,

961 -6873

[368]

•Consistant Lead Times
•Catalog Items Stocked

Q-bus controller
emulates DEC devices

FCC •VDE • UL •CSA
Special mechanical or electrical requirements immediately addressed by our
experienced engineering staff.
For Further Information Contact

TRI-Mfle, Inc.
8264 W DOE AVE
VISALIA, CA 93291
PHONE (209) 625 9949

Circle 184 on reader service card

Learn Chemical
Safety from
Professionals

Thousands of safety concerned people
in the Electronics Industry have relied
on J.T. Baker Hazardous Chemical
Safety Seminars to substantially improve the safety performance of their
organizations.
This two-day program offers essential
safe training in the handling, storage.
and transportation of the hazardous
chemicals and gases used in the Elec
tronics Industry.
This highly instructive, up to date. (state
of the art) Seminar will be held at the
following cities on the dates listed
below.
Don't miss this important opportunity
to increase your safety awareness in
working with the hazardous chemicals
and gases unique to the Electronics
Industry! For further information, write
or call: efiN
May. 1982

JIBaker
The Office of Safety
Training
J. T. Baker Chemical Co.
Phillipsburg, NJ 08865
(201) 454-2500

184
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24-25

Boston. MA

June. 1982
3-4
Chicago. It
14-15
Tucson, AZ
17-18
San Jose. CA
21-22
Denver. CO
24-25
Dallas, TX

The WDC11 multifunction Q-bus
controller contained on asingle dualwidth card lets popular independent
and floppy-disk drives emulate a
variety of Digital Equipment Corp.
devices. Through its bipolar microcontroller and firmware housed in
read-only memory, the controller
serves three functions at once: with
Winchester disk drives it emulates
DEC's RK05 or RL01/2 hard disks,
and with floppy-disk drives it emulates DEC's RXO2 floppy disk.
The logical organization of the
WDC11 is based on the 8X300 bipolar control chip, which provides the
speed needed to handle high data
rates. Currently, devices supported
by the WDC1 I include the Quantum Q2000 and Shugart Associates
SA1000 8-in. Winchester drives,
Computer Memories CM5000 and
Seagate Technology ST506 51
/-in.
2
Winchester drives, and the Shugart
SA800, SA850, and Tandon
TM100-4 floppy-disk drives. The
WDC11 sells for $2,000 each.
The manufacturer also supports
DEC's 22-bit addressing LSI-11 QBus and board with the Q-22 product line of card cages, memory
cards, and mass-storage controllers.
These supports are designed for original-equipment manufacturers and
for end users as complete systems.
The firm also offers the FBI 1, which
isolates, through banks of miniature
switches, each data and control line
that makes up the Q-bus. The Q-22
products range in price from $350 to
$13,500, and the EB11 sells for
$250.
Andromeda Systems Inc., 9000 Eton Ave.,
Canoga Park, Calif.

91304.

Phone (213)

709-7600 [3691
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LI-1W now if you wanted a
high performance array processor
you had only one

You had to buy the expensive high performance array processor even if you didn't need
half its capabilities. But now, there's CDA's MSP3000 floating point array processor. It offers the
flexibility and performance you need, at a price
you can live with.
Our MSP-3000 consists of fewer boards
than the other high performance processor, and is
much smaller. Best of all, it expands to afull 2Mb of
memory, and uses half as much power.
CD/Vs MSP-3000 is easily configured to
meet your particular high speed applications

CDA

COMPUTER DESIGN & APPLICATIONS INC.
377 ELLIOT STREET
NEWTON. MA 02164
(617) 964-3770
TELEX 92-2521
For more information on the MSP-3000
and our broad line of input, array and display processors, circle the reader service number or call.
We'll tell you how you can get lust the processing
performance you need.

Circle 185 on reader service card

Iffeatturs, ftmctions
and price make the
Texas Instiuments1139
a
better buy,
The Facts: Sure you could
buy the other programmable calculator. But it
wouldn't come close to
the TI-59 Programmable.
Look
at the
facts.
lEtt, I
l'he TI-59 has 660 more
program steps (960 total), 37
more program memories
(100 total), and 3more
internal digits computed
MATRIX ADDITION AND
(13 total) than its closest
I.c,
,t,
competitor. Which is not
mn
I., ,
really close at all, is it?
And those aren't even
A'
B'
all the facts. Because
A
when you buy aTI-59,
you get extras.
¡NV
Pgm

LRN

Like abuilt-in mag card reader, Solid State Software',' rechargeable batteries and an AC adaptor.
The closest competitor charges you extra for
these extras.
Which leaves him far behind, doesn't it?
And there's one more
fact you should know All
these features are built
around the popular algebraic operating system
(AOS).
So based on these
facts alone, the TI-59
MULTIPLICATION
ML-0.
Programmable is abetter
*An
,-by,
buy.
More features. More
i•b
tt,
A,A.n,13
functions. More extras.
More calculator. For less
C
D'
E'
money.
D
E
And that's more than
log
CP
just fact. That's value.
.
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TI Programmable 59
Solid State Software

den,s80 in
fite softwam
makes it
a
gmat buy!

Or here's another great buy. Purchase a
The Free Software: It all the facts
TI-58C Programmable and get one free softon the other page haven't convinced you to rush
out and buy aTI-59 right now, this will. Buy a ware module worth $40.
It's all pretty convincing isn't it? So go to
TI-59 Programmable between Feb.1,1982 and
your nearest Texas Instruments Dealer today,
June 15,1982 and get 2free modules worth $80.
ask about the TI-59 and
That's right.You can choose
TI-58C Programmable and
from our wide selection of
get agood buy.Then send
AVIATION
modules including Applied
SECURITIES
MOO ,"
ANALYSIS
in this coupon and
Statistics, Electrical
MODULE
.8.
make
it agreat one. \
Engineering and Business
,
Decisions. Get the two
TEXAS
you want and it won't cost
I
NSTRUMENTS
you athing.

MATH/
MIMES
MODULE
.-10-

APPLIED
STATISTICS
MODULE
-2-

MARINE
NAVIGATION
v11.11 E

POOL
WATER
ANALYSIS
MODULE
Ti iro
Ott, •1979

Iwant these modules.

Return this coupon with:
1. Customer Information Card
(found in box)
2. Adated copy of proof-of-purchase
between February 1,1982 and
June 15, 1982. Items must be
postmarked by June 25, 1982.

1.

Name

2.

Address

I've bought aT1-59, send me
two free modules right away.
I've bought aT1-58C, send me
one free module right away.

City

Alternative:

Send to:
TI Programmable Software Offer
P. O. Box 725
Dept. SW
Lubbock, Texas 79491

LEISURE
LIBRARY
MODULE
7.

EE
UBRARY
MODULE
-1 171 1974
1015017-101

State

Zip

BUN LS

DECISIONS
MOW

C1982,Texas Instruments Incorporated

Calculator Serial Number
(from back of unit)
Please allow 30 days for deliver>: Offer void
where prohibited. Offer good in U.S. only
Tl reserves the tight to substitute modules
'U.S. suggested retail price for all bbraries
is $70 except Fanning 555 and Pool Water
Analysis SIS. For use with TI-59 only
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We just
eliminated solder
across the board.
Now you can keep solder off your
pc backplanes, completely. Because
the AMP compliant ACTION PIN
contact is into everything. It's in our zero
insertion force connectors. Our one
and two-piece pc board connectors.
Our telecommunications-style
connectors. Our subminiature Ds. Our
interconnection system headers.
Even our new power distribution taps.
Yet the solderless advantage is only

ree
eirgereeleenefiree>
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part of its story. Our compliant pin also
prevents costly plated-through hole
damage. It's forgiving enough to relax
hole tolerances—and yet assure a
gas-tight fit, every time. You can replace
damaged pins anumber of times, too,
without losing any performance.
There's more. You can apply every
one of these different AMP connectors
with one basic production machine—
across the board.

lireleentbWree,

Compliant pin in
new two-piece
connector system
allows higher pin
count and lowers
daughter card
rejects.

To eliminate solder and get more information, call the AMP ACTION PIN
Desk at (717) 780-8400.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.IocorporIed

AMPfld ACTION PIN

re traden,arks of AMP

A111/1111:» means productivity.

New products

Instruments

Series 80 takes on
op amps, codecs
Packages debut with optional
function generator, IEEE-488
interface, audio digitizer
Operational amplifiers and telecommunications devices like codecs can
now be checked out by Fairchild
Test Systems's recently launched
general-purpose series 80 analog test
system, thanks to the availability of
two new application packages. Also
announced as options are an IEEE488—bus interface, an audio digitizer, and a programitlable function
generator.
The telecommunications package
mixes the digital and analog functions necessary to test codecs with or
without on-chip filters, as well as
subscriber-line interface circuits.
Resource boards offer programmable clock and timing circuits, synchronization between digital and
analog functions, and analog stimulus, response, and reference circuits.
The digital drivers and receivers
operate at about 20 MHZ for a safe
speed margin above the required
rates. Also included is atest adapter
suitable for both wafer- and package-level testing, whether manual or
with automatic handling.
With the package, the series 80
can check codecs for gain tracking,
absolute gain, idle-channel noise,
signal-to-distortion ratio, power-supply rejection, crosstalk, frequency
response, and asynchronous operation. The system also verifies adherence to the companding law used by
the codec —both U. S. ei-law and the
A-law as specified by the International Consultative Committee for
Telegraphy and Telephony for European use are supported. The entire
telecommunications package is
priced at around $50,000.
The package for testing operational amplifiers, not to mention instrumentation amplifiers and compara-
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tors, consists of one board and atest
adapter. The device under test may
be in asingle, dual, or quad configuration; multiple amplifiers are tested
in parallel to keep throughput high.
Slew rate can be measured by the
system up to a 50-v/its maximum.
The gain-bandwidth product of the
tested op amp is also determined,
and a long list of de tests can be
performed. These include input offset voltage and bias current, gain,
voltage and current output, powersupply and common-mode rejection,
input-voltage breakdown, and power-supply current use.
The op amp package uses 12-bit
analog-to-digital conversion to make
the tests, but the system's 16-bit converters can be switched into action if
greater resolution is required. This
package is priced at about $6,500.
The $6,000 IEEE-488—bus interface for the series 80 is programmed
with statements in the high-level
Analog Factor language, allowing
bus-compatible instruments to be
operated from device programs. The
$8,500 audio digitizer samples at
100 kHz with 14-bit resolution and
thus is able to digitize signals as high
in frequency as 50 kHz.
The series 80 programmable function generator puts out sine and
square waves, ramps, and other single-valued time functions with an
output bandwidth of up to 200 kHz.
It has a local buffer capacity of 4-K
16-bit words and adigital-to-analog

converter with I5-bit resolution
(plus sign). Frequency accuracy is
within 0.05%. Output is 20 vpeak to
peak, maximum, with 18-mv resolution and 50-0 impedance. The function generator is $7,500.
The options and application packages can be delivered in 120 days.
Fairchild Test Systems Group, 1601 Technology Dr., San Jose, Calif. 95115. Phone (408)
998-0123 [351]

Direct decimal synthesizer
has good noise performance
The fast-switching 384M synthesized signal generator operates between 1 MHz and 2 GHz and has
good noise performance for automatic-testing and frequency-agile applications. Alternative plug-in units can

drop the lower frequency limit to 10
kHz or double the upper frequency
limit to 4GHz.
The instrument uses adirect decimal system. In addition, it has an
accuracy of ±20 Hz without degrading signal purity. Frequencies can be
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AGolden Opportunity.
The Blue Plate Special hi South Carolina.
South Carolina smaller conuntinities represent agolden opportunity
for new and growing industries. An
opportunity supported by astable, dependable work force and aTechnical
Education system that for years has
been training workers at little or no
cost to industry.
In our continuing efforts to make
certain our work force is prepared, not
only for today'kjobs but for tomorrowk
as well, we've added special Resource
Centers for advanced machine tool,
robotics, computer and micro-electronics, and afleet of mobile units to
otujob training system.
We also have ateam of plant
location professionals available 24
hours aday, to help contribute to

profitable plant locations. They, along
with state and local leaders, have worked
for years to make more than 50 communities ideal site locations which meet
rigid requirements established by our
State Development Board.
Add to this South
Carolina high productivity
and low work stoppage
rates...the lowest in
America...and you
soon realize that
while golden
opportunities are it
rare, there are a
few left. South
gill
Carolina is one
of them.
Ill
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South
Carolina
Toll free 1-800-845-1802

For assistance or more information, call us toll free or write to
The South Carolina State Development Board, P.O. Box 92Z Suite 202R, Columbia, S.C. 29202.
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An ounce of
static prevention...

When weighing your
static control procedures,
consider treating the cause
rather than the effect.
The costly impact of static discharge on sensitive electronic products is now well-known
and documented. The control of static to
increase productivity and profitability is rapidly
becoming standard practice in manufacturing and quality control.
Unfortunately. static control procedures
often focus on avariety of
methods designed to ground or
drain off static charges which
already exist. This approach usually requires
avariety of costly devices and materials, plus
the constant search for new and better ones.
However, there is an alternative—a proven.
economical approach to static control
which minimizes static generation before
it becomes harmful.
A long-term solution, by the
established static control experts
—ACL Incorporated.
The most effective product for dealing with
the long-term prevention of static build-up is
STATICIDE brand antistatic solution, produced by ACL Incorporated. STATICIDE can
be easily applied on most environmental surfaces, thus minimizing static generation at its
source. STATICIDE provides total environmental static control by treating the cause of static
rather than its symptoms.

For over 30 years, ACL has been committed to solving
the most difficult industrial problems related to static electricity, through the production of STATICIDE, as well
as instruments for the detection, measurement, and
analysis of static charges. ACL is also internationally
known for its consulting services, from materials design
to complete facility evaluation and implementation of
static control programs.

Tip the static control scales in your favor...
Call on ACL!
192
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Unlike any other static control substance,
STATICIDE provides all these unique features:
• Meets static decay criteria and surface
resistivity requirements of military and
medical specifications
• EPA registered (in its ready -to-use form) as
an antistatic and bacteriostatic compound
• Effective at relative humidities below 15%
• Effective on all materials: textiles, plastics,
tile, glass, metal, printed surfaces, wood,
etc.
• Can be mixed with virtually any solvent
• Is long-lasting, easy to apply and economical
to use
• Non-toxic, non-flammable, safe to use
• Non-staining, completely biodegradable

Contact us for the name of your nearest
international or domestic distributor

ad lincorporated

Specialists in Static Control

1960 East Devon Ave ,
Elk Grove Village. IL 60007 .1312) 981-9212. TELEX: 4330251
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New products
switched rapidly—in less than 20
Ms—without any overshoot or settling problems.
Spurious levels are better than
—74 dBc for the 1- to 2-GHz range
and improve in the lower frequency
ranges to — 100 dBc for the 1- to
100-MHz range. In the 2- to 4GHz
doubled range, spurious outputs are
below —68 dBc, and all harmonics
and subharmonics are below — 38
dBc. Output of incorrect signals is
prevented should faults occur.
The instrument is programmable
using either a IEEE-488 bus or rri,
parallel entry. The 384M is priced at

"ACL's Static Event Detector is
indispensable in making sure our
products meet rigid anti-static
requirements."

$38,500 with delivery 26 weeks after
receipt of order.
Eaton Corp.,

Electronic Instrumentation

Division, 2070 Fifth Ave., Ronkonkoma, N. Y.
11779. Phone (516) 588-3600 [353]

Plug-in card turns an

j

ake Lunsford, President of Life-Line Products, El Cajon, California,
has to make absolutely certain that his company's product—plastic
packaging for sensitive electronic components—meets rigid documentation criteria for static control (especially DOD-STD-1686). That's why he
uses ACL's Model 350 Static Event Detector.

Apple into an analyzer
Just by sliding the A2-1 peripheral
card into an Apple Il computer, a
user may create alogic analyzer that
can analyze TTL compatible mOs
and TTL circuits. Three ribbon

of.

The ACL 350 is a sophisticated
instrument that continuously
monitors for the occurrence of
static discharge, or the presence of potentially harmful
static charges. Compact, with
simple controls, the ACL-350 is
ideal for use in clean rooms, at
assembly work stations, and
for process control. And, it's
compatible with other environmental monitoring equipment.

11
(1
4

The ACL 350 will detect either an actual discharge, or the movement of any
charged body or substance into—or out of—the monitored area, which is
established by use of a standard 15-foot tape electrode. If the specific
preset sensitivity level has been exceeded, the instrument simultaneously
activates a visual signal, an audible alarm, and three separate Form C
relay contacts which may be used for control of external devices such as
remote alarms, conveyors, ion blowers, etc. Depending on the mode
selected, the instrument will alarm repeatedly or latch on the first static
event and remain latched until manually reset.

cables connect 32 input and 16 output probes to the card.
The A2-1 differs from the usual
expensive type of logic analyzer in
that it provides aclock signal to the
circuit under test rather than using
the system clock. It can step through
states until acritical point and then
freeze the circuit's clock while
changes are made to stimuli or display parameters.
Software for the system displays
input signals as columns of Is and Os

• Can monitor continuously, even
when personnel are not present
• Wide range of sensitivity10V to 10KV
• Responds automatically to
either positive or negative
charges
• Fail-safe operation
• Simple controls
• Contains built-in audible alarm
and warning light

• Provides capability for hook-up
of external devices or circuits
• Detects events as close
together as 100 milliseconds,
as short as 1millisecond
• Analog output for oscilloscope
or graphic recorder
• Produces no undesirable
emissions

The Model 350 is produced by ACL Incorporated, specialists in static
control for over 30 years, and manufacturers of STATICIDE" topical antistat. For more information, call or write today.

A

ad incorporated -spe.s..„,..c.„,,

1960 East Devon •Elk Grove Village, IL 60007. (312) 981-9212 •TELEX: 4330251
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ELECTRONICS
MARKETS

New products
on the screen. Up to 16 inputs may
be used for a trigger pattern. In
addition, routines are provided in
Basic, Pascal, and assembly language to help the user write custom
programs. The card sells for $400
with delivery taking 30 days after
receipt of an order.
Kanel Corp.,

1025 Reynolds Rd. B202,

Johnson City, N. Y. 13790 [354]

Research that belongs
in the hands of
everyone serious about
the technical,
financial, and planning
outlook for electronics.

Electronics' highly respected 24th
annual market forecast has been
expanded to provide a65-page
in-depth look at the current and
future demand for more than
800 electronic component and
equipment products in the USA,
Western Europe. and Japan—
including 23 additional pages of
market-estimate and growth-rate
tables.

Unit generates transients
to IEEE specifications
A surge and transient generator
priced under $10,000 is capable of
producing waveforms recommended
by Category A of IEEE STD 5871980 for testing ac-powered equipment. The model 711 A/F measures
only 81
/ by 17 1
4
/ by 23 in. and has
2
provisions for a variety of plug-in
accessories and alternative networks.
It is fully expandable to perform
Category B testing. Add-ons include
surge voltage and current monitors,
couplers and filters that permit surge
testing on live ac lines, and automatic repetitive control. Delivery takes
30 to 60 days.
KeyTek Instrument Corp., 12 Cambridge
St., Burlington, Mass. 01803. Phone (617)

Includes information not
published elsewhere.
•1980-1985 compound U.S.
growth rates •U.S. arid Europe
report research methodology •
Economic outlook for the U.S. •
Product-by-product markets for
11 Western European countries

272-5170 [356]

Programmable generator
reaches 1.08 GHz
The 1021, a programmable frequency- and amplitude-modulated signal
generator, has a frequency range of

Delivery is immediate (air shipment
outside N.A.) for the Electronics
1982 World Markets Forecast Data
Book. $150 payment must accompany your order to:
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Ave. of the Americas, Fl. 42
New York, NY 10020 USA
(Tel. 212/997-2996)
Pro forma invoice will be sent upon
request.
194

150 kHz to 1.08 GHz. The generator
has radio-frequency output levels of
+ 19 to — 146.9 dBm below 540 MHz
and + 16 to — 146.9 dBm above 540
MHz. At 30% am, the total harmonic

distortion is less than 1% over adc to
50 kHz bandwidth, and for fm, THD
is typically 0.05% at up to 100-kHz
deviation at a 1-kHz modulation rate
over a5-Hz to 200-kHz bandwidth.
A variable-frequency internalmodulation source with externally
available output is programmable in
both frequency and level. A fastsweep mode, suitable for scope display, has narrow, medium, and wide
ranges. Sweeps can be set to any
frequency segment within the instrument's frequency range.
Full IEEE-488 capability, with
listen and talk modes and freeformat number entry are provided
on the $15,950 unit. Delivery takes
12 weeks.
Boonton

Electronics Corp.,

P. O.

Box

122, Parsippany, N. J. 07054. Phone (201)
887-5110 [355]

Programmable calibrator has
resolutions to 0.01 µv, 1µA
The AN3200 de programmable voltage and current calibrator has an
accuracy of 10 ppm for applications
requiring resolutions of 0.01 LV or 1
¡LA, settling times of 1 ms, and
ranges of ±0.1 µV to ± 100 y or ± 1
µA to ± 100 mA.
In manual mode, six dial controls
set the digitally displayed output,
plus polarity and automatic decimalpoint positioning. Also, each dial has
full borrow and carry capacity,
allowing the operator to control significant decades by turning one dial.
The unit provides full protection
of the circuit under test by returning
the output to zero whenever the
operator changes polarity, range, or
function. In addition, all outputs
float with respect to ground and
guard; the common-mode capability
is up to 1,000 v guard to case, and a
separate guard terminal is provided.
Options on the $2,195 instrument,
which is available now, include a
± 1,000-v output range for $495 and
an IEEE-488 interface for $295.
Delivery is from stock.
Analogic Corp., Audubon Road, Wakefield, Mass. 01880. Phone (617) 246-0300
[357]
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Congratulations...
You Now Own A Priceless Relic
This is where the
VideoBridge really shines.
The conditions you program
are displayed right at the top
of the screen. Whether you
are bin sorting or reading
component values, the test
conditions are displayed
along with the test results!
You'll have confidence that
you're testing apart the way
you intended.

F

irst came manual balance
bridges for testing passive components. Very
cumbersome, but they were
the best bridges of their time.
Then digital instruments
made their appearance. What
arelief. No more knob twisting. All of asudden, manual
balance bridges became
obsolete.
Now, step into the next
generation of impedance test
instruments with the
VideoBridge from ESI.

set up is asnap

Set up is made even
easier with the 2110 version of the VideoBridge. Just
store your test parameters on
the 2110's micro-cassette
tape. All your operators have
to do is key in the test number
and hit the load button. What
could be easier?
That's only part of the
VideoBridge story. To learn
more, just give us acall, toll
free. A better way of testing
passive components is waiting for you at ESI.

M

onitor test
conditions at a
glance.

As impedance test instruments evolved, they became more versatile. With the
capability of programming
test levels and test frequencies, parts could be tested
under simulated working
conditions. But all this flexibility made it hard to know
what test conditions you
programmed.

ESI's VideoBridge
makes all other impedance
bridges antique!
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The leading
edge
in LRC testing
Circle 195 on reader service card
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Electro Scientific Industries, Inc.

800 547-1863

DON'T SOLVE
HALF YOUR CARD TEST
AND REPAIR PROBLEM!
Use the new Marconi 80X
with Computer Aided Repair
option: It's the total solution.
Up to 4096 test channels without multiplexing. Dual fixtures
for higher throughput. CAR* to
instantly identify faults in color.
Marconi's new in-circuit card test System
80X with the Computer Aided Repair station option
is the most productive ATE system introduced in
many ayear. It's both sophisticated and easy to use.

The Marconi System 80 In-Circuit Test
Systems for more productivity at less cost.
Usually our System 80 ATE units with a
CAR station cost less than competitive test systems
alone. Without the CAR option, which can be added
later, System 80's offer outstanding performance at a
substantially lower price than comparable test systems.
For instance, System 80 and 80X dual fixture
systems allow one test system to completely test
different circuit cards at two positions. Through
time-sharing of testing and card handling, productivity can be 60% to 80% greater than competitive
single fixture test systems. Add CAR and you're
looking at over twice the productivity of competitive
systems for about the same price!

The CAR Option. 41 How come nobody
thought of it sooner?"
That's what aleading periodical editor said
recently. Until now no one applied automation to
the circuit card repair operation. Accompanied by a
fault ticket, bad cards were simply sent to amanual
rework and repair station. Then, in aprocess taking
some 10 to 100 times as long as the card test time,
they were reworked.
No more! Marconi's Computer Aided Repair
Station, "CAR" for short, changes that forever.
CAR, operating integrally with the Marconi System
80/80X In-Circuit Test Systems, uses new developments in software and acolor graphic video terminal
to instantaneously locate both component and trace
faults. And, in aflash, bring them up on the screen
in acontrasting color
CAR is on-line and available now from
Marconi, the largest international manufacturer of
in-circuit card testers and apart of the $8 billion
GEC-Marconi complex.

Better software, better hardware.
Customer benchmark comparisons have
independently proven the superiority of Marconi's
System 80 in-circuit technology in software, analog
testing and digital testing. Let us discuss with you
how these advantages will translate into increased
productivity and lower cost in your plant.

CAR

station option

HEN
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Marconi, first again.
Other systems tackle only the test half of
your problem. But Marconi can help you automate
both halves of your circuit card test and repair/
rework operations with System 80/80X and CAR

It's the complete solution to higher productivity
and lower costs in circuit card manufacturing.
And no wonder. Marconi pioneered in circuit
card testing when we delivered our first ICT in
1967 Now with more than 14 years experience and
hundreds of installations, we're proving once again
our mettle as the industry innovator. CAR takes
your repair and rework operation out of the horse
and buggy age.

Arrange a"hands on" demo.

Component side of PC board showing laulty component in red

We cordially invite you to arrange adem()
in either our East or West Coast ATE centers.
And when you come, bring along one of your
troubled boards. Let us show you how much
you could save going the Marconi way. For more
data address Marconi ATE Div., PO. Box 60279,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088. Phone 408-745-7561.
TWX 910-379-0001. Outside the U.S. & Canada,
address Marconi Instruments, Ltd., Longacres,
St. Albans, Herts., England AL4 OJN. Phone
(0727) 59292.Telex 23350.
'CAR is atrademark of Marconi Electronics, Inc

marconi
Trace side ot PC board showing fault where contrasting colored traces meet
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LAST YEAR
SMALL DRIVES THAN
FRANKLY, WE WERE DI

r
„
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Tandon Corporabon 20320 Prame. Chatsworth. CA 91311, (213) 993-6644 Reglonal Sales Offices: Woburn, MA (617)938-1916 •Plano. TX (214)423-6260—

WE SHIPPED MORE
N1YONE IN THE WORLD.
A%PPOINTE

Because we could have shipped awhole lot more.
In 1981, we shipped more 5/
14"floppies, high. capacity 5/
14"Winchesters, and 8" half-size
floppies than anyone has ever shipped in asingle year. And that's good.
But that represents only 35% of our total manufacturing capacity. So this year,
we're looking for alot more customers.
We already supply disk drives to the biggest names in the business. And for good
reason: we've demonstrated that we can consistently deliver high volumes of reliable,
precision-engineered drives.
We're amultinational corporation, with more than 350,000 square feet of
manufacturing and office space. And we intend to keep our capacity 50% greater than
our shipment level. So we can always deliver the goods.
Over the last three years, we've shipped amillion drives. And become the fifth
fastest growing company in the U.S.This year, we expect to ship our second million.And
then some. Maybe then we'll be satisfied.Until 1983.
For information contact your nearest Tandonnci
office or your local Kierulff or Hall-Mark distributor.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL DISK DRIVE COMPANY YOU EVER HEARD OF.

4

•Atlanta. GA (404) 396-0493 •Addlson. IL (312) 530-7401 •Newport Beach. CA (714)675-2928 •Sunnyvale. CA (408) 745-6303 •Frankfurt. West Germany (0611) 392081-85. Telex 411
54-
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There's an AstreMed OEM recorder
for every medical, scientific
and industrial application.

For high-speed OEM graphic recorders that your
equipment deserves, talk to Astro-Med first. Our
extensive product line contains the model that will
match your most exacting requirements. Knife edge
or point writing. Low-cost thermal writing, of course.
Roll-type or Z-fold chart handling. Fast snap-in
or cartridge loading. Configurations of all types.
The specific number of channels you need. And
much more.
Take accuracy, for example. Astro-Med introduced
and perfected position feedback galvanometer
technology in the OEM field. Position feedback
galvanometers, which increase accuracy to 99.5%,
are standard on all of our recorders.
Writing quality is another significant Astro-Med
achievement. We pushed the state of the art forward
dramatically with our development of apractically
indestructible knife edge stylus more than 10 years
ago. More recently, our success in thick film

technology led to the development of our superb
instant writing stylus for Z-fold recorders (U.S. Pat.
No. 4,168,505).
Our wide range of chart speeds, electronically
selected, are unmatched in the recording field.
Thermal printers and event markers are standard
options. All Astro-Med recorders are produced in their
entirety at our ultra-modern plant in West Warwick, R.I.
No wonder Astro-Med is the world leader in the
design, manufacture, and sales of OEM graphic
recorders. No wonder it makes sense to talk to us
first when the subject is OEM recorders.

Ai

,•

ASTRO-MEO DIVISION
,ATLAN-TOL INDUSTRIES, INC

Atlan-Tol Industria Park, West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893
Telephone (401) 828-4000 TWX No. 710-382-6409

Astro-Med End User and Custom Recorders

Z-1000 General-Purpose
Single-Channel Recorder

Dash II Two-Channel Field
Recorder with Internal Battery

Circle 202 on reader service card

Dash IV Field Recorder with
Automatic Time and Date Printing

Custom Recorders Tailored to
Your Private-Label Requirements

New products
trol programs in Basic rather than in
the system's currently available Fortran IV langauge.
Lab-Datax, which is based on
DEC's LSI-11 series microprocessors
and RT-11 operating system, loses
no speed under DTBasic and continues sampling analog data up to its
rated speed of 135 kHz. The amount
of directly addressable workspace, at
25-K bytes or more, remains about
the same as the amount for Fortran
IV users. DTBasic also permits both
single- and double-precision arithmetic functions, performed to 7 or
17 significant digits, respectively.
DTBasic users have direct access to
the system's RI-Il operating system
and can implement language extensions by adding Macro-11 callable
subroutines. The language package
supports chaining and overlay operations and also awide range of Data
Translation's analog and digital input/output boards, a real-time programmable clock, and DEC's VT125
color-graphics terminal. DTBasic will
license for approximately $1,500.
Delivery takes one week after receipt
of order.
Data Translation Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, Mass. 10752. Phone (617) 481-3700
[399]

Graphics packages run on
full HP 3000 line
Users of the HP 3000 computers can
obtain a full range of interactive
graphics capabilities, including color, three dimensionality, and a
graphics data structure, from the
DI-3000 and Grafmaker. Both packages support the full line of HP 3000
computers, and both are machineindependent.
Written in the American National
Standards Institute's Fortran IV,
DI-3000 is an integrated system of
160 user-callable graphics subroutines developed in accordance with
the 1979 CORE system defined by
the Graphics Standards Committee
of the Association for Computing
Machinery's Special Interest Group
on Computer Graphics. HP display
devices currently being supported
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include the 2623, 2647, and 2648
raster display terminals and the
7220, 7221, and 7580A pen plotters.
Grafmaker, which operates in
conjunction with DI-3000, is apackage of user-callable subroutines for
high-level data presentation in the
form of, for example, line and bar
graphs and pie charts. A perpetual
license for DI-3000 starts at $8,000,
and a license for Grafmaker begins
at $4,000. Both are available for
immediate delivery.
Precision Visuals Inc., 250 Arapahoe, Boulder, Colo. 80302. Phone (303) 449-0806
[393]

Subset compiles Ada
for systems under CP/M
Such features of the full Ada language as loops, integer, and floatingpoint formats, as well as console
printer and disk input/output, are
supported by SuperSoft's Ada compiler subset. A fully validated version of the complete Ada language is
expected by the end of the year.
This native-code, fully recursive,
two-pass compiler requires 48-K
bytes of memory and the CP/M operating system. The subset is currently
available for systems using the Z80,
8080, and 8086/8088 microprocessors and is offered in a variety of
CI:YIN formats. The compiler sells for
$250, the documentation $20.
SuperSoft Inc., P. 0. Box 1628, Champaign,
III. 61820. Phone (217) 359-2112 [395]

Pascal development system
compiles modules separately
A Pascal Development System, built
on Whitesmiths Ltd.'s C compiler
and libraries, provides a complete
and portable software environment
for Pascal programming on VAX11, PDP-11, LS1-11, 68000, 8080,
and Z80 computers.
The full Pascal language is supported with conventional extensions
to permit separate compilation of
modules. Code produced by the compilers is highly optimized and runs

faster than Pascal interpreters. Both
native compilers and cross compilers
are available, running under wits,
Unix V6, Unix V7, Unix 32V, IdrisR11, RSX-11M, RI-11, IAS, RSTEE, and CP/M, among others. All versions have provisions for generating
code that can be placed in read-only
memory.
Users also receive Whitesmiths'
Portable Pascal library, Portable C
library, and C language, which
together include approximately 100
functions implementing controlled
storage allocation, formatted input
and output, math functions, and
string manipulation.
Single binary licenses for the
VAX-I 1, PDP-11, 68000, 8080 and
Z80 native Pascal Development Systems cost $950 each, and any Pascal
Cross Development System license
sells for $1,550. All are available
now.
Whitesmiths Ltd., P. O. Box 1132 Ansonia
Station, N. Y., N. Y.,

10023. Phone (212)

799-1200 [394]

Color-graphics package
determines best format
Rainbow is a color-graphics facility
that runs on avariety of peripherals
like the Tektronix TEK4027, Chromatics CG3999, and HP-7220 plotter. The package includes decision
routines that automatically select
the best format for displaying the
output from Seed, the manufacturer's data-base management system.
As a result, the user need not be
concerned with scales, labels, colors,
or even the type of graph. However,
if the user wishes to change Rainbow's decision routines, he or she
can do so by means of amenu facility. The claim is that all this gives
users more time to analyze data.
Rainbow is priced from $6,000 to
run on a PDP-11 to $15,000 on a
Control Data Corp. unit. It costs
$10,000 when provided for Digital
Equipment Corp.'s VAX. It is available immediately.
International Data Base Systems Inc., 2300
Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103. Phone
(215) 568-2424 [398]
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Only Bergs card connectors are made with
the patented 2-piece dual-metal "PV- receptacle for low contact resistance, lasting retention and exceptional cycle life.
The secret is in the spring. Most female
receptacles are stamped from asingle strip of
metal. The "PV - receptacle is unique: a brass
body combined with a heat-treated beryllium
copper spring (see the drawing).
Constant

204

mechanical

pressure

is

exerted

Beryllium copper
spring for
durability
and reliability.
Brass terminal
body for
conductivity
and gas-tight
contact.
Bevelled
housing
entries
targeted pin
insertion to assist
alignment.
Gold or tin plating.

on the pins
by this allimportant spring.
And that pressure remains ... even after
repeated cycling.
The spring also will
absorb stress from a
misaligned insertion
and continues to apply strong, perpendicular retention force
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erg
ar
onnectors
Make Solid Contact.
Over and Over Again.

to the inserted 0.64mm (0.025") square pin.
Excellent electrical conductivity is achieved
by the receptacle's high normal force. It
creates awiping action that cleans the contact
surface of oxides during insertion and
withdrawal. Berg "PV" card connectors
come in selectively loaded single and
double rows. So you pay only for the positions
you need. They conform to MIL C-55302-127/
128 and are available for delivery in only 4 to
6 weeks.

Find out more about the Berg "PV" card
connector and the entire BergCon system that
solves the majority of board-to-board, boardto-wire and wire-to-wire interconnection problems.
For details, call us for Bulletin 700 at
800-233-1450. (In PA. 717-975-2000)
The Du Pont Company, Berg Electronics,
Camp Hill, PA 17011.

An electronics company.
Electronics/April 7, 1982
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Only Fairchild
Fairchild can maximize
your ATE investment
every step of the way.

The Series 40/4400.
The cost-effective system
for shorts and opens.

The Series 30/333. The
hybrid in-circuit tester for
your most complex PCBs.

Keeping pace with today's highvolume production requirements
is no longer simply amatter of
which ATE system works best. It's
amatter of which ATE systems
work best within an overall test
strategy.
Today, fitting the right test
equipment into the right test
sequence is the only way to
increase your PCB throughput
while maximizing your ATE
investment. From incoming
inspection, through manufacturing fault testing, and finally to
comprehensive performance
testing, there's aFairchild test
system specifically designed to
do the job faster, more efficiently,
and far more economically.

The Fairchild 4400 is alow-cost,
high-volume tester designed to
find those faults that can account
for up to 50% of your PCB
failures. Its high-speed test
sequence isolates and identifies
shorts and opens in seconds.
The 4400 offers acapacity of
over 4000 test points, Selflearn
programming, and its the only
tester in its class that provides
PINCHECK"' software to verify
good contact between fixture
pins and PC board nodes. The
4400 can be effectively used on
bare PCBs at incoming inspection and on loaded boards after
wave soldering.

Fairchild's new Series 30/333
In-Circuit Tester is the most
advanced system ever developed for isolating manufacturing
faults on large, complex, analog,
digital and hybrid PCBs. With
Fairchild's unique 256-pin FASTTEST Tm capability, dynamic LSI
and VLSI ICs can be functionally
exercised with parallel patterns at
speeds programmable to 2MHz.
And the 333 can fully test mixed
logic boards such as ECL/TTL. It
offers afull 2,207 digital test point
capability—each point with its
own driver—and an analog test
section of 959 points. With such
innovative design features as
FAULTS T, automatic program
generation, automatic fixture wir-

gives you both.
ing program, and an advanced
Testing Diagnostic Center for
isolating "problem" faults, the
333 provides unmatched PCB
test comprehension.
The Series 70/76. The
universal solution to
functional board test
problems.

Fairchild's 70/76 Functional
Hybrid Test System is designed
to ensure that every PCB is
performance-verified. It tests
boards for component-tocomponent interaction, isolating
your otherwise undetectable
dynamic failures.
Its automatic Live Data Compression option can handle LSI
and VLSI ICs at full speed. And
an optional Flo-Tracerim isolates
faults to the component level at

high speed, which can save you
diagnostic time.
The Series 70/76 has proved
itself from military depot testing
to the production test floors of
computer and telecommunications equipment manufacturers.
From fixturing to field
service, Fairchild gives
you more.

Fairchild can provide the right test
systems and the right test strategy, as well as avariety of advantages simply not available from
anyone else in the industry.
You can select the best
interface for your specific test
application with our versatile
Thinline' vacuum fixturing.
And you can shorten your startup and turnaround times by
using our contract programming
services.

Fairchild also offers comprehensive training, service, and
support worldwide. From strategy to systems to support, Fairchild is the First Family of ATE.
For more information, call or
write Fairchild Test Systems
Group, 299 Old Niskayuna Rd.,
Latham, NY 12110;
(518) 783-3600.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

The
First Family
of ATE.
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New products
Microcomputers & systems

Versatile system
burns all PROMs
12-socket programmer has
interfaces for IEEE-488 bus,
floppy-disk—drive systems
All currently available erasable programmable read-only memories and
electrically erasable moms can be
programmed in the 28-pin sockets
of the Z-1200 and Z-2400 gang programmers. They are designed to program, test, and verify PROMs up to
128-K (16-K by 8 bits) in size and
can handle either 12 at atime or 36,
with the addition of two Z-120 gang
programming slaves.
The Z-1200 has a 16-K-byte random-access memory for data, dataRAM editing facilities, and two RS232-C serial input/output ports. Device type, transmission rates, and
functions can be selected at the system's keypad or via a remote terminal or computer. Self-diagnostics
perform tests on data RAM, the
unit's processor, uo, and other system logic, and a built-in voltmeter
checks all analog voltages. Self-cali-

Board lets user
evaluate 16000
Multibus-compatible card
carries sockets for upcoming
16000-family peripherals
To aid designers in evaluating the
NS 16000 family of 16-bit microprocessors, slave processors, and support

bration is performed using adummy
load in one socket: the unit adjusts
its digital-to-analog converters
against a built-in reference, which
can be monitored externally.
The system prompts the operator
in English on its display. When
PROMs are to be verified or programmed, the Z-1200 tests for
devices correctly inserted in each
socket and for bad devices that draw
excessive current, indicating faults
with light-emitting diodes next to the
sockets in question.
Data RAM may be loaded from a
master PROM or via one of the ports,
and the user may specify which portions of the data are to be loaded
into which locations in the PROMS.
Four sets of three PROMs can be
loaded simultaneously with different
programs on the Z-1200 and each of
the connected Z-120 slaves.
The
Z-I200,
which carries a
$3,475 price tag, is
compatible with the
Z-100 universal
slave. This unit,
with plug-in programming electronics, can be used to
program complementary-mos EPROM s, nonstandard
bipolar

circuits, National Semiconductor
Corp. has introduced a development
board. The DB16000, which is Multibus-compatible, contains the
NS16032 central processing unit,
support circuits, memory, and several input/output interface devices.
There is also a monitor program
residing in on-board programmable
read-only memory.
Cross-development software packages are available that allow the
DBI6000 to be used with National's
Starplex Il development system or
with Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX
computers running under the VMS operating
system. The board can
alternatively be used
with an
RS-232-

PROMs, programmable array logic,
and other programmable devices.
The Z-2400, priced at $4,975, is
similar to the Z-1200 but has an
IEEE-488 interface, 64-K bytes of
data RAM, and an interface for the
firm's Z-105 and Z-108 5'/4- and
8-in, dual floppy-disk—drive systems.
It also has an 8-bit bidirectional port
with four control lines, making it
possible for the user to program and
test PROM sets installed on external
memory cards.
The 12-socket Z-120 gang programming slave sells for $1,350;
$2,025 buys a Z-108 8-in, dual floppy-disk—drive system. The Z-1200
will be available the first week of
May, and the Z-2400 and disk systems are slated for July delivery.
Sunrise

Electronics,

524 South

Vermont

Ave., Glendora, Calif. 91740. Phone (213)
963-8775 [403]

C—compatible terminal.
Aided by a cross-support package
called NSX16, programmers can
compile or assemble NS16032 programs and then download them over
a serial link to the DB16000 board
to be executed. High-level symbolic
debugging is then possible with the
DGB16 source-level symbolic debugger, which is part of the NSX16
package.
The board contains 32-K bytes of
random-access memory, expandable
to 128-K bytes by using 64-K chips
instead of the 16-K chips supplied. It
also has 8-K bytes of PROM, expandable to 16-K bytes. Included are 24
programmable parallel uo lines and
connectors for two BLX expansion
modules for additional uo capability. The evaluation board's supply
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ABLE CABLE.
The solution to any flat cable need—from quality
to availability—is always Scotchflex:

For utility and performance,
Scotchflex round-conductor flat
cable—the industry standard—
is available in #24-30 AWG,
from 9to 64 conductors.

For physical protection, there's
heavy-PVC-jacketed cable; to protect
against EMI and ESO, there's jacketed
cable with 360° copper shield. Empty
jacketing and custom constructions
are also available, with and without
shielding.

Use Scotchflex color-coded flat
cable for individual-wire convenience.
Fully zippable, it's available with from
9to 64 conductors in 22, 26 and 28
AWG stranded.

3M offers you abroad range
of Scotchflex cables. Cables with
the assured quality of precisiontolerance wire spacing. Cables with
physical and electrical characteristics
tailored to your specific needs.
Reduce cross-talk, boost signal
density and control impedance with
Scotchflex flat cable with copper
mesh ground plane, in 28 and 30
AWG, with or without drain wires.

Every type can be delivered
immediately, in the quantities you
need for your application.
So call your 3M representative
or distributor today. Or write
Electronic Products Division/3M,
Building 225-4S, 3M Center,
St. Paul, MN 55144

SPECIFY THE SOURCE.
"Scotchflex" is aregistered trademark of 3M.
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3M Hears You...

3M
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New products

ASCII
Encoded
Keyboards.
Where can you
buy as much
keyboard for
as little as $49?*
Feature for feature, no keyboards offer
you more value and durability for the
money than the RCA VP-600 series.
58-key typewriter format, or typewriter
plus 16-key calculator-type keypad. Both
versions available with parallel or serial
output. These keyboards are particularly
suitable for hostile environments.
• Spillproof. dustproof, unitized
keyboards.
• Flexible membrane switches with contact life rated at greater than 10 million
operations.
• Finger-positioning overlay and positive
keypress.
• Two-key rollover circuitry.
• Aural keypress feedback with
adjustable volume.
• High noise immunity CMOS circuitry.
• Low power, 5V DC operation.
• Three serial output modes: RS-232C,
20 mA current loop and TTL.
For more information, write RCA
MicroComputer Marketing, New Holland
Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17604, or call
717-291-5848. To order, call toll-free,
800-233-0094.
'OEM quantity price. Model VP-601
(parallel output)

RCA

Circle 210 on reader service card

requirements are +5and ± 12 V.
Available 8 to 12 weeks after
receipt of order for $1,895, the
DB 16000 board contains sockets for
the NS 16081 floating-point processor, the NS 16082 memory management unit, and the NS16202 interrupt controller, which will be available by the fourth quarter.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.
Phone (408) 737-4429 [404]

Networks for Multibus,
IBM Personal Computer bow
Adding to its network product family, Destek has unveiled two interface
boards—one for the IBM Personal
Computer and the other for Multibus-based systems. Four different
models of both networking boards
will be available: baseband, broadband, fiber-optic, and telephone line
through amodem.
The Desnet/ism-pc board uses
the High-level Data-Link Control
and Carrier-Sense Multiple-Access
network protocols. It requires only
one slot and will be priced at under
$1,000 for the baseband version.
The Desnet/Multibus board meets
the physical and electrical specifications of the IEEE-P796 standard. It
will function as an intelligent singleboard network controller in any
Multibus system. It uses the same
protocols as the IBM Personal Computer version. Additionally, it will
work as abus master in a multiplemaster environment. The Desnet/Multibus baseband version will
sell for under $2,000.
Quantity discounts will be available on both, and shipments will
begin 90 days after receipt of order.
The Destek Group,

1923 Landings Dr.,

Mountain View, Calif., 94043. Phone (415)
968-4593 [372]

Small box houses three-user
microcomputer system
A desktop cabinet measuring only
13.5 by 16 by 6in. and weighing 25

lb houses all the components needed
to assemble a three-user microcomputer system. The buyer simply adds
up to three terminals.
Two series 5systems are currently
available. The series 5-15D, which
has two 51
/-in, floppy-disk drives
4
storing 1 megabyte each, sells for
$3,990. The 5-5D includes a5-megabyte 51
/-in. Winchester disk drive
4
backed up by a 1-megabyte floppydisk drive and sells for $6,990.
Both systems feature a 4-MHz
Z80 microprocessor with 196-K
bytes of random-access memory
(three blocks of 48-K bytes and a
fourth block of 48-K bytes reserved
for utility and operating system programs); double-density, double-sided
floppy-disk drives; four serial
RS-232-C input/output ports; and a
parallel port. Each system can be
upgraded with an additional 5-megabyte Winchester disk drive. Both
systems are compatible with CP/M,
MP/M, and Oasis. The units are
available now.
Altos Computer Systems, 2360 Bering Dr.,
San Jose, Calif. 95131. Phone (408) 9466700 [373]

Unit puts Multibus systems
on Ethernet local network
Implementing the Xerox-Intel-DEC
Ethernet version 1.0 specification,
the NI3010, an intelligent Multibus
Ethernet communications controller,
contains on a single board all the
data-communications logic required
for interfacing Multibus-based systems with the Ethernet local network.
Targeted for use in 68000-,
Z8000-, and 8086-based systems, the
board performs the specified data
link layer and physical channel functions that permit up to 1,024 stations
to communicate at 10 mb/s over distances to 2,500 m on ashared coaxial cable.
The board has a 16-K-byte receive
first-in, first-out buffer that shields
the Multibus system from the unpredictable arrival times characteristic
of network traffic. For transmission,
the board uses a2-K-byte FIFO buff-
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er from which all frame retransmissions are made. Data transfers at
rates in excess of 1 megabyte/s
between the controller and the host
system are performed by an onboard direct-memory-access controller. Diagnostic features include power-up self-tests and three-level data
loopback tests. The NI3010 is available now for $2,990.
InterIan Inc.. 160 Turnpike Rd., Chelmsford.
Mass. 01824. Phone (617) 256-5888 [376]

Board does time-keeping
for Wang 2200 computers

2200 has been removed.
In single quantities the RTC 2200
sells for $595 and the RTC 2200P
for $895. Supplied free to purchasers
is RTC Basic, aWang Basic-compatible language that has additional
commands to make use of the realtime clock and the second level of
software security.
Computer Concepts Corp..

Abilities the Wang 2200 computers
never before had, like clock functions, calendar management, and
software protection, are now obtainable with the RTC 2200. An
enhanced version of the board, the
RTC 2200P, further adds two serial
and one parallel printer ports.
The clock section of the board will
report the time of day in a 24-hour
format, besides serving as a stopwatch, count-down timer, and alarm
clock. The calendar section of the
RTC 2200 retains both the system
date and the user date.
The RTC 2200 will report the
time and date information in either
binary-coded—decimal or ASCII code
and system and user date information in the American abbreviated
and expanded, the international abbreviated and expanded, as well as
the longhand, Julian, and absolute
days formats.
Using the calendar functions, the
board provides two levels of license
security for the supplier of the system's software. On the first level, the
RTC 2200 board will retain an
eight-digit license date permanently
in a nonvolatile memory and will
automatically set a flag when the
current date exceeds this license
date. The flag is used to lock out
users who have failed to renew their
license. On the second level, the unit
retains aserial number that is compared with that of the software
license. The application software will
not be allowed to execute if serial
numbers do not match or if the RTC
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63rd

St., Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66202. Phone
(913) 677-4000 [377]

Software development system
offers multitasking capability
As the software development member of Millennium's 9500 development system and in-circuit emulator
family, the 9520 works on its own or
in conjunction with Millennium's
9508 microsystem emulator for developing systems based on 8-bit
microprocessors or the 9516 microsystem integration station for developing systems based on 8- and 16-bit
microprocessors.
The 9520's hardware includes a
Z80A-based microcomputer system
with 64-K bytes of dynamic randomaccess memory, expandable to 112-K
bytes. Software includes a Pascal
compiler with a linking loader for
the Z80, 8080, or 8085, as well as
cross assemblers with linking loaders
for the 8080 and -85; the 8048, -49,
-41, -21, and -35; the 6800 and -02;
the 6801 and -03; the Z80A, Z8000,
8086, and 8088. In addition, the system has a multitasking capability
with which users can manage as
many as three separate functions
simultaneously.
The 9520 software development
system lists for $4,995 and is available 60 days after receipt of order.
Millennium Systems. 19050 Pruneridge Ave..
Cupertino, Calif. 95014. Phone (408) 9969109 [374]

Interactive
Data
Terminals.
Where can you
buy as much
terminal for as
little as $249?*
Versatility and durability at alow price...
you'll find all that and more in RCA's
rugged VP-3300 series Interactive Data
Terminals. Computer applications include
data entry, data and graphic display,
process control and time-sharing. And
they are compact. Perfect for use as
remote or portable terminals.
•RF or Video output. Designed to work
with standard TV sets or monitors.
•Unique color-locking circuitry for sharp
color graphics and rainbow-free
characters.
•128 resident and dynamically
redefinable character set.
•20- and 40- character formats.
•Selectable data rates up to 19.2 kilobaud.
•Standard ASCII encoding with RS-232C
and 20 mA current loop interfaces.
•LSI video and microprocessor control.
•Spillproof, dustproof unitized
keyboards.
Plus much more.
For more information write RCA
MicroComputer Marketing, New Holland
Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17604, or call
717-291-5848. To order, call toll-free,
800-233-0094.
'OEM quantity price. Model VP-3301
(video/audio output)

MICA
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ASIGNIFICANT CLAIM
FROM SOLARTRON
When buying aprecision DMM
today you need to get best value for
money and it takes professional
judgement to make the right choice.
=or the Systems Engineer the 7060
las total controllability through it's
• standard IEEE 488 Interface (not
an optional extra)
• clear, easy to use programming
language
3 key performance features needed
in systems applications:
ast mode switching, high
neasurement speed, auto-null and
selectable 31/2 to 61/2 digit output.
For Laboratory Use the 7060 is ideal
because of it's

•traceable absolute accuracy
elpV sensitivity

• true -rms ac performance over a
10Hz -1MHz bandwidth
As well as ahost of other specification
features valued in professional use.
To The Buyer the 7060 is significant
for it's
• superb value for money*

The Solartron Electronic Group
USA:- 17972 Sky Park Circle, Suite F. Irvine, CA. 92714
Tel (714) 641-7137
UK:- Farnborough. Hampshire. GU14 7PW Tel 0252 544433
GERMANY:- AM Kirchenhelz1, 15 8032 Grafelfing. Munchen
Tel 089-854-3071
FRANCE:- 1, Rue Nieuport. 78140 Velizy-Villacoublay
Tel 3-946-9650
SWEDEN:- Vesslevagen. 2-4. Box 944, S-18109 Lidingo
Tel 08-765-2855
SWITZERLAND:- Badenerstrasse 333,8040 Zürich
Tel 01-52 88 80
SOL AR TRON

Schlumberger

• low component count providing high
reliability
These together with the knowledge that
comes from the company with unrivallec
experience in producing precision DMM'

*The 7060 range starts
from under £1000
Dynamic Analysis

Digital Test

Data Logger:

EMI

SIGNIFICANTLY FROM

SOLARTRON

IF

GRAPHIC

WORDS ALONE AREN'T
USE DECO'S NEW HIGH RESOLUTION

ENOUGH,

GRAPHIC DISPLAY MODULES!
DECO offers the latest in display technology. Close dot spacing and Vacuum
Fluorescent technology make the display bright, sharp and highly readable
even in daylight with proper filtering. Each dot is independently addressable allowing formation of almost any character or shape the mind can
imagine! Graphs, charts, ideograms, waveforms and more can all be displayed. Even reverse video is possible. Complete drive, interface, control
logic, refresh and buffer electronics are on board. Only +5 VDC is required to
power the unit.

BUT,
S Ue114

IF WORDS ARE WHAT YOU WANT, DECO'S

RT

M128 2 Thin profile and low
voltage made the M128 , an
ideal alternative to CRT in
many applications.

Alphanumeric Displays are specified by engineers
all over the world. The bright vacuum fluorescent
characters are highly readable and filter from natural blue-green to blue, green, aqua, amber and
red. VF tube technology offers high reliability and
tube MTTF up to 100,000 hours. Low Power requirements (as low as 65 milliwatts/character) are
well below the dissipation of LED or gas discharge
displays. DECO's displays are self-contained ready
to use subsystems. They are microprocessor
controlled with all drive, refresh, interface, control
logic and buffer circuitry on board. Some units have
user programmable character generators. All models
have on board power conversion circuitry. Just input
+5 VDC and a 7-bit ASCII signal and you're in
business!

M26 x256 is ideal in many foreign language
or mixed character size applications. Intermix
graphics and alphanumerics at user option.
DECO'S SINGLE LINERS come in awide range of
sizes from 10 to 40 character positions and 5mm to
9mm character height. 14 segment, 5x7 and even 5x12
matrices available.

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION
United States
Digital Electronics Corp
(415) 342-8333

Spain
Unitronics SA.
242 52 04

United Kingdom/Ireland
Auriema Ltd.
6286-4353

Israel
Talvtton Electronics Ltd.
444572

France
Alfatronic S.A.
791-44-44 ext 5735

Australia/New Zealand
Romtech Pty. Ltd.
02-6014511

W. Germany/Austria
Bitronic GmbH
089-470-2098

Brazil/Argentina/Greece
Turkey/So. Africa/Taiwan
Ad. Auriema Int.
(2121 938-0930
(New York, N.Y., U.S.A.)

Switzerland/Liechtenstein
Memotec AG
063-281122
Sweden/Denmark
Auriema AB
08- 730-5 160
Netherlands
Auriema Nederland BY
(040) 816-565

Belgium/Luxembourg
Betea, SA/NV
(02) 7368050

Super—brisht characters
Indepqndent
super—fast data rate — less
than 10 microseconds/character! Complete
sub—system includes all drive, refresh &
interface electronics
Random access to
all Positions
128 character ASCII set

240

underliog.
e

Canada
John G. Weiss & Co.
(514) 337-5022
(416) 624-7359

Norway
Schive Electronics
02-785-160

Finland
Oy Gronblom AB
90-755-4411

Italy
Auriema Italia SRL.
02-430602

Local representation
throughout the U.S.

ESUPER
transfer rate available and are completely flicker free.
M6400 6 lines x40 characters
WIST MULTILINERS
These 5x7 dot matrix displays offer the fastest data

M2400 2 lines x40 characters

THE DISPLAY INNOVATORS

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
197 AIRPORT BLVD., BURLINGAME, CA 94010

• (415) 342-8333

• TELEX: 334422 CHEMETRIC BRGM

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
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New products
ry-coded—decimal form.
The AD2050 and AD2051 accept
analog signals from six standard
thermocouple types: J, K, T, E, S,
and R. The AD2050 is programmed
at the factory with a direct, dedicated interface, and the AD2051 is a
universal unit that the user can
Digital panel meters use
adapt by switch programming. Both
meters are single-channel, 3'/2-digit
microprocessor for scaling,
units, capable of measuring tempercorrection, and calibration
atures from —265 ° to +1,999°F, or
from — 165 ° to + 1,760 °C, with a
resolution of 1° on either scale.
Riding the bandwagon toward greatRange temperature coefficient is a
er local intelligence in monitoring,
maximum of ± 60 ppmrC and ±25
measurement, and control systems,
members of Analog Devices Inc.'s
ppmtC typically.
The AD2050/2051 series comes in
AD2050/2051 series of thermocouthree versions with differing power
ple meters are the first in their class
requirements: 120 v ac, 240 V ac, or
to operate under microprocessor control, according to the firm. An inter+ 7.5 to +15 V dc. The ac models
provide protection against commonnal 8-bit Fairchild 3870 micropromode voltages of up to 1,400 y peak
cessor ensures stable performance by
automatically performing all gain
between the input and power-line
and offset error correction, coldground. Input also is protected
against up to 300 V peak in the case
junction compensation, and thermocouple output linearization. Using
of athermocouple short to an ac line.
self-calibration constants stored in
The common-mode rejection ratio in
the AD2050/2051 is greater than
memory, the 3870 automatically cal130 dB with a 25041 source imbalibrates and scales each thermocouple
ance in ac versions (dc to 60 Hz).
measurement in degrees Celsius or
Normal-mode rejection is over 80
Fahrenheit.
dB. Maximum cold-junction comEasy interfacing. The 3870 also
pensation error is ±0.5°C over the
controls timing and counting functions in the AD2050/2051's converfull rated operating temperature
range of +10 ° to +40°C.
sion of analog inputs into digital
Output
options
on
the
form and puts out temperature data
in standard 7-bit ASCII-character
AD2050/2051 include an interface
for an isolated 4-to-20-mA serial
serial format at a rate selectable by
the user. The ASCII output helps the
loop for remote data-acquisition applications, plus a 12-bit analog outAD2050/2051 meters interface
put linearized to within 1mY/ °C or
more gracefully with printers, terminals, and other computer peripherals
F for driving analog instruments
than do most conventional digital
such as recorders. The AD2050/
panel meters offering output in bina - 2051 mounts in a process-control or
data-logging system's front panel
and come in a case measuring 3.78
by 1.89 by 5.13 in. Its display uses
0.56-in.-high seven-segment lightemitting diodes.
In lots of one to four units, the
AD2050 is priced at $230 and the
AD2051 at $295 each; in hundreds,
the units sell for $161 and $206.50,
THE RMOM ET ER
AD2050
respectively. Delivery takes about
four to six weeks.

Industrial

Thermocouple unit
has ASCII output

DIGITAL

+13919°F

Analog Devices Inc., Route 1Industrial Park,
P. O.

Box

280,

Norwood,

Phone (617) 329-4700 [381]

Mass.

02062.

Intelligent controller monitors
32 digital, 16 analog inputs
For as little as $1,500, users can
obtain Cinch Pac, asingle-board distributed measurement and control
system complete with on-board intelligence, diagnostics, and power supply for local control in hostile environments.
Each Cinch Pac accommodates 32
digital and 16 analog input data
points with 14-bit analog-to-digital
accuracy. Standard multi-unit clusters can handle up to 6,000 points/s.
A networking scheme makes conversation possible with over 100 other
Cinch Pacs or with another vendor's
network through agateway.
Cinch Pac has its own on-board
Intel 8051 microcomputer and can
respond to alarm conditions and
report the conditions without having
to poll ahost computer.
Both preprogrammed and userprogrammable versions of Cinch Pac
are obtainable. Either is available
for rack mounting, as a board only,
or in a NEMA -12 enclosure. Shipment will begin in early July.
Control Logic, 10 Tech Circle, Natick, Mass.
01760. Phone (617) 655-1170 [382]

Strap-on sensor simplifies
boiler reset installations
With the introduction of a strap-on
temperature sensor, contractors can
now retrofit boiler reset controls
with ease.
Dubbed the C7031K, the sensor is
mounted externally on the boiler discharge water pipe and does not have
to be drained, refilled, and vented as
an immersion-well—mounted sensor
would have to be. The Honeywell
Energy Products Center claims that,
by resetting boiler water temperature as outdoor air temperature
changes, it can reduce heating bills
by as much as 20%.
Systems without a reset control
are subject to wide water-temperature swings due to frequent on-off
cycling4f the burner and circulator.

Clietiffs•
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Memories, microcomputers, microcontrollers, microprocessors —for aerospace, military, automotive, data processing, office of the future, telecommunications...Technology: MOS/CMOS—VLSI.

EUROTECHNIQITE
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Silic 209 - 94518 RUNGIS CEDEX
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GERMANY - Munich -TEL 89.50.50.88 U.K. -Romford (Essex) - TEL: 708.27.488 Dktributon :FR ANCE-ALMEX (Antony) (1) 666.21.12 !COMPOSANTS S.A. (Pessac) (56) 36.40.40 -- (Toulouse)(61)
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SAN ELEC
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- ELECTRONIC 2000 (Munich) (89)43.40.61 /Headquarters and Factory :Eurotechnique -B.P. No 2 - 13790 ROUSSET - FRANCE - TEL :(42) 23.98.01
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Remember when
driving was
fun?

By
Rediscover the fun of driving,
in this genuine replica of the 52
MG-TD. Detailed, authentic, this sporty
roadster gives you all the pleasure of a
classic sportscar —with easy maintenance and reliability, too! Easyto-assemble kit comes complete with
everything you need to build the car at
home in your leisure time, over aVW
chassis and engine. Factory-built models
also available. Fuel efficient, economical, and beautiful: you'll enjoy

The MG-TD Replica
11E1E1=11=11E3

building it now, and driving it for years.
Why long for the good old days' —
they're here now! Call toll-free for
complete information:

1-800-328-5671*

New products
With the C7031K, lower supply
water temperatures during mild
weather cause the circulator to run
longer, resulting in a more comfortable water temperature range. In
addition, by maintaining lower sypply water temperatures during mild
weather, the sensor encourages less
on-off cycling of the burner and circulator and should enjoy along life.
The C7031K senses hydronic-boiler water-discharge temperatures
from —40' to 240 °F and is used with
the W902A and W903A electronic
temperature reset controllers. It is
priced at $46 to $70 and is available
from stock.
Honeywell Inc., 10400 Yellow Circle Dr., Minnetonka, Minn. 55343. Phone (612) 931-

•In Minnesota, (6121544.2781.
International rNX: 911}576-3150.
Or write for complete brochures:
send $3.00 with your name,
address, telephone number and
the name of this publication, to
Fiberfab, 1000 nimers Cross Rd.,
Minneapolis, MN 55416. Specify
information on the MG-fl) Replica.

4396 [383]

Transducer amplifier includes
balancing system

Circle 117 on reader service card

The cost of
calling the Big Apple
shouldn't make you
feel rotten.

Used with strain-gage and resistivebridge transducers, the transducer
amplifier model 8250 supplies computer-automated excitation, balance,
and calibration. It amplifies and filters the transducer output for data
acquisition systems and analog and
digital recorders. Normally, large
multichannel systems are available
with manual balancing, which is a

M1M

The cost of calling city to city needn't
put you in astate of shock. Whether you
transmit voice, data or facsimile, we could
cut your company's long-distance phone
bill 40%. With no capital investment or
change in equipment. Contact Walt Pioli.
RCA Americom.400 College Road East.
Princeton, NJ 08540. (609) 734-4300.

Name/Title
Company/Phone
Address
City/State/Zip
MIS

M

;
I

Reil Communications
American

The solution that beats the system11

216
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AND NOW...
AWORD ABOUT
HFIFEIQUALITY:
PHENOMENAL!
The more you know about quality the more you'll want
to design with I-IEXFETs ,today's most advanced,
available and affordable power MOSFETs.
All HEXFETs are tested and shipped fo an AQL of 0.1%!
If you're familiar with lot sampling testing, you'll
recognize this as phenomenally tight quality.

You'll get the same high quality in every HEXFET whether
it's a higher current TO-3 or lower current TO-39
hermetically sealed unit, a plastic TO-220AB, or one
of the new dual in-line, low power HEXDIPs
What's more, IR is committed to make HEXFETs the
most reliable semiconductor devices ever!
Contact the factory for details on
HEXFETs to JAN, JANTX and
JANDN specifications.
Write on your letterhead and
we'll send you complete

This quality level is achieved through high
technology in design, structure and manufacturing,
plus rigid production standards that include
pre-cap visual inspection.
The result is quality which can be easily

data on HEXFV's and the

translated into high reliability.

224 Page HEXFET -DATABOOK.

f
HEXFETs É'
re available off-the-s elf

ItiiitturioNAL

from an IR Distributor

4/ORLÓ HEADQUARTERS. ...3J nAN

5

-RECTIFIER

SEGUN..

EUROPEAN HEADOUARTERS.
Manulactu

diaries, Sales Offices, Representatives. Agents and
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A member of Sprinoborn Group. Inc

New products

WHY SHOULD
ELECTRONICS
PEOPLE WORRY
ABOUT CHEMICALS?
Two Good Reasons — Product
Quality and Personnel Safety
Awareness
The electronic industry is well known
for its careful design and specification
of semiconductors, printed circuit boards,
and other electronic components.
However, a significant portion of the
one billion dollars worth of chemicals,
adhesives, and plastic resins which are
used by electronic producers do not
always receive the same level of
attention. Springborn Laboratories
provides a comprehensive quality
assurance program to insure that
specifications are meaningful and that
materials consistently meet specifications.
While quality is a long-standing issue
in the electronics industry, there is a
rising awareness regarding safety in
handling chemicals and related products.
Regulatory impact and increased
management concern have combined to
produce a workplace environment in
which the employee and employer both
need to know more about the materials
they utilize. Springborn Laboratories can
assist electronic producers in identifying,
characterizing, and classifying these
materials, as well as provide help in
structuring appropriate safety programs.
Springborn has worked with adhesives,
photoresists, etchants, solvents, dopants,
and plating solutions. We have both the
qualified personnel and state-of-the-art
instrumentation (FTIR, GC/LC/MS, GPC,
SEM) to address both the quality and
safety issues in acompetent and thorough
manner. Our thirty-eight year record
of independent laboratory service to
all segments of the chemical and polymer
industry is unmatched. We simply get the
job done on time at a fair price, and
we listen to our clients.

Call or write to discuss your
requirements or problems, or if you
prefer, arrange to tour our facilities
and meet our technical staff.
SPRINGBORN LABORATORIES, INC
TEN SPRINGBORN CENTER
ENFIELD, CONNECTICUT 050E12
TEL
1203] 749-6371
TVVX
710-438-5045

Circle

218 on reader service card

tedious and time-consuming task.
The 8250 reduces balance time to
seconds for an entire system, regardless of its number of channels.
The 8250's balance system utilizes
a separate isolated power source to
offset the input of the differential
amplifier. Automatic balance is digitally implemented using a I2-bit
monolithic digital-to-analog converter, which provides a 0.25% resolution. Transducer conditioning includes constant voltage excitation
variable from 0.1 to 15 v and builtin completion for partial bridges.
The instrumentation amplifier has
á 120-dB common-mode rejection
ratio, 5-iiv stability, and 0.01% linearity for gains of 1to 2,500. Bandwidth is 100 kHz with a switchselectable data filter for bandwidth
limiting. The unit also supplies three
independent outputs: 10 v full scale
for data systems, 1 v root mean
square full scale for tape recorders,
and an adjustable 1-to-10-v output
with full-scale zero offset for analog
recorders. The unit can be plugged
into the company's 8200 series of
mainframes and is compatible with
other 8200 modules.
The base price for the 8250 is
$1,070. Delivery in small quantities
is from stock.
Pacific Instruments Inc., 2355 Whitman Rd.,
Concord, Calif. 94518. Phone (415) 8279010 [387]

Transducer series extends
range to 0to 2lb/in. 2
The introduction of the LX06002D
and LX06002G, National Semiconductor's additions to its family of
temperature-compensated monolithic pressure transducers, extends the
pressure range down to between 0
and 2 lb/in.' (0 to 55 in. of water).
These devices incorporate asensitive
pressure-sensing element giving
them a 20 my-lb/in.' output that
varies linearly with pressure.
Available in gage, differential,
and compact printed-circuit
board—compatible packages, the
transducers feature a ratiometric
output for compatibility with ana -
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Our delicate
sense of timing
helped this bird
keep avery
important date.

Space travel. Where afraction of asecond can
make the difference between success or failure.
That's why so many NASA & DOD "birds" get their
precise sense of timing from Frequency Electronics'
Cesium Beam Frequency Standards and Oscillators.
They offer alevel of reliability and accuracy that just
can't be duplicated.
Take our Portable Real Time Clock (Model
FE-5450A) for example. It delivers accuracy to
-1- 1x10 —nand short-term stability to 1x10 —'
3/10 5
sec. And to help lighten your carrying load, we've
trimmed the total size and weight of the unit by one
third.
When your application calls for aMaster Regulating Clock, we can help you out there as well. Our
Model FE-5440A is also
accurate to ± 1 x 10—1 .
And it's been designed from
the ground up to
offer the level of
versatility needed
to
meet
the
demands of military and aerospace
applications.

Here's some more F.E.I. advantages to think about.
• Extraordinary accuracy and long-term stability
due to our unique phase locking frequency comparison and control system.
• Long-life cesium beam tubes,
three years.

guaranteed

for

• Rugged, militarized design meets MIL-E-5400,
MIL -E-16400 and other applicable military
specifications.
• Military nomenclature: ID-1 335/V (Model FE5450A) and TD-1 251/U (Model FE-5440A).
If the success of your mission rides on split second timing, now's the time to learn more about
Cesium Beam Frequency Standards.
Call or write today for more information or applications assistance.

'•)
.
.-

Frequency Electronics, Inc.
3Delaware Drive,
New Hyde Park, NY 11040
(516) 328-0100.
TWX 510-223-0418.

, F% FREQUENCY ELECTRONICS, INC.
E

We've got tinting under control.
Circle 219 on reader service card

Switching Power Supply Users...

What Does "Wide
Input Range"
Really
Mean ?

New products
log-to-digital converters, factory-calibrated offset and span for ease of
field service, and a operating temperature range of — 40 ° to + 125 °C.
The units are temperature-compensated over their entire operating
range and designed for barometric,
flow-measurement, and industrial
applications.
Samples of the LX06002D and
LX06002G are available now. Delivery of production quantities is scheduled for April. In high volume, the
transducers are priced under $10.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semi-

Most switching power supply manufacturers talk about providing units
with wide input ranges. It's time to set the record straight on exactly
what this means to the system designer and end user.
Converter Concepts is the only producer of 15 to 100 watt switching
power supplies that operate continuously on any voltage worldwide from
90 to 265 VAC without modification.
To achieve awide input range, other switchers must use taps, jumpers
or other modifications. Converter Concepts switchers do it automatically!
OEM AND USER FLEXIBILITY
Imagine the design and end user possibilities this system provides. Your
equipment will operate anywhere in
the world with the some switching
power supply — no matter how
widely the voltage fluctuates. And
there's no need to modify it in any
way to suit your various applications.
Specifying, purchasing and stocking
are made easier, too.
AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS
COMPENSATION
Converter Concepts' unique "Versatron - converter circuit automatically compensates for extremely wide
input voriotions while maintaining
constant output voltage. Input voltage
variations by os much as 10,1 can be
accommodated by employing this versatile approach.
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
The flyback circuit monitors and varies the energy transferred through the
high frequency transformer to the output circuit. The control section regulates the energy transferred through
transformer, TI, providing base drive

for the transistor and initial starting
and control.
An opto -isolator path provides feedback from the output voltage regulation. The output voltage is isoloted
from the input by transformer, TI, and
the opto -isolator. The primary output,
VI, is regulated within the control loop
with
section filters.
MOST-NEEDED FEATURES
Soft turn-on, convection cooling,
short-circuit and brownout protection
to as low as 70 VAC; excellent regulation capability, less complexity, higher
reliability and efficiency (up to 80%
typical) and ocost that's competitive
with that of lineors.
MORE DESIGN OPTIONS
Four input power ranges and up to
four separate output options —
single, dual, triple or quadruple.
Available in low-cost open frame, enclosed, and heatsink modules. Integral UPS, too.
Send for free
28-Page Catalog
Loaded with
Helpful Facts

IttnIt SUPPI115,161.•

t
.Íee
-lCONVERTER
CONCEPT5Nc
435 South Main Street, Pardeeville, Wisconsin 53954
Phone 608/429-2144, Twx 910/280-2630
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conductor

Dr.,

Santa Clara,

Calif.

95051.

Phone (408) 737-5000 [384]

Four I/O modules mate
with the LSI-11 bus
Digital Equipment Corp.'s Microcomputer Group has developed four
input/output modules for use with
the LS1-11 bus employed in Digital's
LSI-11, -11/2, and -11/23 and Falcon SBC-11/12 microcomputers.
The modules are afour-channel analog output, 16-channel analog input,
16-channel analog input with twochannel analog output, and a realtime clock.
The modules can be used as builtin components for system developers
or end users who wish to integrate a
microcomputer system into a larger
assembly, such as instrumentation or
process-control equipment. The analog inputs make available either 16
single-ended or 8 differential channels. The analog outputs employ 12bit digital-to-analog converters, and
the real-time clock module supplies
five time bases: 100 Hz; I, 10, and
100 kHz; and 1MHz.
The 16-channel analog input module, designated ADV11-C, is priced
at $1,095. The analog module with
16 input and two output channels,
the AXV I1-C, sells for $1,295. The
AAV11-AC four-channel analog
output board and the KWV11-C
real-time clock both cost $895. All
modules will be available 30 days
after receipt of order.
Digital

Equipment

Corp.,

Maynard,

Mass.

01754. Phone (617) 568-5312 [385]
4156
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When a shipment
is critical, you don't
have time to read
the small print!

'Tm sorry, but this package is too large. it weighs too much, the value is too high, we don't advance customs duties or taxes, we only deliver to the nearest airport, and we don't go to that country'

World Courier is unique for some very
good reasons.

World Courier only wants part of your commercial shipments ...the critical part.

Unlike other couriers, freight forwarders, and
airlines, we have built our service around your needs;
not around what's easy to ship.

Our only business is delivering those critical commercial shipments or documents that absolutely have
to be there ... or else! Routine shipments, where time
is not afactor, are best handled by freight forwarders
who consolidate to make less expensive deliveries
point-to-point; but not desk-to-desk.

• We never impose restrictions on the weight, size, or
value of your shipments and will provide insurance
if you wish.
• Your shipments are delivered without consolidation
or interruption.
• We provide acomplete customs clearance,
assistance in the preparation of customs documents,
and, if necessary, we will advance customs duties
and taxes to speed clearance.
• World Courier ensures the reliability and
confidentiality of your shipments by maintaining
total electronic control from pick-up to delivery.

Our performance record speaks for itself.
For years we have shipped electronic components,
spare parts, and hard goods around the world. We fully
understand the special requirements of the industry.
For example, World Courier was recently selected by
alarge international manufacturing firm to return
emergency electronic repair parts to aNATO radar installation. The selection was based on World Courier's
ability to meet the special weight, size, value, and customs clearance requirements of the shipment.
THERE WAS NEVERA QUESTION THAT WORLD
COURIER WOULD PERFORM AS PROMISED ...AND
WE DID!
Electronics/April 7, 1982

For more information, contact any World Courier office
located in major cities around the world.

•
WORLD COURIER..

Mien hours make aworld of difference.

Send to: World Courier, Inc.. 19 Rector Street, New York, N.Y. 10006

r Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

7ip

Destinations of interest

E4j
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"GE's ENERGYAUDIT
DIAGNOSED OUR LIGHTING NEEDS
AND SAVED US $17,688?

Robert O'Herron, Vice President
of Facilities, Akron General
Medical Center.

"I'm always looking for ways to cut costs. That's why Iwas very
interested in General Electric's lighting energy audit.
"I simply filled it out, marking in the number of each type of lamp we
use. GE then calculated that we could save more than $68,000 annually
in energy costs with GE energy-efficient lamps.
"We immediately changed one-fourth of our lamps to Watt-Miser" II
fluorescents from GE. What's more, we did this without refixturing.
Which meant asubstantial $17,688 savings in annual energy costs with
no capital investment'.'
The GE energy audit may be able to save you alot of money, too.
Just fill out the form below and mail
it in.
You'll receive apersonalized
computer analysis, showing your
potential savings.
The GE energy audit. Let it
make the right diagnosis for you.
GENERAL CD ELECTRIC

WE BRING
GOOD THINGS
TO LIFE.

2.02'

•uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu uuuu.uuu.u.
SEE WHAT YOU CAN SAVE WITH GE's FREE LIGHTING ENERGYAUDIT.
Fill out this form and mail to General Electric Company,
Lighting Energy Audit, Department PMN1L, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112.
Now
in use

Total
Number

Standard Fluorescents
12
20

My energy rate is $0.
per kilowatt hour.
(Divide total dollars from your last bill by

4' F40/RS
8' F96

Please send the savings analysis to:
Name

Deep Recessed
Downlight Floods
44
75R30/FL
52 150R/FL

PAR-Lamps
84
150PAR/FL
92
150PAR/SP
75PAR/FL
108
75PAR/SP

116

total kilowatt hours used.)

Energy Saving
Fluorescents
29
4' 35/34W RS
3fi
8'60W

Incandescent Bulbs
so 60 Watt
55 75 Watt
70
100 Watt

Hours each
lamp operates
per week

155

Address

19D

City

a()

ecl

120

Company
State

225

Zip Code

260

Phone

265

Ibuy lamps from:
Contractor

290

Distributor

325

City

State

D Please have someone come out and help

me fill out this form.

305
395

396
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ANNOUNCING ANOTHER NEW IDEA
FROM TELEVIDEO.
THE SMART 910 PLUS.

MC* IPT I
Oti

Our new ideas have away of sweeping the market. In just afew years,
TeleVideo has come from nowhere
to become the No. 1independent
in CRT terminals. The reason: we offer
exceptional quality reliability and
usability at aprice no one can beat.
(In fact, we use the same high
quality modules, from keyboards to
monitors, throughout the entire line.)
The smart 910 Plus Block Mode
terminal is our latest innovation. For
the money, you'll find nothing that
outperforms it. For example, simply
by touching akey you can activate
its gated printer port.
Another point: since service is a

major concern, we have ours handled
nationwide by one of the best:
General Electric's Instrumentation
and Communication Equipment
Service Centers. Right now, we have
the new 910 Plus ready for immediate
delivery To order or have questions
answered call 800-538-8725
(toll-free outside California.) Since
it's priced at just $699 per unit,
your decision should be very easy

OTeleVideci

TeleVideo Systems, inc
1170 Morse Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

910 Plus Features
•Block mode
•Off-line editing
• 10 programmed function codes
•Changeable codes
•Protected fields
•5screen attributes (blink, blank,
reverse, underline, half intensity)
• 15 baud rates (50b to 19.2Kb)
•Gated printer port
•Typewriter-style keyboard
•Typewriter tabs
•Erase to end line
•Erase to end of page
•Self-test
•Monitor mode
•4strappable languages

800-538-8725 (
toll-free outside California)

CALIFORNIA Santa Ana 714/557-6095; Sunnyvale 408/745-7760 •GEORGIA Atlanta 404/255-9338 •TEXAS Dallas 214/980-9978 •ILLINOIS Chicago Area 312/351-9350
MASSACHUSE Ilb Boston 617/668-6891 •NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY 201/267-8805 •UNITED KINGDOM West End Surrey 44-9905-6464
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New products
Components

Large matrix LCD
supports graphics
32-row, 80-column module
uses 16: 1multiplexing,
displays up to 64 characters

ty in ambient light (contrast ratio is
typically 5:1). It has a90° maximum
viewing range; typically this figure is
60 °.The user can specify any two
viewing quadrants as those yielding
maximum visibility.
A built-in temperature-compensation circuit helps the device achieve
a —10°-to-70°C operating range.
The typical rating is 0° to 50 °C.
Single units for evaluation will sell
for $345 each, but in production
quantities, the IDA 3280 matrix
LCD will list for $98.

A large 32-row-by-80-column liq u-idUCE Inc., 24 Fitch St., Norwalk, Conn.
crystal-display module, devel06885. Phone (203) 838-7509 [341]
oped by UCE Inc. on a dare from a
regular customer, will come to market in early June. The IDA 3280,
Small-signal transistors
which employs 1-in-16 multiplexing,
is targeted at industrial programuse power MOS technology
mers, medical and electronic instrumentation, computer terminals, and
A line of small-signal transistors
electronic games.
from Siemens uses the same n-chanThe ICI) is designed for both
nel mos technology employed in the
alphanumeric and graphics output.
Four complementary-mos 7227 LCD
driver chips from Nippon Electric
Co., which are compatible with most
microprocessors, generate up to four
rows of 16 ASCII characters on the
display, using a five-by-seven-dot
matrix for each.
Additional length. The module has
a 1.5-by-3.75-in. active display area
and measures 6 by 9 by 1 in. Its
length can be increased in increments of 40 columns: a module as
large as 32 rows by 280 columns is
available from the firm.
Operating from asingle 5-v power
supply, the module uses 0.5 mA/cm 2 company's line of Sipmos power
of display arca and has high visibilitransistors but is designed to provide
the smaller capacitances and faster
switching times required by applications in communications, industrial
measurement, and controllers for
small motors.
The five package types, the SOT89, TO-92, TO-39, TO-18, and TO202, combine the advantages of a
voltage-controlled component with
fast switching times for a variety of
configurations. The devices consist
of multiple transistors connected in
series or parallel, integrated on a
1111111111ffltlItliltleitin llllll .1. lllllllll
single chip. They possess aminimum
reverse-voltage rating of 200 y and
drain currents ranging from 0.3 to
1.5 A. Rise and fall times for the
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devices are typically 15 ns.
In lots of 100, prices range from
$0.66 to $1.36 each. The transistors
are available from stock.
Siemens Corp., 186 Wood Ave. South Iselin,
N. J. 08830. Phone (201) 494-1000 [344]

FETs have on-resistance
as low as 0.055 SZ
Added to International Rectifier's
power mos field-effect transistor
line is aseries of power Hexfets registered with the Joint Electron
Device Engineering Council that
have drain-source voltage ratings
from 60 to 500 v, drain current ratings from 4 to 38 A, and on-resistance as low as 0.0559.
The 16 transistors in the series,
sequentially numbered from 2N6755
through 2N6770, are housed in TO3 packages. Eight devices, with ratings from 14 A, 100 v, 0.18 St to 4.5
A, 500 v, 1.5 St, will meet joint Army
and Navy, JANTX, and JANTXV
qualification tests according to M I
LSTD-19500/542A. Four devices to
be specified as JAN, JANTX, and
JANTXV according to MIL-STD19500/543A have specifications
ranging from 38 A, 100 v, 0.055 St to
12 A, 500 v, 0.4 I.
The prices for the devices, available now, range from $6.29 to $57.31
in 1,000-piece quantities.
International Rectifier, 233 Kansas St.,

El

Segundo, Calif. 90245. Phone (213) 7722000 [345]

Electroluminescent displays
can be read in sunlight
Two versions of an ac thin-film electroluminescent dot-matrix flat panel
display have a 165° viewing angle
and a brightness of 1,050 II_ (rootmean-square) that lets them be read
even in sunlight.
The displays, models TE Ix32 and
lx56, have an active display area of
2.6 by 2.6 cm. The 1
x32 has 1,024
picture elements, each 0.457 mm
square, and the 1x56 consists of
3,156 pixels, 0.305 mm on a side.
The units demonstrate alphanumer-
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Lose your shorts.
Not your shirt.

Reduce the chances of short-circuiting
and save money with the new Cannon'
Mas/Tern" family of all-plastic "straight''
and "90 °"D Subminiature connectors.
The secret is in the all-plastic construction. This allows for direct mounting
on PC boards, reducing the chances of
ashort circuit, and at alower cost. Plus,
it's flame-retardant, UL-recognized
and 94 V-0 rated.
The simplicity of design in this product (it's all in one piece), plus the fact
that it utili7es stamped contacts and
high-volume insulator molding techniques, is another source of savings.
In addition, this new product line is
fully intermateable with all Cannon D
Subminiature series connectors and
can be mated with I.D.C. (Insulation
Displacement Contact) solder- or
crimp-type contacts.
Also, coupling hardware is available
for this product line with a4-40 threaded
bushing or female screw-lock stand-off,
which saves you money on installation.
While the closed-entry feature on the
socket housing ensures positive pincontact alignment.

All-Plastic
DSub Connectors.

FTDr PDBN-25SAA

We should also mention that the
Mas/Ter 90° version comes in two
footprints. Our shorter-length version
utilizes less space on PC boards. Plus,
they're both available with 9, 15, 25, 37
or 50 contact arrangements. And all
versions satisfy all requirements for PC
board applications.
So if you're looking for connectors
for your computer or minicomputer,
and want to save money and eliminate
shorts, think plastic. Think ITT Cannon.
And you won't come up short.
For literature, the name of your local
Cannon distributor or other information, contact Rectangular Products
Marketing Manager, ITT Cannon, a
Division of International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation, 10550 Talbert
Avenue, Fountain Valley, CA 92708.
(714) 964-7400. In Europe, contact
ITT Cannon Electric, Avenue Louise
250, B-1050 Brussels, Belgium. Phone:
02/640.36.00.

CANNON ITT
The Global Connection

Circle 225 on reader service card

New products

Fastest delivery ever.
Self-Scan displays.

Burroughs announces increased production availability on its best-selling 16,
32 and 40 character displays. Now, you can get 30-day delivery on most panel
displays in this line. Bright, easy-to-read and microprocessor-compatible.
Perfect for word processing and office-of-the-future applications. Get the full
story. Call or write for the name of your nearest representative.
eleijAe.

Burroughs OEM Marketing, Burroughs Place,
Detroit, MI 48232. (313) 972-8031. East Coast:
(201) 757-5000. Central U.S.: (612) 932-3800. West
Coast: (714) 835-7335. In Europe, Langwood
.House, High Street, Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, England. Telephone Rickmansworth
(09237) 70545.

Burroughs
Building on strength.
Circle 226 on reader service card

ic, graphic, scrolling, and realtime—oscilloscope capabilities. They
have an efficiency of greater than 2
lumens/w, a — 100 ° to +100 °C
operating temperature range, and an
operating life (to 70% of original
brightness) in excess of 30,000 h.
Both displays operate from I2-v
rechargeable, internal batteries.
They have microprocessor routines
derived from 8-K erasable programmable read-only memories and 4-K
random-access memories. Included
are input ports for analog and digital
signals. Evaluation units are available from stock and are priced from
$4,500 to $5,500.
Sigmatron Nova,

1901 Oak Terrace Lane,

Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91320. Phone (805)
498-4504 [343]

Ladder networks come in
McGraw-Hill's Electronic
Bookshelf"' is on the Air!
Ask your computer to call
(212) 997-2243 for the latest
info on our computer and
electronics books. The system
is up daily from 6 pm to 8 am
and 24 hours on weekends.

226

8- and 10-bit versions
Possessing a solid ceramic body,
solder-coated leads with 0.100-in.
spacing, and 14-, 16-, and I8-pin
construction are the series 314 and
316 ceramic-metal resistor networks.
The 316LR8 and 316L08 are 8bit R-2R ladder networks for digitalto-analog and analog-to-digital converters with bipolar or complementary-mos switches. Their tern-
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The only MO
you three veta input rartrer...
Kikusui just had to do it better.
Three vertical input channels, two
trigger views and an "add/differential"
trace. That's what you get with
KIC's new 100 MHz KIK-scope.
Use the third channel as an extra
data channel, as an additional
signal in an x-y display, or for a
host of other applications. There's
almost no limit to the versatility
that this third channel adds to
your scope. And, it's included at no
extra cost in our new Model 6100.
The Model 6100 is comparable to
TEK's Model 465B and HP's 1742
but displays more traces (six
compared with three), and offers
more screen brightness, more
flexibility, greater simplicity of
operation and atwo-year warranty
that substantially reduces the
second year cost of ownership.
The Model 6100 also features an

Alternate
trigger

Chi & Ch2
IIsnV wi5X mag)

auto-dynamic focus circuit for clear,
sharp pictures and ametal housing
that minimizes RFI interference.
Now for the surprising news:
Despite all the extra features, the
6100 costs less than either the
TEK or HP scopes.
For versatility of operation, an
alternate trigger permits viewing a
very wide range of non-synchronous
signals. For simplicity of operation,
alevel-lock on the trigger level
control for both A and B channels
activates apeak-to-peak detector
that automatically sets trigger level
and triggers without operator
intervention.
Rugged and compact, the 6100
is completely modular. Like all
KIK-scopes, the construction is on
plug-in boards that are supported by
aboard swap-out program that

Multi-mode.
Any combine
of modes may
be selected. .
5 channels

COS6100

VOLTS/DIV

Multi-trace.
500KIlz chop
frequency.
20 KV
acceleration
potential

OSCILLOSCOPE

assures fast maintenance turnaround and minimum down-time.
And, just to give you alittle added
assurance, your KIK-scope comes
with a30-day "satisfaction-or-yourmoney-back" guarantee.
This new 100 MHz K1K-scope
along with eleven other models for
engineering labs, field service and
production line applications, is
described in our new brochure.
Write for it. It's free.
Kikusui International Corporation
17121 South Central Ave., Suite #2M
Carson, California 90746
(213) 638-6107 •TWX: 910-346-764 .
8

Alternate
. Tbase

Kikusui

INTERNATIONAL CORP.

A subsidiary of
KIKUSUI ELECTRONICS CORP. JAPAN
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TRI-FLOW
PENETRATES TO
THE CORE
OF INDUSTRIAL
PROBLEMS.
Tri-Flow - is apenetrating lubricant
that acts like an industrial maintenance system. Combining high grade
paraffinic oils, water displacers,
extreme pressure additives, corrosion
inhibitors, and Teflon:one of the
world's most slippery substances.
Tri-Flow's superior lubrication not
only reduces friction and wear, it can
help reduce production
costs as it increases part
life and efficiency and
eliminates downtime.
Tri-Flown'. It can keep
your whole operation running smoothly.

THE INDUSTRIAL
LUBRICANT
WITH TEFLON.
-F low is a trademark of Costa Mesa
Lubncants. Inc
E 1982 Costa Mesa Lubncants. Inc
'Regstered trademark of E IDupont De
Nemours á Co .Inc

ç
e

NEED SERVICE
ON YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION
TO...

e

Electronics
Do you want to change
your address?
Have you missed an
issue?
Was your copy damaged?

± 100 ppmtC and their operating
temperature range is 0° to +70°C.
In this temperature range, the ladder
networks' accuracy is ± 1
/ least sig2
nificant bit of full scale. The resistors come with resistance values of
25, 50, and 100 kít.
The members in the 314L10 series
arc 10-bit versions, identical to their
8-bit counterparts except in their
ladder-network accuracy, which is
± 1LSB of full scale. The firm will
customize networks to specific requirements. The 8-bit 316LR8 sells
for $1.51 each in lots of 1,000. Delivery takes about five weeks.
Allen-Bradley, 1201 South Second St., Mil[346]

CALL

(609) 448-8110 *
FOR IMMEDIATE
HELP

Nr,r4 41
Wit

15 BITS

Unit automatically
lights, dims rooms

am -4 pm EST

A/D CONVERTER
2pSEC

Not a dream, not in the planning stage, but a reality now!
Phoenix Data's ADC 1215 H is a reliable, proven performer
that has been used successfully by several customers for
over a year.

Now, you can count on atrue 15 bit A/D Converter that has amaximum
conversion time of 2„sec ...all this on asingle P.C. Board measuring
5.5" x4.5" x0.5" high!
Optional Features:
• A -55°C to 125°C temperature range is available.
• A high reliability version is available.
• An encased version will be available.
For additional information contact: Srini lyer

Circle

perature coefficient of resistance is

waukee, Wis. 53204. Phone (414) 671-2000

Circle 228 on reader service card
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New products

The model ILC 1 automatic light
control controls indoor lighting, especially in large warehouse areas,
infrequently occupied corridors,
school classrooms, and other places
where lights are inadvertently left on
when no one is present. It uses a
passive infrared sensor that detects
the presence of anyone who enters its
field of view and automatically
switches on the lights.
Specifically, the sensor looks for a
moving infrared-radiating mass at a
different temperature than that of
the background temperature to trigger the lightswitch. The units can be
set to shut off the lights from 4minutes to one hour after the last movement has been detected.
Three sensors are available: aunit
covering abroad 40-by-40-ft area, a
70-by-20-ft unit for medium-length
hallways, and a 150-by-18-ft one for
long corridors like those found in
warehouses. The ILC-1 controls
110- and 277-v ac lighting, including fluorescent, incandescent, and
high-intensity discharge. Prices
range from $120 to $155 each,
depending on the sensor chosen.

Phoenix Data, Inc.

Colorado Electro-Optics Inc., 2200 Central

3384 WEST OSBORN ROAD. PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85017

525-0505 [347]

118 on reader service card

PHONE 602/278-8528

Ave., Boulder, Colo. 80301. Phone (800)
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COTO SETS THE PACE
IN RELAY TECHNOLOGY.

HIGH PERFORMANCE RELAYS: Coto l L
relays
are built for endurance. So, only the highest quality
materials are used. From low-moisture absorbent
materials to state-of- the- art reed switch contact
plating materials.
UNBEATABLE QUALITY: Every reed switch and
completed Coto relay undergo an extensive series of
cycling and dynamic testing to monitor their quality
throughout the manufacturing process. Coto relays
assure designed-in performance especially in critical
low-level or dry-circuit conditions.
ALL-AROUND PERFORMANCE:
Whatever the application,
you'll find Coto qual ityengineered relays
making the rounds.
In fact, you'll find
them in avariety

of markets that include: Computers and Computer
Peripheral Equipment, Data Acquisition Devices,
Automatic Test Equipment ,Test Instrumentation,
Medical Electronics Equipment and Telecommunications, to name just afew.
RUN WITH COTO: No matter how unique your relay
requirements, Coto design engineers are ready to
meet them. With specialty relays that not only conform to your individual specifications but hold up
under Coto "High Reliability Testing Procedures."
Next time you're looking for relays that
go the distance, run with
Coto. For more information,
contact: Coto Corporation,
65 Pavilion Avenue,

COTO

qv

Providence, R.I.
02905. (401)
467-4777.

CORPORATION
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We sell more magazines worldwide
than our competitors give away free.
International Circulation

(in thousands)

International Advertising Pages
700_

26.9
25

20

15

10

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1. Largest international circulation:
Electronics magazine sells more subscriptions around the world than its competitors
give away free ...
26,923 in 127 countries.

2. Largest reader response:
Electronics magazine generates more
advertising inquiries from more countries
throughout the world than any other
electronics publication.

3. Greatest advertiser acceptance:
Electronics magazine carries more than twice
the number of international advertising
pages as its nearest U.S. competitor.

4. Most international editorial
published:
Electronics magazine publishes twice the
amount of original editorial from outside the
U.S. as any other electronics publication.

5. Incomparable
international reporting:
Electronics magazine is the only U.S. electronics publication with full-time resident
editors in Paris, London, Frankfurt, and
Tokyo (2). Electronics also has the services of
full-time resident World News editors in
Bonn, Sao Paulo, Brussels, Milan, Singapore,
Stockholm and Moscow.

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

6. Highest rated magazine:
Electronics magazine is rated best over its
competitors in editorial importance and
quality.
0 Reports most timely international business
and technical developments
D Most authoritative
0 Reports most timely business and technical
news
0 Best state-of-the-art coverage
D Best at assessing the most important
developments
D The only publication read most
thoroughly
"Must" reading upon receipt
Preferred by advertisers for promoting
company's capabilities
D Preferred by innovators as the place to
publish their articles

Largest worldwide
audience: 331,072.
Electronics magazine has the largest
readership by important people in the
worldwide electronics technology
marketplace.

Electronics
Where important people MO
read important editorial genii

411%
-

WHEN AMERICAN BUSINESS HITS THE ROAD,
AMERICAN BUSINESS DECIDES ON HILTON.

IHETO
AMERICAS BUSINeSS ADDRESS'

Build your own private library
for less than $20 amonth!
Each volume bound in genuine
leather and fine fabric ... the leather
embellished with 22 karat gold.
Imagine being able to glance up at
your bookshelf, and see there your own
private library. With its proud expanse
of leather spines, richly ornamented
in gold, bearing the titles of the
greatest books ever written.
Here, clearly, would be something of
permanence in achanging and
uncertain world. Something to treasure
now ... and to pass along to future
generations in years to come.
A treasure, indeed, you might
think—but surely an expensive luxury.
Far from it.
For this is The Heirloom Library of
the World's Greatest Books. Fifty
enduring works of genius, selected by
adistinguished board of advisers. In
the handsome Collector's Edition,
crafted for posterity in bindings of
leather and fine fabrics. Ornamented
with exclusive designs, the spines
embellished with 22 karat gold.

issued at the convenient rate
of one great book per month, for just
$19.50 avolume—a price guaranteed
for the duration of your subscription.
However, you need make no long-term
commitment. You may cancel your
subscription at any time, on 30 days'
written notice.
The rare pleasures of owning this
personal library
As asubscriber, you would enjoy,
whenever you wish, the rich pleasure
of taking one of these books from your
shelf—with its fragrance of leather, its
satisfying weight in your hands. Then
savor amoment of anticipation as you
open the volume, to see your own
inscribed bookplate on the decorated
endpapers. And leaf through the
pages admiring the burnished
edges ... the smooth, opaque

paper ... the crisp, legible type...
the wonderfully evocative
illustrations.

Above all, you would be able to
enter at will ...as one embarking on a
voyage of discovery ...the world of
Hemingway or Melville, Shakespeare
or Dante, Dickens or Mark Twain.
The greatest books ever written, in
bindings worthy of the incomparable
works they contain.
Mail your order by April 30th
By the time your library is complete,
even ordinary books may be selling for
more than $19.50. For the costs of
materials, of printing and binding,
are rising almost daily. And thus it
may never again be possible to offer
subscriptions to the Collector's Edition
of the Heirloom Library at this
guaranteed low price. So, to be sure of
acquiring this remarkable private library
for no more than $19.50 avolume, please
mail the subscription form at right by
April 30, 1982.

Beautiful books, at aguaranteed low
price—yet you make no long-term
commitment
The Collector's Edition of the
Heirloom Library will be

In atime-honored collecting tradition...
the greatest books of the greatest writers of
all time. Bound in genuine leather and fine fabrics.
The leather embellished with 22 karat gold.
THE

HEIRLOOM

LIBRARY OF THE

WORLD'S

GREATEST

BOOKS'''. conectorsEdition
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#1 Express Service:

Hertz
announces
the end ofthe
line.
If you're tired of
standing in airport
car rental counter
lines, Hertz has a
way to beat them.
It's called #1
Express" Service.
To see how easy
it is, pick up a#1
Express pass the
next time you're
at one of our
counters. Or ask
your travel agent
or corporate travel
department.
Hertz #1
Express Service.
It's the end of the
line.
For reservations* call I-800654-313L Ask for
#1Express.

For a
supply of
#1 Express
passes, send
this coupon to:
#1 Express Pass
Hertz Corp.
660 Madison Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10021
Name
Address
City, State and Zip
PN-1
Circle 236 on reader service card

Hertz
#1 For Everyone!'"
Hertz rents Fords
and other fine cars.

*Available at 35
rtiajor U.S. airports.

Our attitude is priceless.
Our training is free.

1
Alabama has plenty of people who have
apositive attitude about work.
And they're backed up with solid training.
Alabama offers industrial development
job training second to none in the country.
It's the model program other states are trying to imitate.
Our training begins in mobile units on
site with the same kind of equipment used
on the real job—even when that equipment
is highly specialized such as with chemical
processing or precision metal cutting.
Alabama's training assistance costs you
nothing but it can mean everything in making you productive right from the start—and
profitable sooner.
Cut out for Alabama where people are
trained to your specifications and ready
to work.

For more information, mail this coupon
to Reuben Finney. Director, Alabama
Development Office, State Capitol. Montgomery. Alabama 36130. or call him at
(205)832-6980.
Name
Title
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone
E

Alabama.
Cut out for business.

UM
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SUBARU OFFERS GREATER TRACTION.
AND EVEN GREATER TRACTION.
We congratulate all the car makers
who've finally noticed that front wheel drive
improves traction. We, however, introduced
front wheel drive in 1969. And we just don't
think there's any substitute for experience.
As pioneers of front wheel drive, we
use this experience to balance all the factors
— drive train, steering, weight distribution,
suspension — which make for remarkable
adhesion to the road. Even around curves, in
rain or snow.
The people of Maine, Idaho, Alaska
and West Virginia think so much of our front
wheel drive that they've helped make Subaru
the best selling import in those states'. States
where good traction is absolutely essential.
But if you want even more traction,
we suggest our wagon with On Demand Four
Wheel Drive. Which allows you to go from
front wheel drive to four wheel drive with the
flick of a lever. On Demand. Without stopping.
(Any other 4wheeler around
requires afull stop before switching.
And stopping is exactly what you
can't do sometimes.)
,. •
.4A t

Both models also help you
keep things under control when it
comes to gas mileage. So while
you're holding on to the road, you
can also hold on to your money.
And both offer plenty of room,
with plenty of options, like power
windows, power steering, AM/FM
cassette tape deck, cruise control.
The works.
But the best option of all is
deciding what level of traction you want.
Greater. Or even greater.

SUBARU

INEXPENSIVE. AND BUILT
TO STAY THAT WAY.
bzief-

:4‘
etee74:

ee44'.

•

1110.

$7,019**

.c" WO WAGON

$6,269 .*

1981 YTD REGISTRATIONS JUNE 1981 R.L. POLK AND COMPANY REPORT
*1982 EPA ESTIMATES FOR OUR FWD .5-SPEED WAGON USE EST. MPG FOR COMPARISIONS YOUR MILEAGE MAY DIFFER DEPENDING ON DRIVING SPEED, WEATHER
CONDITIONS AND TRIP LENGTH, ACTUAL HWY. MILE WAY WILL PROBABLY BE LESS
**TOTAL SUGGESTED POE FOR OUR DL MODELS — NOT IN
CERTAIN ITEMS SHOWN OP110NAL AT EXTRA COST.

DING DEALER PREP, 'NI.
e

.TRANSPORTAIION, STATE AND LOCAL TAX, LICENSE AND TITLE FEES.
C,'

SUBARU OF AMERICA, INC. 1981

Products Newsletter
51
4 -in. floppy housings
/
shrink by a third

Byte-wide ROMs range
rom 16- to 64 -K
f

Controller juggles
tape, floppy, and
Winchester drives

Portable units test
Winchester drives

Spreadsheet uses
IBM Personal Computer's
color and graphics
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The tendency of floppy-disk drive packages to shrink will also begin to
squeeze 51
4 -in, units in April. That is when Shugart Associates of Sunny/
vale, Calif., begins shipping evaluation units of the SA200 reduced-height
Minifloppy. More than a third lower than standard 51
4 -in, drives, the
/
SA200 will cost $118 in lots of 5,000. It is capable of single- or
double-density recording, with either 125- or 250-K bytes of unformatted
storage, respectively. Formatted storage is specified as either 81.7- or
163.8-K bytes. The SA200 transfers data at 125 or 250 kb/s, depending
on density.

A family of byte-wide read-only memory devices ranging in density from
16-K to 64-K is now available from NCR Corp. In 1,000-unit quantities,
prices range from $4.50 for the 2316-45, a450-ns 16-K device, to $16 for
the 2364-30, a 300-ns 2564-compatible 64-K part. The Dayton, Ohio,
firm promises four- to six-week turnaround time for prototypes and 10 to
12 weeks initially for production parts. Edge-triggered 200-ns and 250-ns
versions of the 64-K part are set for May availability. A 128-K ROM is
planned for later this year.

As interfaces between storage devices and most popular microcomputers,
Data Technology's Winifloppytape controller boards can juggle up to four
8-in. Winchester disk drives, one tape-cartridge backup, and, optionally
one floppy-disk drive. Intended to simplify system integration, the Santa
Clara, Calif., firm's microprocessor-based boards accept commands and
data transfers from the host over abidirectional 8-bit data bus. By using
serial tracks in forward and reverse directions, all the controllers provide
read or write backup data in astreaming mode without frequent starts or
stops. Winifloppytape controllers sell for $1,100 each in quantities of
1,000. Delivery takes 30 days after receipt of order.

Winchester disk drives can now be tested in the field as well as on
production lines with the portable QA 2000, models A-1 and A-2, which
test 51
/-and 8-in. Winchesters, respectively. The 30-lb units from Qubex
4
Associates, Santa Clara, Calif., have two microprocessors dedicated to
testing only, plus three microprocessors that handle operator interfacing,
allowing users to select from amenu of guided and prompted programs or
to design their own tests. The self-checking instruments include a
keyboard, abuilt-in printer, and a5-in.-diagonal cathode-ray-tube display
with a split-screen format for the continuous display of drive status and
run-time error messages. The QA 2000 models A-1 and A-2 are priced at
$10,950 each and are available now.

Unveiled last week at the West Coast Computer Fair was the MS-DOS
version of SuperCalc, afinancial modeling package. Dubbed SuperCache,
the enhanced version comes with a 192-K-byte memory card (expandable
to 192-K bytes) so that it can make use of the graphics and color
capabilities of the IBM Personal Computer. Packaged jointly by Sorcim
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., and Vista Computer Co. of Santa Ana,
Calif., SuperCache will retail for less than $800 in single quantities when it
becomes available in the second quarter of this year.
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SPECIAL REPORT: May 19

The Worldwide
Se ic
ors

If you make semiconductors, or sell to the semiconductor industry, or use semiconductors
in your products, this is the issue for you. Electronics' May 19 Special Report on the
worldwide semiconductor industry will analyze all the changes now taking place and will
predict where the industry is headed. This report will examine all the important technical
and business news exclusively, from every sector of growth worldwide, from every
Electronics news bureau, worldwide.
Your customers—our 331,072 worldwide
readers—will learn about:

Advertising closing: April 26

• VLSI—the last frontier?
•How the small company can survive
• Where the software is hiding
• The industry-has it topped out?
•Foreign production/foreign competition
• Design automation now
• Diminishing returns in equipment investment
•How to succeed

To be sure your advertisement will be read
and acted upon by the largest worldwide
audience of important people in the Electronics Technology Marketplace, call Betty
Preis to reserve space: (212) 997-2908. Or,
contact your local Electronics salesperson.
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Where important people
read important editorial
-

SEE NOW MUCH MORE WORD PROCESSING
YOU CAN GET FOR LESS FROM EXXON OFFICE SYSTEMS.
If you're just starting out in word processing. Expanding. Or want to start over. You owe it to yourself and your business to see the new Exxon 500 Series Information Processor.
It makes word processing easier. Unlike most, it's not menu-bound.
So operators don't get bogged down with lists.
key
l.hto help the operator along. All queries are answered
It has al nExplain
l
on the screen.
It comes with a50,000- word
aTCEEMS
dictionary It spots misspellings and corrects
them. Automatically. You can even teach it
START WITH is. smy WITH gs.
more words. Up to 10,000
more.
Words
that
•
Exxon Off Le Systems Company
ELF
.(.14 82
are special to your business or profession.
PO. Box 10184
The 500 Series Stamford, CT 06904
Please send me your "Start with us. Stay with us" product
is the word processor to [7 information
kit on your new 500 Series Information Processor.
start with. Compare. We [lid like ademonstration. Have your representative call me.
think you'll agree that it
alp does more, more easily,
NAME
for less.
And what you start with you can stay with. Its modular
1TLE
design allows for future enhancements such as increased
communications with other machines, including computers.
COMPANY
PHONE
Additional state-of-the-art software and programmability to
handle awide range of applications. Seeing is believing.
ADDRESS
Mail coupon or call toll-free for ademo: 800-327-6666.
STATE
ZIP
CITY
In Conn. 800-942-2525. See how the 500 will fit your business.

E&c:e
N

Circle 122 on reader service card

Data Communications Books.
Practical Applications of
Fiber Optics Vocabulary

Data Communications: A User's Guide

The basic reference document on fiber optic and lightwave
communications for those who design, develop, operate, use,
manage, or manufacture communications or data processing equipment
and components. •1400 entries, with
•inversions and cross-references
•index of terms. Edited by Dennis
Bodson. 149 pp., paperback, $12.95

Articles from Data Communications magazine cover architecture and protocols. data-link performance, distributed
data processing. software, data
security, testing and diagnostics.
communication processors. and
digitized-voice and data-plus-voice.
424 pp.. paperback. $17.95

Data Communications

Basics of

Procurement Manual

Data Communications

The most authoritative and current
information you need to turn data
communications procurement into
asmoothly running. cost-effective
operation. Includes sample
solicitation clauses and forms, specification checklists on 38
devices. and 8 useful appendixes. By Gilbert Held. 150 pp..
clothbound. $24.50

This compilation of essential articles
from Data Communications magazine includes chapters on terminals,
acoustic couplers and modems.
communications processors.
networking. channel performance, data-link controls.
network diagnostics. interfaces, and regulations and policy.
303 pp.. paperback. $I5.95

Order today, using this coupon!
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
Tel. (212) 997-2996

Name

Please send me...

Company

copies of Fiber Optics Vocabulary @ $12.95

Street/P.O. addregs

._ copies of Data Communications Procurement Manual @ $24.50
copies of Practical Applications of Data Communications @ 517.95

City/state/zip

copies of Basics of Data Communications @ $15.95
i Payment enclosed (payment must accompany orders under $25)

On the Instructions of

Title

D Bill me

D Bill my company

Ten-day money-back guarantee applies on all books.

EL

Prestige location.

ià]

Fully zone air-conditioned
19,375 sq.ft. fully fitted offices
Completed 1979

"An outstanding
opportunity to
acquire an exceptional
high-technology
production unit of
92,300set."
Alternatively available as fully equipped Printed Circuit Board
manufacturing facility

Plymouth Grove MANCHESTER
4
111) Edward keuslitori

e Gooch

VVagstaff
01-248 2044
242

Circle 242 on reader service card

Kings Court, Exchange Street,
Manchester M2 3AX. Telex: 667429

73 Watling Street
London EC4M 98L
Telex 8811824
Amsterdam

Frankfurt

Denver

061-834 1814
S.cer

vvrt era 041936737
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Professional Books That Help You Get Ahead-And Stay Ahead!
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS NOTEBOOK
by Electronics Magazine
192/448 Pub. Pr., $32.50 Club Pr., $25.50
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
by D. J. Elliott
192/383 Pub. Pr., $27.50 Club Pr., $21.50
RADAR TRANSMITTERS
by G. W. Ewell
198/438 Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr., $18.50
STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, 11/e
by D. G. Fink & H. W Beaty
209/74X Pub. Pr., $59.95 Club Pr., $44.95
INTUITIVE IC ELECTRONICS
by T. M. Fredericksen
219/230 Pub. Pr., $18.50 Club Pr., $14.50
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING FOR
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS' EXAMS
by C. R. Hafer
254/303 Pub. Pr., $22.50 Club Pr., $17.50

ELECTRONICS AND
CONTROL ENGINEERS'
BOOK CLUB

Join the

and...

ju st

II Keep up with current technology
• Sharpen your professional skills
• Be ready for new career opportunities

d

Pub" stie

• Boost your earning power

lee

ELVA,

-NON

gt

New members!
Any one of these
great professional
books for only

USER'S GUIDEBOOK OF DIGITAL
CMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
by E. R. Hnatek
290/679 Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr., $18.50
THE ARCHITECTURE OF PIPELINED
COMPUTERS
by P M. Kogge
352/372 Pub. Pr., $27.95 Club Pr., $21.95
MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
REFERENCE MANUAL
by J. Markus
404/461 Pub. Pr., $61.50 Club Pr., $48.50
BIT-SLICE MICROPROCESSOR
DESIGN
by J. Mick & J. Brick
417/814 Pub. Pr., $24.00 Club Pr., $18.50
DIGITAL HARDWARE DESIGN
by J. B. Peatman
491/321 Pub. Pr., $31.95 Club Pr., $24.95
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION, 4/e
by R. L. Shrader
571/503 Pub. Pr., $24.10 Club Pr., $18.95
DESIGNING WITH FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTORS
by Siliconix Inc.
574/499 Pub. Pr., $24.50 Club Pr., $18.50
HANDBOOK OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DESIGN
by D. E. Stout & M. Kaufman
617/97X Pub. Pr., $34.50 Club Pr., $25.50
MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS
HANDBOOK
by D. E Stout
617/988 Pub. Pr., $35.00 Club Pr., $26.50
DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND
MICROPROCESSORS
by H. Taub
629/455 Pub. Pr., $28.95 Club Pr., $22.50
ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS
HANDBOOK, 2/e
by J. J. Turns
654/298 Pub. Pr., $29.50 Club Pr., $22.95

$1189

as a

premium with

your

1st selection!
Values up to $75.00
80% New
or Revised
From First
Edition!
Electra

; Filter
;Design
Dandin

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS'
HANDBOOK, 2/e
by D. G. Fink & D. Christiansen
209/812
Pub. Pr., $75.00
Club Pr., $57.50

Why YOU should join now!

Asv
fijeïe.

OP'

IVE K

isigotio

doe ws

ELE

•BEST AND NEWEST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD-Books are selected from a
wide range of publishers by expert editors and consultants to give you
continuing access to the best and latest books in your field.
•BIG SAVINGS-Build your library and save money too! Savings ranging up
to 3() or more off publishers' list prices- usually 2(10
to 25'A' .
BONUS BOOKS-You will immediately begin to participate in
our Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings of between
70'4 -80'4 off the publishers' prices of many professional and
general interest books!

A
rgou.
rries

HAN
r M

• CONVENIENCE-12-14 times a year (about once every 3-4 weeks) you
receive the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection and
alternate selections. A dated Reply Card is included. If you want the Main
Selection, you simply do nothing-it will be shipped automatically. If you
want an alternate selection-or no book at all-you simply indicate it on the
Reply Card and return it by the date specified. You will have at least 10 days to
decide. If, because of late delivery of the Bulletin you rcceive a Main Selection you do not want, you may return it for credit at the Club's expense.
As a Club member you agree only to the purchase of three books (including
your first selection) during your first year of membership. Membership may
be discontinued by either you or the Club at any time after you have purchased the first selection plus two additional books.

. MAIL

i
l

THIS COUPON TODAY

ELECTRONIC FILTER DESIGN
HANDBOOK
by A. B. Williams
704/309 Pub. Pr., $37.50 Club Pr., $28.50

McGraw-Hill Book Clubs
Electronics and Control Engineers'
Book Club
PO. Box 582, Hightstown, N. J. 08520

HANDBOOK OF SEMICONDUCTOR
AND BUBBLE MEMORIES
by W. A. Triebel & A. E. Chu
582376-4 Pub. Pr., $24.95 Club Pr., $18.50

Please enroll me as amember and send me
the two books indicated, billing me for the
$189 premium and my first selection at the
discounted member's price, plus local tax,
shipping and handling chargea I
agree to purchase aminimum of two additional books during my first year of membership as outlined
under the Club plan described in this ad. A
shipping and handling charge is added to all
shipments.

Write Code No of the
SI 89 selection here

Write Code No
of First Selection here

Signature
Name
Address/Apt
City/State/Zip
This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. All prices subject to
change without notice. Offer good only to new members. Orders from
outside the U.S. cannot be accepted.
E3354 14
Il
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ENGINEER
ELECTRICAL
COMPONENTS
This is a long term career opportunity with afuse company that
is very aggressive in the marketplace.
Component engineer needed with
experience in most of the following:
—Product design and development
—Component specification testing
and evaluation.
—Assistance to customers in
product applications, as well as
technical support to marketing
personnel.
—Design of automated manufacturing and testing of fuses.
Candidate must be willing to live
near, or relocate to, Suffolk County, NY. Occasional domestic and
overseas travel will be required.
This position reports directly to the
President.
Please reply to:
Mr. Ray Klos
SAN-0 INDUSTRIAL
CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 511
Bohemia, NY 11716
(516)567-5554

Design
• Development
• Project
• Software
S20,000-550,000
Riddeck Associates Engineering
Division specializes in placement of
electrical and electronics engineers
with top companies on the East Coast
and throuahout the U S We provide
advice on careers resumes and interviews for a position tailored to your
skills Client companies pay all lees
For details call or send resume in
strict confidence to Phil Riddick
President

RIddlck
Associates, Ltd.
13 Koger Executive Center
Norfolk, VA 23502
Area 804-461-3994

POSITIONS VACANT
Chemistry
Instrumentation
Specialist,
B.S.,
M.S.
in
chemistry, electronics or physics,
for July 1, 1982 or September 1,
1982 to maintain and service
chemistry equipment and minicomputer. To teach students the
operation of the department's
major
equipment.
Excellent
salary and fringe benefits. Please
toward resume, transcripts and
three letters of reference as soon
as possible to: Ms. Audrey Hurley,
Officer, Affirmative Action, 709
Culkin Hall, State University College at Oswego, Oswego, New
York 13126.

POSITIONS WANTED

Career outlook
Minorities gain ground
Efforts in the U. S. to increase the
number of minority engineering students have been somewhat successful. The Engineering Manpower
Commission of the American Association of Engineering Societies,
quoting the National Science Foundation, says that members of minorities have climbed up to comprise 4%
of the engineering profession from
I% in 1971 when an effort to
increase minority representation was
launched.
However, this figure is misleading
because the most underrepresented
minorities—blacks, Hispanics, and
American Indians—make up only
1.8% of the engineering work force.
In addition, 50% of them work in
electrical engineering. These results
were recently published in astudy by
the commission setting out the number of blacks, Hispanics, American
Indians, Asians, and Pacific Islanders enrolled in undergraduate and
graduate programs.
The commission goes on to say
that of the nearly 60,000 graduates
who received bachelor's degrees in
engineering in 1981, 8.3% were
members of minorities but only 4.7%
were blacks, Hispanics, or American
Indians. To achieve parity as measured on the basis of the 1980 census
of the total college-age population of
the U. S., states the commission's
report, blacks would have to reach a
total of 14.1% of the graduates, Hispanics 7.6%, and American Indians
3.5%.
Of all the minorities, blacks have

FALL 1980 ENROLLMENTS
Level

246

First year
Hispanic

Aerospace

133

4-year total

Black
150

Hispanic
312

Doctorate

Masters

Black
368

Hispanic
10

Black
9

Hispanic
6

Black
4

Automotive

—

Bioengineering

20

40

68

117

173

278

368

594

14

50

1,140

1,640

3,333

4,526

as

123

22

33

12

17

79

65

—

—

—

—

20

20

6

6

—

Computer
Electrical
Electronic
Environmental

Microcomputer Expert for hire.
Contract or per diem. Programming, products with a brain, circuitry. Mr. Masel, 212-476-1516.

perhaps fared the worst in making
their way into engineering. The
NSF'S 1978 figures show that only
0.8% of the nation's engineers were
black—and 92.8% of those were
men. Electrical engineering is the
field most favored by black engineers, 29% of whom work as EES.
That is far more than the secondplace discipline, civil engineering,
which attracts less than 10%.
Want to be EEs. As the table
shows, the fall 1980 undergraduate
engineering enrollment of blacks
totaled more than 16,000 in U. S.
schools, a 9% increase over the previous fall's total. Again, the EE
degree was the most popular goal,
with 28% of black students pursuing
it. In all, four disciplines attracted
63% of the students, with mechanical-, civil-, and chemical-engineering
disciplines following the EEs.
When the NSF surveyed Hispanic
engineers in 1978, the nonresponse
rate was high. However, says the
manpower commission, Hispanics
probably make up 1.4% of the engineer force and about 1.5% of the new
engineers.
Excluding the 2,800 students enrolled at the University of Puerto
Rico, Hispanics account for almost
2.5% of the students currently
matriculating in engineering schools
in the 50 states. That figure represents an increase of about 120%
since 1975. Hispanic students also
favor EE courses: in 1981, some 28%
received bachelor's degrees in EE,
with another 43% receiving degrees
in mechanical, civil, and chemical
engineering.

5

2

5

2

—
6

—
2

—
1
5

—
2
11

1

SOURCE: ENGINEERING MANPOWER COMMISSION
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Who will be first
in undersea systems?
It could be you and Hughes Ground
Systems.
We're pioneers in all facets of active
and passive sonar systems, and are
pursuing the sensor, signal processing
and control technologies required to
solve the increasingly complex undersea problems.
And there's more. Hughes Ground
Systems' sonar, radar, communication
computers, displays and software form
total interactive systems. We're
leaders in 3-D radar technology; and
throughout the NATO countries, the
Far East and the United States, our
systems form protective rings around
the world.

From undersea systems to the depths of space, there's really no limit to
your career at Hughes.
In fact, today, Hughes is one of the
nation's largest employers in virtually
every electronic, scientific, computer
and technical discipline — with 1,500
projects and a backlog of over $6
billion.
Who will be first with the land, sea
and air security of the free world? It
could be you and Hughes.
At Hughes-Fullerton, we'll introduce
you to people, ideas and jobs that
could change your world. And maybe
ours.

It could be you and Hughes
Ground Systems

Call or send resume to:
Hughes Ground Systems
P.O. Box 4275, E-4A
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 732-7624
Current openings:
Applications Programmers
Circuit Design Engineers
Communication System Engineers
Data Processing and
Display Engineers
Digital/Microprocessor Engineers
Logistic Support and Field Engineers
Manufacturing/Test Engineers
Radar Systems Engineers
Signal Processing Engineers
Software Engineering Specialists
System Software/Hardware Engineers
Technical Training/Writing Engineers
Torpedo System Engineers
USW/ASW Systems Engineers

HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity Employer
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The Leader In
Array Processing
Technology
F

loating Point Systems designs and manufactures fast,
u precise and reliable array processors used in highspeed algorithm execution. We are innovating new uses
for parallel pipelined array processing which include
medical and geophysical research, flight simulation,
image processing and modeling. The work is
challenging and absorbing, with the added satisfaction
of being involved in leading edge technology.
acompany that leads the industry not only in
Join
array processing technology, but in development,
applications, and growth. This is your chance to work
with the best engineers in the array processing field.

E

u e have opportunities for qualified people with
initiative and dedication who wish to share their
talents in the development of new products. Our
Engineering Department has requirements for skilled
hardware and software designers with backgrounds in
CPU systems and Architecture Design, Systems
Packaging (including power and component
evaluation) and Operating Systems Development.

VW

B esides

an excellent compensation and benefits
B./package, your opportunity to work within a
creative company is further enhanced by our location:
metropolitan Portland, Oregon. The clean, green
beauty of the Pacific Northwest surrounds us and the
Cascade Mountains and Pacific Ocean are nearby.
Outdoor activities are year-round; the climate is always
invigorating no matter what the season, and cultural
events are plentiful in the Rose City.
fyou want to join acompany with exciting challenges,
we welcome your resume: Floating Point Systems,
Inc., P.O. Box 23489, EL-01, Portland, Oregon
97223 or call (collect) our Human Resources
Dept., (503) 641-3151.

FLOVING PONT
SYSTEMS, INC.

We are an equal opportunity employer m/f/h

We're looking for quality
Quality Engineers.

At United Technologies Microelectronics Center we stress quality. In our
products, and engineers. That's why we've already become an important influence in the advanced VLSI gate array business.
Right now, at our design facility in beautiful Colorado Springs we are using
state-of-the-art CAD tools combined with asophisticated CAM package for
traceability and process control. Soon these CAD and CAM tools will be integrated to produce atotal state-of-the-art computerized facility.
By doing that, we'll soon develop product offerings for all types of semiconductors needs, such as commercial, industrial and military.
So, if you're adegreed quality or reliability engineer, looking for exciting
challenges while working in one of the electronic business' most unique atmospheres, then give Les Gaskins acall collect at (303) 594-8000. Or write UTMC,
1365 Garden of the Gods Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80907. All inquiries are
confidential.

0,

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
MICROELECTRONICS
CENTER

taTMC san equal

248

opportunity employer rn/frhry

1982 Lloted Technolcyle, Mcrnelectrontcs Center

RESEARCH
&
DEVELOPMENT DESIGNER needed. Must
have B.S.E.E. and
M.S.E.E.,
Ph.D. preferred but not required.
Must be able to initiate designs for
new product lines and discuss implementation with management.
Must be able to design revisions on
existing product lines to keep
abreast of industry standards. Responsible for deciding types and
brands of components necessary in
manufacturing of company equipment. Will assist Engineering
Department in redesigning existing company equipment with
regard to problem areas. Must
have supervisory capabilities. One
year experience required. Light
travel required. Must have valid
passport. Approximately 50 hour
work week, 82,500.00 per month.
Apply at the Texas Employment
Commission, Houston, Texas or
send resume to Texas Employment
Commission, TEC Building, Austin, Texas 78778, J.0. #2578245.
Ad paid by Equal Opportunity
Employer.

SALES REP WANTED
with contacts in computer industry
for Midwest major plastic molder
now making large computer lowpressure housings, covers and cabinets. Please call:
313-979-5000 Mr. M. Ladney

DESIGN ENGINEERS to $381(
Centta,
Penne
& nauonende
Desrgn
connectors / lerrnondI s.
rIncroptocessors
conuols
Re
.n ,OntodenCe to Z A Go n
L ply
7
glewskl.
MECK
ASSOC
PER
SONNEL.
1517
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(717/
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NATIONAL
PERSONNEL
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Published by Electronics Magazine ...

Books of special interest to our readers

ELECTRONIC
CIECUrIS
NOTE BOOK
hum,

Circuits fo Electronics Engineers
Almost 350 diagrammed circuits arranged by 51
of the mos useful functions for designers. Taken
from the popular "Designer's Casebook" of Electronics, these circuits have been designed by engineers for the achievement of specific engineering objectives. Pub. 1977, 396 pages, softcover
Order No R-711, $17 95.

Electronic Circuits Notebook
Contains 268 completely illustrated electronic circuits conveniently arranged by 39 vital functions,
including amplifiers, audio circuits, control circuits.
detectors, converters, display circuits, power
supplies and voltage regulators, function
generators, memory circuits, microprocessors,
and many others, as published in Electronics
magazine 1977-1980. Companion volume to
Circuits for Electronics Engineers Pub. 1981,
344 pages, softcover.
Order No R-026. $1795

Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
Expert guidance at every point in the development
of an engineering project—making measurements, interpreting data, making calculations,
choosing materials, controlling environment, laying out and purchasing components, and interconnecting them swiftly and accurately Nearly
300 articles from Electronics' "Engineer's
Notebook," with more than 500 diagrams and
tables Pub 1977, 370 pages, softcover
Order No R-726, $1795

Microelectronics Interconnection
ond Packaging
Articles from Electronics include sections on lithography and processing for integrated circuits,
thick- and thin-film hybrids, printed-circuit-board
technology, automatic wiring technology, IC packages and connectors, environmental factors affecting interconnections and packages,
computer-aided design, and automatic testing
Pub. 1980, 321 pages, softcover
Order No R-927 $15.95.

Order today using this coupon!
ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE BOOKS
1221 Ave of the Americas
New York, N Y 10020
(Telephone 212/997-2996)
McGraw-Hill Intl Publications Co
European Circulation Center
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 2QL, UK
(Tel 10628)23431. Telex 848640)
Order #

Oty

Price

lu•

Microprocessors and Microcomputers:
One-chip Controllers to High-end Systems
Practical orientation to all aspects of microprocessors and microcomputers in 95 articles
from Electronics covering low-end microcon/rollers, mid-range microprocessors, highperformance 16-bit microprocessors, high-speed
bipolar processors, peripheral support chips,
signal processors, board-level microcomputers,
software and applications Pub 1980, 482 pages,
softcover
Order No R-011, $18. 95
Basics of Doto Communications
This compilation of essential articles from Data
Communications magazine includes chapters on
terminals, acoustic couplers and modems, communications processors, networking, channel performance, data link controls, network diagnostics,
interfaces, and regulations and policy. Pub. 1976,
303 pages, softcover
Order No. R-608, $15.95.

Practical Applications of
Doto Communications
Selected articles from Data Communications
magazine cover architecture and protocols, datalink performance, distributed data processing,
software, data security, testing and diagnostics,
communications processors, and digitized-voice
and data-plus-voice Pub 1980, 424 pages,
softcover
Order No. R-005, $1795

Personal Computing: Hardware and
Software Basics
More than 50 articles from leading publications
provide information on personal computing hardware, software, theory and applications Pub
1979. 266 pages, softcover
Order No R-903, $/5 95

Active Filters
Covers the theory and practical implementation of
filter networks built with active elements. Includes
design tables and computer/calculator programs,
as published in Electronics Pub. 1980,133 pages,
softcover.
Order No R-003, $11.95.

Advertising Sales Staff
Advertising sales manager: Norman Rosen

3200 Wilshire Blvd South Tower
Los Angeles Calif 90010 (213) 487-1160

Market managers:
Computers & Peripherals: Frank Mitchell, Boston
Test & Measurement: Don Farris, San Francisco
Semiconductors. Norman Rosen, Los Angeles
Atlanta, Ga, 30309: John J. Uphues
100 Colony Square, 1175 Peachtree St., N E.
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02118: Frank Mitchell
Paul F McPherson, Jr.
607 Boylston St, [617] 262-1160
Cleveland, Ohio 44113: William J Higgens Ill
[3121 751-3738
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33306: John J Uphues
3000 N.E 30th Place, Suite st400
[3051 563-9111
New York, N.Y. 10020
Matthew T. Reseska [212] 997-3617
Albert J Liedel [2121 997-3616
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Philadelphia, Pa, 19102: Joseph Milroy
Three Parkway, [215] 496-3800
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Joseph Milroy
4 Gateway Center, [215] 496-3800
Chicago, Ill. 60611
Jack Anderson [312] 751-3739
William J Higgens III [312] 751-3738
645 North Michigan Avenue
Southfield, Michigan 48075: Jack Anderson
4000 Town Center, Suite 770, Tower 2
[313] 352-9760
Dallas, Texas 75201: John J Uphues
2001 Bryan Tower, Suite 1070
[214) 742-1747
Denver, Colo, 80203: Harry B. Doyle, Jr
655 Broadway. Suite 325
13031 825-6731
Houston, Texas 77040: John J Uphues
7600 West Tidwell, Suite 500
[7131 462-0757
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Chuck Crowe
3200 Wilshire Blvd. South Tower
[2131 487-1160
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626: Edward E Callahan
3001 Red Hill Ave Bldg #1 Suite 222
[714] 557-6292
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303: Don Farris,
Larry Goldstein. Lauren Scott
1000 Elwell Court. [415] 968-0280
Paris: Michael Sales
17 Rue-Georges Bizet. 75116 Pans, France
Tel 720-16-80
United Kingdom: Simon Smith
34 Dover Street, London W1
TeL 01-493-1451
Scandinavia: Andrew Kann and Assoc
and Simon Smith
Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel 08-51-68-70 Telex: 179-51
Milan: Ferruccio Silvera and Elio Gonzaga
1via Baracchini, Italy
Tel 86-90-656
Brussels:
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040. Belgium
TeL 513-73-95
Frankfurt /Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany
TeL 72-01-81
Tokyo: Akio Saito
McGraw-Hill Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome.
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku. Tokyo. Japan
[5811 9811

Business Department
Thomas M. Egan
Production Director
[212] 997-3140
Carol Gallagher
Production Manager
[212] 997-2045

Name
Title
Company
Street/PO address

Betty Preis
Production Manager Domestic
[212] 997-2908
Evelyn Dillon
Production Manager Related Products
[212] 997-2044
Sharon Wheeler
Production Assistant
[212] 997-2843
Frances Vallone
Reader Service Manager
[2121 997-6058

Electronics Buyers' Guide
R-

City/State/Zip (Outside USA: City/postal code/country)

R-

nPayment enclosed

(Payment must accompany orders
under $25 USA residents add applicable local tax )
Bill my company (or attach company Purchase Order)
P Bill me

RR-

250

H.T. Howland, General Manager
12121 997-6642
Regina Hera, Directory Manager
[214 997-2544

Classified and Employment Advertising
[212] 997-2897

Ten-day money-back guarantee applies on all books
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AUDIOTRONICS
DISPLAYS YOUR
GOOD IMAGE
AUDIOTRONICS
DISPLAY S YOUR
' Goo DipAGE

• •

Our
message
is clear!

lj.e•

We're dedicated to innovative CRT display design,
quality production standards and complete customer
satisfaction. Whatever your display needs, we have
the experience and talent to design it, or improve it.
Contact us today!

Designed. engineered and manufactured by

AUDIOTRONICS

7428 Bellaire Avenue •North Hollywood, CA 91605 •(213) 765-2645 •Telex 69-1241

EUROPE—Sherwood House. 176 Northolt Road •South Harrow, Middlesex HA2 Oft England •01-423 0866. Telex 89-3473

Circle 251 on reader service card

Memorase

DE-4 does more

faster

• Holds up to 8 24/28 pin EPROMs
• Provides highest UV intensity of any small EPROM
eraser—up to 6800 /..Nv/cm 2
• New Captive Drawer Feature
Increased productivity—the ability to do more at a
faster pace, with the same resources: you need its
potential, and with the new DE-4, you can create it.
Erase standard 2716s 35% faster than with any
comparable small eraser. Load 50% more chips at a
time, and spend less per EPROM. The world leader
in high volume EPROM erasing systems has created
the best little eraser anywhere. Call us today for
more information and the name of a dealer in your
area.

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS INC.Q0
5100 WALNUT GROVE AVE., P.O. BOX 1501, SAN GABRIEL. CA 91778
TELEX NO. 668-461 (ULTRAVIO) • (213) 285-3123
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Circle 147 on reader service card
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Semiconductor
Makers Rely on

I

STATUS '82

A Report on the Integrated Circuit Industry

Shouldn't You?
Anyone who serves the semiconductor industry or uses its products will be
better prepared for the critical decisions of 1982 with acopy of this report.
U.S. price: $125 (postpaid)
Foreign price: $145 (air mail. postpaid)

STATUS '82 is an overview on:

Additional copies:
U.S. price: $65 (postpaid).
Foreign price: $75 (air mail, postpaid)

D THE WORLD IC MARKET — 1981 Results and 1982 Forecast
D FABRICATION EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIERS
D OPEN MARKET IC SUPPLIERS
D CAPTIVE IC SUPPLIERS
12 MANUFACTURING FACILITIES/ECONOMICS/AUTOMATION
KEY PRODUCTS

This annual state-of-the-art report is the definitive
decision maker's reference for the integrated circuit industry.

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT ENGINEERING CORRORATION

15022 N 75tO Street • Scottsdale. Aryans 05260
lei 602 999 9790 • Tee, 165 755 CE SCOT

Circle 252 on reader service card

n Celebration of the 50th Anniversary
of Electronics Magazine...
The most exhilarating, comprehensible look
at past and future developments
in electronics that has
ever been published.

AN AGE OF
INNOVATION

The World of Electronics
1930-2000
by the Editors of Electronics

300 illustrations, many in full color. 274 pages, $18.50

DISCOVER PLASTIC OPTICS.

Were specialists. Design, tooling, processing and assembly
of plastic optics is our only business. Write for our new
capability booklet showing over 100 examples of how
leading companies have cut costs through the
innovative use of plastic optics.

Order today!
Electronics Magazine Hooks
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10020
Tel. (212) 997-2996
Please send me

copies of AN AGE or INNOVATION @ $18.50

Name
Company

u.s. precision lens
inCorpOulted

specialists

in plastic Optics

Dept. E-4, 3997 McMann Road, Cincinnati, OH 45245. 513-752-7000
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Circle 148 on reader service card

Address
City/state/zip
McGraw-Hill pays regular shipping and handling on pre-paid orders.

Ten-day money-back guarantee on all books.

ELQ
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Please print or type.
Circle the number on the Reader
Service postcard that corresponds
to the number at the bottom of the
advertisement, new product item, or
new literature in which you are
interested.

Reader Service
For additional information
on products advertised,
new products or new literature,
use these business reply cards.

r

crx

a

Subscriptions & Renewals
Fill in the subscription card adjoining
this card. Electronics will bill you at
the address indicated on the card.

To aid the manufacturer in filling your
request, please answer the three
questions.

ret err 151. err 213 UM

Bectronics

All inquiries from outside the U.S. that
cannot reach Electronics before the
expiration date noted on the Reader
Service postcard must be mailed
directly to the manufacturer. The
manufacturer assumes all responsibilities for responding to inquiries.

Complete entire card.
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This reader service card expires July 7. 1982
TITLE

NAME _
COMPANY

PHONE (
STREET ADDRESS

(Company CI

or

home0 check One)

CITY

ZIP

STATE

Was Trus Maganne Personally Addressed to You') 0 Yes 0 No

Industry classification (check one):
a LI Computer & Related Equipment
b D Communications Equipment & Systems
c D Navigation, Guidance or Control Systems
d D Aerospace, Underseas Ground Support

Your design function (check each letter that applies):
X D Ido electronic design or development engineering work.
y D Isupervise electronic design or development engineering work.
zD Iset standards for, or evaluate electronic components, systems and materials.
Estimate number of employees (at this location):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

16
17
18
19
20

31 46
32 47
33 48
34 49
35 50

21 36 51
22 37 52
23 38 53
24 39 54
25 40 55

11 26 41 56
12 27 42 57
13 28 43 58
14 29 44 59
15 30 45 60
aGG 3=2

5Source of Inquiry—DOMESTIC
j D Independent R&D Organizations
kD Government

e LI Test & Measuring Equipment
f U Consumer Products
g 0 Industrial Controls & Equipment
h D Components & Subassemblies

1. (11 under 20

2. ID 20-99

3.0 100-999
363
364
365
366
367

378
379
380
381
382

393
394
395
396
397

106
107
108
109
110

121
122
123
124
125

136
137
138
139
140

151
152
153
154
155

166
167
168
169
170

181
182
183
184
185

196
197
198
199
200

211
212
213
214
215

66 81 96
67 82 97
68 83 98
69 84 99
70 85 100

111
112
113
114
115

126
127
128
129
130

141
142
143
144
145

156
157
158
159
160

171
172
173
174
175

186
187
188
189
190

201
202
203
204
205

216 231 246 261
217.232 247 262
218 233 248 263
219 234 249 264
220 235 250 265

338
339
340
341
342

353 368 383 398
354 369 384 399
355 370 385 400
356 371 386 401
357 372 387 402

71
72
73
74
75

116 131 146 161 176
117 132 147 162 177
118 133 148 163 178
119 134 149 164 179
120 135 150 165 180

191
192
193
194
195

206
207
208
209
210

221
222
223
224
225

343
344
345
346
347

358
359
360
361
362

76
77
78
79
80

86
87
88
89
90

101
102
103
104
105
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236
237
238
239
240

251
252
253
254
255

266
267
268
269
270

348
349
350
351
352

373
374
375
376
377

388
389
390
391
392

403
404
405
406
407

483
484
485
486
487

498
499
500
501
502

703
704
705
706
707

718
719
720
900
901

413
414
415
416
417

428
429
430
431
432

443
444
445
446
447

458
459
460
461
462

473
474
475
476
477

488
489
490
491
492

503
504
505
506
507

708 902
709 951
710 952
711 953
712 954

418
419
420
421
422

433
434
435
436
437

448
449
450
451
452

463
464
465
466
467

478
479
480
481
482

493
494
495
496
497

508
509
510
701
702

713
714
715
716
717

956
957
958
959
960

113 212 CIIIM

This reader service card expires July 7. 1982
TITLE

PHONE (

COMPANY

STREET ADDRESS (Company 0

or home 0 cheek

one)

CITY

ZIP

STATE

Was Thus Magazune Personally Addressed to You? 0 Yes 0 No

Industry classification (check one):
a D Computer & Related Equipment
b 0 Communications Equipment & Systems
c D Navigation, Guidance or Control Systems
d D Aerospace, Underseas Ground Support

eD
fD
gD
hD

Estimate number of employees (at this location):

1. D under 20

31 46
32 47
33 48
34 49
4 50

61
62
63
64
65

76
77
78
79
80

91
92
93
94
95

106
107
108
109
110

121
122
123
124
125

136
137
138
139
140

151
152
153
154
155

166
167
168
169
170

181
182
183
184
185

196
197
198
199
200

211 226
212227
213 228
214 229
215 230

6
7
8
9
10

21 36 51
22 37 52
23 38 53
24 39 54
25 40 55

66
67
68
69
70

81
82
83
84
85

96
97
98
99
100

111
112
113
114
115

126
127
178
129
130

141
142
143
144
145

156
157
158
159
160

171
172
173
174
175

186
187
188
189
190

201
202
203
204
205

11
12
13
14
15

26
27
28
29
30

71 86 101 116
72 87 102 117
73 88 103 118
74 89 104 119
75 90 105 120

131
132
133
134
135

146
147
148
149
150

161
162
163
164
165

176
177
178
179
180

191
192
193
194
195

206
207
208
209
210

41 56
42 57
43 58
44 59
45 60

5Source of Inquiry—DOMESTIC
j D Independent R&D Organizations
kD Government

Test & Measuring Equipment
Consumer Products
Industrial Controls & Equipment
Components & Subassemblies

Your design function (check each letter that applies):
X D Ido electronic design or development engineering work,
yD Isupervise electronic design or development engineering work.
zD Iset standards for, or evaluate electronic components, systems and materials.

16
17
18
19
20

4.0 over 1000

408 423 438 453 468
409 424 439 454 469
410 425 440 455 470
411 426 441 456 471
412 427 442 457 472
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NAME

1
2
3
4
5

principal job responsibility (check one)
Management
Engineering Management
Engineering

91
92
93
94
95

61
62
63
64
65

226 241 256 271
227 242 257 272
228 243 258 273
229 244 259 274
230 245 260 275

'Your
tD
y CI
rD

2. El 20-99

principal job responsibility (check one)
Management
Engineering Management
Engineering

3. El 100-999

703
704
705
706
707

718
719
720
900
901

413 428 443 458
414 429 444 459
415 430 445 460
416 431 446 461
417 432 447 462

473 488 503
474 489 504
475 490 505
476 491 506
477 492 507

708
709
710
711
712

902
951
952
953
954

418
419
420
421
422

478
479
480
481
482

713
714
715
716
717

956
957
958
959
960

363
364
365
366
367

378
379
380
381
382

393
394
395
396
397

408
409
410
411
412

216
217
218
219
220

231 246 261 338 353
232 247 262 339 354
233 248 263 340 355
234 249 264 341 356
235 250 265 342 357

368
369
370
371
372

383
384
385
386
387

398
399
400
401
402

221
222
223
224
225

236
237
238
239
240

373
374
375
376
377

388
389
390
391
392

403
404
405
406
407

251
252
253
254
255

256
257
258
259
260

266
267
268
269
270

343
344
345
346
347

358
359
360
361
362

4. D over 1000
498
499
500
501
502

348
349
350
351
352

241
242
243
244
245

271
272
273
274
275

Your
t ci
y0
r C3

423
424
425
426
427

433
434
435
436
437

438
439
440
441
442

448
449
450
451
452

453
454
455
456
457

463
464
465
466
467

468
469
470
471
472

483
484
485
486
487

493
494
495
496
497

508
509
510
701
702
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If the cards below have already been used,
you may obtain the needed information
by writing directly to the manufacturer,
or by sending your name and address,
plus the Reader Service number and issue date,
to Electronics Reader Service Department,
P.O. Box No. 2530, Clinton, Iowa 52734.
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Postage
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P.O. Box No. 2530
Clinton, Iowa 52735

Compact, solid state,
RFamplifier delivers 1000 W
from 0.3 to 35 MHz.
ENI announces another breakthrough
in RF power amplifier technology. At last
there is acommercially available solid state
amplifier offering acontinuous output of
1000 Watts from 0.3 to 35 MHz.
The ENI A-1000 is designed primarily for
use in HF transmitters, linear accelerators,
plasma equipment, NMR systems and

And mismatched loads can't cause
problems because, like every ENI amplifier,
the A-1000 is unconditionally stable and
protected against both overload and
overdrive.
For more information, or afull-line
catalog, please contact us at ENI, 3000
Winton Road South, Rochester, NY14623.

RFI/EMI applications. Extraordinarily
compact, efficient, and ruggedly built, this

Call 716/473-6900, or telex 97-8283
ENI ROC.

completely solid state unit can operate
reliably under the most extreme environmental conditions.

ENI

The advanced design line
of RF power amplifiers

Circle 901 on reader service card

World's largest
local distributor

HERE'S THE INSIDE MOW
ON ROCKWELL'S R24 DC
INTEGRAL MODEM...

with 44 locations
stocking the finest
lines of electronic
components and
computer products
ALABAMA
Huntsville (205) 837-7210
ARIZONA
Phoenix (602) 231-5100
CALIFORNIA
Avnet. LA (213) 558-2345
Amet O C (7_143
amIlton. I_ A (213) 558-2121
Hamilton. OC

(714) 641-41015 --

San Diego (714) 571-7510
San Francisco (408) 743-3355
COLORADO
Denver (303) 779-9998
CONNECTICUT
Danbury (203) 797-2800
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FLORIDA
St Petersburg (813) 576-3930
Miami (305) 971-2900
GEORGIA
Atlanta (404) 447-7507
ILLINOIS
Chicago (312) 860-7700
INDIANA
Indianapolis (317) 844-9333
KANSAS

•

Kansas City (913) 888-8900
MARYLAND
Baltimore (301) 995-3500
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston (617) 273-7500
MICHIGAN
Detroit (313) 522-4700
Grand Rapids (616) 243-8805
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis (612) 932-0600
MISSOURI
St Louis (314) 344-1200
NEW JERSEY
(201) 575-3390
Cherry Hill (609) 424-0100
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque (505) 765-1500
NEW YORK
Long Island (516) 454-6060
Syracuse (315) 437-2641
Rochester (716) 475-9130
NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh (919) 829-8030
OHIO
Cleveland (216) 831-3500
Dayton (513) 433-0610
OREGON
Portland (503) 635-8831
TEXAS
Dallas (214) 659-4111
Houston (713) 780-1771
Austin (512) 837-8911

ROCKWELL from

ILTON/AVNET

UTAH
Salt Lake City (801) 972-2800
WASHINGTON
Seattle (206) 453-5844
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee (414) 784-4510
INTERNATIONAL
Telex 66-4329
Telephone (213) 558-2441
CANADA
Toronto (416) 677-7432
Montreal (514) 331-6443
Ottawa (613) 226-1700
Calgary (403) 230-3586
JAPAN
Tokyo (03) 662-9911
Osaka 106) 533-5855

Rockwell's R24 DC is a high-performance
integral 2400-bps modem, FCC registered for
direct connection to the dial-up network. But
the real scoop is that incorporating the R24 DC
gives your product a decided leading edge.
Here's how.
First, the cost of an R24 DC is a fraction of
that of an acoustic coupler. So you save your
customers money by eliminating a costly addon peripheral. Second, because the R24 DC
operates at a fast 2400 bps, your customers
save in telephone costs over slower modems,
including acoustic couplers. Third, integrating
an R24 DC assures your customers of total
functional compatability between modem and
machine by eliminating the problems inherent

with third-party supplied equipment. Fourth,
service problems are reduced because you
control the entire system—operation of the
modem portion is taken out of the hands of
others. Finally, the R24 DC lets you offer your
customer the option of remote communications
capability. And options sell products! Just
design your equipment to accept the R24 DC
as a system plug-in option.
Order the R24 DC from Hamilton/Avnet as a
single-board unit or as a three-module set and
get another big advantage—immediate delivery.
Call any of our 44 locations and get the R24 DC
delivered off-the-shelf in the quantities you need,
ready for production when you need them.

A commitment to stock and serve your local market!
Circle 902 cm reader service card

